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PREFACE 

THIS BooK is based on a course of lectures 
which I had the honour of giving at Berkeley in the 
autumn of 1949· They are reproduced here substantially 
as they were composed, though in a form slightly fuller 
than that in which they were delivered. Their original 
audience included many anthropologists and other scholars 
who had no specialist knowledge of ancient Greece, and it 
is my hope that in their present shape they may interest 
a similar audience of readers. I have therefore translated 
virtually all Greek quotations occurring in the text, and 
have transliterated the more important of those Greek 
terms which have no true English equivalent. I have also 
abstained as far as possible from encumbering the text 
with controversial arguments on points of detail, which 
could mean little to readers unfamiliar with the views 
controverted, and from complicating my main theme by 
pursuing the numerous side-issues which tempt the pro
fessional scholar. A selection of such matter will be found 
in the notes, in which I have tried to indicate briefly, 
where possible by reference to ancient sources or modern 
discussions, and where necessary by argument, the 
grounds for the opinions advanced in the text. 

To the nonclassical reader I should like to offer a warning 
against treating the book as if it were a history of Greek 
religion, or even of Greek religious ideas or feelings. If 
he does, he will be gravely misled. It is a study of the 
successive interpretations which Greek minds placed on one 
particular type of human experience-a sort of experience 
in which nineteenth-century rationalism took little in
terest, but whose cultural significance is now widely 
recognised. The evidence which is here brought together 
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illustrates an important, and relatively unfamiliar, aspect 
of the mental world of ancient Greece. But an aspect must 
not be mistaken for the whole. 

To my fellow-professionals I perhaps owe some defence 
of the use which I have made in several places of recent 
anthropological and psychological observations and theo
ries. In a world of specialists, such borrowings from un
familiar disciplines are, I know, generally received by 
the learned with apprehension and often with active 
distaste. I expect to be reminded, in the first place, that 
"the Greeks were not savages," and secondly, that in these 
relatively new studies the accepted truths of to-day are 
apt to become the discarded errors of to-morrow. Both 
statements are correct. But in reply to the first it is per
haps sufficient to quote the opinion of L~vy-Bruhl, that 
"dans tout esprit humain, quel qu'en soit le d~veloppe
ment intellectuel, subsiste un fond ind~racinable de 
mentalit~ primitive"; or, if nonclassical anthropologists 
are suspect, the opinion of Nilsson, that "primitive men
tality is a fairly good description of the mental behaviour 
of most people to-day except in their technical or con
sciously intellectual activities." Why should we attribute 
to the ancient Greeks an immunity from "primitive" 
modes of thought which we do not find in any society 
open to our direct observation? 

As to the second point, many of the theories to which I 
have referred are admittedly provisional and uncertain. 
But if we are trying to reach some understanding of Greek 
minds, and are not content with describing external be
haviour or drawing up a list of recorded "beliefs," we 
must work by what light we can get, and an uncertain 
light is better than none. Tylor's animism, Mannhardt's 
vegetation-magic, Frazer's year-spirits, Codrington's 
mana, have all in their day helped to illuminate dark 
places in the ancient record. They have also encouraged 
many rash guesses. But time and the critics can be trusted 
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to deal with the guesses; the illumination remains. I 
see here good reason to be cautious in applying ·to the 
Greeks generalisations based on non-Greek evidence, but 
none for the withdrawal of Greek scholarship into a self
imposed isolation. Still less are classical scholars justified 
in continuing to operate-as many of them do-with obso
lete anthropological concepts, ignoring the new directions 
which these studies have taken in the last thirty years, 
such as the promising recent alliance between social 
anthropology and social psychology. If the truth is be
yond our grasp, the errors of to-morrow are still to be 
preferred to the errors of yesterday; for error in the 
sciences is only another name for the progressive approxi
mation to truth. 

It remains to express my gratitude to those who have 
helped in the production of this book: in the first place to 
the University of California, for causing me to write it; 
then to Ludwig Edelstein, W. K. C. Guthrie, I. M. Lin
forth, and A. D. Nock, all of whom read the whole or a 
part in typescript and made valuable suggestions; and 
finally to Harold A. Small, W. H. Alexander, and others 
at the University of California Press, who took great 
and uncomplaining trouble in preparing the text for the 
printer. I must also thank Professor Nock and the Council 
of the Roman Society for permission to reprint as appen
dices two articles which appeared respectively in the 
Harvard Theological Review and the Journal of Roman 
Studies; and the Council of the Hellenic Society for per
mission to reproduce some pages from an article published 
in the Journal of Hellenic Studies. 

OxFORD 

August 1950 

E. R. D. 
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I 
Agamemnon's Apology 

The recesses of feeling, Jht Jarlcer, !JiinJer strata of 
character, art the only places in the wor/J in which flit 
talth real fact in the making. 

WILLIAM ]AMES 

SoME YEAilS ago I was in the British Museum 
looking at the Parthenon sculptures when a young man came up 
to me and said with a worried air, "I know it's an awful thing 
to confess, but this Greek stuff doesn't move me one bit." I 
said that was very interesting: could he define at all the reasons 
for his lack of response? He reflected for a minute or two. Then 
he said, "Well, it's all so terribly rational, if you know what I 
mean." I thought I did know. The young man was only saying 
what has been said more articulately by Roger Fryr and others. 
To a generation whose sensibilities have been trained on African 
and Aztec art, and on the work of such men as Modigliani and 
Henry Moore, the art of the Greeks, and Greek culture in 
general, is apt to appear lacking in the awareness of mystery and 
in the ability to penetrate to the deeper, less conscious levels 
of human experience. 

This fragment of conversation stuck in my head and set me 
thinking. Were the Greeks in fact quite so blind to the impor
tance of nonrational factors in man's experience and behaviour 
as is commonly assumed both by their apologists and by their 
critics? That is the question out of which this book grew. To 
answer it completely would evidently involve a survey of the 
whole cultural achievement of ancient Greece. But what I 
propose attempting is something much more modest: I shall 

• For notes to chapteri see paaes 18~7. 
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merely try to throw some light on the problem by examining 
afresh certain relevant aspects of Greek religious experience. 
I hope that the result may have a certain interest not only for 
Greek scholars but for some anthropologists and social psy
chologists, indeed for anyone who is concerned to understand 
the springs of human behaviour. I shall therefore try as far as 
possible to present the evidence in terms·intelligible to the non
specialist. 

I shall begin by considering a particular aspect of Homeric 
religion. To some classical scholars the Homeric poems will 
seem a bad place to look for any sort of religious experience. 
"The truth is," says Professor Mazon in a recent book, "that 
there was never a poem less religious than the 1/iaJ."a This may 
be thought a li ttlesweeping; but it reflects an opinion which seems 
to be widely accepted. Professor Murray thinks that the so
called Homeric religion "was not really religion at all"; for in 
his view "the real worship of Greece before the fourth century 
almost never attached itself to those luminous Olympian 
forms." 3 Similarly Dr. Bowra observes that "this complete 
anthropomorphic system has of course no relation to real reli
gion or to morality. These gods are a delightful, gay invention 
of poets."4 

Of course--if the expression "real religion" means the kind 
of thing that enlightened Europeans or Americans of to-day 
recognise as being religion. But if we restrict the meaning of 
the word in this way, are we not in danger of undervaluing, or 
even of overlooking altogether, certain types of experience 
which we no longer interpret in a religious sense, but which may 
nevertheless in their time have been quite heavily charged 
with religious significance? My purpose in the present chapter is 
not to quarrel with the distinguished scholars I have quoted 
over their use of terms, but to call attention to one kind of 
experience in Homer which is prima fade religious and to 
examine its psychology. 

Let us start from that experience of divine temptation or 
infatuation (ati) which led Agamemnon to compensate himself 
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for the loss of his own mistress by robbing Achilles of" his. 
"Not I," he declared afterwards, "not I was the cause of this 
act, but Zeus and my portion and the Erinys who walks in 
darkness: they it was who in the assembly put wild ale in my 
understanding, on that day when I arbitrarily took Achilles' 
prize from him. So what could I do? Deity will always have its 
way."s By impatient modern readers these words of Agamem
non's have sometimes been dismissed as a weak excuse or 
evasion of responsibility. But not, I think, by those who read 
carefully. An evasion of responsibility in the juridical sense 
the words certainly are not; for at the end of his speech Aga
memnon offers compensation precisely on this ground-"But 
since I was blinded by ale and Zeus took away my under
standing, I am willing to make my peace and give abundant 
compensation. " 6 Had he acted of his own volition, he could 
not so easily admit himself in the wrong; as it is, he will pay 
for his acts. Juridically, his position would be the same in 
either case; for early Greek justice cared nothing for intent
it was the act that mattered. Nor is he dishonestly inventing a 
moral alibi; for the victim of his action takes the same view of 
it as he does. "Father Zeus, great indeed are the alai thou givest 
to men. Else the son of Atreus would never have persisted in 
rousing the lhumos in my chest, nor obstinately taken the girl 
against my will." 7 You may think that Achilles is here politely 
accepting a fiction, in order to save the High King's face? But 
no: for already in Book 1, when Achilles is explaining the situa
tion to Thetis, he speaks of Agamemnon's behaviour as his ale;• 
and in Book 9 he exclaims, "Let the son of Atreus go to his 
doom and not disturb me, for Zeus the counsellor took away 
his understanding."' It is Achilles' view of the matter as much 
as Agamemnon's; and in the famous words which introduce the 
story of the Wrath-"The plan of Zeus was fulfilled"• 0-we 
have a strong hint that it is also the poet's view. 

If this were the only incident which Homer's characters 
interpreted in this peculiar way, we might hesitate as to the· 
poet's motive: we might guess, for example, that he wished 
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to avoid alienating the hearers' sympathy too completely from 
Agamemnon, or again that he was trying to impart a deeper 
significance to the rather undignified quarrel of the two chiefs 
by representing it as a step in the fulfilment of a divine plan. 
But these explanations do not apply to other passages where 
"the gods" or "some god" or Zeus are said to have momentarily 
"taken away" or "destroyed" or "ensorcelled" a human being's 
understanding. Either of them might indeed be applied to 
the case of. Helen, who ends a deeply moving and evidently 
sincere speech by saying that Zeus has laid on her and Alexan
dros an evil doom, "that we may be hereafter a theme of song 
for men to come."" But when we are simply told that Zeus 
"ensorcelled the mind of the Achaeans," so that they fought 
badly, no consideration of persons comes into play; still less in 
the general statement that "the gods can make the most 
sensible man senseless and bring the feeble-minded to good 
sense."12 And what, for example, of Glaucus, whose under
standing Zeus took away, so that he did what Greeks almost 
never do-accepted a bad bargain, by swopping gold armour 
for bronze?•3 Or what of Automedon, whose folly in attempting 
to double the parts of charioteer and spearman led a friend to 
ask him "which of the gods had put an unprofitable plan in his 
breast and taken away his excellent understanding?"• 4 These 
two cases clearly have no connection with any deeper divine 
purpose; nor can there be any question of retaining the hearers' 
sympathy, since no moral slur is involved. 

At this point, however, the reader may naturally ask whether 
we are dealing with anything more than afaron de par/er. Does 
the poet mean anything more than that Glaucus was a fool to 
make the bargain he did? Did Automedon's friend mean 
anything more than "What the dickens prompted you to 
behave like that?" Perhaps not. The hexameter formulae 
which were the stock-in-trade of the old poets lent themselves 
easily to the sort of semasiological degeneration which ends by 
creating a Jaron de par/er. And we may note that neither the 
Glaucus episode nor the futile arisleia of Automedon is integral 
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to the plot even of an "expanded" Iliad: they may well be 
additions by a later hand.'5 Our aim, however, is to understand 
the original experience which lies at the root of such stereo
typed formulae-for even ajaron de par/er must have an origin. 
It may help us to do so if we look a little more closely at the 
nature of ale and of the agencies to which Agamemnon ascribes 
it, and then glance at some other sorts of statement which the 
epic poets make about the sources of human behaviour. 

There are a number of passages in Homer in which unwise 
and unaccountable conduct is attributed to ale, or described by 
the cognate verb aasaslhai, without explicit reference to 
divine intervention. But ale in Homer•6 is not itself a personal 
agent: the two passages which speak of ale in personal terms, 
11. 9.505 ff. and 19.91 ff., are transparent pieces of allegory. Nor 
does the word ever, at any rate in the Iliad, mean objective 
disaster,• 7 as it so commonly does in tragedy. Always, or prac
tically always/1 ale is a state of mind-a temporary clouding 
or bewildering of the normal consciousness. It is, in fact, a 
partial and temporary insanity; and, like all insanity, it is 
ascribed, not to physiological or psychological causes, but to 
an external "daemonic" agency. In the Odyssey,'' it is true, 
excessive consumption of wine is said to cause ale; the implica
tion, however, is probably not that ale can be produced "natu
rally," but rather that wine -has something supernatural or 
daemonic about it. Apart from this special case, the agents pro
ductive of ale, where they are specified, seem always to be 
supernatural beings;20 so we may class all instances of nonalco
holic ale in Homer under the head of what I propose to call 
"psychic intervention." 

If we review them, we shall observe that ale is by no means 
necessarily either a synonym for, or a result of, wickedness. 
The assertion of Liddell and Scott that ale is "mostly sent as 
the punishment of guilty rashness" is quite untrue of Homer. 
The ale (here a sort of stunned bewilderment) which overtook 
Patroclus after Apollo had struck him21 might possibly be 
claimed as an instance, since Patroclus had rashly routed the 
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Trojans ~dp atcraP~ but earlier in the scene this rashness is 
itself ascribed to the will of Zeus and characterised by the verb 
a6.crfJTJ.23 Again, the ale of one Agastrophus'4 in straying too far 
from his chariot, and so getting himself killed, is not a "punish
ment" for rashness; the rashness is itself the ale, or a result of 
the ate, and it involves no discernible moral guilt-it is just an 
unaccountable error, like the bad bargain which Glaucus made. 
Again, Odysseus was neither guilty nor rash when he took a nap 
at an unfortunate moment, thus givjng his companions a chance 
to slaughter the tabooed oxen. It was what we should call an 
accident; but for Homer, as for early thought in general, as there 
is no such thing as accident-Odysseus knows that his nap was 
sent by the gods ds liTTJP, "to fool him. "'6 Such passages sug
gest that ale had originally no connection with guilt. The notion 
of ale as a punishment seems to be either a late development in 
Ionia or a late importation from outside: the only place in 
Homer where it is explicitly asserted is the unique ALTal pas
sage in Iliad 9/7 which suggests that it may possibly be a Main
land idea, taken over along with the Meleager story from an 
epic composed in the mother country. 

A word next about the agencies to which ale is ascribed. Aga
memnon cites, not one such agency, but three: Zeus and moira 
and the Erinys who walks in darkness (or, according to another 
and perhaps older reading, the Erinys who sucks blood). Of 
these, Zeus is the mythological agent whom the poet conceives 
as the prime mover in the affair: "the plan ofZeus was fulfilled." 
It is perhaps significant that (unless we make Apollo responsible 
for the ale of Patroclus) Zeus is the only individual Olympian 
who is credited with causing ale in the Iliad (hence ale is alle
gorically described as his eldest daughter).21 Moira, I think, is 
brought in because people spoke of any unaccountable personal 
disaster as part of their "portion" or "lot," meaning simply 
that they cannot understand why it happened, but since it 
has happened, evidently "it had to be." People still speak in 
that way, more especially of death, for which p."ipa has in fact 
become a synonym in modern Greek, like p.hpos in classical Greek. 
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I am sure it is quite wrong to write Moira with a capital "M" 
here, as if it signified either a personal goddess who dictates to 
Zeus or a Cosmic Destiny like the Hellenistic Heimarmene. As 
goddesses, Moirai are always plural, both in cult and in early 
literature, and with one doubtful exception29 they do not figure 
at all in the Iliad. The most we can say is that by treating 
his "portion" as an agent-by making it do something
Agamemnon is taking a first step towards personification.30 

Again, by blaming his moira Agamemnon no more declares 
himself a systematic determinist than does the modern Greek 
peasant when he uses similar language. To ask whether Homer's 
people are determinists or libertarians is a fantastic anachro
nism: the question has never occurred to them, and if it were 
put to them it would be very difficult to make them understand 
what it meant. 3• What they do recognize is the distinction be
tween normal actions and actions performed in a state of ale. 
Actions of the latter sort they can trace indifferently either to 
their moira or to the will of a god, according as they look at the 
matter from a subjective or an objective point of view. In the 
same way Patroclus attributes his death directly to the immedi
ate agent, the man Euphorbus, and indirectly to the mytho
logical agent, Apollo, but from a subjective standpoint to his 
bad moira. It is, as the psychologists say, "overdetermined."32 

On this analogy, the Erinys should be the immediate agent 
in Agamemnon's case. That she should figure at all in this con
text may well surprise those who think of an Erinys as essen
tially a spirit of vengeance, still more those who believe, with 
Rohde,u that the Erinyes were originally the vengeful dead. 
But the passage does not stand alone. We read also in the. 
Odyssey34 of "the heavy ale which the hard-hitting goddess 
Erinys laid on the understanding of Melampus." In neither 
place is there any question of revenge or punishment. The ex
planation is perhaps that the Erinys is the personal agent who 
ensures the fulfilment of a moira. That is why the Erinyes cut 
short the speech of Achilles' horses: it is not "according to 
moira" for horses to talk.JS That is why they would punish the 
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sun, according to Heraclitus,36 if the sun should "transgress his 
measures" by exceeding the task assigned to him. Most prob
ably, I think, the moral function of the Erinyes as ministers of 
vengeance derives from this primitive task of enforcing a moira 
which was at first morally neutral, or rather, contained by 
implication both an "ought" and a "must" which early thought 
did not clearly distinguish. So in Homer we find them enforcing 
the claims to status which arise from family or social relation
ship and are felt to be part of a person's moira:n a parent,31 an 
elder brother,Jt even a beggar,4° has something due to him as 
such, and can invoke "his" Erinyes to protect it. So too they 
are called upon to witness oaths; for the oath creates an assign
ment, a moira. The connection of Erinys with moira is still 
attested by Aeschylus,4• though the moirai have now become 
quasi-personal; and the Erinyes are still for Aeschylus dis
pensers of ale, 42 although both they and it have been moralised. 
It rather looks as if the complex moira-Erinys-ale had deep 
roots, and might well be older than the ascription of ale to the 
agency of Zeus. 43 In that connection it is worth recalling that 
Erinys and aisa (which is synonymous with moira) go back to 
what is perhaps the oldest known form of Hellenic speech, the 
Arcado-Cypriot dialect. 44 

Here, for the present, let us leave ale and its associates, and 
consider briefly another kind of "psychic intervention" which 
is no less frequent in Homer, namely, the communication of 
power from god to man. In the Iliad, the typical case is the com
munication of menos45 during a battle, as when Athena puts a 
triple portion of menos into the chest of her protege Diomede, 
or Apollo puts menos into the lhumos of the wounded Glaucus.46 
This menos is not primarily physical strength; nor is it a perma
nent organ of mentallife47 like lhumos or n66s. Rather it is, like 
ale, a state of mind. When a man feels menos in his chest, or 
"thrusting up pungently into his nostrils,"48 he is conscious of a 
mysterious access of energy; the life in him is strong, and he is 
filled with a new confidence and eagerness. The connection of 
menos with the sphere of volition comes out clearly in the re-
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lated words JW'OU'AP, "to be eager," and 8vcrpe~s, "wishing 
ill." It is significant that often, though not always, a com
munication of mmos comes as a response to pra.yer. But it is 
something much more spontaneous and instinctive than what 
we call "resolution"; animals can have it,49 and it is used by 
analogy to describe the devouring energy of fire.s• In man it is 
the vital energy, the "spunk," which is not always there at call, 
but comes and goes mysteriously and (as we should say) 
capriciously. But to Homer it is not caprice: it is the act of a 
god, who "increases or diminishes at will a man's arele (that is 
to say, his potency as a fighter)."St Sometimes, indeed, the 
menos can be roused by verbal exhortation; at other times its 
onset can only be explained by saying that a god has "breathed 
it into" the hero, or "put it in his chest," or, as we read in one 
place, transmitted it by contact, through a staff.P 

I think we should not dismiss these statements as "poetic 
invention" or "divine machinery." No doubt the particular 
instances are often invented by the poet for the convenience 
of his plot; and certainly the psychic intervention is sometimes 
linked with a physical one, or with a scene on Olympus. But we 
can be pretty sure that the underlying idea was not invented by 
any poet, and that it is older than the conception of anthro
pomorphic gods physically and visibly taking part in a battle. 
The temporary possession of a heightened menos is, like ale, an 
abnormal state which demands a supernormal explana~ion. 
Homer's men can recognise its onset, which is marked by a 
peculiar sensation in the limbs. "My feet beneath and hands 
above feel eager (pa.Lp@xr,)," says one recipient of the power: 
that is because, as the poet tells us, the god has made them 
nimble (Aa.,Pp6.).53 This sensation, which is here shared by a 
second recipient, confirms for them the divine origin of the 
menos.54 It is an abnormal experience. And men in a condition 
of divinely heightened mmos behave to some extent abnormally. 
They can perform the most difficult feats with ease (JIG.) :ss that 
is a traditional mark of divine power.st They can even, like 
Diomede, fight with impunity against gods57-an action which 
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to men in their normal state is excessively dangerous.51 They 
are in fact for the time being rather more, or perhaps rather 
less, than human. Men who have received a communication of 
mmos are several times compared to ravening lions;s' but the 
most striking description of the state is in Book 15, where 
Hector goes berserk {#&alveTal), he foams at the mouth, and his 
eyes glow.6° From such cases it is only a step to the idea of 
actual possession (8alpovav); but it is a step which Homer does 
not take. He does say of Hector that after he had put on 
Achilles' armour "Ares entered into him and his limbs were 
filled with courage and strength";'• but Ares here is hardly 
more than a synonym for the martial spirit, and the communi
cation of power is produced by the will of Zeus, assisted per
haps by the divine armour. Gods do of course for purposes 
of disguise assume the shape and appearance of individual 
human beings; but that is a different belief. Gods may appear 
at times in human form, men may share at times in the divine 
attribute of power, but in Homer there is nevertheless no real 
blurring of the sharp line which separates humanity from deity. 

In the Odyssey, which is less exclusively concerned with 
fighting, the communication of power takes other forms. The 
poet of the "Telemachy" imitates the Iliad by making Athena 
put menos into Telemachus;62 but here the menos is the moral 
courage which will enable the boy to face the overbearing 
suitors. That is literary adaptation. Older and more authentic 
is the repeated claim that minstrels derive their creative power 
from God. "I am self-taught," says Phemius; "it was a god who 
implanted all sorts of lays in my mind. "63 The two parts of his 
statement are not felt as contradictory: he means, I think, 
that he has not memorised the lays of other minstrels, but is a 
creative poet who relies on the hexameter phrases welling up 
spontaneously as he needs them out of some unknown and un
controJlable depth; he sings "out of the gods," as the best 
minstrels always do.64 I shall come back to that in the latter 
part of chapter iii, "The Blessings of Madness." 

But the most characteristic feature of the Odyssey is the way 
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in which its personages ascribe all sorts of mental (as well as 
physical) events to the intervention of a nameless and inde
terminate daemon's or "god" or "gods."66 These vaguely con
ceived beings can inspire courage at a crisis67 or take away a 
man's understanding," just as gods do in the Iliad. But they 
are also credited with a wide range of what may be called 
loosely "monitions." Whenever someone has a particularly 
brilliant69 or a particularly foolish 70 idea; when he suddenly 
recognises another person's identity71 or sees in a flash the 
meaning of an omen;12 when he remembers what he might well 
have forgottenu or forgets what he should have remembered,74 

he or someone else will see in it, if we are to take the words 
literally, a psychic intervention by one of these anonymous 
supernatural beings.75 Doubtless they do not always expect to 
be taken literally: Odysseus, for example, is hardly serious in 
ascribing to the machinations of a daemon the fact that he 
went out without his cloak on a cold night. But we are not 
dealing simply with an "epic convention." For it is the poet's 
characters who talk like this, and not the poet:76 his own con
vention is quite other-he operates, like the author of the Il
iad, with clear-cut anthropomorphic gods such as Athena and 
Poseidon, not with anonymous daemons. If he has made his 
characters employ a different convention, he has presumably 
done so because that is how people did in fact talk: he is being 
"realistic." 

And indeed that is how we should expect people to talk who 
believed (or whose ancestors had believed) in daily and hourly 
monitions. The recognition, the insight, the memory, the 
brilliant or perverse idea, have this in common, that they come 
suddenly, as we say, "into a man's head." Often he is conscious 
of no observation or reasoning which has led up to them. But in 
that case, how can he call them "his"? A moment ago they 
were not in his mind; now they are there. Something has put 
them there, and that something is other than himself. More 
than this he does not know. So he speaks of it noncommittally 
as "the gods" or "some god," or more often (especially when 
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its prompting has turned out to be bad) as a daemon. 77 Anc 
by analogy he applies the same explanation to the ideas ana 
actions of other people when he finds them difficult to under
stand or out of character. A good example is Antinous' speech 
in Odyssey 2, where, after praising Penelope's exceptional in
telligence and propriety, he goes on to say that her idea of re
fusing to remarry is not at all proper, and concludes that "the 
gods are putting it into her chest."71 Similarly, when Telema
chus for the first time speaks out boldly against the suitors, 
Antinous infers, not without irony, that "the gods are teaching 
him to talk big."79 His teacher is in fact Athena, as the poet 
and the reader know;10 but Antinous is not to know that, so 
he says "the gods.'' 

A similar distinction between what the speaker knows and 
what the poet knows may be observed in some places in the 
Iliad. When Teucer's bowstring breaks, he cries out with a 
shudder of fear that a daemon is thwarting him; but it was in 
fact Zeus who broke it, as the poet has just told us.•• It has been 
suggested that in such passages the poet's point of view is the 
older: that he still makes use of the "Mycenaean" divine 
machinery, while his characters ignore it and use vaguer lan
guage like the poet's Ionian contemporaries, who (it is asserted) 
were losing their faith in the old anthropomorphic gods.12 In 
my view, as we shall see in a moment, this is almost an exact 
reversal of the real relationship. And it is anyhow clear that 
Teucer's vagueness has nothing to do with scepticism: it is the 
simple result of ignorance. By using the word daemon he "ex
presses the fact that a higher power has made something 
happen,"ll and this fact is all he knows. As Ehnmark has 
pointed out,14 similar vague language in reference to the super
natural was commonly used by Greeks at all periods, not out 
of scepticism, but simply because they could not identify the 
particular god concerned. It is also commonly used by primitive 
peoples, whether for the same reason or because they lack the 
idea of personal gods. Is That its use by the Greeks is very old 
is shown by the high antiquity of the adjective daem6nios. That 
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word must originally have meant "acting at the monition of a 
daemon"; but already in the Iliad its primitive sense has so 
far faded that Zeus can apply it to Hera.86 A verbal coinage so 
defaced has clearly been in circulation for a long time. 

We have now surveyed, in such a cursory manner as time 
permits, the commonest types of psychic intervention in 
Homer. We may sum up the result by saying that all departures 
from normal human behaviour whose causes are not immediate
ly perceived, 17 whether by the subjects' own consciousness or 
by the observation of others, are ascribed to a supernatural 
agency, just as is any departure from the normal behaviour of 
the weather or the normal behaviour of a bowstring. This 
finding will not surprise the nonclassical anthropologist: he 
will at once produce copious parallels from Borneo or Central 
Africa. But it is surely odd to find this belief, this sense of con
stant daily dependence on the supernatural, firmly embedded in 
poems supposedly so "irreligious" as the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
And we may also ask ourselves why a people so civilised, clear
headed, and rational as the Ionians did not eliminate from their 
national epics these links with Borneo and the primitive past, 
just as they eliminated fear of the dead, fear of pollution, and 
other primitive terrors which must originally have played a 
part in the saga. I doubt if the early literature of any other 
European people-even my own superstitious countrymen, the 
Irish-postulates supernatural interference in human behaviour 
with such frequency or over so wide a field.18 

Nilsson is, I think, the first scholar who has seriously tried to 
find an explanation of all this in terms of psychology. In a 
paper published in 1924,19 which has now become classical, he 
contended that Homeric heroes are peculiarly subject to rapid 
and violent changes of mood: they suffer, he says, from mental 
instability (psychisthe Labilital). And he goes on to point out 
that even to-day a person of this temperament is apt, when his 
mood changes, to look back with horror on what he has just 
done, and exclaim, "I didn't really mean to do thatl"-from 
which it is a short step to saying, "It wasn't really I who did 
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it." "His own behaviour," says Nilsson, "has become alien to 
him. He cannot understand it.lt is for him no part of his Ego." 
This is a perfectly true observation, and its relevance to some 
of the phenomena we have been considering cannot, I think, 
be doubted. Nilsson is also, I believe, right in holding that ex
periences of this sort played a part-along with other elements, 
such as the Minoan tradition of protecting goddesses-in 
building up that machinery of physical intervention to which 
Homer resorts so constantly and, to our thinking, often so 
superfluously. We find it superfluous because the divine ma
chinery seems to us in many cases to do no more than duplicate 
a natural psychological causation.90 But ought we not perhaps 
to say rather that the divine machinery "duplicates" a psychic 
intervention-that is, presents it in a concrete pictorial form? 
This was not superfluous; for only in this way could it be made 
vivid to the imagination of the hearers. The Homeric poets 
were without the refinements of language which would have 
been needed to "put across" adequately a purely psychological 
miracle. What more natural than that they should first supple
ment, and later replace, an old unexciting threadbare formula 
like p.bM lp.{Ja.}l.e (Jup.ll by making the god appear as a physical 
presence and exhort his favourite with the spoken word?" 
How much more vivid than a mere inward monition is the 
famous scene in Iliad 1 where Athena plucks Achilles by the 
hair and warns him not to strike Agamemnon I But she is 
visible to Achilles alone: "none of the others saw her.",. 
That is a plain hint that she is the projection, the pictorial 
expression, of an inward monition9l-a monition which Achilles 
might have described by such a vague phrase as bweufi'E ,Ppefll 
8a.i.JUA'"· And I suggest that in general the inward monition, or 
the sudden unaccountable feeling of power, or the sudden 
unaccountable loss of judgement, is the germ out of which the 
divine machinery developed. 

One result of transposing the event from the interior to the 
external world is that the vagueness is eliminated: the inde
terminate daemon has to be made concrete as some particular 
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personal god. In Iliad I he becomes Athena, the goddess of 
good counsel. But that was a matter for the poet's choice. And 
through a multitude of such choices the poets must gradually 
have built up the personalities of their gods, "distinguishing," 
as Herodotus says,94 "their offices and skills, and fixing their 
physical appearance." The poets did not, of course, invent the 
gods (nor does Herodotus say so): Athena, for example, had 
been, as we now have reason to believe, a Minoan house
goddess. But the poets bestowed upon them personality-and 
thereby, as Nilsson says, made it impossible for Greece to lapse 
into the magical type of religion which prevailed among her 
Oriental neighbours. 

Some, however, may be disposed to challenge the assertion 
on which, for Nilsson, all this construction rests. Are Homer's 
people exceptionally unstable, as compared with the characters 
in other early epics? The evidence adduced by Nilsson is rather 
slight. They come to blows on small provocation; but so do 
Norse and Irish heroes. Hector on one occasion goes berserk; 
but Norse heroes do so much oftener. Homeric men weep in a 
more uninhibited manner than Swedes or Englishmen; but so 
do all the Mediterranean peoples to this day. We may grant 
that Agamemnon and Achilles are passionate, excitable men 
(the story requires that they should be). But are not Odysseus 
and Ajax in their several ways proverbial types of steady en
durance, as is Penelope of female constancy? Yet these stable 
characters are not more exempt than others from psychic 
intervention. I should hesitate on the whole to press this point 
of Nilsson's, and should prefer instead to connect Homeric 
man's belief in psychic intervention with two other peculiarities 
which do unquestionably belong to the culture described by 
Homer. 

The first is a negative peculiarity: Homeric man has no 
unified concept of what we call "soul" or "personality" (a 
fact to whose implications Druno Snell9s has lately called par
ticular attention). It is well known that Homer appears to 
credit man with a psyche only after death, or when he is in 
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the act of fainting or dying or is threatened with death: the 
only recorded function of the psyche in relation to the living 
man is to leave him. Nor has Homer any other word for the 
living personality. The lhumos may once have been a primitive 
"breath-soul" or "life-soul"; but in Homer it is neither the soul 
nor (as in Plato) a "part of the soul." It may be defined, 
roughly and generally, as the organ of feeling. But it enjoys an 
independence which the word "organ~' does not suggest to us, 
influenced_ as we are by the later concepts of "organism" anci 
"organic unity." A man's lhumos tells him that he must now 
eat or drink or slay an enemy, it advises him on his course of 
action, it puts words into his mouth: 8vpds av&!-yel, he says, or 
d).e-ra.l 8~ p.E (Jupbs. He can converse with it, or with his "heart" 
or his "belly," almost as man to man. Sometimes he scolds 
these detached entities (Kpa.8bJP t;vl'll'a.'li'E p.biJCfJ) ;" usually he 
takes their advice, but he may also reject it and act, as Zeus 
does on one occasion, "without the consent of his thumos.'"" 
In the latter case, we should say, like Plato, that the man was 
KpElrrc.w mUToii, he had controlled himself. But for Homeric 
man the lhumos tends not to be felt as part of the self: it com
monly appears as an independent inner voice. A man may even 
hear two such voices, as when Odysseus "plans in his lhumos" 
to kill the Cyclops forthwith, but a second voice (&epos 8vpbs) 
restrains him.91 This habit of (as we should say) "objectifying 
emotional drives," treating them as not-self, must have opened 
the door wide to the religious idea of psychic intervention, 
which is often said to operate, not directly on the man himself, 
but on his lhumos" or on its physical seat, his chest or midriff.' 01 

We see the connection very clearly in Diomede's remark that 
Achilles will fight "when the thumos in his chest tells him to ana 
a god rouses him"ro• (overdetermination again). 

A second peculiarity, which seems to be closely related to 
the first, must have worked in the same direction. This is the 
habit of explaining character or behaviour in terms of knowl
edge.•• The most familiar instance is the very wide use of 
the verb ol8a., "I know,'' with a neuter plural object to express 
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not only the possession of technical skill (otae, 'll'o>.epoqla fna 
and the like) but also what we should call moral character or 
personal feelings: Achilles "knows wild things, like a lion," 
Polyphemus "knows lawless things," Nestot and Agamemnon 
"know friendly things to each other."••J This is not merely a 
Homeric "idiom": a similar transposition of feeling into in
tellectual terms is implied when we are told that Achilles has 
"a merciless understanding (v~)," or that the Trojans "re
membered flight and forgot resistance. " 104 This intellectualist 
approach to the explanation of behaviour set a lasting stamp on 
the Greek mind: the sa-called Socratic paradoxes, that "virtue 
is knowledge," and that "no one does wrong on purpose," 
were no novelties, but an explicit generalised formulation of 
what had long been an ingrained habit of thought.' 0s Such a 
habit of thought must have encouraged the belief in psychic 
intervention. If character is knowledge, what is not knowledge 
is not part of the character, but comes to a man from outside. 
When he acts in a manner contrary to the system of conscious 
dispositions which he is said to "know," his action is not proper
ly his own, but has been dictated to him. In other words, on
systematised, nonrational impulses, and the acts resulting from 
them, tend to be excluded from the self and ascribed to an alien 
origin. 

Evidently this is especially likely to happen when the acts 
in question are such as to cause acute shame to their author. 
We know how in our own society unbearable feelings of guilt 
are got rid of by "projecting" them in phantasy on to someone 
else. And we may guess that the notion of ale served a similar 
purpose for Homeric man by enabling him in all good faith to 
project on to an external power his unbearable feelings of shame. 
I say "shame" and not "guilt," for certain American anthro
pologists have lately taught us to distinguish "shame-cultures'" 
from "guilt-cultures,"•o6 and the society described by Homer 
clearly falls into the former class. Homeric man's highest good is 
not the enjoyment of a quiet conscience, but the enjoyment 
of lime, public esteem: "Why should I fight,'' asks Achilles, "if 
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the good fighter receives no more TlP.W than the bad?''•o7 And 
the strongest moral force which Homeric man knows is not the 
fear of god,'08 but respect for public opinion, aidos: a.l.aiop.tu 
Tp&la.s, says Hector at the crisis of his fate, and goes with open 
eyes to his death.'09 The situation to which the notion of all 
is a response arose not merely from the impulsiveness of Homer
ic man, but from the tension between individual impulse and 
the pressure of social conformity characteristic of a shame
culture."0 In such a society, anything which exposes a man to 
the contempt or ridicule of his fellows, which causes him to 
"lose face," is felt as unbearable .... That perhaps explains 
how not only cases of moral failure, like Agamemnon's loss of 
self-control, but such things as the bad bargain of Glaucus, or 
Automedon's disregard of proper tactics, came to be "pro
jected" on to a divine agency. On the other hand, it was the 
gradually growing sense of guilt, characteristic of a later age, 
which transformed ale into a punishment, the Erinyes into 
ministers of vengeance, and Zeus into an embodiment of cosmic 
justice. With that development I shall deal in my next chapter. 

What I have thus far tried to do is to show, by examining one 
particular type of religious experience, that behind the term 
"Homeric religion" there lies something more than an artificial 
machinery of serio-comic gods and goddesses, and that we shall 
do it less than justice if we dismiss it as an agreeable interlude 
oflighthearted buffoonery between the presumed profundities of 
an Aegean Earth-religion about which we know little, and those 
of an "early Orphic movement" about which we know even less. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER I 

1 1Asl Lectures, 182 ff. 
2 lntroduttion a f Iliade, 294· 
, Rise of the Gretlc Epit4, 265. 
4 Tradition and Design in the Iliad, 222. The italics are mine. 
Similarly Wilhelm Schmid thinks that Homer's conception of the 
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gods "cannot be called religious." (Gr. Lileralurgtsthithlt, 
l.i.112 f.) 

5 11. 19.86 tr. 
'137 tr. Cf. 9.119 f. 
7 19.270 tr. 
8 1 .• p2. 
9 9·376. 

lo 1-S· 
11 11. 6.357· Cf. 3.164, where Priam says that not Helen but the gods 

are to blame (atTLOl) for the war; and Od. 4.261, where she speaks 
of her liT1J. 

u 11. 12.254 f.; Od. 23.11 tr. 
IJ1/. 6.234 fr. 
14 11. 17-469 f. 
1s Cf. Wilamowitz, Die Jlias und Homer, 304 f., 145· 
16 For this account of /ir.7 cf. W. Havers, "Zur Semasiologie von 

griech. 4T1J," Zlsthr.j. ug/. Spratliforsthung, 43 (1910) 225 tr. 
17 The transition to this sense may be seen at Od. 10.68, 12.372, and 

21.302. Otherwise it seems to be post-Homeric. L.-S. still cites for 
it 11. 24.480, but I think wrongly: see Leaf and Ameis-Hentze 
ad lot. 

11 The plural seems to be twice used of actions symptomatic of the 
state of mind, at J/. 9.115 and (if the view taken in n. 20 is right) 
at I/. 10.391. This is an easy and natural extension of the original 
sense. 

l9 11.61; 21.297 tr. 
20 J/. 10.391 is commonly quoted as a solitary exception. The mean

ing, however, may be, not that Hector's unwise advice produced 
liT1J in Dolon, but that it was a symptom of Hector's own condi
tion of (divinely inspired) liT1J. CiTal will then be used in the same 
sense as at 9·1151 whereas the common view postulates not only 
a unique psychology but a unique use of 4Tal as "acts productive 
of infatuation." At Od. 10.68 Odysseus' companions are named· as 
subordinate agents along with men crxb>.ws. 

21 11. 16.8os. 
u 1 !Jid .• 780. 
23 1/Jid .• 684-691. 
24 J/. 11•340. 
25 Cf. L. Uvy-Bruhl, Primiliot Mentality, 43 tr.; Primiliots and lht 

Supernalural, 57 f. (Eng. trans.J. 
26 Od. 12.371 f. Cf. 10.68. 
27 J/. 9.512: Tcfj liTfJP lip.' f1rEI1flal1 tva fJ).ai/JDEts bo.rlCTJ7. 
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.a 11. 19.91. At 11. 18.311 Athena, in her capacity as Goddess of 
Counsel, takes away the understanding of the Trojans, so that they 
applaud Hector's bad advice. This is not, however, called an cl~. 
But in the "Telemachy" Helen ascribes her clTfl to Aphrodite (OJ. 
4.261). 

"' 11. 24.491 where the plural may refer merely to the "portions" of 
different individuals (Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, l.36o). But the "mighty 
Spinners" of Od. 7.197 seem to be a kind of personal fates, akin to 
the Noms of Teutonic myth (cf. Chad wick, GrofiJih qf Lileralurt, 
1.646). 

3° Cf. Nilsson, History of Gretlc Religion, 169. Comford's view, that 
po'tpa. "stands for the provincial ordering of the world," and that 
"the notion of the individual lot or fate comes last, not first, in the 
order of development" (From Religion to Philosophy, 1 s tr.), 
seems to me intrinsically unlikely, and is certainly not supported 
by the evidence of Homer, where po'tpa. is still quite concretely 
used for, e.g., a "helping" of meat (Od. 20.26o). Nor does George 
Thomson convince me that the Moipcu originated "as symbols of 
the economic and social functions of primitive communism," or 
that "they grew out of the neolithic mother-goddesses" (The Pre
historic degean, 339). 

•• Snell, Philol. 8S (1929-1930) 141 tr., and (more elaborately} Chr. 
Voigt, Ue!Jerlegung u. Entstheidung ••• !Jei Homer, have pointed 
out that Homer has no word for an act of choice or decision. But 
the conclusion that in Homer "man still possesses no consciousness 
of personal freedom and of deciding for himself" (Voigt, op. tit., 
103) seems to me misleadingly expressed. I should rather say that 
Homeric man does not possess the concept of will (which developed 
curiously late in Greece), and therefore cannot possess the concept 
of "free will." That does not prevent him from distinguishing in 
practice between actions originated by the ego and those which 
he attributes to psychic intervention: Agamemnon can say eyw 8' 
ovK a.ET&hs eLpl1 a}.}.ci Zevs. And it seems a little artificial to deny 
that what is described in passages like 11. II.<f.03 tr. or Od. S·3SS tr. 
is in effect a reasoned decision taken after consideration of possible 
alternatives. 

P]l. 16.849 f. Cf. 18.1191 19·4101 21.82 tr., 22.297-303; and on 
"overdetermination" chap. ii, pp. 30 f. 

u Rh. Mus. so (189S) 6 tr. (= Kl. Sthriften, 11.229). Cf. Nilsson, 
Gesth. d. gr. Rei. 1.91 f.; and, contra, Wilamowitz in the introduc
tion to his translation of the Eumenides, and Rose, Handboolc of 
Greek Mythology, 84. 
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l4 I 5·233 f. 
Js J/. 19.418. Cf. l: Bad loe., i11'ltTK011'0l -y6.p EWll' TWP 1rapci ,PvtTlP. 
J 6 Fr. 94 Diels. 

2.1 

n In all cases but one (Od. 11.279 f.) the claims are those of living per
sons. This seems to tell heavily against the theory (invented in the 
confident heyday of animism) that the iplPVES are the vengeful 
dead. So do (a) the fact that in Homer they never punish murder; 
(6) the fact that gods as well as men have "their" iplvws. The 
iplPVES of Hera (J/. 21.412) have exactly the same function as 
those of Penelope (Od. 2.135)-to protect the status of a mother 
by punishing an unfilial son. We can say that they are the ma
ternal anger projected as a personal being. The 6ewv ipli'Vs who 
in the The6ais (fr. 2 Kinkel) heard the curse of the (living) Oedipus 
embodies in personal form the anger of the gods invoked in the 
curse: hence ipli'VS and curse can be equated (Aesch. Sepl. 701 

Eum. 417). On this view Sophocles was not innovating, but using 
the traditional language, when he made Teiresias threaten Creon 
with Al&lu Kat (JEf:Jp iplPVES (dnl. 1075); their function is to punish 
Creon's violation of the poipa, the natural apportionment, by 
which the dead Polyneices belongs to Hades, the living Antigone 
to the li.vw 6eol (1o68-1073). For poipa as status cf. Poseidon's 
claim to be Lt~bpopos Kat /)p.fj 11'E11'p&Jp.evos att171 with Zeus, J/. 1 5·209· 
Since writing this, I find the intimate connection of ipli'Vs with 
poipa also stressed by George Thomsan (The· Prehistoric degean, 
345) and by Eduard·Fraenkel on dgam. 1535 f. 

38 J/. 9·454. 571j 21.412; Od. 2.135· 
l9 11. 1 5.2o4. 
40 Od. 17.475· 
41 P.P. 516, Moipal Tplpopt;Dl p.'l'l,povEs T

1 'Epwbes, also Eum. 333 ff. 
and 961, Moipal p.aTplKatTl-yvfjTal. Euripides in a lost play made an 
ipwvs declare that her other names are TVXf1 1 vip.EtllS1 poipa, 
0.,6.-yKfl (fr. 1022). Cf. also Aeschylus, Sept. 915--fJn. 

4" Eum. 372 ff., etc. 
u On the long-standing problem of the relation of the gods to p.oipa 

(which cannot be solved in logical terms), see especially E. Leitzke, 
Moira u. Gollhtil im ahen grieth. Epos, which sets out the mate
rial in full; E. Ehnmark, The Idea of God in Homer, 74 ff.; Nilsson, 
Gesth. d. gr. Rei. 1.338 ff.; W. C. Greene, Moira, 22 ff. 

44 Demeter 'Epli'Vs and verb ipli'Wll' in Arcadia, Paus. 8.25.4 ff. 
altTa in Arcadian, JG V.2.265, 269; in Cypriot, GDJI.73· 

4s Cf. E. Ehnmark, The Idea of God in Homer, 6 ff.; and on the mean-
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ing of the word p.bos, J. Bohme, Die Seele u. da.r lth im Ho
mtristhm Epos, 11 ff., 84 f. 

•611. 5.125 f., 136; 16.529. 
47 That kings were once thought of as possessing a special p.bos 

which was communicated to them in virtue of their office seems to 
be implied by the usage of the phrase lepov p.bos (cf. lep1) is), 
although its application in Homer (to Alcinous, Od. 7.167 etc., to 
Antinous, Od. 18.34) is governed merely by metrical convenience. 
Cf. Pfister, P.-W., s.v. "Kultus," 2125 ff.; Snell, Die Entdedcl4ng 
des Geisles, 35 f. 

• 8 Od. 24.318. 
49 Horses, 11. 23.468; fJoos p.bos, Od. 3·450. At 11. 17.456 Achilles' 

horses receive a communication of p.lvos. 
so//. 6.182, 17.s6s. So the medical writers speak of the p.~vos of 

wine (Hipp. atul. 63), and even the p.lvos of famine (oel. med. 9)1 

1;11eaning the immanent power shown by their effects on the hu
man organism. 

s• ]/. 20.242. Cf. the "Spirit of the Lord" which "came mightily 
upon" Samson, enabling him to do superhuman feats Oudges 
14: 61 I 5: 14). 

s•J/. 13.59 ff. The physical transmission of power by contact is, how
ever, rare in Homer, and in Greek belief generally, in contrast w:th 
the importance which has b~n attached in Christianity (and in 
many primitive cultures) to the "laying on of hands." 

u 11. 13.61 1 75· 'Yuia 8' ~tlr,KEI' lAcuf>p6. is a recurrent formula in de
scriptions of communicated p.lvos (5.122, 23.772); <:f. also 17.21 1 f. 

54 Cf. Leaf's note on 13·73· At Od. 1.323 Telemachus recognises a 
communication of power, we are not told exactly how. 

u 1/. 12.449· Cf. Od. 13-387-391· 
s61l. 3.381: /Jeia p.6.).', IIJtrTE 6e6s, Aesch. Supp. 100: 1rav li1f'o10P 

8tup.ovl.c.lv, etc. 
57 11. 5·330 ff., 8 so ff. 
sB11. 6.128 ff. 
591/. 5-136; I0.48S; 15·592. 
6o J/. I s.6offf. 
6J 11. 17.210. 
62 Od. 1.891 320 f.; cf. 3·15 f.; 6.139 f. 
6J0d. 22.347 f. Cf. Demodocus, 8.441 498; and Pindar, Nem. 3·9• 

where the poet begs the Muse to grant him "an abundant flow of 
song welling from my own thought." As MacKay has put it, "The 
Muse is the source of the poet's originality, rather than his con
ventionality" (The Wrath of Homer, so). Chadwick, Groflllh of 
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Literalure, 111.182, quotes from Radlotr a curiously exact primitive 
parallel, the Kirghiz minstrel who declared, "I can sing any song 
whatever, for God has implanted this gift of song in my heart. 
He gives the words on my tongue without my having to seek them. 
I have learned none of my songs. All springs from my inner self." 

64 Od. 17.5J8 f., Hes. Theog. 94 f. ( = e: Hymn 25.2 f.). Cf. chap. iii, 
PP· 8o tr. 

6s On Homer's use of the term 8al.p.w11 and its relationship to (JE/n 
(which cannot be discussed here), see Nilsson in drth.j. Rei. 22 
(1924) 363 tr., and Gesth. d. gr. Rei. 1.201 tr.; Wilamowitz, Glauk, 
!.362 tr.; E. Leitzke, op. tit., 42 tr. According to Nilsson the 8alpw11 
was originally not only indeterminate but impersonal, a mere 
"manifestation of power (orenda)"; but about this I am inclined 
to share the doubts expressed by Rose, Haru. Theol. Reo. 28 (1935) 
243 tr. Such evidence as we have suggests ra•her that while po'tpa 
developed from an impersonal "portion" into a personal Fate, 
8alp.w11 evolved in the opposite direction, from a personal "Ap
portioner" (cf. 8alw, 8alpOJ111) to an impersonal "luck." There 
is a point where the two developments cross and the words are 
virtually synonymous. 

66 Occasionally also to Zeus (14.273, etc.), who in such phrases is 
perhaps not so much an individual god as the representative of 
a generalised divine will (Nilsson, Gretlc Piety, 59). 

67 9·381. 
68 14.178; cf. 23.11. 
69 19.10; 19.138 f.; 9·339· 
70 2.124 f.; 4·274 f.; 12.295· 
71 19·485. Cf. 2J.II1 where a mistalte in identification is similarly ex-

plained. 
72 I S-172. 
7l 12.38. 
74 14·488. 
7s If his intervention is harmful, he is usually called 8alp.w11, not (JE/n. 
76 This distinction was first pointed out by 0. J;rgensen, Hermes, 39 

(1904) 357 tr. On exceptions to J;rgensen's rule see Calhoun; d']P 
61 (1940) 270 tr. 

n Cf. the 8alp.w11 who brings unlucky or unwelcome visitors, 10.64, 
2-<f.-1491 4.274 f., I7.446, and is called KaKas in the first two of these 
places; and the tTTIJ"YEpOs 8alp.w11 who causes sickness, 5.396. These 
passages at least are surely exceptions to Ehnmark's generalisation 
(Anthropomorphism and Miracle, 64) that the 8alpo11u of the 
Odyssey are simply unidentified Olympians. 
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79 1.384 f. 
So 1.320 ff. 
81 Jl. I 5·461 ff. 
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12 E. Heden, Homtrisclle Gotterstudien. 
BJ Nilsson, drth.j. &1. 22.379. 
8• The Idea of God in Homer, chap. v. Cf. also Linforth, ''Named and 

Unnamed Gods in Herodotus," Unio. of California Pu!Jiications in 
Classical Philology, IX.7 (1928). 

8s Cf., e.g., the passages quoted by Uvy-Bruhl, Primitioes and 1/Je 
Supernatural, 22 f. 

''11. 4·31. Cf. P. Cauer, Kunst der Ue!Jersetzung", 27. 
87 A particularly good, because particularly trivial, example of the 

significance attached to the unexplained is the fact that sneezing
that seemingly causeless and pointless convulsion-is taken as an 
omen by so many peoples, including the Homeric Greeks (Od. 
I7.541)1 as well as those of the Classical Age (Xen. dna!J. 3·3·9) 
and of Roman times (Plut. gm. Sotr. 581 F). Cf. Halliday, Greek 
Dioinalion, 174 ff., and Tylor, Primitioe Culture, 1.97 ff. 

88 Something analogous to liTfl is perhaps to be seen in the state called 
"fey" or "fairy-struck," which in Celtic belief comes on people 
suddenly and "makes them do somewhat verie unlike their former 
practice" (Robert Kirk, The Secret Commonwealth). 

'' "Gotter und Psychologie bei Homer," drch. f. Rei. 22.363 ff. Its 
conclusions are summarised in his History of Greek &ligion, 122 ff. 

to As Snell points out (Die Entde_tlcung des·Geistes, 45), the "superflu
ous" character of so many divine interventions shows that they 
were not invented simply to get the poet out of a difficulty (since 
the course of events would be the same without them), but rest on 
some older foundation of belief. Cauer thought (Grundfragtn, 
1.401) that the "naturalness" of many Homeric miracles was an 
unconscious refinement dating from an age when the poets were 
ceasing to believe in miracles. But the unnecessary miracle is in 
fact typically primitive. Cf., e.g., E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Witth
crajt, Oracles and Magic among the dzande, 77, 508; and for a criti
cism ofCauer, Ehnmark, Anthropomorphism and Miratle, chap. iv. 

,. E.g., /I. 16.712 ff., and often. At 11. 13.43 ff., the physical and 
(6o) the psychic intervention stand side by side. No doubt epiph
anies of gods in battle had also some basis in popular belief 
(the same belief which created the Angels at Mons), though, as 
Nilsson observes, in later times it is usually heroes, not gods, who 
appear in this way. 
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~ 11. 1.198. 
tl Cf. Voigt, Ue!Jerlegung u. Entstlleidung • .• !Jei Homer, 54 ff. More 

often the warning is given by the god "disguised' as a human 
personage; this may derive from an older form in which the advice 
was given, at the monition of a god or 8cdpc.w, by the personage 
himself (Voigt, i!Jid., 63). 

t4 Hdt. 2.53. Lowie has observed that the primitive artist, following 
his aesthetic impulse, "may come to create a type that at once 
synthesises the essentials of current belief, without contravening 
them in any particular, and yet at the same time adds a series of 
strokes that may not merely shade but materially alter the pre
existing picture. So long as things go no further, the new image is 
no more than an individual version of the general norm. But as 
soon as that variant ••• is elevated to the position of a standard 
representation, it becomes itself thenceforward a determinant of 
the popular conception." (Primitioe &ligion, 267 f.) This refers 
to the visual arts, but it affords an exact description of the manner 
in which I conceive the Greek epic to have influenced Greek re
ligion. 

ts Snell, Die Entdetlcung des Geistes, chap. i. Cf. also Bohme, op. tit., 
76 ff., and W. Marg, Der Charalder i. d. Sprathe der fruhgriethistllen 
Dithlung, 43 ff. 

"Od. 22.17. 
t7J/. 4•43: iKwP G.bwPTl 'YE (Ju~. As Pfister has pointed out (P .-W. 

Xl.2117 ff.), this relative independence of the affective element is 
common among primitive peoples (cf., e.g., Warneck, Religion der 
Batalc, 8). On the weakness of the "egO-Consciousness" among 
primitives see also Hans Kelsen, Society and Nature (Chicago, 
1943), 8 ff. 

,a Od. 9.299 ff. Here the "ego" identifies itself originally with the 
first voice, but accepts the warning of the second. A similar plural
ity of voices, and a similar shift of self-identification, seems to be 
unplicit in the curious passage 1/. 11.403-410 (cf. Voigt, op. tit., 
87 ff.). One of Dostoievsky's characters, in d Raw Youth, de
scribes this fluctuating relation of self and not-self very nicely. 
"It's just as though one's second self were standing beside one; 
one is sensible and rational oneself, but the other self is impelled 
to do something perfectly senseless, and sometimes very funny; 
and suddenly you notice that you are longing to do that amusing 
thing, goodness knows why; that is, you want to, as it were, against 
your will; though you fight against it with all your might, you 
want to." 
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"E.g., 11. 5·6?6: rp6:trE 8v,dJP ·~~P71 j 16.691: (ZEI)s) 8vp.o711Pt rrrl,DErr
rTlP 6.J17iKE j Od. 15.172: bt 8vp.ll MO.,arol fJ6.)1.'Aourrl. Hence the 
(Jup./Js is the organ of seership, 11. 1·44• 12.228. (Cf. Aesch. Pers. 10: 
Kaicbp.aPrls ... (Jup.bs j 22.4: 8vp./Jp.C1Prls. Also Eur. dndr. 1073: 
7rpap.aPrls (Jup./Js, and Trag. ddtsp. fr. 176: 1nJ3WP 8' o 8vp.Os ~P008EP 
p.aPrEWral.) 

100 E.g.,//. 16.805: 41'1'1 fj)poaun..e; 11. 5-125:0 'YAP rOl rrrl,(JErTrTl p.lllos 
••• ~Ka. 

101 
//. 9.702 f. Cf. Od. 8.44: "a god1

' has given Demodocus the gift of 
singing as his (Jup./Js prompts him. 

1112 Cf. W. Marg, op. tit., 69 ff.; W. Nestle, Pom Mythos zum Logos, 
33 ff. 

IOJl/. 2<f. •. p; Od. 9·189; Od. 3-277· 
•o•JJ. 16.35, 356 f. 
•os The same point has been made by W. Nestle, N']IJ!J 1922, 137 ff., 

who finds the Socratic paradoxes "echt griechisch," and rema·ks 
that they are already implicit in the naive psychology of Homer. 
But we should beware of regarding this habitual "intellectualism" 
as an attitude consciously adopted by the spokesmen of an "in
tellectual" people; it is merely the inevitable result of the absence 
of the concept of will (cf. L. Gernet, Penslt juridiqut et mor11lt, 
312). 

•o6 A simple explanation of these terms will be found in Ruth Bene
diet, The Chrysanthemum and the SfiiOrd, 222 ff. We are ourselves 
the heirs of an ancient and powerful (though now declining) guilt
culture, a fact which may perhaps explain why so many scholars 
have difficulty in recognising that Homeric religion is "religion" 
at all. 

1071/. 9.315 ff. On the importance of rlp.~ in Homer see W. Jae@er, 
Paidtia, 1.7 ff. 

108 Cf. chap. ii, pp. 29 ff. 
'

0'/1. 22.1o5• Cf. 6.442, 15.561 ff., 17.91 ff.; od. 16.75, 21.323 ff.; 
Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, l.353 ff.; W. J. Verdenius, Mntm. 12 (19+4) 
47 ff. The sanction of ala&!s is Plp.Errls, public disapproval: cf. 
/1. 6.351, 13.121 f.; and Od. 2.136 f. The application to conduct 
of the terms Ka}l.bp and alrrxplw seems also to be typical of a shame
culture. These words denote, not that the act is beneficial or hurt
ful to the agent, or that it is right or wrong in the eyes of a deity, 
but that i tlooks "handsome" or "ugly" in the eyes of public opinion. 

110 Once the idea of psychic intervention had taken root, it would, of 
course, encourage impulsive behaviour. Just as recent anthropolO
gists, instead of saying, with Frazer, that primitives believe in 
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magic because they reason faultily, are inclined to say that they 
reason faultily because they are socially conditioned to believe in 
magic, so, instead of saying with Nilsson that Homeric man be
lieves in psychic intervention because he is impulsive, we should 
perhaps say rather that he gives way to his impulses because he is 
socially conditioned to believe in psychic intervention. 

111 On the importance of the fear of ridicule as a social motive see 
Paul Radin, Primiliot Man as Philosopher, so. 



11 
From Shame-Culture to 
Guilt-Culture 

11 is a fearfulth'ing lo fall into lht hantls of lht lioing 
Gotl. 

HEBREWS IO:JI 

1N :u:v first chapter I discussed Homer,s inter
pretation of the irrational elements in human behaviour as 
"psychic intervention,-an interference with human life by 
nonhuma:n agencies which put something into a man and there
by influence his thought and conduct. In this one I shall deal 
with some of the new forms which these Homeric ideas assumed 
in the course of the Archaic Age. But if what I have to say 
is to be iiltdligible to the nonspecialist, I must first attempt 
to make plain, at least in rough outline, certain of the genenl 
differences which separate the religious attitude of the Archaic 
Age from that presupposed in Homer. At the end of my first 
chapter I used the expressions "shame-culture" and "guilt
culture" as descriptive labels for the two attitudes in question. 
I am aware that these terms are not self-explanatory, that they 
are probably new to most classical scholars, and that they lend 
themselves easily to misconception. What I intend by them 
will, I hope, emerge as we proceed. But I should like to make 
two things clear at once. First, I use them only as descriptions, 
without assuming any particular theory of cultural change. And 
secondly, I recognise that the distinction is only relative, since 
in fact many modesofbehaviourcharacteristic of shame-cultures 
persisted throughout the archaic and classical periods. There is 
a transition, but it is gradual and incomplete. 

28 
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When we turn from Homer to the fragmentary literature of 
the Archaic Age, and to those writers of the Classical Age who 
still preserve the archaic outlook•-as do Pindar and Sophocles, 
and to a great extent Herodotus-one of the first things that 
strikes us is the deepened awareness of human insecurity and 
human helplessness (¥1JXCUfU1),• which has its religious cor
relate in the feeling of divine hostility-not in the sense that 
Deity is thought of as evil, but in the sense that an overmaster
ing Power and Wisdom forever holds Man down, keeps him 
from rising above his station. It is the feeling which Herodotus 
expresses by saying that Deity is always t/i}cwepbv TE Kat Tapa
xw8es.3"Jealous and interfering," we translate it; but the trans
lation is not very good-how should that overmastering Power 
be jealous of so poor a thing as Man? The thought is rather 
that the gods resent any success, any happiness, which might 
for a moment lift our mortality above its mortal status, and 
so encroach on their prerogative. 

Such ideas were of course not entirely new. In Iliad ~4 
Achilles, moved at last by the spectacle of his broken enemy 
Priam, pronounces the tragic moral of the whole poem: "For 
so the gods have spun the thread for pitiful humanity, that the 
life of Man should be sorrow, while themselves are exempt 
from care." And he goes on to the famous image of the two 
jars, from which Zeus draws forth his good and evil gifts. To 
some men he gives a mixed assortment, to others, unmixed 
evil, so that they wander tormented over the face of the earth, 
"unregarded by gods or men." 4 As for unmixed good, that, 
we are to assume, is a portion reserved for gods. The jars 
have nothing to do with justice: else the moral would be false. 
For in the Iliad heroism does not bring happiness; its sole, and 
sufficient, reward is fame. Yet for all that, Homer's princes 
bestride their world boldly; they fear the gods only as they 
fear their human overlords; nor are they oppressed by the 
future even when, like Achilles, they know that it holds an 
approaching doom. 

I For notes to chapter ii see pages so-6J. 
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So far, what we meet in the Archaic Age is not a different 
belief but a different emotional reaction to the old belief. 
Listen, for example, to Semonides of Amorgos: "Zeus controls 
the fulfilment of all that is, and disposes as he will. But insight 
does not belong to tnen: we li\'t: like beasts, always at the mercy 
of what the day may bring, knowing nothing of the outcome 
that God will impose upon our acts.''s Or listen to Theognis: 
"No man, Cyrnus, is responsible for his own ruin or his own 
success: of both these things the gods are the givers. No man 
can perform an action and know whether its outcome will be 
good or bad .... Humanity in utter blindness follows its fut!le 
usages; but the gods bring all to the fulfilment that they have 
planned."' The doctrine of man's helpless dependence on an 
arbitrary Power is not new; but there is a new accent of de
spair, a new and bitter emphasis on the futility of human pur
poses. We are nearer to the world of the Oedipus Rex than to the 
world of the Iliad. 

It is much the same with the idea of divine phtMnos or 
jealousy. Aeschylus was right when he called it "a venerable 
doctrine uttered long ago." 7 The notion that too much suc
cess incurs a supernatural danger, especially if one brags 
about it, has appeared independently in many different cul
tures' and has deep roots in human nature (we subscribe to it 
ourselves when we "touch wood"). The Iliad ignores it, as it 
ignores other popular superstitions; but the poet of the Odyssey 
-always more tolerant of contemporary ways of thought
permits Calypso to exclaim in a temper that the gods are the 
most jealous beings in the world-they grudge one a little 
happiness.' It is plain, however, from the uninhibited boasting 
in which Homeric man indulges that he does not take the dan
gers of phlhonos very seriously: such scruples are foreign to a 
shame-culture. It is only in the Late Archaic and Early Classical 
time that the phthonos idea becomes an oppressive menace, a 
source-or expression-of religious anXiety. Such it is in Solon, 
in Aeschylus, above all in Herodotus. For Herodotus, history 
is overdetermined: while it is overtly the outcome of human 
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purposes, the penetrating eye can detect everywhere the covert 
working of phlhonos. In the same spirit the Messenger in the 
Persae attributes Xerxes' unwise tactics at Salamis to the 
cunning Greek who deceived him, and simultaneously to the 
phlhonos <?f the gods working through an alas/or or evil dae
mon:'0 the event is doubly determined, on the natural and on 
the supernatural plane. 

By the writers of this age divine phlhonos is sometimes,u 
though not always/" moralised as nemesis, "righteous indig
nation." Between the primitive offence of too much success 
and its punishment by jealous Deity, a moral link is inserted: 
success is said to produce Uros-the complacency of the man 
who has done too well-which in turn generates hubris, arro
gance in word or deed or even thought. Thus interpreted, the 
old belief appeared more rational, but it was not the less 
oppressive on that account. We see from the carpet scene in 
the Agamemnon how every manifestation of triumph arouses 
anxious feelings of guilt: hubris has become the "primal evil," 
the sin whose wages is death, which is yet so universal that a 
Homeric hymn calls it the lhemis or established usage of man
kind, and Archilochus attributes it even to animals. Men knew 
that it was dangerous to be happy.' 3 But the restraint had no 
doubt its wholesome side. It is significant that when Euripides, 
writing in the new age of scepticism, makes his chorus lament 
the collapse of all moral standards, they see the culminating 
proof of that collapse in the fact that "it is no longer the com
mon aim of men to escape the phlhonos of the gods. "r4 

The moralisation of phthonos introduces us to a second 
characteristic feature of archaic religious thought-the tend
ency to transform the supernatural in general, and Zeus in 
particular, into an agent of justice. I need hardly say that re
ligion and morals were not initially interdependent, in Greece 
or elsewhere; they had their separate roots. I suppose that, 
broadly speaking, religion grows out of man's relationship to 
his total environment, morals out of his relation to his fellow
men. But sooner or later in most cultures there comes a time 
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of suffering when most people refuse to be content with Achilles' 
view, the view that "God's in his Heaven, all's wrong with the 
world." Man projects into the cosmos his. own nascent demand 
for social justice; and when from the outer spaces the magnified 
echo of his own voice returns to him, promising punishment for 
the guilty, he draws from it courage and reassurance. 

In the Greek epic this stage has not yet been reached, but we 
can observe increasing signs of its approach. The gods of the 
Iliad are primarily concerned with their own honour (rtp1J}. To 
speak lightly of a god, to neglect his cult, to maltreat his priest, 
all these understandably make him angry; in a shame-culture 
gods, like men, are quick to resent a slight. Perjury comes 
under the same rubric: the gods have nothing against straight
forward lying, but they do object to their names being. taken 
in vain. Here and there, however, we get a hint of something 
more. Offences against parents constitute so monstrous a 
crime as to demand special treatment: the underworld Powers 
are constrained to take up the case.'s (I shall come back to that 
later on.) And once we are told that Zeus is angry with men 
who judge crooked judgements. '6 But that I take to be a reflex 
of later conditions which, by an inadvertence common in 
Homer, has been allowed to slip into a simile.' 7 For I find no 
indication in the narrative of the Iliad that Zeus is concerned 
with justice as such.1

• 

In the Odyssey his interests are distinctly wider: not only does 
he protect suppliants' 9 (who in the Iliad enjoy no such security), 
but "all strangers and beggars are from Zeus" ;"0 in fact, the 
Hesiodic avenger of the poor and oppressed begins to come in 
sight. The Zeus of the Odyssey is, moreover, becoming sensitive 
to moral criticism: men, he complains, are always finding fault 
with the gods, "for they say that their troubles come from us; 
whereas it is they who by their own wicked acts incur more 
trouble than they need.""' Placed where it is, at the very be
ginning of the poem, the remark sounds, as the Germans say, 
"programmatic." And the programme is carried out. The 
suitors by their own wicked acts incur destruction,a while 
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Odysseus, heedful of divine monitions, triumphs against the 
odds: divine justice is vindicated. 

The later stages of the moral education of Zeus may be 
studied in Hesiod, in Solon, in Aeschylus; but I cannot here 
follow this progress in detail. I must, however, mention one 
complication which had far-reaching historical consequences. 
The Greeks were not so unrealistic as to hide from themselves 
the plain fact that the wicked flourished like a green bay-tree. 
Hesiod, Solon, Pindar, are deeply troubled by it, and Theognis 
finds it necessary to give Zeus a straight talk on the subject."3 

It was easy enough to vindicate divine justice in a work of 
fiction like the Odyssey: as Aristotle observed, "poets tell this 
kind of story to gratify the desires of their audience.''•4 It 
was not so easy in real life. In the Archaic Age the mills of God 
ground so slowly that their movement was practically imper
ceptible save to the eye of faith. In order to sustain the belief 
that they moved at all, it was necessary to get rid of the natural 
time-limit set by death. If you looked beyond that limit, you 
could say one (or both) of two things: you could say that the 
successful sinner would be punished in his descendants, or you 
could say that he would pay his debt personally in another life. 

The second of these solutions emerged, as a doctrine of gen
eral application, only late in the Archaic Age, and was pos
sibly confined to fairly limited circles; I shall postpone its con
sideration to a later chapter. The other is the characteristic 
archaic doctrine: it is the teaching of Hesiod, of Solon and 
Theognis, of Aeschylus and Herodotus. That it involved the 
suffering of the morally innocent was not overlooked: Solon 
speaks of the hereditary victims of nemesis as avalrLO£, "not 
responsible"; Theognis complains of the unfairness of a system 
by which "the criminal gets away with it, while someone else 
takes the punishment later"; Aeschylus, if I understand him 
rightly, would mitigate the unfairness by recognising that an 
inherited curse may· be broken.•s That these men nevertheless 
accepted the idea of inherited guilt and deferred punishment is 
due to that belief in family solidarity which Archaic Greece 
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shared with other early societies•' and with many primitive 
cultures to-day.•7 Unfair it might be, but to them it appeared 
as a law of nature, which must be accepted: for the family was 
a moral unit, the son's life was a prolongation of his father's,"' 
and he inherited his father's moral debts exactly as he inherited 
his commercial ones. Sooner or later, the debt exacted its ou;n 
payment: as the Pythia told Croesus, the causal nexus of crime 
and punishment was moira, something that even a god could not 
break; Croesus had to complete or fulfil (ln>.1crcu) what was 
begun by the crime of an ancestor five generations back."9 

It was a misfortune for the Greeks that the idea of cosmic 
justice, which represented an advance on the old notion of 
purely arbitrary divine Powers, and provided a sanction for 
the new civic morality, should have been thus associated with 
a primitive conception of the family. For it meant that the 
weight of religious feeling and religious law was thrown against 
the emergence of a true view of the individual as a person, with 
personal rights and personal responsibilities. Such a view did 
eventually emerge in Attic secular law. As Glotz showed in his 
great book, La Solidarite de lafamille en Gr~et,30 the liberation 
of the individual from the bonds of clan and family is one of 
the major achievements of Greek rationalism, and one for 
which the credit must go to Athenian democracy. But long 
after that liberation was complete in law, religious minds were 
still haunted by the ghost of the old solidarity. It appears from 
Plato that in the fourth century fingers were still pointed at 
the man shadowed by hereditary guilt, and he would still pay 
a cathartes to be given ritual relief from it.3' And Plato himself, 
though he accepted the revolution in secular law, admits in
herited religious guilt in certain cases.32 A century later, Bion 
of Borysthenes still found it necessary to point out that in 
punishing the son for the father's offence God behaved like a 
physician who should dose the child to cure the father; and the 
devout Plutarch, who quotes this witticism, tries nevertheless to 
find a defence for the old doctrine in an appeal to the observed 
facts of heredity.ll 
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To return to the Archaic Age, it was also a misfortune that 
the functions assigned to the moralised Supernatural were pre
dominantly, if not exclusively, penal. We hear much about 
inherited guilt, little about inherited innocence; much about 
the sufferings of the sinner in Hell or Purgatory, relatively little 
about the deferred rewards of virtue; the stress is always on 
sanctions. That no doubt reflects the juridical ideas of the time; 
criminal law preceded civil law, and the primary function of the 
state was coercive. Moreover, divine law, like early human law, 
takes no account of motive and rrakes no allowance for human 
weakness; it is devoid of that humane quality which the 
Greeks called i'lrlEtKEUl or ,Pl}l.a.,(J~'Irla.. The proverbial saying 
P.Opular in that age, that "all virtue is comprehended in jus
t1ce,"l4 applies no less to gods than to men: there was little 
room for pity in either. That was not so in the Iliad: there 
Zeus pities the doomed Hector and the doomed Sarpedon; he 
pities Achilles mourning for his lost Patroclus, and even 
Achilles' horses mourning for their charioteer.35 p.#Mufll p.ol, 
o}I.Mpevol 7rEp, he says in Iliad 21: "I care about them, though 
they perish." But in becoming the embodiment of cosmic 
justice Zeus lost his humanity. Hence Olympianism in its 
moralised form tended to become a religion of fear, a tendency 
which is reflected in the religious vocabulary. There is no word 
for "god-fearing" in the Iliad; but in the Odyssey to be 6eowqs 
is already an important virtue, and the prose equivalent, 8Elfl&-
8a.tp.c..w, was used as a term of praise right down to Aristotle's 
time. 36 The love of god, on the other hand, is missing from the 
older Greek vocabulary :n t/MIKJws appears first in Aristotle. 
And in fact, of the major Olympians, perhaps only Athena in
spired an emotion that could reasonably be described as love. 
"It would be eccentric," says the Magna Moralia, "for anyone 
to claim that he loved Zeus."J8 

And that brings me to the last general trait which I want to 
stress-the universal fear of pollution (miasma), and its corre
late, the universal craving for ritual purification (catharsis). 
Here once again the difference between Homer and the Archaic 
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Age .is relative, not absolute; for it is a mistake to deny that a 
certain minimum of catharsis is practised in both epics,l9 But 
from the simple Homeric purifications, performed by laymen, it 
is a long step to the professional calharlai of the Archaic Age 
with their elaborate arid messy rituals. And it is a longer step still 
from Telemachus' casual acceptance of a self-confessed mur
derer as a shipmate to the assumptions which enabled the 
defendant in a late fifth-century murder trial to draw presump
tive proof of his innocence from the fact that the ship on 
which he travelled had reached port in safety,4° We get a 
further measure of the gap if we compare Homer's version of 
the Oedipus saga with that familiar to us from Sophocles. In 
the latter, Oedipus becomes a polluted outcast, crushed under 
the burden of a guilt "which neither the earth nor the holy 
rain nor the sunlight can accept." But in the story Homer knew 
he continues to reign in Thebes after his guilt is discovered, 
and is eventually killed in battle and buried with royal hon
ours .... It was apparently a later Mainland epic, the Theoais, 
that created the Sophoclean "man of sorrows.''41 

There is no trace in Homer of the belief that pollution was 
either infectious or hereditary. In the archaic view it was both,4l 
and therein lay its terror: for how could any man be sure that 
he had not contracted the evil thing from a chance contact, 
or else inherited it from the forgotten offence of some remote 
ancestor? Such anxieties were the more distressing for their 
very vagueness-the impossibility of attaching them to a 
cause which could be recognised and dealt with. To see in these 
beliefs the origin of the archaic sense of guilt is probably an over
simplification; but they certainly expressed it, as a Christian's 
sense of guilt may express itself in the haunting fear of falling 
into mortal sin. The distinction between the two situations is of 
course that sin is a condition of the will, a disease of man's 
inner consciousness, whereas pollution is the automatic conse
quence of an action, belongs to the world of external events, 
and operates with the same ruthless indifference to motive as 
a typhoid germ. 44 Strictly speaking, the archaic sense of guilt 
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becomes a sense of sin only as a result of what Kardiner45 calls 
the "internalising" of conscience-a phenomenon which ap
pears late and uncertainly in the Hellenic world, and does not 
become common until long after secular law had begun to 
recognise the importance of motive. 46 The transference of the 
notion of purity from the magical to the moral sphere was 
a similarly late development: not until the closing years of 
the fifth century do we encounter explicit statements that 
clean 'hands are not enough-the heart must be clean also. 47 

Nevertheless, we should, I think, be hesitant about drawing 
hard chronological lines: an idea is often obscurely at work in 
religious behaviour long before it reaches the point of explicit 
formulation. I think Pfister is probably right when he observes 
that in the old Greek word 4'Yos (the term which describes the 
worst kind of miasma) the ideas of pollution, curse, and sin were 
already fused together at an early date. 48 And while catharsis 
in the Archaic Age was doubtless often no more than the me
chanical fulfilment of a ritual obligation, the notion of an auto
matic, quasi-physical cleansing could pass by imperceptible 
gradations into the deeper idea of atonement for sin. 49 There are 
some recorded instances where it is hardly possible to doubt 
that this latter thought was involved, e.g., in the extraordinary 
case of the Locrian Tribute. 5° The people who in compensation 
for the crime of a remote ancestor were willing year after year, 
century after century, to send two daughters of their noblest 
families to be murdered in a distant country, or at best to 
survive there !lS temple slaves-these people, one would sup
pose, must have laboured not only under the fear of a danger
ous pollution, but under the profound sense of an inherited sin 
which must be thus horribly ator,ed. 

I shall come back to the subject of catharsis in a later chapter. 
But it is time now to return to the notion of psychic inter
vention which we have already studied in Homer, and to ask 
what part it played in the very different religious context of 
the Archaic Age. The simplest way to answer this is to look at 
some post-Homeric usages of the word ale (or its prose equiva-
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lent 6E0(3)."ftela.) and of the word daemon. If we do so, we shall 
find that in some respects the epic tradition is reproduced with 
remarkable fidelity. Ale still stands for irrational as distinct 
from rationally purposive behaviour: e.g., on hearing that 
Phaedra won't eat, the Chorus enquires whether this is due to 
ale or to a suicidal purpose.5' Its seat is still the lhumos or the 
phrenes,52 and the agencies that cause it are much the same as 
in Homer: mostly an unidentified daemon or god or gods; much 
more rarely a specific Olympian;53 occasionally, as in Homer, 
Erinyss4 or moira;55 once, as in the Odyssey, wine.s' 

But there are also important developments. In the first 
place, ale is often, though not always, moralised, by being repre
sented as a punishment; this appears once only in Homer
in Iliad ~and next in Hesiod, who makes ale the penalty of 
hubris and observes with relish that "not even a nobleman" can 
escape it.57 Like other supernatural punishments, it will fall on 
the sinner's descendants if the "evil debt" is not paid in his 
lifetime.51 Out of this conception of ale as punishment grows a 
wide extension of the word's meaning. It is applied not only to 
the sinner's state of mind, but to the objective disasters result
ing from it: thus the Persians at Salamis experience "marine 
alai," and the slaughtered sheep are the ale of Ajax.59 Ale thus 
acquires the general sense of "ruin," in contrast with Kip&n 
or rT6JTflpla.,60 though in literature it always, I think, retains 
the implication that the ruin is supernaturally determined 
And by a still further extension it is sometimes applied also 
to the instruments or embodiments of the divine anger: thus 
the Trojan Horse is an ale, and Antigone and lsmene are to 
Creon "a pair of alai."61 Such usages are rooted in feeling 
rather thah in logic: what is expressed in them is the con
sciousness of a mysterious dynamic nexus, the p.bM li'TTIS, as 
Aeschylus calls it, binding together crime and punishment; 
all the elements of that sinister unity are in a wide sense ale." 

Distinct from this vaguer development is the precise theo
logical interpretation which makes of ale not merely a punish
ment leading to physical disasters, but a deliberate deception 
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which draws the victim on to fresh error, intellectual or moral, 
whereby he hastens his own ruin-the grim doctrine that quem 
de us vult perdere, prius demenlal. There is a hint of this in Iliad 9, 
where Agamemnon calls his ale an evil deception (b·a111} con
trived by Zeus (l.11); but there is no general statement of the 
doctrine in Homer or Hesiod. The orator Lycurgus63 attributes 
it to "certain old poets" unspecified and quotes from one of 
them a passage in iambics: "when the anger of the daemons is 
injuring a man, the first thing is that it takes the good under
standing out of his mind and turns him to the worse judgement, 
so that he may not be aware of his own errors." Similarly 
Theognis64 declares that many a man who is pursuing "virtue" 
and "profit" is deliberately misled by a daemon, who causes 
him to mistake evil for good and the profitable for the bad. 
Here the action of the daemon is not moralised in any way: 
he seems to be simply an evil spirit, tempting man to his 
damnation. 

That such evil spirits were really feared in the Archaic Age 
is also attested by the words of the Messenger in the Persae 
which I have already quoted in another connection: Xerxes 
was tempted by an "alas/or or evil daemon." But Aeschylus 
himself knows better: as Darius' ghost explains later, the temp
tation was the punishment of hubris;65 what to the partial 
vision of the living appears as the act of a fiend, is perceived 
by the wider insight of the dead to be an aspect of cosmic 
justice. In the Agamemnon we meet again the same interpre
tation on two levels. Where the poet, speaking through his 
Chorus, is able to detect the overmastering will of Zcus (1ravalr
Lou, 11"41'EP'Yira)66 working itself out through an inexorable 
moral law, his characters see only a daemonic world, haunted 
by malignant forces. We are reminded of the distinction we 
observed in the epic between the poet's point of view and that 
of his characters. Cassandra sees the Erinyes as a band of 
daemons, drunken with human blood; to Clytemnestra's ex
cited imagination, not only the Erinyes but ale itself are per
sonal fiends to whom she has offered her husband as a human 
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sacrifice; there is even a moment when she feels her human 
personality lost and submerged in that of the alas/or whose 
agent and instrument she was.67 This last I take to be an in
stance, not exactly of "possession" in the ordinary sense, but 
rather of what Levy-Bruhl calls "participoition," the feeling 
that in a certain situation a person or thing is not only itself 
but also something else: I should compare the "cunning Greek" 
of the Persat who was also an alas/or, and the priestess Timo in 
Herodotus, the woman who tempted Miltiades to sacrilege, 
concerning whom Apollo declared that "not Timo was the 
cause of these things, but because Miltiades was destined to 
end ill, one appeared to him to lead him into evil"61-she had 
acted, not as a human person, but as the agent of a supernatural 
purpose. 

This haunted, oppressive atmosphere in which Aeschylus' 
characters move seems to us infinitely older than the clear air 
breathed by the men and gods of the Iliad. That is why Glotz 
called Aeschylus "ce revenant de Mycenes" (though he added 
that he was also a man of his own time); that is why a recent 
German writer asserts that he "revived the world of the 
daemons, and especially the evil daemons. "69 But to speak thus 
is in my view completely to misapprehend both Aeschylus' 
purpose and the religious climate of the age in which he lived 
Aeschylus did not have to revive the world of the daemons: 
it is the world into which he was born. And his purpose is not 
to lead his fellow-countrymen back into that world, but, on 
the contrary, to lead them through it and out of it. This he 
sought to do, not like Euripides by casting doubt on its reality 
through intellectual and moral argument, but by showing it to 
be capable of a higher interpretation, and, in the Eumenides, 
by showing it transformed through Athena's agency into the 
new world of rational justice. 

The daemonic, as distinct from the divine, has at all periods 
played a large part in Greek popular belief (and still does}. 
People in the Odyssey, as we saw in chapter i, attribute many 
events in their lives, both mental and physical, to the agency 
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of anonymous daemons; we get the impression, however, that 
they do not alw•ays mean it very seriously. But in the age that 
lies between the Odyssey and the Oresleia, the daemons seem to 
draw closer: they grow more persistent, more insidious, more 
sinister. Theognis and his contemporaries did take seriously 
the daemon who tempts man to ale, as appears from the passages 
I quoted just now. And the belief lived on in the popular mind 
long after Aeschylus' day. The Nurse in the Medea knows that 
ale is the work of an angry daemon, and she links it up with the 
old idea of phlhonos: the greater the household, the greater the 
ale; only the obscure are safe from it. 70 And as late as the year 
330 the orator Aeschines could suggest, though with a cautious 
"perhaps," that a certain rude fellow who interrupted his 
speech at the Amphictyonic Council may have been led on to 
this unseemly behaviour by "something daemonic" (8cupovwu 
rLJIOs 7ra.pa.'YOP.OOU). 71 

Closely akin to this agent of ale are those irrational impulses 
which arise in a man against his will to tempt him. When 
Theognis calls hope and fear "dangerous daemons," or when 
Sophocles speaks of Eros as a power that "warps to wrong the 
righteous mind, for its destruction," 7• we should not dismiss 
this as "personification": behind it lies the old Homeric feeling 
that these things are not truly part of the self, since they are 
not within man's conscious control; they are endowed with a 
life and energy of their own, and so can force a man, as it were 
from the outside, into conduct foreign to him. We shall see in 
later chapters that strong traces of this way of interpreting 
the passions survive even in writers like Euripides and Plato. 

To a different type belong the daemons projected by a par
ticular human situation. As Professor Frankfort has said with 
reference to other ancient peoples, "evil spirits are often no 
more than the evil itself conceived as substantial and equipped 
with power."73 It is thus that the Greeks spoke of famine and 
pestilence as "gods," 74 and that the modern Athenian be
lieves a certain cleft in' the Hill of the Nymphs to be inhabited 
by three demons whose names are Cholera, Smallpox, and 
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Plague. These are powerful forces in whose grip mankind is 
helpless; and deity is power. It is thus that the persistent power 
and pressure of a hereditary pollution can take shape as the 
Aeschylean 8alpc.~v ")'bv,s, and that, more specifically, the 
blood-guilt situation is projected as an Erinys. 75 Such beings, 
as we have seen, are not wholly external to their human agents 
and victims: Sophocles can speak of "an Erinys in the brain."76 
Yet they are objective, since they stand for the objective rule 
that blood must be atoned; it is only Euripidesn and Mr. 
T. S. Eliot who psychologise them as the pangs of conscience. 

A third type of daemon, who makes his first appearance in 
the Archaic Age, is attached to a particular individual, usually 
from birth, and determines, wholly or in part, his individual 
destiny. We meet him first in Hesiod and Phocylides. 71 He 
represents the individual moira or "portion" of which Homer 
speaks, 79 but in the personal form which appealed to the 
imagination of the time. Often he seems to be no more than 
a man's "luck" or forttine;80 but this luck is not conceived as 
an extraneous accident-it is as much part of a man's na
tal endowment as beauty or talent. Theognis laments that 
more depends on -one's daemon than on one's character: if 
your daemon is of poor quality, mere good judgement is of no 
avail-your enterprises come to nothing. 1' In vain did Hera
clitus protest that "character is destiny" (~os lJJI8p&J7rCf1 8alpc.~v}; 
he failed to kill the superstition. The words KaKooalpc.~v and 8ufl-
8alpwv seem in fact to be fifth-century coinages (eb8alpc.~v is 
as old as Hesiod). In the fate which overtook great kings and 
generals-a Candaules or a Miltiades-Herodotus sees neither 
external accident nor the consequence of character, but "what 
had to be"-xpfjv -yO.p Kav8all>.t1 ")'Ev~a8Cll. KaiCWs. •• Pindar piously 
reconciles this popular fatalism with the will of God: "the 
great purpose of Zeus directs the daemon of the men he loves. "IJ 

Eventually Plato picked up and completely transformed the 
idea, as he did with so many elements of popular belief: the 
daemon becomes a sort of lofty spirit-guide, or Freudian Super
ego, 14 who in the Timaeus is identified with the element of pure 
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reason in man. •s In that glorified dress, made morally and 
philosophically respectable, he enjoyed a renewed lease of 
life in the pages of Stoics and Neoplatonists, and even of medi
aeval Christian writers. 86 

Such, then, were some of the daemons who formed part of 
the religious inheritance of the fifth century B.c. I have not 
attempted to draw anything like a complete picture of that 
inheritance. Certain other aspects of it will emerge in later 
chapters. But we cannot go further without pausing to ask 
ourselves a question, one which must already have formed itself 
in the mind of the reader. How are we to conceive the relation
ship between the "guilt-culture" I have been describing in 
these last pages and the "shame-culture" with which I dealt 
in the first chapter? What historical forces determined the dif
ferences between them? I have tried to indicate that the con
trast is less absolute than some scholars have assumed. We 
have followed various threads that lead from Homer down into 
the imperfectly mapped jungle of the Archaic Age, and out 
beyond it into the fifth century. The discontinuity is not com
plete. Nevertheless, a real difference of religious outlook sepa
rates Homer's world even from that of Sophocles, who has been 
called the most Homeric of poets. Is it possible to make any 
guess at the underlying causes of that difference? 

To such a question we cannot hope to find any single, simple 
answer. For one thing, we are not dealing with a continuous 
historical evolution, by which one type of religious outlook was 
gradually transformed into another. We need not, indeed, 
adopt the extreme view that Homeric religion is nothing but a 
poetic invention, "as remote from reality and life as the arti
ficial Homeric language."17 But there is good reason to sup
pose that the epic poets ignored or minimised many beliefs and 
practices which existed in their day but did not commend 
themselves to their patrons. For example, the old cathartic 
scapegoat-magic was practised in lonia in the sixth century, 
and had presumably been brought there by the first colonists, 
since the same ritual was observed in Attica. •• The poets of the 
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Iliad and the Odyssey must have seen it done often enough. 
But they excluded it from their poems, as they excluded much 
else that seemed barbarous to them and to their upper-class 
audience. They give us, not something completely unrelated 
to traditional belief, but a selection from traditional belief-the 
selection that suited an aristocratic military culture, as Hesiod 
gives us the selection proper to a peasant culture. Unless we 
allow for this, comparison of the two will produce an exagger
ated impression of historical discontinuity. 

Nevertheless, when all such allowances have been made, 
there is an important residue of differences which seem to repre
sent, not different.selections from a common culture, but genu
ine cultural changes. The development of some of these we 
can trac~canty though our evidence is-within the limits 
of the Archaic Age itself. Even Pfister, for example, recognises 
"an undeniable growth of anxiety and dread in the evolution of 
Greek religion."89 It is true that the notions of pollution, of 
purification, of divine phlhonos, may well be part of the original 
lndo-European inheritance. But it was the Archaic Age that 
recast the tales of Oedipus and Orestes as horror-stories of 
bloodguilt; that made purification a main concern of its greatest 
religious institution, the Oracle of Delphi; that magnified the 
importance of phlhonos until it became for Herodotus the 
underlying pattern of all history. This is the sort of fact that 
we have to explain. 

I may as well confess at once that I have no complete ex
planation to give; I can only guess at some partial answers. 
No doubt general social conditions account for a good deai.•o 
In Mainland Greece (and we are concerned here with Mainland 
tradition) the Archaic Age was a time of extreme personal in
security. The tiny overpopulated states were just beginning to 
struggle up out of the mi~ery and impoverishment left behind 
by the Dorian invasions, when fresh trouble arose: whole 
classes were ruined by the great economic crisis of the seventh 
century, and this in turn was followed by the great political 
conflicts of the sixth, which translated the economic crisis into 
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terms of murderous class warfare. It is very possible that the 
resulting upheaval of social strata, by bringing into prominence 
submerged elements of the mixed population, encouraged the 
reappearance of old culture-patterns which the common folk 
had never wholly forgotten. 9' Moreover, insecure conditions of 
life might in themselves favour the development of a beli~f in 
daemons, based on the sense of man's helpless dependence upon 
capricious Power; and this in turn might encourage an in
creased resort to magical procedures, if Malinowski 92 was right 
in holding that the biological function of magic is to relieve 
pent-up and frustrated feelings which can find no rational out
let. It is also likely, as I suggested earlier, that in minds of a 
different type prolonged experience of human injustice' might 
give rise to the compensatory belief that there is justice in 
Heaven. It is doubtless no accident that the first Greek to 
preach divine justice was Hesiod-"the helots' poet," as King 
Cleomenes called him, 93 and a man who had himself smarted 
under "crooked judgements." Nor is it accidental that in this 
age the doom overhanging the rich and powerful becomes so 
popular a theme with poets9<~-in striking contrast to Homer, 
for whom, as Murray has observed, the rich men are apt to be 
specially virtuous. 95 

With these safe generalities scholars more prudent than 
I am will rest content. So far as they go, I think they are 
valid. But as an explanation of the more specific developments 
in archaic religious feeling-particularly that growing sense of 
guilt-1 cannot convince myself that they go the whole way. 
And I will risk the suggestion that they should be supplemented 
(but not replaced) by another sort of approach, which would 
start not from society at large but from the family. The family 
was the keystone of the archaic social structure, the first 
organised unit, the first dom~in of law. Its organisation, as in 
all Indo-European societies, was patriarchal; its law was patria 
poleslas.96 The head of a household is its king, otKow cl11a~; and 
his position is still described by Aristotle as analogous to that 
of a king. 97 Over his children his authority is in early times un-
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limited: he is free to expose them in infancy;and in manhood 
to expel an erring or rebellious son from the community, as 
Theseus expelled Hippolytus, as Oeneus expelled Tydeus, as 
Strophios expelled Pylades, as Zeus himself cast out Hephaest09 
from Olympus for siding with his mother. 91 In relation to his 
father, the son had duties but no rights; while his father lived, 
he was a perpetual minor-a state of affairs which lasted at 
Athens down to the sixth century, when Solon introduced cer
tain safeguards. 99 And indeed more than two centuries after 
Solon the tradition of family jurisdiction was still so strong 
that even Plato-who was certainly no admirer of the family
had to give it a place in his legislation.' 00 

So long as the old sense of family solidarity was unshaken, 
the system presumably worked. The son gave the father the 
same unquestioning obedience which in due course he would 
receive from his own children. But with the relaxation of the 
family bond, with the growing claim of the individual to per
sonal rights and personal responsibility, we should expect 
those internal tensions to develop which .have so long char
acterised family life in Western societies. That they had in 
fact begun to show themselves ov~rtly in the sixth century, we 
may inf~r from Solon's legislative intervention. But there is 
also a good deal of indirect testimony to their covert influence. 
The peculiar horror with which the Greeks viewed offences 
against a father, and the peculiar religious sanctions to which 
the offender was thought to be exposed, are in themselves 
suggestive of strong repressions.101 So are the many stories in 
which a father's curse produces terrible consequences-stories 
like those of Phoenix, of Hippolytus, of Pelops and his sons, 
of Oedipus and his sons-all of them, it would seem, products 
of a relatively late period,102 when the position of the father was 
no longer entirely secure. Suggestive in a different way is the 
barbarous tale of Kronos and Ouranos, which Archaic Greece 
may have borrowed from a Hittite source. There the mytho.. 
logical projection of unconscious desires is surely transparent
as Plato perhaps felt when he declared that this story was fit to 
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be communicated only to a very few in some exceptional 
p.uUT~plOP and should at all costs be kept from the young.'0

l 

But to the eye of the psychologist the most significant evidence 
is that afforded by certain passages in writers of the Classical 
Age. The typical example by which Aristophanes illustrates the 
pleasures of life in Cloudcuckooland, that dream-country of 
wish-fulfilment, is that if you up and thrash your father, people 
will admire you for it: it is Ka."A/w instead of being a.lcrXJ)6v.' 04 

And when Plato wants to illustrate what happens when rational 
controls are not functioning, his typical example is the Oedipus 
dream. His testimony is confirmed by Sophocles, who makes 
Jocasta declare that such dreams are common; and by Heroda
tus, who quotes one.1os It seems not unreasonable to argue from 
identical symptoms to some similarity in the cause, and con
clude that the family situation in ancient Greece, like the family 
situation ta-day, gave rise to infantile conflicts whose echoes 
lingered in the unconscious mind of the adult. With the rise 
of the Sophistic Movement, the conflict became in many house
holds a fully conscious one: young men began to claim that 
they had a "natural right" to disobey their fathers.1 o6 But it is 
a fair guess that such conflicts already existed at the unconscious 
level from a very much earlier date-that in fact they go back 
to the earliest unconfessed stirrings of individualism in a sO
ciety where family solidarity was still universally taken for 
granted. 

You see perhaps where all this is tending. The psychologists 
have taught us how potent a source of guilt-feelings is the 
pressure of unacknowledged desires, desires which are excluded 
from consciousness save in dreams or daydreams, yet are 
able to produce in the self a deep sense of moral uneasiness. 
This uneasiness often takes a religious form tO-day; and if a 
similar feeling existed in Archaic Greece, this would be the 
natural form for it to take. For, to begin with, the human 
father had from the earliest times his heavenly counterpart: 
Zeus paler belongs to the lnda-European inheritance, as his 
Latin and Sanskrit equivalents indicate; and Calhoun has 
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shown how closely the status and conduct of the Homeric 
Zeus is modelled on that of the Homeric paterfamilias,107 the 
otKow cba~. In cult also Zeus appears as a supernatural Head 
of the Household: as Pa troos he protects the family, as Herkeios 
its dwelling, as Ktesios its property. It was 'natural to project 
on to the heavenly Father those curious mixed feelings about 
the human one which the child dared not acknowledge even to 
himself. That would explain very nicely why in the Archaic 
Age Zeus appears by turns as the inscrutable source of good 
and evil gifts alike; as the jealous god who grudges his children 
their heart's desire;•o~ and finally as the awful judge, just but 
stern, who punishes inexorably the capital sin of self-assertion, 
the sin of hubris. (This last aspect corresponds to that phase 
in the development of family relations when the authority of 
the father is felt to need the support of a moral sanction; when 
"You will do it because I say so" gives place to "You will do it 
because it is right.") And secondly, the cultural inheritance 
which Archaic Greece shared with Italy and India109 included a 
set of ideas about ritual impurity which provided a natural 
explanation for guilt-feelings generated by repressed desires. 
An archaic Greek who suffered from such feelings was able 
to give them concrete form by telling himself that he must 
have been in contact with miasma, or that his burden was in
herited from the religious offence of an ancestor. And, more im
portant, he was able to relieve them by undergoing a cathart!c 
ritual. Have we not here a possible clue to the part played in 
Greek culture by the idea of catharsis, and the gradual de
velopment from it, on the one hand of the notions of sin and 
atonement, on the other of Aristotle's psychological purgation, 
which relieves us of unwanted feelings through contemplating 
their projection in a work of art?110 

I will not pursue these speculations further. They are clearly 
incapable of direct proof. At best, they may receive indirect 
confirmation if social psychology succeeds in establishing 
analogous developments in cultures more accessible to detailed 
study. Work on those lines is now being done,z•• but it would be 
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premature to generalise its results. In the meantime, I shall 
not complain if classical scholars shake their heads over the 
foregoing remarks. And, to avoid misunderstanding, I would 
in conclusion emphasise two things. First, I do not expect 
this particular key, or any key, to open all the doors. The 
evolution of a culture is too complex a thing to be explained 
without residue in terms of any simple formula, whether eco
nomic or psychological, begotten of Marx or begotten of Freud. 
We must resist the temptation to simplify what is not simple. 
And secondly, to explain origins is not to explain away values. 
We should beware of underrating the religious significance 
of the ideas I have discussed to-day, even where, like the 
doctrine of divine temptation, they are repugnant to our 
moral sense.m Nor should we forget that out of this archaic 
guilt-culture there arose some of the profoundest tragic poetry 
that man has produced. It was above all Sophocles, the last 
great exponent of the archaic world-view, who expressed the 
full tragic significance of the old religious themes in their on
softened, unmoralised forms-the overwhelming sense of hu
man helplessness in face of the divine mystery, and of the ale 
that waits on all human achievement-and who made these 
thoughts part of the cultural inheritance of Western Man. Let 
me end this chapter by quoting a lyric from the Anligone 
which conveys far better than I could convey it the beauty and 
terror of the old beliefs. 11

l 

Blessed is he whose life has not tasted of evil. 
When God has shaken a house, the winds of madness 
Lash its breed till the breed is done: 

Even so the deep..sea swell 
Raked by wicked Thracian winds 

Scours in its running the subaqueous darkness, 
Churns the silt black from sea-bottom; 
And the windy cliffs roar as they take its shock. 

Here on the Labdacid house long we watched it piling, 
Trouble on dead men's trouble: no generation 
Frees the next from the stroke of God: 

Deliverance does not come. 
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The final branch of Oedipus 
Grew in his house, and a lightness hung above it: 
To-day they reap it with Death's red sickle, 
The unwise mouth and the tempter who sits in the brain. 

The power of God man's arrogance shall not limit: 
Sleep who takes all in his net takes not this, 
Nor the unftagging months of Heaven-ageless the Master 
Holds for ever the shimmering courts of Olympus. 

For time approaching, and time hereafter, 
And time forgotten, one rule stands: 
That greatness never 

Shall touch the life of man without destruction. 

Hope goes fast and far: to many it carries comfort, 
To many it is but the trick of light-witted desire-
Blind we walk, till the unseen flame has trapped our footsteps. 
For old anonymous wisdom has left us a saying 
"Of a mind that God leads to destruction 

The sign is this-that in the end 
Its good is evil." 

Not long shall that mind evade destruction. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER 11 

• The Archaic Age is usually made to end with the Persian Wars, 
and for the purposes of political history this is the obvious dividing 
line. But for the history of thought the true cleavage falls later, 
with the rise of the Sophistic Movement. And even then the line 
of demarcation is chronologically ragged. In his thought, though 
not in his literary technique, Sophocles (save perhaps in his latest 
plays) still belongs entirely to the older world; so, in most re
spects, does his friend Herodotus (cf. Wilamowitz, Hermes, 34 
[1899}; E. Meyer, Forsthungen z. all. Gesth. 11.252 tr.; F. Jacoby, 
P.-W., Supp.-Band 11, 479 tr.). Aeschylus, on the other hand, 
struggling as he does to interpret and rationalise the legacy of the 
Archaic Age, is in many ways prophetic of the new time. 

I The feeling of ai''IXCUfla is well illustrated from the early lyric 
poets by Snell, Die Entdedcung des Geisles, 68 tr. In the following 
pages I am especially indebted to Latte's brilliant paper, "Schuld 
u. Siinde i. d. gr. Religion," drth.j. Rei. 20 (19~1921) 254 tr. 
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J All Herodotus' wise men know this: Solon, 1.32; Amasis, 3.40; 

Artabanus, 7.10E. On the meaning of the word ,PfJOvM cf. Snell, 
dischylos u. das Handeln im Drama, 72, n. 108; Cornford, From 
Religion lo Philosophy, 118; and for its association with Ta.pa.x~ 
Pind. Isthm. 1·39: o 8'6.6a.v6.Twv I'~ 6pa.trtrhw tPf}oPO<;. Ta.pacrcrElP is 
regularly used of supernatural interference, e.g., Aesch. Cho. 289; 
Plato, Laws 865E. 

4 //. 24·525-533· 
s Semonides of Amorgos, 1.1 ff. Bergk. On the meaning of l.tPiii'Epol 

see H. Frankel, T dP d77 (1946) 131 ff.; on that of Ti>.ot F. Wehrli, 
A6.6e fJ,&xra.s, 8, n. 4· 

'Theognis, 133-136, 141-142. For man's lack of insight into his 
own situation cf. also Heraclitus, fr. 78 Diels: ~6os -yd.p 6.118p&nrewv 
I'~" obK ~XEl -rvwpa.s, 6e'iov 8~ ~XEl, and for his lack of control over 
it, H . .dpo/1. 192 f., Simonides, frs. 61, 62 Bergk; for both, Solon, 
13.63 ff. This is also the teaching of Sophocles, for whom all men's 
generations are a nothingness-tcra. Kat TO 1''18~, rwcra.s, O.T. 1186-
when we see their life as time and the gods see it; viewed thus, men 
are but phantoms or shadows (djax 125). 

7 dgam. 750. 
1 The unmoralised belief is common among primitive peoples to-day 

(Levy-Bruhl, Primilioes and the Supernatural, 45). In its moralised 
form it appears in classical China: "If you are rich and of exalted 
station," says the Tao Te Ching (? fourth century B.c.), '"you be
come proud, and thus abandon yourself to unavoidable ruin. When 
everything goes well, it is wise to put yourself in the background." 
It has left its mark also on the Old Testament: e.g., Isaiah 
10: 12 ff., "I will punish .•. the glory of his high looks. For he 
saith, By the strength of my hand I have done it, and by my 
wisdom ...• Shall the ax boast itself against him that heweth 
therewith?" For the notion of Kopos, cf. Proverbs 30: 8 f., "Give 
me neither poverty nor riches; feed me with food convenient for 
me: Lest I be full, and deny thee, and say, Who is the Lord?" 

'Od. s.n8 ff. Cf. 4.181 f.; 8.565 f. = 13.173 f.; 23.210 ff. All these 
are in speeches. The instances which some claim to find in the 
Iliad, e.g., 17.71, are of a different type, and hardly true cases 
of tPf}ovM. 

10 Pers. 353 f., 362. This is not, strictly speaking, a new development. 
We have noticed a similar "overdetermination" in Homer (chap. i, 
pp. 7, 16). It is common among present-day primitives: e.g., 
Evans-Pritchard tells us that among the Azande "belief in death 
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from natural causes and belief in death from witchcraft are not 
mutually exclusive" (Witchcrtifl, Oracles and Magic, 73). 

11 Solon, fr. 13 Bergk (cf. Wilamowitz, Sappho u. Sim. 257 ff., 
Wehrli, op. cil. supra, 11 ff., and R. Lattimore, d']P 68 [1947] 
161 ff.); Aesch. dgam. 751 ff., where it is contrasted with the com
mon view; Hdt. 1.34·1· 

11 E.g., Hdt. 7.10. Sophocles seems nowhere to moralise the idea, 
which appears at El. 1466, Phi/. 776, and is stated as a general 
doctrine (if dp .. roM -y' is right) at dnl. 613 ff. And cf. Aristoph
anes, Plul. 87--92, where it is argued that Zeus must have a special 
grudge against the XP71CTTOl. 

IJ For ufJplS as the 'JrpldTOP Ka.Klw see Theognis, ISI f.; for its uni
versality, H. dpoll. 541: ufJplS 6',, (Jip.lS lcrTt KO.Ta.61111TWP Q.p(Jp&J7rWJI, 
and Archilochus, fr. 88: c!J Zeu ... crot 8~ 671plwv ufJpls TE Ka.t 8l«71 
p.D.El. Cf. also Heraclitus, fr. 43 D.: ufJpLP XP~ crfJevma.l p.i>.>.cw .iJ 
7rUpKa.'i~v. For the dangers of happiness cf. Murray's remark that 
"It is a bad look-aut for any one in Greek poetry when he is called 
'a happy man'" (deschylus, 193). 

l4 /.d. 1089-1097· 
•s /I. 9·456 f., 571 f.; cf. Od. 2.134 f., 11.280. It is worth noticing 

that three of these passages occur in narratives which we may 
suppose to be borrowed from Mainland epics, while the fourth be
longs to the "Telemachy." 

•6 I I. 16.38 5 ff. On the Hesiodic character of 387-388 see Leaf ad loc.; 
but we need not call the lines an "interpolation" (cf. Latte, 
drch.j. Rei. 20.259). 

•1 See Arthur Platt, "Homer's Similes," J. Phi/. 24 (1896) 28 ff. 
•• Those who argue otherwise seem to me to confuse the punishment 

of perjury as an offence against the divine Tlp.~ (4.1 58 ff.), and the 
punishment of offences against hospitality by Zeus Xeinios 
(13.623 ff.), with a concern for justice as such . 

• , Od. 7.164 f.; 9.270 f.; 14.283 f. Contrast the fate of Lycaon, 11. 
21.74 ff. 

•o Od. 6.207 f. 
11 Od. 1.32 ff. On the significance of this much-discussed passage see 

most recently K. Deichgraber, Giitl. Nachr. 1940, and W. Nestle, 
Pom Mytlws zum Logos, 24. Even if the Ka.l in 1.33 is to be taken 
as "also," I cannot agree with Wilamowitz (Giau!Je, 11.118) that 
"der Dichter des a. hat nichts neues gesagt." 

.. Od. 23.67: 8l' 6.Ta.cr6a.>.la.s ~1ra!Jov Ka.Klw, the same word that Zeus 
uses at 1.34· We must, of course, remember that the Odyssey, un
like the Iliad, has a large fairy-tale element, and that the hero of 
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a fairy-tale is bound to win in the end. But the poet who gave the 
story its final shape seems to have taken the opportunity to 
emphasise the lesson of divine justice. 

23 Theognis, 373-380, 733 ff. Cf. Hesiod, Erga 270 ff., Solon, 13.25 ff., 
Pindar, fr. 201 B. (213 S.). The authenticity of the Theognis pas
sages has been denied, but on no very strong grounds (cf. W. C. 
Greene, Moira, App. 8, and Pfeiffer, Philol. 84 [1929] 149). 

24 Poetics 1453" 34· 
2J Solon, 13.31; Theognis, 731-742. Cf. also Sophocles, O.C. ~4 ff. 

(where Webster, lt1troduction to Sophocles, 31, is surely mistaken 
in saying that Oedipus rejects the explanation by inherited guilt). 
For Aeschylus' attitude, see later in the present chapter, pp. 39 ff. 
Herodotus sees such deferred punishment as peculiarly 6t'io11, and 
contrasts it with human justice (To 8lKcu011), 7·137·2· 

26 Cf., e.g., the case of Achan, in which an entire household, includ
ing even the animals, is destroyed on account of a minor religious 
offence committed by one of its members (Joshua 7: 24 ff.). But 
such mass executions were later forbidden, and the doctrine of in
herited guilt is explicitly condemned by Jeremiah (31: 29 f.) and 
by Ezekiel (18: 20, "The son shall not bear the iniquity of the 
father," and the whole chapter). It appears nevertheless as a popu
lar belief in John 9: 2, where the disciples ask, "Who did sin, this 
man or his parents, that he was born blind?" 

2 7 Some examples will be found in Levy-Bruhl, The "Soul" of the 
Primitioe, chap. ii, and Primitioes and the Supernatural, 212 ff. 

21 Cf. Kaibel, Epigr. grate. 402; Antiphon, Tetra/. 11.2.10; Plutarch, 
ser. oind. 16, 5590. 

2 ' Hdt. 1.91: cf. Gernet, Recherches sur le dloeloppement de la pensle 
juridiqtte tl morale en Gr~ce, 313, who coins the word "chosisme" to 
describe this conception of cipapTla. 

J• See esp. pp. 403 ff., 6o4 ff. 
l' Theaet. 1730, Rep. 364Bc. Cf. also [Lys.] 6.2o; Dem. 57.27; and the 

implied criticism in Isocrates, Busiris 25. 
Jl Laws 8 56c, 7rC1TpOs lwe£8, Kat TlJ.U"plas 7rCll8WII 1''18EPt CTVPI7rEa8al. 

This, however, is subject to exception (856o); and the heritability 
of religious guilt is recognised in connection with the appointment 
of priests (759c), and with sacrilege (854B, where I take the guilt 
to be that of the Titans, cf. infra, chap. v, n. 133). 

u Plut. ser. vind. 19, 561c ff. If we can believe Diog. Laertius (4.46), 
Bion had every reason to be bitter about the doctrine of inherited 
guilt: he and his whole family had been sold into slavery on ae
count of an offence committed by his father. His reductio ad aP-
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surdum of family solidarity has its parallels in actual practice: see 
Uvy-Bruhl, The "Souf' of the Primitioe, 87, and Primitive MeN
tality, •P7· 

J4 Theognis, 147; Phocyl. 17. Justice is the daughter ofZeus (Hesiod, 
Erga 256; Aesch. Sept. 662) or his dpe8pos (Pindar, 01. 8.21; 
Soph. O.C. 1382). Cf. the Presocratic interpretation of natural law 
as 8liC'rl, which has been studied by H. Kelsen, Socitly and Natun, 
chap. v, and by G. Vlastos in a penetrating paper, CP 42 (1947) 
I s6 ff. This emphasis on justice, human, natural, or supernatural, 
seems to be a distinctive mark of guilt-cultures. The nature of the 
psychological connection was indicated by Margaret Mead in an 
address to the International Congress on Mental Health in 1948: 
"Criminal law which metes out due punishment for proved crimes 
is the governmental counterpart of the type of parental authority 
which develops the sort of internalised parent image conducive to 
a sense of guilt." It is probably significant that in the Iliad 8lKa&OS 
occurs only thrice, and perhaps only once means "just." 

lS 11. 15-J2; 16.431 ff.; 19·340 ff.; 17·441 ff. 
J 6 Cf. Rohde, Kl. Schriftm, 11.324; P. J. Koets, Aelln8alpovla, 

6 ff. Aelcr18ws occurs in Attica as a proper name from the sixth 
century onwards (Kirchner, Prosopographia dttica, s.v.). if'i'M8eos 
is not attested until the fourth (Hespma 9(1940] 62). 

n L.-S. (and Campbell Bonner, HIIT'f1. Theol. Reo. 30 [1937] 122) are 
mistaken in attributing an active sense to 8ECX~K>JlJs at Isocrates 
4.29. The context shows that the reference is to Demeter's love of 
Athens, 1rp0s TOUs 7rfKYYOPOIIS i,p&Jv ebpevCJs 8laTe8eW,s (28). 

Jl MM. I2o8b 30: ch011'01' -yO.p civ er, d TlS fj)al, fj)iXEll' TOP Ala. The 
possibility of fj)lMa between man and God was denied also by 
Aristotle, E.N. 11 59• 5 ff. But we can hardly doubt that the Athe
nians loved their goddess: cf. Aesch. Eum. 999: 1rap8lvou fj)lXas 
fj)l).m and Solon 4·3 f. The same relationship of absolute trust 
exists in the Odyssey between Athena and Odysseus (see esp. Od. 
13.287 ff.). No doubt it derives ultimately from her original func
tion as a protectress of Mycenaean kings (Nilsson, Minoan-Myce
naean Religion•, 491 ff.). 

Jt That Homer knows anything of magical KIJJJapcrls is denied by Sten
gel (Hermes, 41.241) and others. But that the purifications de
scribed at /I. 1.314 and at Od. 22-480 ff. are thought of as cathartic 
in the magical sense seems fairly clear, in the one case from the 
disposal of the MpaTa, in the other from the description of the 
brimstone as KaiCWv 4KOS. Cf. Nilsson, Gesch. 1.82 f. 
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4o Od. 15.256 ff.; Antiphon, de caede Herodis 82 f. For the older at
titude cf. also Hesiod, fr. 144 . 

• , Od. 11.275 f.; I I. 23.679 f. Cf. Aristarchus, l:A on Iliad 13-426 and 
16.822; Hesiod, Erga 161 ff.; Robert, Oidipus, I.n5. 

•• Cf. L. Deubner, "Oedipusprobleme," d!Jh. dlcad. Berl. 1942, No. 4· 
4J The infectious character of p.la.ap.a. is first attested by Hesiod, Erga 

240. The leges sacrae ofCyrene (Solmsen, In-scr. Gr. dial.• No. 39) 
include detailed prescriptions about its extent in individual cases; 
for the Attic law cf. Dem. 20.158. That it was still commonly ac
cepted in the Classical Age appears from such passages as Aesch. 
Sept. 597 ff., Soph. O.C. 1482 f., Eur. I.T. 1229, Antiph. Telr. 
1.1.3, Lys. 13·79· Euripides protested against it, Her. 1233 f., 
I. T. 380 ff.; but Plato would still debar from all religious or civic 
activities all individuals who have had voluntary contact, however 
slight, with a polluted person, until they have beell. purified (Laws 
881 DE). 

•• The distinction was first clearly stated by Rohde, Psyche (Eng. 
trans.), 294 ff. The mechanical nature of p.la.fl'p.a. is evident not only 
from its infectiousness but from the puerile devices by which it 
could be avoided: cf. Soph. dnt. 173 ff., with Jebb's note, and the 
Athenian practice of putting criminals to death by self-adminis
tered hemlock. 

u The Psychological Frontiers of Socitly, 439· 
46 See F. Zucker's interesting lecture, Syneidesis-Conscientia (Jenaer 

Akademische Reden, Heft 6, 1928). It is, I think, significant that 
side by side with the old objective words for religious guilt 
(cl'Ycn, p.la.tl'p.a.) we meet for the first time in the later years of the 
fifth century a term for the consciousness of such guilt (whether 
as a scruple about incurring it or as remorse for guilt already in
curred). This term is biJbp.uw (or &Bvp.la., Thuc. p6.1), a word 
long in use to describe anything "weighing on one's spirits," but 
used by Herodotus, Thucydides, Antiphon, Sophocles, and Euripi
des with specific reference to the sense of religious guilt (Wilamo
witz on Heracles 722; Hatch, HIITTJ. Stud. in Class. Phi/. 19.172 ff.). 
Democritus has eyKa~w" in the same sense (fr. 262). The spe
cific usage is practically confined to this particular period; it 
vanished, as Wilamowitz says, with the decline of the old beliefs, 
whose psychological correlate it was. 

• 7 Eur. Or. 16o2-16o4, Ar. Ran. 355, and the well-known Epidaurian 
inscription (early fourth century?) quoted by Theophrastus, apud 
Porph. a!Jst. 2.19, which defines ci'Y"Ela. as ,PpoPE'iP ISfl'la.. (I neglect 
Epicharmus, fr. 26 Diels, which I cannot believe to be genuine.) 
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As Rohde pointed out (Psyche, ix, n. So), the shift of standpoint 
is well illustrated by Eur. Hipp. J16-J18, where by p.la.ap.a. tPfJEPOs 
Phaedra means impure thoughts, but the Nurse understands the 
phrase as referring to magical attack (p.la.fl'p.a. can be imposed by 
cursing, e.g., Solmsen, lnscr. Gr. dial.• 6.29). The antithesis be
tween hand and heart may in fact have involved at first merely 
the contrast between an external and an internal physical organ, 
but since the latter was a vehicle of consciousness its physical 
pollution became also a moral pollution (Festugi~re, La Sainted, 
19 f.). 

•• Art. KIJJJa.pfl'ls, P .-W., Supp.-Band VI (this article provides the best 
analysis I have seen of the religious ideas associated with purifica
tion). On the original fusion of "objective" and "subjective" as
pects, and the eventual distinction of the latter from the former, 
see also Gernet, Pmsle juridique tl morale, 323 f. 

49 Cf. for example the cathartic sacriiice to Zeus Meilichios at the 
Diasia, which we are told was offered p.eT6. TWOS fi'11Y'{Jilwrrros 
(l: Lucian, lcaromm. 24)-not exactly "in a spirit of contrition," 
but "in an atmosphere of gloom" created by the sense of divi:te 
hostility. 

so The evidence about the Locrian Tribute, and references to earlier 
discussions of it, will be found in Farnell, Hero Cults, 294 ff. Cf. 
also Parke, Hisl. of the Delphic Oracle, 331 ff. To a similar context· 
of ideas belongs the practice of "dedicating" (8EKO.TEWw) a guilty 
people to Apollo. This meant enslaving them and pastoralising 
their land; it was carried out in the case of Crisa in the sixth cen
tury, and was threatened against the Medizers in 479 and against 
Athens in 404· (Cf. Parke, Hermathma, 72 [1948] 82 ff.) 

s• Eur. Hipp. 276. 
52 6up.Os, Aesch. Sept. 686, Soph. dnl. 1097; ,Pp~v, ,Ppbes, Aesch. Supp. 

Sso, Soph. dnt. 623. 
u Aesch. Cho. 382 f. (Zeus); Soph. dj. 363,976 (the madness sent by 

Athena is called an 4.,.,). 
s4 Aesch. Eum. 372 ff. Cf. Soph. dnt. 6o3, and 'Epwbes ~MtJu'dra.l 

(i.e., ~MtJwus 'll'owiifl'a.l) in an Attic dejixio (Wiinsch, Defix. Tu. 
dtt. 108). 

s.s So perhaps Soph. Trach. 849 f. And cf. Herodotus' conception of 
disastrous decisions as predetermined by the destiny of the per
son who takes them: 9.109.2: Tfj 8~ Ka.«Ws -yd.p lael 'li'O.POUltJ 'fEP~l, 
'll'pOs TO.VTO. fl'li'E ;€lpE1J KT}..; 1.8.2, 2.161.J, 6.1J5•J• 

s6 Panyassis, fr. 13.8 Kinkel. 
n Erga 214 ff. 
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si Theognis, 205 f. 
st Aesch. Pers. 1037, Soph. dj. 307· 
6oTheognis, 133, Aesch. Cho. 825 f., Soph. O.C. 92; Soph. dnt. 185 f. 

In Dorian law /irt'/ seems to have become completely secularized 
as a term for any legal penalty: leg. Gortyn. 11.34 (GDJ 4991). 

-. Eur. Tro. 530 (cf. Theognis, 119); Soph. dnt. 533· Sopn. O.C. 532 
is different; there Oedipus calls his daughters liTal as being the 
fruits of his own -y6.Jl6'" liTa (526). 

6J Compare the extension of usage by which the words a'M~prm, 
'll'a>.a~oWa'ios, 'll'potTTpO'll'arm, were applied not only to the guilty 
man but to the supernatural being who punishes him. (Cf. W. H. P. 
Hatch, Haro. Stud. in Class. Phi/. 19 [1908] 157 tr.)-p.bos liTf'/s, 
Aesch. Cho. 1076. 

6J]n Leocratem 92. Cf. the similar anonymous 'YPWIJ.'II quoted by 
Sophocles, dnt. 620 tr. 

6• Theognis, 402 tr. 
6s Aesch. Pers. 354 (cf. 472, 724 f.); contrast 8o8, 821 f. The divine 

a'li'O.Tf'/ is thus for Aeschylus 8lKala (fr. 301). In his condemnation 
of those who make gods the cause of evil Plato included Aeschylus, 
on the strength of Niobe's words: 6e0s ,.,.~, alTlaP "'be' fJpoTo'is, 
ISTaP KCIKWfi'Cll 8Wp.a 'll'ap.1f'l,8'11" 6A71 (fr. 156, apud PI. Rep. 380A). 
But he omitted to quote the 81 clause, which contained-as we 
now know from theNio6epapyrus, D. L. Page, Greek Literary Papy
ri, I.I, p. 8-a warning against lifJpls, p.~ 6parTVfiTop.E'iP. Here, as 
elsewhere, Aeschylus carefully recognised man's contribution to 
his own fate. 

"Aesch. dgam. 1486; cf. 16o tr., 1563 f. 
67J6id., 1188 tr., 1433, 1497 tr. 
61 Hdt. 6.135·3· 
"Glotz, Solidaritl, 408; K. Deichgriiber, Gott. Naehr. 1940. 
7° Eur. Med. 122-;-130. Phaedra too ascribes her state to 8alp.oPOS 

lirt'/, Hipp. 241. And we know from a treatise in the Hippocrat
ic corpus (Pirg. 1, VIII-466 L.), that mental disturbance often 
showed itself in dreams or visions of angry daemons. 

7• Aeschin. in Ctes. 117. Aeschines knew that he was living in a 
strange, revolutionary time, when the old centres of power were 
giving place to new ones (i6id., 132), and this inclined him, like 
Herodotus, to see the hand of God everywhere. Thus he speaks of 
the Thebans as ~~~ 'YE 6eofJMfJelaP Kat ~~~ ~poq{nnJ" obK Q.,(Jpw
'li'WWS IJ.}.}.ci 8alp.oplc.JS KT'IIfi6.P,EIIOl (i6id., 133). 

72 Theognis, 637 f.; Soph. dnt. 791 f. On 'E>. ... ls see Wehrli, AMe 
fJl6Jt~as, 6 tr. 
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u H. and H. A. Frankfort, The lntelleclual ddomlure of dnciml 
Man, 17. 

74 Sem. Amorg. 7.1oz; Soph. O.T. 28. Cf. also chap. iii, n. 14, and 
on similar Indian beliefs Keith, Ref. and Phi/. of Peda and Upani
shads, 240. 

7s For the view of the modern Athenian see Lawson, Modern Grttlt 
Fol!tlore and dncienl Gretlt Religion, 21 ff. For bloodguilt projected 
as an Erinys cf. Aesch. Cho. 283: 'lf'potT{jo}l.d.s 'Epwbc.Jp be TCw 'lf'ltT
P~""' alpchw11 TE).oupiPas, with Verrall ad loc.; i!Jid., 4oz; Antiphon, 
Tetra/. 3.1.4. 

76 Soph. dnl. 6o3. Cf. the verb 8alpoPiiP, used both of "haunted" 
places (Cho. 566) and of "possessed" persons (Sept. 1001, Phom. 
888). 

77 Eur. Or. 395 ff. If letters VII and VIII are genuine, even Plato 
believed in objective beings who punish bloodguilt: VI1.336B: 
;; 7f'oU TlS 8al""'" ;; TlS a).lT~pr.os lp'lf'Efl&,p (cf. 326E); VIII.357A: 
~EPucat IPlPliEs IICW).uflaP. 

78 Hesiod, Erga 314: 8alpolll 8' olos ~,CT8a, To lnatee78al lipEIJIOP, 
and Phocylides, fr. 15. 

79 See chap. i, p. 6. Side. by side with the more personal 8al,~WP, 
the Homeric notion of an individual po'ipa also lived on, and is 
common in tragedy. Cf. Archilochus, fr. 16: 'lf'QPTa TVx'l Kat po'lpa, 
lleplK).us, ap8pt 8l8wflw, Aesch. dgam. IOZ5 ff., Cho. 103 f., etc.; 
Soph. O.T. 376, 713 etc.; Pind. Nem. 5-40: 7rlrrpos 8~ Kplpu fi'I"'(
'YEP~s ~P'Y"'" 'lf'Ept 'lf'aPTWP, and Plato, Gorg. 512E: 'lf'lfiTEUflana n'is 
'YUPa~w lWl ~~~ elpap~ll ob8' a, els bc,Pb-yOL. The Homeric 
phrase 6aPaTou (-ow) po'ipa reappears in Aeschylus, Pers. 917, 
dgam. 1462. Sometimes po'ipa and 8ali""P are combined: Ar. 
Thesm. 1047: polpas liTE'YKTE 8all""" (tragic parody); Lys. 2.78: 
o 8all""" o ~~~ ~l'fTipa" po'ipCIII el).,xws. 

80 8all""" (the religious interpretation) and TVx'l (the profane or non
committal view) 'are not felt to be mutually exclusive, and are in 
fact often coupled: Ar. do. 544: KaTci 8alpo11a Kal (Tllla) fiUPTUXiap 
a'Ya.IH,P, Lys. 13.63: TVx'l Kat 0 8alpwP, (Dem.) 48·24· Aeschin. 
in Ctes. 115, Aristotle, fr. 44· Eur., however, distinguishes 
them as alternatives (fr. 901.2). In the concept of 6ela T£X'I 
(Soph. Phi/. 1326, and often in Plato) chance regains the re
ligious value which primitive thought assigns to it (chap. i, n. 25). 

•• Theognis, 161-166. 
s. Hdt. 1.8.2. Cf. n. 55 above. 
8J Pindar, Pylh. 5.122 f. But he does not always thus moralise the 
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popular belief. Cf. 01. 13.105, where the "luck'' of the 'YIPM is pro
jected as a 8alp<aw. 

84 The Stoic 8alp<a~v comes even closer to Freud's conception than the 
Platonic: he is, as BonhOtrer put it (EpilcJtl, 84), "the ideal as 
contrasted with the empirical personality"; and one of his prin
cipal functions is to punish the ego for its carnal sins (cf. Heinze, 
Xenolcrates, 130 f.; Norden, Pirgif s dmtid PI, pp. 32 f.). Apuleius, 
d. Socr. 16, makes the daemon reside in ipsis penitisslmis mentibus 
oice conscientiae. 

~ Pluzedo IO']o; Rep. 617oE, 62ooE (where Plato avoids the fatalism 
of the popular view by making the soul choose its own guide); 
Tim. 90A-c (discussed below, chap. vii, pp. 213 f.). 

16 Cf. M. Ant. 2.13, with Farquharson's note; Plut. gen. Socr. 592Bc; 
Plot. 2.4; Rohde, Psyche, XIV, n. 44; J. Kroll, Lehren des Hermes 
Trismegislos, 82 ff. Norden, loc. cil., shows how the idea was taken 
over by Christian writers. 

87 Fr. Pfister, P.-W., Supp.-Band VI, 159 f. Cf. his Religion d. 
Griechen u. Romer (Bursian's Jahresbericht, 229 [1930]), 219. 

11 The evidence about the ,PappaKOl is conveniently assembled in Mur
ray's Rise of the Greek Epic, App. A. In regarding the rite as pri
marily cathartic I follow Deubner, dtlische Fesle, 193 ff., and the 
Greeks themselves. For a .summary of other opinions see Nilsson, 
Gesch. I.98 f. 

1' P.-W., Supp.-Band VI, 162. 
'° Cf. Nilsson, Gesch. l.570 ff., and Diels, "Epimenides von Kreta," 

Berl. Sitz/J. 1891,387 ff. 
,. Some scholars would attribute the peculiarities of archaic as com

pared with Homeric religion to the resurgence of pre-Greek "Mino
an" ideas. This may well prove to be true in certain cases. But most 
of the traits which I have stressed in this chapter seem to have 
Indo-European roots, and we should therefore hesitate, I think, to 
invoke "Minoan religion" in this context. 

,. As Malinowski puts it, when a man feels himself impotent in a 
practical situation, "whether he be savage or civilised, whether in 
possession of magic or entirely ignorant of its existence, passive 
inaction, the only thing dictated by reason, is the last thing in 
which he can acquiesce. His nervous system and his whole organ
ism drive him to some substitute activity •.•• The substitute ae
tion in which the passion finds its vent, and which is due to impo
tence, has subjectively all the virtue of a real action, to whi1=h 
emotion would, if not impeded, naturally have led" (Magic, Sci
ence and Religion). There is some evidence that the same principle 
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holds good for societies: e.g., Linton (in A. Kardiner, The lndioidu
al and His Socitly, 287 ff.) reports that among the effects produced 
by a grave economic crisis among certain of the Tanala tribes in 
Madagascar were a great increase in superstitious fears and the 
emergence of a belief in evil spirits, which had previously been 
lacking. 

9l Plut. dpophlh. Lac. 223A. 
94 E.g., Hesiod, Erga 5 f.; Archilochus, fr. 56; Solon, frs. 8, 13.75; 

Aesch. Sept. 769 ff., dgam. 462 ff.; etc. 
"Murray, Rise of the Gret!t Epic•, 90; cf. I/. 5·9· 6.14, 13.664, and 

Od. 18.126 f. This is the attitude to be expected in a shame-eulture; 
wealth brings Tlp.~ (Od. 1.392, 14.205 f.). It was still so in Hesiod's 
day, and (conscious though he was of the attendant dangers) he 
used the fact to reinforce his gospel of work: Erga 313: 7rMiJTCf1 
8' apEfft Kat KOOos /J11''78fi. 

t6 For the evidence see Glotz, So/idaritl, 31 ff. 
97 Arist. Pol. 1.2, 1252b 20: 1ricra -yd.p ollda ftacriXeliETal inro Toii 7rpECT

ftuT6.Tou. Cf. E.N. II6I• 18: ,PbcrEl apxlKOP 'lrafftp uu.iv ••• Kat ftattl.
}.a)s ftacrl>.euop.bwv. Plato uses stronger terms; he speaks of the 
proper status of the young as 7raTpOS Kat P.'IITpOS Kat 7rpecrftUT~PfiJ" 
OOUMlav (Laws 701 B). 

91 Eur. Hipp. 971 ff., 1042 ff. (Hippolytus expects death rather than 
banishment); dlcmaeonis, fr. 4 Kinkel (apud [Apollod.] Biil. 
1.8.5); Eur. Or. 765 ff.; //. 1.590 ff. The myths suggest that in 
early times banishment was the necessary con-requence of 6.11'0-
~pu~ls, a rule which Plato proposed to restore (Laws 928E). 

99 Cf. Glotz, op. cit., 350 ff. 
100 Plato, Laws 878oE, 929A-c. 
101 Honouring one's parents comes next in the scale of duties after 

fearing the gods: Pind. Pyth. 6.23 ff. and l: ad loc.; Eur. fr. 853; 
lsocr. 1.16; Xen. Mem. 4-4-19 f., etc. For the special supernatural 
sanctions attaching to offences against parents see //. 9·456 i.; 
Aesch. Eum. 269 ff.; Eur. frs. 82, 852; Xen. Mem. 4-4-21; Plato, 
Euthyphro 15o; Phaedo II¥; Rep. 615c; Laws 872E and esp. 
88oE ff.; also Paus. 10.28.4; Orph. fr. 337 Kern. For the feelings 
of the involuntary parricide cf. the story of Althaimenes, Diod. 
5·59 (but it should be noticed that, like Oedipus, he is eventually 
heroised). 

103 The story of Phoenix, like the rest of his speech in 11.9 (432-6o5), 
seems to reflect rather late Mainland conditions: cf. chap. i, p. 
6. The other stories are post-Homeric (Oedipus' curse first in the 
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Tlle!Jais, frs. 2 and 3 K.; cf. Robert, Oidipus, !.169 ff.). Plato still 
professes belief in the efficacy of a parent's curse, Laws 931c, E. 

10
l Plato, Rep. 377E-378B. The Kronos myth has, as we should ex

pect, parallels of a sort in many cultures; but one parallel, with 
the Hurrian-Hittite Epic of Kumarbi, is so close and detailed as 
strongly to suggest borrowing (E. Forrer, Mll. Cumonl, 69o ff.; 
R. D. Barnett, JHS 65 [1945] 100 f.; H. G. Giiterbock, Kumar!Ji 
[Zurich, 1946], 100 ff.). This does not diminish its significance: we 
have to ask in that case what feelings induced the Greeks to give 
this monstrous Oriental phantasy a central place in their divine 
mythology. It is often-and perhaps rightly-thought that the 
"separation" of Ouranos from Gaia mythologises an imagined 
physical separation of sky from earth which was originally one 
with it (cf. Nilsson, Hisl. of Gretlc Religion, 73). But the father
castration motive is hardly a natural, and certainly not a neces
sary, element in such a myth. I find its presence in the Hittite 
and Greek theogonies difficult to explain otherwise than as a re
flex of unconscious human desires. Confirmation of this view may 
perhaps be seen in the birth of Aphrodite from the severed member 
of the old god (Hesiod, Theog. 188 ff.), which can be read as sym
bolising the son's attainment of seXual freedom through removal 
of his father-rival. What is certain is that in the Classical Age the 
Kronos stories were frequently appealed to as a precedent for un
filial conduct: cf. Aesch. Eum. 640 ff.; Ar. Nu!J. 904 ff., do. 755 ff.; 
Plato, Eulhyphro 5E-6A. 

104 The figure of the 'lraTpa>.oLas seems to have fascinated the imagina
tion of the Classical Age: Aristophanes brings him on the stage in 
person, do. 1337 ff., and shows him arguing his case, Nu!J. 1399 ff.; 
for Plato he is the stock example of wickedness (Gorg. 456o, PM. 
IIJE.ftn., etc.). It is tempting to see in this something more than 
a reflex of sophistic controversies, or of a particular "conflict of 
generations" in the late fifth century, though these no doubt 
helped to throw the 'lraTpa>.olas into prominence. 

1os Plato, Rep. 571c; Soph. O.T. 981 f.; Hdt. 6.107.1. That undis
guised Oedipus dreams were likewise common in later antiquity, 
and that their significance was much debated by the oPElpoKpi.T,_ 
Kol, appears from the unpleasantly detailed discussion of them 
in Artemidorus, 1.79. It may be thought that this implies a less 
deep and rigorous repression of incestuous desires than is usual 
in our own society. Plato, however, specifically testifies, not only 
that incest was universally regarded as alt~xpCw alfl](lfiTOP, but that 
most people were completely unconscious of any impulse towards 
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it (Laws 8388). It seems that we ought rather to say that the nec
essary disguising of the forbidden impulse was accomplished, not 
within the dream itself, but by a subsequent process of interpreta
tion, which gave it an innocuous symbolic meaning. Ancient 
writers do, however, also mention what would now be called dis
guised Oedipus dreams, e.g., the dream of plunging into water 
(Hipp. 1rept 8UILT,s 4·90, VI.6ss Littre). 

lo6 Cf. S. Luria, "Vater und SOhne in den neuen literarischen Papyn/' 
degyptus, 7 (1926) 243 ff., a paper which contains an interesting 
collection of evidence on family relations in the Classical Age, but 
seems to me to exaggerate the importance of intellectual influences, 
and in particular that Qf the sophist Antiphon. 

107 G. M. Calhoun, "Zeus the Father in Homer," TdP.d 66 (193S) 
1 ff. Conversely, later Greeks thought it right to treat one's par
ent "like a god": fhos p.eyUTTOS TOlS tppoPOUtTlP ot 'YOPElS (Dicae
ogenes, fr. 5 Nauck); vbp.os 'YOPEUtrlP ltro8mliS Tlp.cis v~p.iw (Menan
der, fr. 8os K.). 

101 The doctrine of divine t/i}bvos has often been regarded as a simple 
projection of the resentment felt by the unsuccessful against the 
eminent (cf. the elaborate but monomaniac book of Ranulf). 
There is no doubt a measure of truth in this theory. Certainly di
vine and human q,Bbvos have much in common, e.g., both work 
through the Evil Eye. But passages like Hdt. 7.46.4: o 8~ fhOs 'Y>.v
rlw 'YElxra.s TOP a.~va. t/i}ovepils lv a.lrrifl eupltrKETa.l l&w to my mind 
point in a different direction. They recall rather Piaget's observa
tion that "children sometimes think the opposite from what they 
want, as if reality matle a point of failing their desires" (quoted 
by A. R. Bum, The World of Hesiod, 93, who confirms the state
ment from his own experience). Such a state of mind is a typical 
by-product of a guilt-culture in which domestic discipline is se
vere and repressive. It may easily persist in adult life and find ex
pression in quasi-religious terms. 

10' Rohde called attention to the similarity between Greek ideas about 
pollution and purification and those of early India (Psyche, chap. 
ix, n. 78). Cf. Keith, Religion and Philosophy of Peda and Upa11i
shatls, 382 ff., 419 f.; and for Italy, H. J. Rose, Primitioe Culture in 
Italy, 96 ff., 111 ff., and H. Wagenvoort, Roman Dynamism (Eng. 
trans., 1947), chap. v. 

110 I am tempted also to suggest that Aristotle's preference among 
tragic subjects for deeds of horror committed lv Ta.'is tf>l>.lcas 
(Pot/. 1453b 19), and among these for stories where the criminal 
act is prevented at the last moment by an ava.'Yv&lpltrlS (1454• 4), 
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is unconsciously determined by their greater effectiveness as an 
abreaction of guilt-feelings-especially as the second of these pref
erences stands in flat contradiction to his general view of tragedy. 
On catharsis as abreaction see below, chap. iii, pp. 76, 78. 

111 See especially Kardiner's books, The Indioidual and His Socitly 
and The Psychological Frontiers of Socitly; also Clyde Kluckhohn, 
"Myths and Rituals: A General Theory," Harv. Theol. Rev. 35 
(1942) 74 ff., and S. de Grazia, The Political Community (Chicago, 
1948). 

112 See Latte's excellent remarks, drch.f. Rei. 20.275 ff. As he points 
out, the religious consciousness is not only patient of moral para
doxes, but often perceives in them the deepest revelation of the 
tragic meaning of life. And we may remind ourselves that this par
ticular paradox has played an important part in Christianity: 
Paul believed that "whom He will He hardeneth" (Rom. 9: 18), 
and the Lord's Prayer includes the petition "Lead us not into 
temptation" (p.q elfiEPrtiC'fiS .qp.iiulS'Irupil.tlp.lw). Cf. Rudolph Otto' s 
remark that "to the religious men of the Old Covenant the Wrath 
of God, so far from being a diminution of his Godhead, appears as 
a natural expression of it, an element of 'holiness' itself, and a 
quite indispensable one" (The Idea of the Holy, 18). I believe this 
to be equally true of men like Sophocles. And the same formidable 
"holiness" can be seen in the gods of archaic and early classical 
art. As Professor C. M. Robertson has said in his recent inaugural 
lecture (London, 1949), "they are conceived indeed in human form, 
but their divinity is humanity with a terrible difference. To these 
ageless, deathless creatures ordinary humans are as flies to wanton 
boys, and this quality is conveyed in their statues, at any rate far 
down into the fifth century." 

IIJ Soph. dnt. 583 ff. The version which follows attempts to repro
duce the significant placing of the recurrent key word 11111, and 
also some of the metrical effects, but cannot reproduce the sombre 
magnificence of the original. For several turns of phrase I am in
debted to a gifted pupil, Miss R. C. Collingwood. 
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The Blessings of Madness 

In the creatioe slate a man is talcen ot,~l of himuJf. 
He lets down as il were a !Juclul into his su!Jconscious, 
and draws up somtlhing which is normally !Jeyond his 
reach. 

E. M. Foa.sTER. 

"OuR. greatest blessings,'' says Socrates in the 
Phaedrus, "come to us by way of madness": Tci p.eyltrTa. TUP 
6:ya.8w11 7}p.i11 'YL'YPETa.l a,a p.a.~~la.s.' That is, of course, a conscious 
paradox. No doubt it startled the fourth-century Athenian 
reader hardly less than it startles us; for it is implied a little 
further on that most people in Plato's time regarded madness as 
something discreditable, an ISPer&s.2 But the father of Western 
rationalism is not represented as maintaining the general propo
sition that it is better to be mad than sane, sick than sound. 
He qualifies his paradox with the words 6el(t p.hrrol MHnl 
8l8op.hrqs, "provided the madness is given us by divine gift." 
And he proceeds to distinguish four types of this "divine mad
ness,'' which are produced, he says, "by a divinely wrought 
change in our customary social norms" (bro 6ela.s ~a.>.>.a.ns TUP 
E~"'" 110p.lp.w11).3 The four types are: 

I) Prophetic madness, whose patron god is Apollo. 
2) Telesti:: or ritual madness, whose patron is Dionysus. 
3) Poetic madness, inspired by the Muses. 
4) Erotic madness, inspired by Aphrodite and Eros. • 
About the last of these I shall have something to say in a 

later chapter;5 I do not propose to discuss it here. But it may 
be worth while to look afresh at the first three, not attempting 

1 FOI' notes to chapter iii see pqes 8~101. 
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any exhaustive survey of the evidence, but concentrating on 
what may help us to find answers to two specific questions. 
One is the historical question: how did the Greeks come by the 
beliefs which underlie Plato's classification, and how far did 
they modify them under the influence of advancing rational
ism? The other question is psychological: how far can the 
mental states denoted by Plato's "prophetic" and "ritual" 
madness be recognised as identical with any states known to 
modern psychology and anthropology? Both questions are 
difficult, and on many points we may have to be content with 
a verdict of non liquel. But I think they are worth asking. In 
attempting to deal with them I shall of course be standing, as 
we all stand, on the shoulders of Rohde, who traversed most of 
this ground very thoroughly in his great book Psyche. Since 
that book is readily available, both in German and in English, 
I shall not recapitulate its arguments; I shall, however, indi
cate one or two points of disagreement. 

Before approaching Plato's four "divine" types, I must first 
say something about his general distinction between "divine" 
madness and the ordinary kind which is caused by disease. 
The distinction is of course older than Plato. From Herodotus 
we learn that the madness of Cleomenes, in which most people 
saw the godsent punishment of sacrilege, was put down by his 
own countrymen to the effects of heavy drinking.' And although 
Herodotus refuses to accept this prosaic explanation in Cleom
enes' case, he is inclined to explain the madness of Cambyses 
as due to congenital epilepsy, and adds the very sensible re
mark that when the body is seriously deranged it is not sur
prising that the mind should be affected also. 7 So that he recog
nises at least two types of madness, one which is supernatural 
in origin (though not beneficent) and another which is due to 
natural causes. Empedocles and his school are also said to have 
distinguished madness arising ex purgamenlo animae from the 
madness due to bodily ailments. 1 

This, however, is relatively advanced thinking. We may 
doubt if any such distinction was drawn in earlier times. It is 
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the common belief of primitive peoples throughout the world 
that all types of mental disturbance are caused by supernatural 
interference. Nor is the universality of the belief very surprising. 
I suppose it to have originated in, and to be maintained by, the 
statements of the sufferers themselves. Among the commonest 
symptoms of delusional insanity to-day is the patient's belief 
that he is in contact with, or even identified with, supernatural 
beings or forces, and we may presume that it was not otherwise 
in antiquity; indeed, one such case, that of the fourth-eentury 
physician Menecrates, who thought he was Zeus, has been 
recorded in some detail, and forms the subject of a brilliant 
study by Otto Weinreich.9 Epileptics, again, often have the 
sensation of being beaten with a cudgel by some invisible 
being; and the startling phenomena of the epileptic fit, the 
sudden falling down, the muscular contortions, the gnashing 
teeth and projecting tongue, have certainly played a part in 
forming the popular idea of possession.•o It is not surprising 
that to the Greeks epilepsy was the "sacred disease" par excel
lence, or that they called· it l7rfX,,/M, which-like our words 
"stroke," "seizure," "attack"-suggests the intervention of a 
daemon.0 I should guess, however, that the idea of true pos
session, as distinct from mere psychic interference, derived 
ultimately from cases of secondary or alternating personality, 
like the famous Miss Beauchamp whom Morton Prince stud
ied.12 For here a new personality, usually differing widely from 
the old one in character, in range of knowledge, and even in 
voice and facial expression, appears suddenly to take possession 
of the organism, speaking of itself in the first person and of the 
old personality in the third. Such cases, relatively rare in 
modern Europe and America, seem to be found more often 
among the less advanced peoples,'3 and may well have been 
commoner in antiquity than they are to-day; I shall return to 
them later. From these cases the notion of possession would 
easily be extended to epileptics and paranoiacs; and eventually 
all types of mental disturbance, including such things as sleep
walking and the delirium of high fever,r• would be put down 
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to daemonic agencies. And the belief, once accepted, naturally 
created fresh evidence in its own support by the operation of 
autosuggestion.rs 

It has long been observed that the idea of possession is 
absent from Homer, and the inference is sometimes drawn 
that it was foreign to the oldest Greek culture. We can, how
ever, find in the Odyssey traces of the vaguer belief that mental 
disease is of supernatural origin. The poet himself makes 
no reference to it, but he once or twice allows his characters 
to use language which betrays its existence. When Melan
tho jeeringly calls the disguised Odysseus IIC1I"E7ra.Ta.'Yp.lvos,'6 

"knocked out of his senses," i.e., crazy, she is using a phrase 
which in origin probably implied daemonic intervention, though 
on her lips it may mean no more than we mean when we de
scribe someone as "a bit touched." A little later, one of the 
suitors is jeering at Odysseus, and calls him l1rLp.a.fiTOP a}.~"· 
l1rlp.a.fi'Tos (from l7rlp.a.Lop.a.l) is not found elsewhere, and its 
meaning is disputed; but the sense "touched," i.e., crazy, 
given by some ancient scholars, is the most natural, and the 
one best suited to the context.17 Here again a supernatural 
"touch" is, I think, implied. And finally, when Polyphemus 
starts screaming, and the other Cyclopes, on asking what is the 
matter, are informed that "No-man is trying to kill him," they 
observe in response that "the sickness from great Zeus cannot be 
avoided," and piously recommend prayer .11They have concluded, 
I think, that he is mad: that is why they abandon him to his 
fate. In the light of these passages it seems fairly safe to say 
that the supernatural origin of mental disease was a common
place of popular thought in Homer's time, and probably long 
before, though the epic poets had no particular interest in it 
and did not choose to commit themselves to its correctness; 
and one may add that it has remained a commonplace of popu
lar thought in Greece down to our own day .'9 In the Classical 
Age, intellectuals might limit the range of "divine madness" 
to certain specific types. A few, like the author of the late
fifth-eentury treatise de morbo sacro, might even go the length 
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of denying that any sickness· is more "divine" than any other, 
holding that every disease is "divine" as being part of the 
divine order, but every disease has also natural causes which 
human reason can discovet'-11'ai'Ta 6E'ia Kat 'll'ana a,(Jpdnrwa.• 

But it is unlikely that popular belief was much affected by aB 
this, at any rate outside a few great cultural centres.•• Even at 
Athens, the mentally afflicted were still shunned by many, as 
being persons subject to a divine curse, contact with whom was 
dangerous: you threw stones at them to keep them away, or at 
least took the minimum precaution of spitting.•• 

Yet if the insane were shunned, they were also regarded (as 
indeed they still are in Greece)"3 with a respect amounting to 
awe; for they were in contact with the supernatural world, and 
could on occasion display powers denied to common men. 
Ajax in his madness talks a sinister language "which no mortal 
taught him, but a daemon";"4 Oedipus in a state of frenzy is 
guided by a daemon to the place where Jocasta's corpse awaits 
him.•s We see why Plato in the Timaeus mentions disease as 
one of the conditions which favour the emergence of super
natural powers.•' The dividing line between common insanity 
and prophetic madness is in fact hard to draw. And to prophetic 
madness we must now turn. 

Plato (and Greek tradition in general) makes Apollo its pa
tron; and out of the three examples which he gives, the inspira
tion of two-the Pythia and the Sibyl-was Apolline,"7 the 
third instance being the priestesses of Zeus at Dodona. But if 
we are to believe Rohde"1 in this matter-and many people still 
do•'-Plato was entirely mistaken: prophetic madness was 
unknown in Greece before the coming of Dionysus, who forced 
the Pythia on Delphi; until then, Apolline religion had been, 
according to Rohde, "hostile to anything in the nature of 
ecstasy." Rohde had two reasons for thus rejecting the Greek 
tradition. One was the absence from Homer of any reference 
to inspired prophecy; the other was the impressive antithesis 
which his friend Nietzsche had drawn between the "rational" 
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religion of Apollo and the "irrational" religion of Dionysus. 
But I think Rohde was wrong. 

In the first place, he confused two things that Plato care
fully distinguished-the Apolline mediumship which aims at 
knowledge, whether of the future or of the hidden present, and 
the Dionysiac experience which is pursued either for its own 
sake or as a means of mental healing, the man tic or mediumistic 
element being absent or quite subordinate.30 Mediumship is the 
rare gift of chosen individuals; Dionysiac experience is essentially 
collective or congregational-8tacrEliETcu lfuxav-and is so far 
from being a rare gift that it is highly infectious. And their 
methods are as different as their aims: the two great Dionysiac 
techniques-the use of wine and the use of the religious dance
have no part whatever in the induction of Apolline ecstasy. 
The two things are so distinct that the one seems most unlikely 
to be derived from theother. 

Furthermore, we know that ecstatic prophecy was prac
tised from an early date in western Asia. Its occurrence in 
Phoenicia is attested by an Egyptian document of the eleventh 
century; and three centuries earlier still we find the Hittite 
king Mursili 11 praying for a "divine man" to do what Delphi 
was so often asked to do-to reveal for what sins the people 
were afflicted with a plague.3' The latter example would become 
especially significant if we could accept, as Nilsson inclines to 
do, the guess of Hrozny that Apollo, the sender and the healer 
of plague, is none other than a Hittite god Apulunas.3• But 
in any case it seems to me reasonably certain, from the evi
dence afforded by the Iliad, that Apollo was originally an 
Asiatic of some sort.u And in Asia, no less than in Mainland 
Greece, we find ecstatic prophecy associated with his cult. 
His oracles at Claros near Colophon and at Branchidae outside 
Miletus are said to have existed before the colonisation of 
Ionia,l4 and at both ecstatic prophecy appears to have been 
practised.35 It is true that our evidence on the latter point 
comes from late authors; but at Patara in Lycia-which is 
thought by some to be Apollo's original homeland, and was 
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certainly an early centre of his cult-at Patara we know from 
Herodotus that the prophetess was locked into the temple at 
night, with a view to mystic union with the god. Apparently 
she was thought to be at once his medium and his bride, as 
Cassandra should have been, and as Cook and Latte conjecture 
the Pythia to have been originally.36 That points fairly plainly 
to ecstatic prophecy at Patara, and Delphic influence is here 
very unlikely. 

I conclude that the prophetic madness is at least as old in 
Greece as the religion of Apollo. And it may well be older still. 
If the Greeks were right in connecting p.6.1ms with p.a.lvop.a.l
and most philologists think they were37-the association of 
prophecy and madness belongs to the Indo-European stock of 
ideas. Homer's silence affords no sound argument to the con
trary; we have seen before that Homer could keep his moutb 
shut when he chose. We may notice, moreover, that in this 
matter as in others the Odyssey has a somewhat less exacting 
standard of seemliness, of epic dignity, than has the Iliad. The 
Iliad admits only inductive divination from omens, but the 
Odyssey-poet cannot resist introducing something more sensa
tional-an example of what the Scots call second-sight.31 The 
symbolic vision of the Apolline hereditary seer Theoclymenus 
in Book 20 belongs to the same psychological category as the 
symbolic visions of Cassandra in the Agamemnon, and the 
vision of that Argive prophetess of Apollo who, as Plutarcb 
tells, rushed one day into the streets, crying out that she saw 
the city filled with corpses and blood.39 This is one ancient 
type of prophetic madness. But it is not the usual oracular 
type; for its occurrence is spontaneous and incalculable.4° 

At Delphi, and apparently at most of his oracles, Apollo 
relied, not on visions like those of Theoclymenus, but on "en
thusiasm" in its original and literal sense. The Pythia became 
mlheos, plena deo:41 the god entered into her and used her vocal 
organs as if they were his own, exactly as the so-called "con
trol" does in modern spirit-mediumship; that is why Apollo's 
Delphic utterances are always couched in the first person, never 
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in the third. There were, indeed, in later times, those who held 
that it was beneath the dignity of a divine being to enter into a 
mortal body, and preferred to believe-like many psychical re
searchers in our own day-that all prophetic madness was due 
to an innate faculty of the soul itself, which it could exercise 
in certain conditions, when liberated by sleep, trance, or re
ligious ritual both from bodily interference and from rational 
control. This opinion is found in Aristotle, Cicero, and Plu
tarch;4" and we shall see in the next chapter that it \vas used in 
the fifth century to account for prophetic dreams. Like the other, 
it has abundant savage parallels; we may call it the "shaman
istic" view, in contrast with the doctrine of possession.43 But as 
an explanation of the Pythia's powers it appears only as a 
learned theory, the product of philosophical or theological 
reflection; there can be little doubt that her gifts were originally 
attributed to possession, and that this remained the usual view 
throughout antiquity-it did not occur even to the Christian 
Fathers to question it.44 

Nor was prophetic possession confined to official oracles. 
Not only were legendary figures like Cassandra, Bakis, and the 
Sibyl believed to have prophesied in a state of possession, 45 

but Plato refers frequently to inspired prophets as a familiar 
contemporary type.46 In particular, some sort of private medi
umship was practised in the Classical Age, and for long after
wards, by the persons known· as "belly-talkers," and later as 
"pythons."47 I should like to know more about these "belly
talkers," one of whom, a certain Eurycles, was famous enough 
to be mentioned both by Aristophanes and by Plato. 48 But our 
direct information amounts only to this, that they had a second 
voice inside them which carried on a dialogue with them,49 

predicted the future, and was believed to belong to a daemon. 
They were certainly not ventriloquists in the modern sense of 
the term, as is often assumed.50 A reference in Plutarch seems 
to imply that the voice of the daemon-presumably a hoarse 
"belly-voice"-was heard speaking through their lips; on the 
other hand, a scholiast on Plato writes as if the voice were 
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merely an inward monition.s• Scholars have overlooked, how
ever, one piece of evidence which not only excludes ventrilo
quism but strongly suggests trance: an old Hippocratic case
book, the Epidemiae, compares the noisy breathing of a heart 
patient to that of "the women called belly-talkers." Ventrilo
quists do not breathe stertorously; modern "trance mediums" 
often do.sa 

Even on the psychological state of the Pythia our informa
tion is pretty scanty. One would like to be told how she was 
chosen in the first instance, and how prepared for her high 
office; but practically all we know with certainty is that the 
Pythia of Plutarch's day was the daughter of a poor farmer, 
a woman of honest upbringing and respectable life, but with 
little education or experience of the world.u One would like, 
again, to know whether on coming out of trance she remem
bered what she had said in the trance state, in other words, 
whether her "possession" was of the somnambulistic or the 
lucid type.54 Of the priestesses of Zeus at Dodona it is defi
nitely reported that they did not remember; but for the Pythia 
we have no decisive statement.55 We know, however, from Plu
tarch that she was not always affected in the same manner,5' 

and that occasionally things went badly wrong, as they have been 
known to do at modern seances. He reports the case of a recent 
Pythia who had gone into trance reluctantly and in a state of 
depression, the omens being unfavourable. From the outset 
she spoke in a hoarse voice, as if distressed, and appeared to be 
filled with "a dumb and evil spirit";u finally she rushed scream
ing towards the door and fell to the ground, whereupon all 
those present, and even the Prophtlts, fled in terror. When they 
came back to pick her up, they found her senses restored;51 but 
she died within a few days. There is no reason to doubt the 
substantial truth of this story, which has parallels in other 
cultures.59 Plutarch probably had it at first hand from the 
Prophtlts Nicander, a personal friend of his, who was actu
ally present at the horrid scene. It is important as showing 
both that the trance was still genuine in Plutarch's day, and 
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that it could be witnessed not only by the Prophtlts and some of 
the Hosioi, but by the enquirers.60 Incidentally, the change of 
voice is mentioned by Plutarch elsewhere as a common fea
ture of "enthusiasm." It is no less common in later accounts 
of possession, and in modern spirit mediums.'• 

I take it as fairly certain that the Pythia's trance was auto
suggestively induced, like mediumistic trance to-day. It was 
preceded by a series of ritual acts: she bathed, probably in 
Castalia, and perhaps drank from a sacred spring; she estab
lished contact with the god through his sacred tree, the laurel, 
either by holding a laurel branch, as her predecessor Themis 
does in a fifth-century vase painting, or ·by fumigating her
self with burnt laurel leaves, as Plutarch says she did, or 
perhaps sometimes by chewing the leaves, as Lucian asserts; 
and finally- she seated herself on the tripod, thus creating a 
further contact with the god by occupying his ritual seat.'• 
All these are familiar magical procedures, and might well 
assist the autosuggestion; but none of them could have any 
physiological effect-Professor Oesterreich once chewed a 
large quantity of laurel leaves in the interests of science, and 
was disappointed to find himself no more inspired than usual.63 

The same applies to what is known of the procedure at other 
Apolline oracles-drinking from a sacred spring at Claros and 
possibly at Branchidae, drinking the blood of the victim at 
Argos.64 As for the famous "vapours" to which the Pythia's 
inspiration was once confidently ascribed, they are a Hellenistic 
invention, as Wilamowitz was, I think, the first to point out.65 

Plutarch, who knew the facts, saw the difficulties of the vapour 
theory, and seems finally to have rejected it altogether; but like 
the Stoic philosophers, nineteenth-century scholars seized with 
relief on a nice solid materialist explanation. Less has been 
heard of this theory since the French excavations showed that 
there are to-day no vapours, and no "chasm" from which 
vapours could once have come.66 Explanations of this type are 
really quite needless; if one or two living scholars still cling to 
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them,67 it is only because they ignore the evidence of anthro
pology and abnormal psychology. 

Scholars who attributed the Pythia's trance to inhaling 
mephitic gases naturally concluded that her "ravings" bore 
little relation to the response eventually presented to the 
enquirer; the responses must on this view be products of con
scious and deliberate fraud, and the reputation of the Oracle 
must have rested partly on an excellent intelligence service, 
partly on the wholesale forgery of oracles post evenlum. There 
is one piece of evidence, however, which suggests, for what it is 
worth, that in early times the responses were really based on 
the Pythia's words: when Cleomenes suborned the Oracle to 
give the reply he wanted, the person whom his agent approached 
was, if we can trust Herodotus, not the Prophelts or one of the 
Hosioi, but the Pythia herself; and the desired result fol
lowed." And if in later days, as Plutarch implies, the enquirers 
were, on some occasions at least, able to hear the actual words 
of the entranced Pythia, her utterances could scarcely on such 
occasions be radically falsified by the Prophtlts. Nevertheless, 
one cannot but agree with Professor Parke that "the history of 
Delphi shows sufficient traces of a consistent policy to con
vince one that human intelligence at some point could play a 
deciding part in the process."'' And the necessity of reducing 
the Pythia's words to order, relating them to the enquiry, and
sometimes, but not always 70-putting them into verse, clearly 
did offer considerable scope for the intervention of human 
intelligence. We cannot see into the minds of the Delphic 
priesthood, but to ascribe such manipulations in general to 
conscious and cynical fraud is, I suspect, to oversimplify the 
picture. Anyone familiar with the history of modern spiritual
ism will realise what an amazing amount of virtual cheating can 
be done in perfectly good faith by convinced believers. 

Be that as it may, the rarity of open scepticism about Delphi 
before the Roman period is very striking. 7• The prestige of the 
Oracle must have been pretty deeply rooted to survive its 
scandalous behaviour during the Persian Wars. Apollo on that 
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occasion showed neither prescience nor patriotism, yet his peo
ple did not turn away from him in disgust; on the contrary, 
his clumsy attempts to cover his tracks and eat his words ap
pear to have been accepted without question. 7• The explanation 
must, I think, be sought in the social and religious conditions 
described in the preceding chapter. In a guilt-culture, the need 
for supernatural assurance, for an authority transcending 
man's, appears to be overwhelmingly strong. But Greece had 
neither a Bible nor a Church;u that is why Apollo, vicar on 
earth of the heavenly Father,74 came to fill the gap. Without 
Delphi, Greek society could scarcely have endured the tensions 
to which it was subjected in the Archaic Age. The crushing 
sense of human ignorance and human insecurity, the dread of 
divine phlhonos, the dread of miasma-the accumulated burden 
of these things would have been unendurable without the as
surance which such an omniscient divine counsellor could give, 
the assurance that behind the seeming chaos there was knowl
edge and purpose. "I know the count of the sand grains and 
the measures of the sea"; or, as another god said to another 
people, "the very hairs of your head are all numbered." Out 
of his divine knowledge, Apollo would tell you what to do when 
you felt anxious or frightened; he knew the rules of the com
plicated game that the gods play with humanity; he was the 
supreme ci>.E~tKaKos, "Averter of Evil." The Greeks believed in 
their Oracle, not because they were superstitious fools, but 
because they could not do without believing in it. And when 
the importance of Delphi declined, as it did in Hellenistic 
times, the main reason was not, I suspect, that men had grown 
(as Cicero thought) more sceptical,75 but rather that other 
forms of religious reassurance were now available. 

So much for prophetic madness. With Plato's other types I 
can deal more briefly. On what Plato meant by "telestic" 
or ritual madness, much light has recently been thrown in two 
important papers by Professor Linforth;7'and I need not repeat 
things which he has already said better than I could say them. 
Nor shall I repeat here what I have myself said in printn about 
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what I take to be the prototype of ritual madness, the Dionysiac 
opElfta.t~La. or mountain dancing. I should like, however, to make 
some remarks of a more general character. 

If I understand early Dionysiac ritual aright, its social func
tion was essentially cathartic, 71 in the psychological sense: it 
purged the individual of those infectious irrational impulses 
which, when dammed up, had given rise, as they have done in 
other cultures, to outbreaks of dancing mania and similar 
manifestations of collective hysteria; it relieved them by pro
viding them with a ritual outlet. If that is so, Dionysus was 
in the Archaic Age as much a social necessity as Apollo; each 
ministered in his own way to the anxieties characteristic of a 
guilt-culture. Apollo promised security: "Understand your 
station as man; do as the Father tells you; and you will be safe 
to-morrow." Dionysus offered freedom: "Forget the difference, 
and you will find the identity; join the 6la.t~M, and you will be 
happy to .. day." He was essentially a god of joy, 7ro}I.V"'(~s, as 
Hesiod calls him; xO.pp.a. ftpoTo'tt~w, as Homer says. 79 And his 
joys were accessible to all, including even slaves, as well as 
those freemen who were shut out from the old gentile cults.•• 
Apollo moved only in the best society, from the days when he 
was Hector's patron to the days when he canonised aristocratic 
athletes; but Dionysus was at all periods MJJ.&OTlK6s, a god of 
the people. 

The joys of Dionysus had an extremely wide range, from the 
simple pleasures of the country bumpkin, dancing a jig on 
greased wineskins, to the &,p.cx/>/J.'YM xapts of the ecstatic bac
chanal. At both levels, and at all the levels between, he is 
Lusios, "the Liberator"-the god who by very simple means, 
or by other means not so simple, enables you for a short time to 
slop being yourself, and thereby sets you free. That was, I think, 
the main secret of his appeal to the Archaic Age: not only 
because life in that age was often a thing to escape from, but 
more specifically because the individual, as the modern world 
knows him, began in that age to emerge for the first time from 
the old solidarity of the family,•• and found the unfamiliar 
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burden of individual responsibility hard to bear. Dionysus 
could lift it from him. For Dionysus was the Master of Magical 
Illusions, who could make a vine grow out of a ship's plank, and 
in general enable his votaries to see the world as the world's 
not.•• As the Scythians in Herodotus put it, "Dionysus leads 
people on to behave madly"-which could mean anything from 
"letting yourself go" to becoming "possessed."13 The aim of his 
cult was ecslasis-which again could mean anything from 
"taking you out of yourselr' to a profound alteration of per
sonality.14 And its psychological function was to satisfy and 
relieve the impulse to reject responsibility, an impulse which 
exists in all of us and can become under certain social conditions 
an irresistible craving. We may see the mythical prototype of 
this hompeopathic cure in the story of Melampus, who healed 
the Dionysiac madness of the Argive women "with the help 
of ritual cries and a sort of possessed dancing."15 

With the incorporation of the Dionysiac cult in the civic 
religion, this function was gradually overlaid by others. 86 The 
cathartic tradition seems to have been carried on to some extent 
by private Dionysiac associations. 17 But in the main the cure 
of the afflicted had in the Classical Age passed into the hands of 
other cults. We have two lists of the Powers whom popular 
thought in the later fifth century associated with mental or 
psycho-physical disturbances, and it is significant that Diony
sus does not figure in either. One occurs in the Hippolytus, the 
other in the de morbo sacro. •• Both lists include Hecate and the 
"Mother of the Gods" or "Mountain Mother" (Cybele); 
Euripides adds Pan" and the Corybantes; Hippocrates adds 
Poseidon, Apollo Nomios, and Ares, as well as the "heroes," 
who are here simply the unquiet dead associated with Hecate. 
All these are mentioned as deities who cause mental trouble. 
Presumably all could cure what they had caused, if their anger 
were suitably appeased. But by the fifth century the Cory
bantes at any rate had developed a special ritual for the treat
ment of madness. The Mother, it would appear, had done like
wise (if indeed her cult was at that time distinct from that of 
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the Corybantes) ;90 and possibly Hecate also.'' But about these 
we have no detailed information. About the Corybantic treat
ment we do know something, and Linforth's patient examina
tion has dissipated much of the fog that surrounded the subject. 
I shall content myself with stressing a few points which are 
relevant to the particular questions I have in mind. 

I) We may note first the essential similarity of the Cory
bantic to the old Dionysiac cure: both claimed to operate a 
catharsis by means of an infectious "orgiastic" dance accom
panied by the same kind of "orgiastic" music-tunes in the 
Phrygian mode played on the flute and the kettledrum.92 It 
seems safe to infer that the two cults appealed to similar 
psychological types and produced similat psychological reac
tions. Of these reactions we have, unhappily, no precise de
scription, but they were evidently striking. On Plato's testi
mony, the physical symptoms of ol KOpufJa.vT&CJnEs included 
fits of weeping and violent beating of the heart,93 and these 
were accompanied by mental disturbance; the dancers were 
"out of their minds," like the dancers of Dionysus, and ap
parently fell into a kind of trance.94 In that connection we 
should remember Theophrastus' remark that hearing is the 
most emotive (7ra.87,TlKWTanw) of all the senses, as well as the 
singular moral effects which Plato attributes to music. 95 

2) The malady which the Corybantes professed to cure is 
said by Plato to consist in "phobies or anxiety-feelings (8ELpa.Ta.) 
arising from some morbid mental condition."'' The description 
is fairly vague, and Linforth is doubtless right in saying that 
antiquity knew no specific disease of "Corybantism."97 If we 
can trust Aristides Quintilianus, or his Peripatetic source, the 
symptoms which found relief in Dionysiac ritual were of much 
the same nature. 91 It is true that certain people did try to dis
tinguish different types of "possession" by their outward mani
festations, as appears from the passage in de morbo sacro." 
But the real test seems to have been the patient's response to a 
particular ritual: if the rites of a god X stimulated him and 
produced a catharsis, that showed that his trouble was due to 
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X;•oo if he failed to react, the cause must lie elsewhere. Like 
the old gentleman in Aristophanes' parody, if he did not re
spond to the Corybantes, he might then perhaps try Hecate, or 
fall back on the general practitioner Asclepius.'0

' Plato tells us 
in the Ion that o1KOpufJa.vT&CJnEs "have a sharp ear for one tune 
only, the one which belongs to the god by whom they are pos
sessed, and to that tune they respond freely with gesture and 
speech, while they ignore all others." I am not sure whether 
o1 KOpufJG.J~T&CJnEs is here used loosely as a general term for 
"people in an anxiety-state," who try one ritual after another, 
or whether it means "those who take part in the Corybantic 
ritual"; on the second view, the Corybantic performance must 
have included different types of religious music, introduced for 
a diagnostic purpose.'0

" But in any case the passage shows that 
the diagnosis was based on the patient's response to music. And 
diagnosis was the essential problem, as it was in all cases of 
"possession": once the patient knew what god was causing his 
trouble, he could appease him by the appropriate sacrifices.10l 

3) The whole proceeding, and the presuppositions on which it 
rested, are highly primitive. But we cannot dismiss it-and 
this is the final point I want to stress-either as a piece of 
back-street atavism or as the morbid vagary of a few neurotics. 
A casual phrase of Plato's104 appears to imply that Socrates 
had personally taken part in the Corybantic rites; it certainly 
shows, as Linforth has pointed out, that intelligent young 
men of good family might take part in them. Whether Plato 
himself accepted all the religious implications of such ritual is 
an open question, to be considered later;zos but both he and 
Aristotle evidently regard it as at least a useful organ of social 
hygiene-they believe that it works, and works for the good of 
the participants.ro6 And in fact analogous methods appear to 
have been used by laymen in Hellenistic and Roman times for 
the treatment of certain mental disorders. Some form of musical 
catharsis had been practised by Pythagoreans in the fourth 
century, and perhaps earlier;'07 but the Peripatetic school seems 
to have been the first who studied it in the light of physiology 
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and the psychology of the emotions.'01 Theophrastus, like 
Plato, believed that music was good for anxiety-states.10

' In 
the first century B.c. we find Asclepiades, a fashionable physi
cian at Rome, treating mental patients by means of "sym
phonia"; and in the Antonine Age Soranus mentions flute 
music among the methods used in his day for the treatment 
either of depression or of what we should call hysteria. no Thus 
the old magico-religious catharsis was eventually detached 
from its religious context and applied in the field of lay psychi
atry, to supplement the purely physical treatment which the 
Hippocratic doctors had used. 

There remains Plato's third type of "divine" madness, the 
type which he defines as "possession (KaToKc.IX11) by th~ Muses" 
and declares to be indispensable to the production of the best 
poetry. How old is this notion, and what was the original con
nection between poets and Muses? 

A connection of some sort goes back, as we all know, to epic 
tradition. It was a Muse who took from Demodocus his bodily 
vision, and gave him something better, the gift of song, be
cause she loved him.ru By grace of the Muses, says Hesiod, 
some men are poets, as others are kings by grace of Zeus.''" We 
may safely assume that this is not yet the empty language of 
formal compliment which it was later to become; it has religious 
meaning. And up to a point the meaning is plain enough: like 
all achievements which are not wholly dependent on the human 
will, poetic creation contains an element which is not "chosen," 
but "given";113 and to old Greek piety "given" signifies "di
vinely given."11

4 It is not quite so clear in what this "given" 
element consists; but if we consider the occasions on which the 
1/iad-poet himself appeals to the Muses for help, we shall see 
that it falls on the side of content and not of form. Always he 
asks the Muses what he is to say, never how he is to say it; 
and the matter he asks for is always factual. Several times he 
requests information about important battles;115 once, in his 
most elaborate invocation, he begs to be inspired with an 
Army List-"for you are goddesses, watching all things, know-
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ing all things; but we have only hearsay and not knowledge."116 

These wistful words have the ring of sincerity; the man who 
first used them knew the fallibility of tradition and was troubled 
by it; he wanted first-hand evidence. But in an age which pos
sessed no written documents, where should first-hand evidence 
be found? Just as the truth about the future would be attained 
only if man were in touch with a knowledge wider than his 
own, so the truth about the past could be preserved only on a 
like condition. Its human repositories, the poets, had (like the 
seers) their technical resources, their professional training; but 
vision of the past, like insight into the future, remained a mys
terious faculty, only partially under its owner's control, and 
dependent in the last resort on divine grace. By that grace 
poet and seer alike enjoyed a knowledge11

7 denied to other men. 
In Homer the two professions are quite distinct; but we have 
good reason to believe that they had once been united,rr• 
and the analogy between them was still felt. 

The gift, then, of the Muses, or one of their gifts, is the power 
of true speech. And that is just what they told Hesiod when he 
heard their voice on Helicon, though they confessed that they 
could also on occasion tell a pack of lies that counterfeited 
truth.119 What particular lies they had in mind we do not 
know; possibly they meant to hint that the true inspiration of 
saga was petering out in mere.invention, the sort of invention 
we can observe in the more recent portions of the Odyssey. Be 
that as it may, it was detailed factual truth that Hesiod sought 
from them, but facts of a new kind, which would enable him to 
piece together the traditions about the gods and fill the story 
out with all the necessary names and relationships. Hesiod had a 
passion for names, and when he thought of a new one, he did 
not regard it as something he had just invented; he heard it, 
I think, as something the Muse had given him, and he knew or 
hoped that it was "true." He in fact interpreted in terms of a 
traditional belief-pattern a feeling which has been shared by 
many later writers•20-the feeling that creative thinking is not 
the work of the ego. 
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It was truth, again, that Pindar asked of the Muse. "Give 
me an oracle," he says, "and I will be your spokesman (7rpcx/x1TEb
crw)."nr The words he uses are the technical terms of Delphi; 
implicit in them is the old analogy between poetry and divina
tion. Bllt observe that it is the Muse, and not the poet, who 
plays the part of the Pythia; the poet does not ask to be him
self"possessed," but only to act as interpreter for the entranced 
Muse.'" And that seems to be the original relationship. Epic 
tradition represented the poet as deriving supernormal knowl
edge from the Muses, but not as falling into ecstasy or being 
possessed by them. 

The notion of the "frenzied" poet composing in a state of 
ecstasy appears not to be traceable further back than the 
fifth century. It may of course be older than that; Plato calls it 
an old story, 1ra>.a&ds p.ii8M.'"3 I should myself guess it to be a 
by-product of the Dionysiac movement with its emphasis on 
the value of abnormal mental states, not merely as avenues to 
knowledge, but for their own sake.124 But the first writer whom 
we know to have talked about poetic ecstasy is Democritus, 
who held that the finest poems were those composed p.ET1 

&fJoucrlacrpoij Kat lEpoil 7riiEUp.aTos, "with inspiration and a 
holy breath," and denied that anyone could be a great poet 
sine jurore.ns As recent scholars have emphasised, .. ' it is to 
Democritus, rather than to Plato, that we must assign the 
doubtful credit of having introduced into literary theory this 
conception of the poet as a man set apart from common hu
manity127 by an abnormal inner experience, and of poetry as 
a revelation apart from reason and above reason. Plato's atti
tude to these claims was in fact a decidedly critical one-but 
that is matter for a later chapter. 
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which i!l the "holy" part of a man (Tim. 8 SAB). It is still called 
the "heiliges Weh" in Alsace. 

•• Morton Prince, The Dissociation of a Personality. Cf. also P. Janet, 
L' dutomalisme psychologique; A. Binet, Lts dltlrations de la 
personnalitl; Sidis and Goodhart, Muhiple Personality; F. W. H. 
Myers, Human Personality, chap. ii. The significance of these 
cases for the understanding of ancient ideas of possession has been 
emphasised by E. Bevan, Si!Jyls and Seers, I35 f., and was already 
appreciated by Rohde (Psyche, App. viii). 

' 3 Cf. Seligman, JR.dl 54 (I924) 26I: '"among the more primitive 
folk of whom I have personal knowledge ... I have observed a 
more or less widespread tendency to ready dissociation of per
sonality." 

•4 Sleepwalking is referred to in the de mor!Jo sacro (c. I, VI.3S4·7 
Littre), and is said to be caused, in the opinion of the magical 
healers, by Hecate and the dead (i!Jid., 362.3); the ghosts take pos
session of the living body which its owner leaves unoccupied dur
ing sleep. Cf. trag. adesp. 315: ~I'U111'01' ~I'TO.trp.a. cjloltff x6ovla.s ,, 
'EKa"ls Kwp.ov ~~~. For the supernatural origin of fever cf. the 
fever-daemons 'H7rla>.,s, Tlcpus, Ei.oO'Ira.s (Didymus apud l: Ar. 
Pesp. I037); the temple of Febris at Rome, Cic. N.D. 3.63, Pliny, 
N.H. 2.I5; and supra, chap. ii, n. 74· 

•s Cf. Oesterreich, op. cit., I24 ff. 
' 6 Od. I8.327. In the Jliad, on the other hand, such expressions as 

IK 8~ ol'l)vloxos 1r>.ti'Y11 cppba.s (I3.394) imply nothing supernatu
ral: the driver's temporary condition of stupefied terror has a 
normal human cause. At Jl. 6.200 ff., Bellerophon is perhaps 
thought of as mentally afflicted by the gods, but the language used 
is very vague. 

•7 Od. 20.377· Apoll. Soph. Lex. Hom. 13·30 Bekker explains l'lrlp.a.u
TOS as 17r£'11"}.1JKTOS, Hesychius as l7rl>.1J'II"TOS. Cf. W. Havers, Jndr;.. 
germ. Forschungen, 25 (I909) 377 f. 

•• Od. 9-4I0 ff. Cf. 5·396: tTTU'YEpOs U o1 ~XPa.E 8a.lJ.UI'P (in a simile); 
there, however, the illness seems to be physical. 

''See B. Schmidt, Pollcsle!Jen der Neugriechen, 97 f. 
•o Hipp. mor!J. sacr. I8 (VI.394·9 ff. Littre). Cf. aer. aq. loc. 22 

(II.76.I6 ff. L.), which is perhaps the work of the same author 
(Wilamowitz, Berl. Sitz!J. I9QI, i.I6); andj/al. I4 (VI. no L.). But 
even medical opinion was not unanimous on this question. The 
author of the Hippocratic Prognostilcon seems to believe that cer
tain diseases have "something divine" about them (c. I, 11.112.) 
L.). Despite Nestle, Griecn. Studim, 522 f., this seems to be a 
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different view from that of mor!J. sacr.: "divine" diseases are a 
special class which it is important for the physician to recognise 
(because they are incurable by human means). And the magical 
treatment of epilepsy never in fact died out: e.g. [Dem.] 25.80 
refers to it; and in late antiquity Alexander of Tralles says that 
amulets and magical prescriptions are used by "some" in treating 
this malady, not without success (1.557 Puschmann). 

•• The slave's question, Ar. Ptsp. 8: a>.>.'~ 7ra.pa,PpoPEis ITEOP ~ Kopv
ftG.PTlij.s; perhaps implies a distinction between "natural" and 
"divine" madness. But the difference between 7ra.pa.tPpoPEiP and 
KopuftapniP may be merely one of degree, milder mental disturb
ance being attributed to the Corybantes (infra, pp. 77 ff.) • 

.. Ar. does 5~4 f. (cf. Plautus, Potnulus 527): Theophr. Char. 16 
(28 J.) 14; Pliny, N.H. 28-4-35, "despuimus comitiales morbqs, 
hoc est, contagia regerimus": and Plautus, Caplioi 550 ff. 

•l "Mental derangement, which appears to me to be exceedingly com
mon among the Greek peasants, sets the sufferer not merely apart 
from his fellows but in a sense above them. His utterances are re
ceived with a certain awe, and so far as they are intelligible are 
taken as predictions" (Lawson, Mod. Grttlc Folklore and dnc. 
Grttlc Religion, 299). On the prophetic gifts attributed to epileptics 
see Temkin, op. cil., 149 ff. 

•4 Soph. djax 243 f. It is a widespread belief among primitives that 
persons in abnormal mental states speak a special "divine" lan
guage; cf., e.g., Oesterreich, op. cil., 232, 272; N. K. Chadwick, 
Poetry and Prophecy, 18 f., 37 f. Compare also the pseudO-lan
guages spoken by certain automatists and religious enthusiasts, 
who are often said, like Ajax, to have learned them from "the 
spirits" (E. Lombard, De la glossolalit chez Its premiers chrllitns 
tilts phlnoments similaires, 25 ff.). 

•s Soph. 0. T. 12 58: >.ut~t~CwTl 8, aln-cfi 8alpDPWP 8ElKPufll TU. The Mes
senger goes on to say that Oedipus was "led" to the right place 
(126o, ws iHini"Yf1ToU TlPos); in other words, he is credited with a 
temporary clairvoyance of supernatural origin. 

16 Plato, Tim. ?lE. Cf. Aristotle, dio. p. somn. 464• 24: lvi.ous TWP 
bct~TaTlKWP 7rpoop8.P. 

•7 Heraclitus, fr. 92 D.: l':lftu>.>.a 8~ p.alPO,UIICf' fiTOp.aTl a")'At14Ta Kat 
aKa>.).&)'lf'lfiTa Kat ap.uplfi'Ta tPfJE")"'Yop.hrt, XlMWP ITWP ~lKPEiTal Tfj 
t;wvj 8lci TOP 6EoP. The context of the fragment in Plutarch (Pyth. 
or. 6, 397A) makes it practically certain that the words 8lci TOP 
(Jf.bp are part of the citation, and that the god in question is 
Apollo (cf. Delatte, Conceptions de ftnlhousiasmt, 6, n. 1). 
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•• Psyche; Eng. trans., 26o, 289 ff. 
"' Rohde's view is still taken for granted, e.g., by Hopfner in P.-W., 

s. v. IJ.O.IITliCT,; E. Fascher, rr~.,.,s, 66; w. Nestle, Pom Mylhos zunr 
Logos, 6o; Oesterreich, Possession, 311. Contra: Farnell, Cults, 
IV.190 ff.; Wilamowitz, Glau!Je der Hellenen, Il.3o; Nilsson, 
Geschichle, l.p S f.; Latte, "The Coming of Pythia," Harv. Theol. 
Reo. 33 (1940) 9 ff. Professor Parke, Hisl. of lht Delphic Oracle, I<f.t 
inclines to the opinion that Apollo took over the Pythia from the 
primitive Earth-oracle at Delphi, on the ground that this ac
counts for her sex (we should expect Apollo to have a male priest); 
but this argument is, I think, adequately met by Latte. 

l 0 Euripides makes Teiresias claim that Dionysus is, among other 
things, a god of ecstatic prophecy (Ba. 298 ff.); and it appears 
from Hdt. 7.111 that female trance-mediumship was really prac
tised at his Thracian oracle in the country of the Satrae (cf. Eur. 
Hec. 1267, where he is called o 9PU~t ,..UTn). But in Greece he 
found a mantic god already in possession, and seems accordingly 
to have resigned this ful)ction, or at any rate allowed it to fall into 
the background. In the Roman age he had a trance-oracle (with a 
male priest) at Amphikleia in Phocis (Paus. 10.33-II,JG IX.1.218); 
but this is not attested earlier, and the cult shows Orientalising 
traits (Latte, loc. cil., 11). 

J• Phoenicia: Gressmann, Altorimtalische Texle u. Bilder zum A.T. 
I.22S ff. Hittites: A. Gotze, Kleinasialische Forschungm, I.219; 
0. R. Gurney, "Hittite Prayers of Mursili 11," Lioerpool Annals, 
XXVII. Cf. C. J. Gadd, Ideas of Dioine Rule in lht Ancient EaJI 
(Schweich Lectures, I94S), 20 ff. We also have a series of Assyrian 
oracles, dating from the reign ofEsarhaddon, in which the goddess 
Ishtar professedly speaks through the mouth of an (entranced?) 
priestess whose name is given: see A. Guillaume, Prophecy and 
Dioinalion among lht He!Jrews and Other Stmiles, 42 ff. Like the 
6eop.6.nm in Plato, Apol. 22c,such prophets are said to "bring forth 
what they do not know" (A. Haldar, Associations of Cull Prophtls 
among the Ancient Stmiles, 2S). Gadd thinks ecstatic prophecy in 
general older than divination by art ("oracles and prophecy tend 
to harden into practices of formal divination"); and Halliday is of 
the same opinion (Gretlc Dioinalion, SS ff.). 

,. Nilsson, Greek Popular Religion, 79, following B. Hrozn;t, .tlrcA. 
Or. 8 (1936) 171 ff. Unfortunately, the reading "Apulunas," which 
Hrozn;t claims to have deciphered in a Hittite hieroglyphic in
scription, is disputed by other competent Hittite scholars: see 
R. D. Barnett, JHS 70 (I9SO) 104. 
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u Cf. Wilamowitz, "Apollon," Hermts, 38 (1903) 575 ff.; Glau!Je, 
I.324 ff.; and (for those who do not read German) his Oxford lec
ture on Apollo (1908), translated by Murray. 

J4 Claros, Paus. 7·3·1; Branchidae (Didyma), i!Jid., 7·2+ Cf. C. Pi
card, Ephese tl Claros, 109 ff. 

JS Cf. Farnell's discussion, Cults, IV.22.4. The ancient evidence is 
collected i!Jid., 403 ff • 

.t6 Hdt. 1.182. Cf. A. B. Cook, Ztus, 11.207 ff., and Latte, loc. cil. 
l7 So Curtius, Meillet, Boisacq, Hofmann. Cf. Plato, Phattirus 2.44c, 

and Eur. Ba. 299. 
Jl Od. 20.351 ff. I cannot agree with Nilsson, Gtsch. I.154, that this 

scene is "dichterisches Schauen, nicht das sogenannte zweite 
Gesicht." The parallel with the symbolism of Celtic vision, 
noticed by Monro ad loc., seems too close to be accidental. Cf. also 
Aesch. Eum. 378 ff.: ToioP brt ICIIIt/xJ,s 6.118pt p.bt~ous-71'E71'oTa.Ta.l, Ka.t 
8PcxPEPQII Tlll, ax}.w KO.Tci ~IJ.O.TOS a.fl8iTO.l 7I'O}.bfTTOIIOS ,PaTlS, and 
for the symbolic vision of blood, Hdt. 7•140.3 and the Plutarch 
passage quoted in the next note, as well as Njals Saga, c. 126. 

Jt Plut. Py""· 31: 1, Tf7 7ro>.El TWP 'ApyE[w, 1) ToV AuKElou 71'po,pijTn 
• A7ro}.>.CJJpos ~~£8pa.p.E {JoCJfla. IIEtepWII opill Ka.t tPOPOU KO.TQ71'Mw T'J)P 
71'0MII. 

4° It could be made available at set times and seasons only by the 
use of some device analogous to the mediaeval"crystal ball." This 
was perhaps done at the minor Apolline oracle of Kua.11la.l in Lycia, 
where Pausanias says it was possible ~flw IPl8lwTa. TlPci 6 T1)11 1rll'ri" 
&p.otCJJs dPTO. &7rbfl'a. 6EMl 6Eafla.fl'6ru (7.21.13). 

41 ~IIBEOS never means that the soul has left the body and is "in 
God," as Rohde seems in places to imply, but always that the 
body has a god within it, as ~p.l/luxos means that it has 1/luxTI within 
it (see Pfister in Piscicu/i F.J. Dot/gerdargt!Joltn [Munster, 1939], 
183). Nor can I accept the view that the Pythia became WEos 
only in the sense of being "in a state of grace resulting from the aC
complishment of rites" and that her "inspired ecstasy" is the in
vention of Plato, asP. Amandry has recently maintained in a care
ful and learned study which unfortunately appeared too late for 
me to use in preparing this chapter, La Manliqut apollinitnnt .a 
Dtlphts (Paris, 1950), 234 f. He rightly rejects the "frenzied" 
Pythia of Lucan and the vulgar tradition, but his argument is 
vitiated by the assumption, still common among people who have 
never seen a "medium" in trance, that "possession" is necessarily 
a state of hysterical excitement. He also seems to misunderstand 
Phatdrus 244B, which surely does not mean that besides her 
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trance utterances the Pythia also gave oracles (of inferior quality) 
in her normal state (fl~polloVfla.), but only that apart from her me
diumship she had no particular gifts (cf. n. 53 below). 

""Ar. apud Sext. Emp. ado. dogm. J.20 f. = fr. 10 Rose (cf. Jaeger, 
Aristotle, Eng. trans., 16o f.); Pro!JI. JO, 954• 34 ff.; R. Walzer, 
"Un frammento nuovo di Aristotele," Stud. ita/. di Fil. Class. 
N.S. 14 (1937) 125 ff.; Cic. de dioin. 1.18, 64, 70, 113; Plut. dtf. 
orae. 39 f., 4JIE ff. Cf. Rohde, Psyche, 312 f. 

4J Some writers (e.g., Farnell, Greece and Ba!Jylon, 303) use the terms 
"shamanism" and "possession" as if they were synonymous. But 
the characteristic feature of sha'manism is not the entry of an 
alien spirit into the shaman; it is the liberation of the shaman's 
spirit, which leaves his body and sets off on a man tic journey or 
"psychic excursion." Supernatural beings may assist him, but his 
own personality is the decisive element. Cf. Oesterreich, op. cil., 
305 ff., and Meuli, Hermes, 70 t1935) 144. Greek prophets of the 
shamanistic type are discussed below, chap. v. 

44 Cf. Minuc. Felix, Oct. 26 f., and the passages collected by Tam
bornino, de antiquorum daemonismo (RGPP VII, 3). 

45 "Deus inclusus corpore humano iam, non Cassandra, loquitur," 
says Cicero (de dioin. 1.67) with reference to an old Latin tragedy, 
probably the Alexander of Ennius. Aeschylus presents Cassandra 
as a clairvoyante rather than a medium; but there is an approach 
to the idea of possession at dgam. 1269 ff., where she suddenly sees 
her own act in stripping off the symbols of seership (1266 f.) as 
the act of Apollo himself. For the possession of the Sibyl by Apollo, 
and of Bakis by the Nymphs, see Rohde, Psyche, ix, n. 63. (I 
doubt if Rohde was right in supposing Bakis to be originally a ge
neric descriptive title, like t~lftu).).a., i!Jid., n. 58. When Aristode 
speaks of l:lftu).).a.l Ka.t Ba.Kl8ES Ka.t o1 ~PIJEOI. '11'4PTES [Pro!JI. 9 54 • 36), 
and Plutarch of l:lftu).).a.l a.~a.l Ka.t Ba.Kl8ES (Pyth. or. 10, J99A], 
they probably mean "people like the Sibyl and Bakis." The term 
EupuK).Eis was similarly used [Piut. dtf. orae. 9, 414E; l: Plato 
Soph. 252c]; but Eurycles was certainly a historical person. And 
when Philetas, apud l: Ar. Pax 1071, distinguishes three different 
Ba.Kl8ES, he is merely using a common expedient of Alexandrian 
scholars for reconciling inconsistent statements about the same 
person. Everywhere else Bakis appears as an individual prophet.) 

46 Plato calls them (Jeop.aPTElS and XJYIIfl~l (dpol. 22c, Mtno 99C), 
or XPflfiJ.Uf'OOl and p.aPTElS 6Eiol (Ion 534c). They fall into lv8ot~
flla.flp./Js and utter (in a state of trance?) truths of which they 
know nothing, and are thus clearly distinguished both from those 
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p.aPTElS who "trust birds" (Phi/. 6-]B) and those XP"'tTIJ.O)./yyot. who 
merely quote or expound old oracles. Plato says nothing to indi
cate that they have official status. See Fascher, Dpocf»J.,.,s, 66 fr. 

47 Plut. dej. orae. 9, •P4E, TOVs erra.trTplp.b801Jf, EupuK>.Ia.s 'll'a>.a.l, 
vu11t lll&wa.s 'll'potra.'YOpEuop.bous: Hesych., s.v. I'Y'Ya.trTplp.u8os· 
ToVTOII TliiES 1-y'YO.tTTplp.a.IITlll, ol 6E tTTEpiiOIJ.O.IITlll }.ryOUtTl • , , TOil
TOll 'J)p.Eis U(J(Jwpa. PUP Ka>.oup.EP. The more dignified term tTTEpiiOp.a.P
TlS comes from theAlxp.a.}.WTl8ES ofSophocles, fr. 59 P. On private 
mediumship in late antiquity see App. 11, pp. 295 ff. 

41 Ar. Ptsp. 1019, and schol.; Plato, Soph. 252c, and schol. 
49 l11m u'll'ot/18ETiop.EPOP, Plato, loe. cit. L.-S. takes lnrot/18E'Y'YOIJ.EPOP 

to mean "speaking in an undertone"; but the other sense, which 
Cornford adopts, suits the context much better. 

so As Starkie points out ad loe., Ar. Pesp. 1019 need not imply ven
triloquism in our sense of the word, while some of the other notices 
definitely exclude it. Cf. Pearson on Soph. fr. 59· 

s• Plut. dtf. orae., loe. cit., where their state of possession is compared 
to that commonly ascribed to the Pythia, though it is not clear 
just how far the comparison extends. Schol. Plato, loe. cit., 8a.l
p.oPa. ••• TOP hKE>.Eubp.EPOP a.w~ npt TWP p.E>.MnwP }.ryElll. Suidas' 
statement that they called up the souls of the dead is not to be 
trusted: he took it from I Sam. 28 (witch of Endor), and not, as 
Halliday asserts, from Philochorus. 

sz Hipp. Epid. 5.63 < = 7.28), a.,I'II'IIEE" c:,s IK ToO ttEtta.'II'Tlria.l a.,a.'ll'lll
outrl, Kat IK ToV trTI,BEOS VrEI/Ilx/IEEP, i:Jtr'II'Ep a.ll-r'Ya.trTplp.ulkn. }.E-y0-

IJ.EIIO.l. A critical observer's report on the famous "medium" 
Mrs. Piper states that in full trance "the breathing is slower by 
one half than normal, and very stertorous," and goes on to sug
gest that "this profound variation in the breathing, with the 
lessened oxygenation of the blood ... is probably the agency by 
means of which the normal consciousness is put out of commis
sion" (Amy Tanner, Studies in Spiritualism, 14, 18). 

u Plut. Pyth. orae. 22, 405c. Aelius Aristides, oral. 45.11 Dind., says 
th~t the Pythiae have in their normal condition no particular 
l'll'ltrri,p.11J and when in trance make no use of such knowledge as 
they possess. Tacitus asserts that the inspired prophet at Claros 
was ignarus plwumqut litterarum et earminum (dnnals 2.54). 

54 Both types occurred in theurgic possession (see App. 11, p. 297). 
Both were known to John Cassian in the fourth century A.D.: 

"some demoniacs," he observes, "are so excited that they take 
no account of what they do or say; but others know it and re-
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member it afterwards" (Collalionts palrum, 7.12). And both ap
pear in savage possession and in spirit mediumship. 

ss About the priestesses at Dodona the testimony of Aelius Aristides 
is clear and unambiguous: !HTTEpoP oM~v ~~~ El'II"OI' fcruw (oral. 
45.11). What he says about the Pythiae is less explicit: he asks 
regarding them Tlva l'lrlCTTCII'TCll 817 1rou T4x.P'II' mE (se. I'II"El8dv 
IKCTTWCTll' .!au?"Wv), ar 'YE obx olal Tl den ,Pu}I.O.TTEll' oba~ p.Ep.,;jcrllm; 
(4po). Strictly speaking, this need not imply more than that 
they cannot remember why they said what they did. The language 
used by other writers about the Pythiae is too vague to admit of 
any secure inference. 

56 Plut. dtf. orae. SI, 438C: O~TE 'Yd.P 'lrai'TCIS oin-E TOVs awom ad 8lcr.
TUI'ICTll' wcraln-ws 1) TOU 'lri'EUIJ.ClTOf 8bvap.n (the statement is general, 
but must include the Pythia, as the context shows). 

s7J!Jid., 438B: Q.}I.O.}I.ou Kat KCIKOU 'lri'EUIJ.CITM o1icra '~~"MP'Is. "Dumb" 
spirits are those which refuse to tell their names (Lagrange on 
Mark 9: 17; Campbell Bonner, "The Technique of Exorcism," 
Harv. Thtol. Rto. 36 [1943] 43 f.). "A dumb exhalation" (Flace
liere) is hardly sense. 

sa O.vEl}l.ovTo ••• ~,Ppova. This is the reading of all extant MSS, and 
makes reasonable sense. In quoting the passage formerly (Greek 
Poetry and Lift: Essays Presented to Gii!Jert Murray, 377) I was 
careless enough to accept ~K,Ppova from Wyttenbach. 

st I have myself seen an amateur medium break down during trance 
in a similar way, though without the same fatal results. For cases 
of possession resulting in death, see Oesterreich, op. cit., 93, 118 f., 
222 ff., 238. It is quite unnecessary to assume with Flaceliere that 
the Pythia's death must have been due to inhaling mephit:c 
"vapours" (which would probably kill on the spot if they killed at 
all, and must in any case have affected the other persons present). 
Lucan 's imaginary picture of the death of an earlier Pythia (Phars. 
s.I6I ff.) was perhaps suggested by the incident Plutarch records, 
which can be dated to the years S?-62 A. D. a. Bayet, Mllangu 
Grat, l.53 ff.). 

60 It may be said that, strictly, the text proves only that the priests 
and enquirers were within earshot (R. Flaceliere, "Le Fonctionne
ment de !'Oracle de Delphes au tem_ps de Plutarque," dnnalts t!t 
I'Ecolt des Hautts Etudes .a Gand [Etudes d'archlologit grtcqut], 2 
[1938] 69 ff.). But it gives no positive support to Flaceliere's view 
that the Pythia was separated from them by a door or curtain. 
And the phrase 8lK'IP vEW$ I'II"El'fOp.&,s rather suggests a visual im
pression; she shuddered like a ship in a storm. On the procedure 
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at Delphi in-earlier periods I can arrive at no confident judgement~ 
the literary evidence is either maddeningly vague or impossible to 
reconcile with the archaeological findings. At Claros, Tacitus' ac
count suggests (dnn. 2.54), and Iamblichus definitely states (de 
mysl. 3.II), that the inspired prophet was not visible. But at Apol
lo's Ptoan oracle in Boeotia the enquirers themselves hear the in
spired 'lrpOIJ.a.JITlS speaking and take down his words (Hdt. 8.I35). 

4J Plut. ~. Cono. I.5.2, 623B: p.a>.tcrTa a~ 0 lv8oucrlacrp.Os ~~lcr.,.,.,crl Kat 
7rapaTp~7rEt TOTE crwp.a Kal -rq, t/KIJI'fJI' ToU crvr#Jous Kat KaDEcr.,.,Jn-os. 
The pitch of the voice in which the "possessed" spoke was one of 
the symptoms from which the KaDatyral drew inferences about the 
possessing spirit (Hipp. mor!J. sacr. I, Vl.36o.I 5 L.). In all parts of 
the world the "possessed" are reported as speaking in a changed 
voice: see Oesterreich, op. cil., Io, I9-2I, I33, I37, 208, 247 f., 252, 
254,277. So too the famous Mrs. Piper, when "possessed" by a male 
"control," would speak "in an unmistakably male voice, but 
rather husky" (Proc. Society for Psychical Research, 8.I27). 

62 Cf. Parke, Hisl. of the Delphic Oracle, 24 ff., and Amandry, op. cit., 
chaps. xi-xiii, where the ancient evidence on these points is dis
cussed. Contact with a god's sacred tree as a means of procuring 
his epiphany may go back to Minoan times (B. AI, Mnemosyne, 
Ser. Ill, I2 [I9+J] 2I 5). On the techniques employed to induce 
trance in late antiquity see App. 11, pp. 2~ f. 

6J Oesterreich, op. cil., 3I9, n. 3· 
64 For Claros see Maximus Tyrius, 8.Ic, Tac. dnn. 2.54, Pliny, N.H. 

2.232. Pliny's remark that drinking the water shortened the life 
of the drinker is probably a mere rationalisation of the widespread 
belief that persons in contact with the supernatural die young. 
The procedure at Branchidae is uncertain, but the existence of a 
spring possessing prophetic properties is now confirmed by an 
inscription (Wiegand, d!Jh. Berl. dlcad. I924, Heft I, p. 22). For 
other springs said to cause insanity cf. Halliday, Grttlc Dioinalion, 
I24 f.· For the highly primitive procedure at Argos see Paus. 
2.2.4.I; it has good savage parallels (Oesterreich, op. cil., I37, I43 f.; 
Frazer, Magic drl, l.383). 

"'Wilamowitz, Hermes, 38 (I9Q4.) 579; A. P. Oppe, "The Chasm at 
Delphi," ]HS 24 (I904) 2I4 ff. 

66 Oppe, loc. cil.; Courby, Fouilles de Delphes, ll.59 ff. But I suspect 
that the belief in the existence of some sort of chasm under the 
temple is much older than the theory of vapours, and probably 
suggested it to rationalists in search of an explanation. At Clw. 
953,Aeschylus' Chorus address Apollo as p.eyap ~xc.w p.uxo11 x6o11bs, 
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and the corresponding phrase at 80'], GJ p.eya. va.k.!v trTop.wv, must 
also in my judgement refer to Apollo. This seems an unnatural 
way of speaking if the poet has in mind merely the Pleistos gorge; 
the temple is not in the gorge, but above it. It looks more like a 
traditional phraseology going back to the days of the Earth-oracle: 
forlts implications cf. Hes. Tlleog. 119: TO.tyra.pa T' ~EpOEPTa. p.ux~ 
x6ov6s: Aesch. P.P. 433: "A&OOs ••• p.ux/n 'Yis, Pind. Pytll. 
4.44: xiJbvlov "Awa. tTTop.a.. The trTop.lov which was later interpreted 
as a channel for vapours (Strabo, 9·3·5, P· 419: inrEpKEitrlla.l a~ 
TOV tTTop.lou Tphro8a. btrtMv, b;' 8J' T!}P llu8la.v ba.fla.lvoutra.P 8E
xop.~rrqv TO 1ri'EUp.a. a7ro8Etr7rltEl1') had originally, I take it, been con
ceived as an avenue for dreams. 

67 E.g., Leicester B. Holland, "The Mantic Mechanism of Delphi," 
4Jd 1933, 201 ff.; R. Flaceliere, dnnales de r Ecole des Hautes 
Etudes~ Gand, 2 (1938) 105 f. See, contra, E. Will, Bull. Corr. He/!. 
66--67 (1942-1943) 161 ff., and now Amandry, op. cil., chap. xix. 

61 Hdt. 6.66; cf. Paus. 3+3· Similarly, it was the Pythia whom 
Pleistoanax was accused of bribing on a later occasion (Thuc. 
5.16.2). Thucydides might be speaking loosely, but Herodotus was 
not, for he gives the Pythia's name. It is open, however, to the 
sceptic to say that he is reproducing an "edited" Delphic version 
of what happened. (Amandry neglects these passages, and is in
clined to make the Pythia a mere accessory, op. cit., 120 ff.) 

'' Parke, op. cit., 37· Fascher, contrasting Greek with Jewish proph
ecy, doubts if"real prophecy was possible within the framework of 
an institution" (op. cit., 59); and in regard to responses on matters 
of public concern the doubt seems justified. Replies to private en
quirers-which must have formed the majority at all periods, 
though very few genuine examples are preserved-may have been 
less influenced by institutional policy. 

7• The verse form of response, which had gone out of use in Plu
tarch's day, was pretty ~rtainly the older; some even maintained 
that the hexameter was invented at Delphi (Plut. Pylh. orae. 17, 
4020; Pliny, N.H. 1·205, etc.). Strabo asserts that the Pythia her
self sometimes spoke ~P.P.ETpa. (9·3·5, p. ;p9), and Tacitus says the 
same of the inspired prophet at Claros (dnn. 2.54). These stat~ 
ments of Strabo and Tacitus have been doubted (most recently 
by Amandry, op. cit., 168), but are by no means incredible. Law
son knew a modern Greek prophet, "unquestionably mad," who 
possessed "an extraordinary power of conducting his part of a con
versation in metrical, if not highly poetical, form" (op. cit., 300). 
And the American missionary Nevius heard a "possessed" woman 
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in China extemporise verses by the hour together: "Everything 
she said was in measured verse, and was chanted to an unvarying 
tune ...• The rapid, perfectly uniform, and long continued utter
ances seemed to us such as could not possibly be counterfeited or 
premeditated" a. L. Nevius, Demon Possession and dllied Themes, 
37 f.). Among the ancient Semitic peoples "recitation of verses and 
doggerel was the mark of one who had converse with the spirits" 
(A. Guillaume, Prophecy and Dioination among lht Hebrews and 
Other Semiles, 245). In fact, automatic or inspirational speech tends 
everywhere to fall into metrical patterns (E. Lombard, De la glos
solalie, 207 ff.). But usually, no doubt, the Pythia's utterances had 
to be versified by others; Strabo, loc. cit., speaks of poets being re
tained for this purpose, and Plutarch, Pylh. orae. 25, 407B, men
tions the suspicion that in old days they sometimes did more than 
their duty. At Branchidae the existence in the second century B.c. 
of a XP"'trp.o"fp6.t/>lov (office for drafting, or recording, responses?) is 
inscriptionally attested (Rev. de Phi/. 44 [1920] 249, 251); and 
at Claros the functions of 7rpocp~TT'JS (medium?) and 6Etr1f'~WP 
(versifier?) were distinct, at least in Roman times (Dittenberger, 
OGJ 11, no. 530). An interesting discussion of the whole problem 
by Edwyn Bevan will be found in the Du!Jiin Reoiew, 1931. 

7• The Greeks were quite alive to the possibility of fraud in particu
lar instances; the god's instruments were fallible. But this did not 
shake their faith in the existence of a divine inspiration. Even 
Heraclitus accepted it (fr. 93), contemptuous as he was of super
stitious elements in contemporary religion; and Socrates is repre
sented as a deeply sincere believer. On Plato's attitude see below, 
chap. vii, pp. 217 f., 222 f. Aristotle and his school, while rejecting 
inductive divination, upheld iP6outrla.tr,,S, as did the Stoics; the 
theory that it was ~p.t/JuTos, or provoked by vapours, did not invali
date its divine character. 

72 This was so from the first; Delphi was promised its share of the 
fines to be paid by the collaborators (Hdt. 7·132.2), and also re
ceived a tithe of the booty after Plataea (i!Jid., 9.81.1); the hearths 
polluted by the presence of the invader were rekindled, at the 
Oracle's command, from ~polio's own (Plut. drislides 20). 

u It is worth noting that the nearest approach to an ecclesiastical 
organisation transcending the individual city-State was the system 
of i~'Y1'JTcU 7ru6oXP"'tTT'Ol who expounded Apolline sacral law at 
Athens and doubtless elsewhere (cf. Nilsson, Gesch. I.6o3 ff.). 

74 Aesch. Eum. 616 ff.: o~7r&!7roT' d7rov p.a.PTlKO'itrw b 6pbvols ••• 3 
p..q KE).E~tra.l Zeilf '0).up.7rk.IP 7ra.rl,p. 
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7S Cic. dtdioin. 2.117: "quando ista vis autem evanuit? an postquam 

homines minus creduli esse coeperunt?" On the social basis of 
changes in religious belief see Kardiner, Psychological Frontiers oj 
Society, 426 f. It is significant that the growing social tensions and 
increased neurotic anxieties of thr- late Empire were accompanied 
by a revival of interest m ora:'..:s: see Eitrem, Ora/eel und Mysterien 
am dusgang der dnlilct. 

76 I van M. Linforth, "The Corybantic Rites in Plato," Unio. of 
Calij. Pu!JI. in Class. Philology, Vol. 13 (1946), No. s; "Telest:c 
Madness in Plato, Phaedrus 2440E," i!Jid., No. 6. 

77 "Maenadism in the Bacchae," Haro. Thtol. Reo. 33 (1940) 155 f'. 
See Appendix I in the present book. 

78 Cf. Eur. Ba. 77, and Varro apud Serv. ad Virg. Gtorg. 1.166: 
"Liberi patris sacra ad purgationem animae pertinebant." We 
should perhaps connect with this the cult of At.Ovutro<; laTpOS 
which is said to have been recommended to the Athenians by 
Delphi (Athen. 22E, cf. 36B). 

79 Hesiod, Erga 614, Thtog. 941; Horn. //. 14.325. Cf. also Pindar, 
fr. 9·4 Bowra (29 S.): Tlb A""vbtrou 'lf'o}l.erraJJlaTlp.av, and the defini
tion of Dionysus' functions at Eur. Ba. 379 ff., (hatrEUElP 7'E xopois 
p.eT6. T' afJ}I.ov 'YE}I.6.tral 6. 7rcn-a0tra! TE p.eplp.vas, ICT }1.. 

8° Cf. Eur. Ba. 421 ff., and my note ad loc. Hence the support that 
the Dionysiac cult received from Periander and the Peisistratids; 
hence also, perhaps, the very slight interest that Homer takes in 
it (though he was acquainted with maenads, //. 22.46o), and the 
contempt with which Heraclitus viewed it (fr. 14 makes his atti
tude sufficiently clear, whatever may be the sense of fr. 15). 

8• See chap. ii, p. 46; and for Abtrws, App. I, p. 273· The connec
tion of "Dionysiac" mass hysteria with intolerable social condi
tions is nicely illustrated in E. H. Norman's article, "Mass 
Hysteria in Japan," Far Eastern Survey, 14 (1945) 65 ff. 

'"Cf. H. Hymn 1·34 ff. It was, I take it, as Master of Illusions that 
Dionysus came to be the patron of a new art, the art of the theatre. 
To put on a mask is the easiest way of ceasing to be oneself (cf. 
Levy-Bruhl, Primiliots and the Supernatural, 123 ff.). The theatri
cal use of the mask presumably grew out ofits magical use: Diony
sus became in the sixth century the god of the theatre because he 
had long been the god of the masquerade. 

8J Herodotus, 4·79·3· For the meaning of p.alvEtTBal cf. Linforth, 
"Corybantic Rites," 127 f. 

84 Pfister has shown grounds for thinking that ~KtrTatrn, ~~~ltrTaria~, 
did not originally involve (as Rohde assumed) the idea of the 
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soul's departure from the body; they are quite commonly used by 
classical writers of any abrupt change of mind or mood ("Eksta
sis," Pisciculi F. J. Doelger darge!Joltn, 178 ff.). o a.wbt elpl Ka.l 
o~K i~lcrTa.pa.l, says Pericles to the Athenians (Thuc. 2.61.2); Td. 
pf18~ 7rpocr8oiC&Jpep' ~KCTTO.CTlll ~pel,says Menander (fr. 149); and in 
Plutarch's time a person could describe himself as iKcrTa.TlKws 
~xc.w, meaning. merely that he felt, as we say, "'put out" or "not 
himself" (Plut.gm. Socr. S88A). Cf. also Jeanne Croissant, drislolt 
tiles mysleres, 41 ff. 

Is [Apollod.] Bi!JI. 2.2.2. Cf. Rohde, Psyche, 287; Boyance, Lt Cullt 
des Musts chtz Its philosophts grtcs, 64 f. It has been the usual 
opinion of scholars since Rohde that at Phatdr. 2440E Plato had 
the Melampus story in mind; but see, contra, Linforth, "Telestic 
Madness," 169. 

86 Boyance, op. cil., 66 ff., tries to find survivals of the god's original 
cathartic function (whose importance he rightly stresses) even in 
his Attic festivals. But his arguments are highly speculative. 

17 This appears from Plato, Laws 81 sco, where he describes, and re
jects as "uncivilised" (o~ 7rO>.lTlKbP), certain "Bacchic" mimetic 
dances, imitating Nymphs, Pans, Sileni, and Satyrs, which were 
performed 7rEpl KaiJa.ppo~ TE Ka.l TE>.ETas TlPa.s. Cf. also Aristides 
Quintilianus, de musica J.2 s, p. 93 J ahn: Td.s Ba.KXlKd.s TE>.ETd.s Ka.l 
ooa.l Ta.uTa.ls 1ra.pa.1r>.~crlol )byou TlPOs ~xecr8a.l t/Ja.crlP IS1rws 411 7} TWP 
apaJJecrTi""'" 7rTol11cr,s a,ci ftl,o, ~ Tbxfl" lnro Tw" 41, Ta.ln-a.ls I'E~&c;,, 
TE Ka.l opx~crwp lipa. 7ra.l8la.is iKKaiJa.lP'IlTa.l (quoted by J eanne 
Croissant, drislolt tilts mysleres, 121). In other passages which 
are sometimes cited in this connection, the term Ptuxela. may be 
used metaphorically for any excited state: e.g., Plato, Laws 790E 
(cf. Linforth, "Corybantic Rites," 132); Aesch. Cho. ~8, which I 
take as referring to the KWJU'S of the 'Eplii~Es (dgam. 1186 ff., cf. 
Eum. soo). 

88 Eur. Hipp. 141 ff.; Hipp. mor!J. sacr. 1, VI.J6o.IJ ff. L. 
89 Pan was believ~ to cause not only panic (lla.~~lKOP 8eipa.), but also 

fainting and collapse (Eur. Mtd. 1172 and 2':). It is a likely enough 
guess that originally Arcadian shepherds put down the effects of 
sunstroke to the anger of the shepherd god; and that he was first 
credited ~ith causing panic by reason of the sudden terror which 
sometimes infects a herd of beasts (Tambornino, op. cil., 66 f.). 
Cf. Suidas' definition of panic as occurring 7}PlKa. a.lt/Jpl8c.oP or TE 
t7r'II'O£ Ka.l ol 4v8pc.J7rot. iKTa.pa.xfJWcrl, and the observation of Philo
demus, 1r. (JE&Jp, col. 13 (Scott, Fragm. Here. no. 26), that animals 
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are subject to worse Tapaxat than men. The association of Apollo 
Noprm with pavla may have a similar origin. 

9" Eur. Hipp. 143 f. speaks as if the two were distinct, as does Dion. 
Hal. Demos/h. 22. But the Corybantes were originally Cybele's at
tendants; she, like them, had a healing function (Pind. Pyth. 
3.137 ff.; Diog. trag. 1.5, p. 776 N.z; Diodorus, 3.58.2); and this 
function included the cure of pCII'la (Dionysus himself is "purged" 
of his madness by Rhea-Cybele, [Apollod.] Bi!JI. 3·5·1). And I 
think it a reasonable guess that in Pindar's day the rites were 
similar, if not identical, since Pindar wrote b8povurpol (Suidas, 
s.v. Dll'8apos), which it is natural to connect on the one hand with 
the Corybantic rite of 6p/JvtiXI'lS or 6poPltlpOs described by Plato, 
Euthyd. 2770, and Dio Chrys. Or. 12.33, 387 R., and on the other 
with the cult of the Mother which Pindar himself established 
(l: Pind. Pylh. 3.137; Paus. 9·25.3). If this is so, we may suppose 
the Corybantic rite to be an offshoot from the Cybele-cult, which 
took over the goddess's healing function and gradually developed 
an independent existence (cf. Linforth, "Corybantic Rites," 1 57). 

9• The annualTe>.enj ofHecate at Aegina, though attested for us only 
by late writers (testimonies in Farnell, Cults, 11.597, n. 7), is 
doubtless old: it claimed to have been founded by Orpheus (Paus. 
2,30.2). Its functions were presumably cathartic and apotropaic 
(Dio Chrys. Or. 4·90)· But the view that they were specifically 
directed to the cure of pCII'la seems to rest only on Lobeck's inter
pretation of Ar. Ptsp. 122 8ll7r>.EutTEI' els A%'Yli'Cll' as referring to 
this TE>.Enj (dglaophamus, 242), which is hardly more than a 
plausible guess. 

ta Ar. Ptsp. 119; Plut. dmal. 16, 758F; Longinus, Su!JI. 39.2. Cf. 
Croissant, op. cit., 59 ff.; Linforth, "Corybantic Rites," 125 f.; 
and below, App. I. The essential similarity of the two rites ex
plains how Plato can use fiU'YICOpufJCII'TlO.V and tTUpfJaKXEVEW as 
synonyms (Symp. 228B, 2340), and can speak of al TCW IKt/JpOP(IJV 
fJaKXEri.3v latTm in reference to what he has just described as Tl 
TCW KopufJIIV'rwv lapaTa (Laws 7900E). 

9J Plato, Symp. 21 SE: -,ro>.b pol pi).).ov ~ TCW KopufJC11'1'wnwv ;; TE 
Kap8la '11'718f Kat 8aKpua IIC}(E'iTal. I agree with Linforth that the 
reference is to the effect of the rites, though similar effects could 
occur in spontaneous possession (cf. Menander, Thtophoroumme 
I6-28 K.). 

94 Plato, Ion 553E: ot ICOpufJavTri.31'1'ES OUK WpoPES ISnES opxoiii'Tal, 
Pliny, N.H. 11.147: "Quin et patentibus dormiunt (oculis) lepores 
multique hominum, quos ICOpufJavTliP Graeci dicunt.'' The latter 
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passage can scarcely refer to ordinary sleep, as Linforth assumes 
("Corybantic Rites," 128 f.), for (a) the statement would be 
false, as Pliny must have known, (6) it is hard to see why a habit 
of sleeping with the eyes open should be taken as evidence of pos
session. I agree with Rohde (Psyche, ix, n. 18) that what Pliny 
means is "a condition related to hypnosis"; the ecstatic ritual 
dance might well induce such a state in the susceptible. Lucian, 
Jup. Trag. 30, mentions Khrqp.a. KOpufJa.vTC>Ms among symptoms of 
incipient man tic trance. For the effects of the comparable Dionys
iac ritual see Plut. Mu/. Pirl. 13, 2.49E (App. I, p. 271). 

"Theophrastos, fr. 91 W.; Plato, Rep. 398c-4oiA. Cf. Croissant, 
op. cit., chap. iii; Boyance, op. cit., I, chap. vi. The emotional sig
nificance of flute-music is illustrated in a bizarre way by two curi
ous pathological cases which have come down to us. In one of 
them, reported by Galen (VII.6o f. Kiihn), an otherwise sane pa- · 
tient was haunted by hallucinatory flute-players, whom he saw 
and heard by day and night (cf. Aetius, 'la.TplKa 6.8, and Plato, 
Crilo 540). In the other, the patient was seized with panic 
whenever he heard the flute played at a party (Hipp. Epid. s.8I, 
V.250 L). 

t6 Laws 790E: 8Elp.a.T'a. a,' ~~,, t/Ja.{i}..fl" Tiis t/fuxiis T'lPO.. Cf. H. Orph. 
39·1 ff., where the Corybantic daemon is called~, a'lf'ora.bUTopa. 
8ew&w. 

t7 "Corybantic Rites," 148 ff. 
' 8 See above, n. 87. Elsewhere Aristides tells us that iP8oiH1la.flp.ol 

in general are liable, in default of proper treatment, to produce 
8ElfiWO.lp.oPla.s T'E Ka.t a}byous t/JOfJous (dt musica, p. 42 Jahn). 
Mile Croissant has shown reason to think that these statements 
come from a good Peripatetic source, probably Theophrastus (op. 
cil., 117 ff.). It may be observed that "anxiety" (t/JpovTls) is recog
nis~d as a special type of pathological state in the Hippocratic 
treatise de mor6is (2.72, VII.Io8 f. L.); and that religious anxieties, 
especially the fear of 8a.lp.oves, appear in clinical descriptions, 
e.g., Hipp. oirg. 1 (VIII.466 L.) and [Galen] XIX.702. Phantasies 
of exaggerated responsibility were also known, e.g., Galen (VIII. 
190) cites melancholics who identified themselves with Atlas, and 
Alexander ofTralles describes a patient of his own who feared that 
the world would collapse if she bent her middle finger (1.6os 
Puschmann). There is an interesting field of study here for a psy
chologist or psychotherapist with a knowledge of the ancient world 
and an understanding of the social implications of his subject. 

"Loc. cit. supra, n. 88. 
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••• As Linforth points out (op. cit., 1 p), it is nowhere expressly stated 
that the disorder which the Corybantes cured had been caused by 
them. But it is a general principle of magical medicine, in Greece 
and elsewhere, that only he who caused a disease knows how to 
cure it (o T~tras Kat L&o-ETal); hence the importance attached to 
discovering the identity of the possessing Power. For the cathartic 
effect, cf. Aretaeus' interesting account of an ~1'8EOS pavla (mor!J. 
chron. I.6fin.) in which the sufferers gash their own limbs, 6eo'is 
lilolS WS a'l!"alTOVtTl xaPf.tOJ.&fJICK E~trEftEi t/JavTatrln. After this ex
perience they are E~Bv/AOl, 4K11Ues, ws T'E).eri~JIT'ES T'cfJ 6ecf1. 

101 Ar. Pesp. 118 tr. See above, n. 91. 
101 Plato, Ion SJ6c. Of the two views given in the text, the first corre

sponds broadly to Linforth's (op. cil., 139 f.), though he might not 
accept the term "anxiety-State," while the second goes back to 
Jahn (NJ!J!J Supp.-Band X [1844] 231). It is, as Linforth says, 
"difficult to accept the notion of a divided allegiance in a single 
religious ceremony." Yet Jahn's theory is supported, not only by 
the usage of KopuftaJIT'liv elsewhere in Plato, but also, I think, by 
Laws 791 A, where in apparent reference to Td. TWP KopuftaJIT'WP la pa
T a (7900) Plato speaks of the healed patients as opxoul'hous T'E Kat 
a.b).oup~IIOUs peTd. 6ewv ols b Ka).).upovvTes ~KatrTol 6lx.wl. Lin
forth argues that there is a transition here "from the particular to 
the general, from Corybantic rites at the beginning to the whole 
class of rites involving madness" (op. cit., IJJ). But the more natu
ral interpretation of the two passages, taken together, is that the 
Corybantic rite included (1) a musical diagnosis; (2) a sacrifice 
by each patient to the god to whose music he had responded, and 
an observation of omens; (3) a dance of those whose sacrifices were 
accepted, in which the appeased deities (perhaps impersonated by 
priests?) were believed to take part. Such an interpretation would 
also give a more precise sense to the curious phrase used at Symp. 
21 se, where we are told that the tunes attributed to Olympos or 
Marsyas "are able by themselves [i.e., without an accompanying 
dance, cf. Linforth, op. cit., 142] to cause possession and to reveal 
those who need the gods and rites (TOVs T'WP 6EWP T'E Kat T'E).ET'WP 
8to,W.OVS, seemingly the same persons who are referred to as TW'P 
KopuftavTWPTWP at 21 SE)." On the view suggested, these would 
be the kind of persons who are called oL KOpuftaJIT'lWJIT'ES at I on SJ6c, 
and the reference in both places would be to the first or diagnostic 
stage of the Corybantic rite. 

••J In Hellenistic and Christian times diagnosis (by forcing the in
trusive spirit to reveal his identity) was similarly a prerequisite to 
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successful exorcism: see Bonner, HIITTJ. Theol. Reo. 36 (1943) 44 ff. 
For sacrifices to cure madness cf. Plaut. Men. 288 ff., and Varro, 
R.R. 2.4.16. 

I04 Plato, Eulhyd. 2770: Kat -yd.p iKEl xopfla Tls ifiTl Kat 'l!"al8la, EL S.pa 
Kat TETAEflal (discussed by Linforth, op. cil., 124 f.). It seems 
to me that the appeal to the experience of the TffE}..efi,W,OS is 
hardly natural save on the lips of one who is TETE).eflp.bos himself. 

•os See chap. vii, p. 217. 
ro6 Plato, Laws 791A; Arist. Pol. 1342• 7 ff. Cf. Croissant, op. cil., 

1o6 f.; Linforth, op. cil., 162. 
107 Aristoxenus, fr. 26 Wehrli; cf. Boyance, op. cit., 103 ff. 
108 Theophrastus, fr. 88 Wimmer ( = Aristoxenus, fr. 6), seems to de

scribe a musical cure (with the flute) performed by Aristoxenus, 
though the sense is obscured by textual corruption. Cf. also Aris
toxenus, fr. 117; and Martianus Capella, 9, p. 493 Dick: "ad affec
tiones animi tibias Theophrastus adhibebat ••• Xenocrates or
ganicis modulis lymphaticos liberabat." 

rot Theophrastus, loc. cil. He also claimed, if he is correctly reported, 
that music is good for faintness, prolonged loss of reason, sciati
ca (I), and epileps-y. 

11° Censorinus, dedit natali 12 (cf. Celsus, 111.18); Caelius Aurelianus 
(i.e., Soranus), de mor/Jis chronicis 1.5. Ancient medical theories of 
insanity and its treatment are usefully summarised in Heiberg's 
pamphlet, Gtisltsltranlchtiltn im !class. dllerlum. 

111 Od. 8.63 f. The Muses also disabled Thamyris, 11. 2.594 ff. The 
danger of an encounter with them is intelligible if scholars are 
right in connecting p.oVfla with mons and regarding them as origi
nally mountain nymphs, since it has always been thought perilous 
to meet a nymph. 

111 Hesiod, Thtog. 94 ff. 
IIJ 11. 3·6 5 f.: oli TOl a 'II"0{3}..f1T0 ifiTt (Jee,, ipl1C118ia 6&Jpa I 3flfla KEII 

ab-rot 6&Jfllll" i1C6111 8' obK &,, TlS lMlTO. 
114 Cf. W. Marg, Der Character in der Spracht der jrahgritchischtn 

Die hlung, 6o ff. 
rrs //. 11.218, 16.112, 14.508. The last of these passages has been re

garded as a late addition both by Alexandrine and by modern 
critics; and all of them employ a conventional formula. But even 
if the appeal itself is conventional, its timing remains a significant 
clue to the original meaning of "inspiration." Similarly Phemius 
claimed to have received from the gods not merely his poetic 
talent, but his stories themselves (Od. 22.347 f., cf. chap. i, p. 10). 
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As Marg rightly says (op. cil., 63), "die Gabe der Gottheit bleibt 
noch auf das Geleistete, das dinghafte ~ov ausgerichtet." It 
corresponds to what Bernard Berenson has called "the planchette 
element in the pen, which often knows more and better than the 
person who wields it." 

116 I I. 2-484 ff. The Muses were the daughters of Memory, and were 
themselves in some places called Mveitu (Plut. ,!t. Cono. 7430). 
But I take it that what the poet here prays for is not just an 
accurate memory-for this, though highly necessary, would be 
memory only of an inaccurate K>.los-but an actual vision of the 
past to supplement the K>.ios. Such· visions, welling up from the 
unknown depths of the mind, must once have been felt as some
thing immediately "given," and because of its immediacy more 
trustworthy than oral tradition. So when Odysseus observes that 
Demodocus can sing about the war of Troy "as if he had been 
there or heard about it from an eyewitness," he concludes that a 
Muse, or Apollo, must have "taught" it to him (Od. 8.487 ff.). 
There was a K>.los on this subject too (8.74), but it was evidently 
not enough to account for Demodocus' accurate mastery of detail. 
Cf. Latte, "Hesiods Dichterweihe," dntilct u. d!Jmdland, 11 
(1946), 1 59; and on the factual inspiration of poets in other cul
tures, N. K. Chadwick, Potlry and Prophecy, 41 ff. 

11 7 Special knowledge, no less than technical skill, is the distinctive 
mark of a poet in Homer: he is a man who "sings by grace of gods, 
knowing qelightful epic tales" (Od. 17·518 f.). Cf. Solon's descriP
tion of the poet, fr. IJ.SI f. B., as tp.etyrijs flcxPlfiS p.erpov brlfiTap.evos. 

11• Several Indo-European languages have a common term for "poet" 
and "seer" (Latin oales, Irishfili, Icelandic lhulr). "It is clear that 
throughout the ancient languages of northern Europe the ideas of 
poetry, eloquence, information (especially antiquarian learning) 
and prophecy are intimately connected" (H. M. and N. K. Chad
wick, The Growth of Literature, l.637). Hesiod seems to preserve 
a trace of this original unity when he ascribes to lilt Musts (TIItog. 
38), and claims for himself (i!Jid., 32), the same knowledge of 
"things present, future, and past" which Homer ascribes to 
Calchas (//. 1.70); the formula is no doubt, as the Chadwicks say 
(i!Jid., 625), "a static description of a seer." 

11' Hesiod, Tlltog. 22 ff. Cf. chap. iv, p. 117, and the interesting paper 
by Latte referred to above (n. 116). 

no "The songs made me, not I them," said Goethe. "It is not I who 
think," said Lamartine; "it is my ideas that think for me." "The 
mind in creation," said Shelley, "is as a fading coal, which some 
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invisible influence, like an inconstant wind, awakens to transitory 
brightness." 

111 Pindar, fr. 150 S. (137 B.): p.a.IITEueo, Moicra., 7rpocpa.nucrw 8' ey&!. 
Cf. Paean 6.6 (fr. 40 B.), where he calls himself 6.ol8lp.oll lllep£8wp 
7rpocp6.Ta.P, and Fascher, llpocf»jT1JS, 12. On Pindar's regard for truth 
see Norwood, Pindar, 166. A similar conception of the Muse as 
revealing hidden truth is implied in Empedocles' prayer that she 
will convey to him er,, 6ip.ls icrTtP ifrrlp.eplOlcrlP lucowlP (fr. 4; cf. 
Pindar, Paean 6.51 ff.). Virgil is true to this tradition when he begs 
the Muses to reveal to him the secrets of nature, Gto. 2.475ff • 

... The same relationship is implied at Pyth. 4.279: a.li~ET'O.l Ka.t Moicra. 
a,• 6.rYeMa.s bp(Jis: the poet is the Muses' "messenger" (cf. The
ognis, 769). We should not confuse this with the Platonic conc~P
tion of poets iP6oucr,6.toPTEs i:Jcr'lf'Ep ot 6eop.6.PTElS Ka.t ot XP1JCTIJ.Cf'8ol 
(dpol. 22c). For Plato, the Muse is actually inside the poet: Cral. 
428c: .n.>., Tn Moucra. 'lf'a>.a.' ere iPoilcra. i>.e>.I,Bel. 

113 Laws 719c • 
... The inspirational theory of poetry is directly linked with Dionysus 

by the traditional view that the best poets have sought and found 
inspiration in drink. The classical statement of it is in the lines 
attributed to Cratinus: ofpos T'Ol xa.pLEIIT'l 'lf'i>.El T'O.Xils r1f'1f'os cicn&fi, 
li8wp 8~ 'lf'lPwP ob8~" 411 TiKOl cro#P (fr. 199 K.). Thence it passed 
to Horace (Episl. 1.19.1 ff.), who has made it a commonplace of 
literary tradition. 

us Democritus, frs. 17, 18. He appears to have cited Homer as an 
instance (fr. 21). 

126 See the careful study by Delatte, Lts Conceptions de ftnlhousiasme, 
28 ff., which makes an ingenious attempt to relate Democritus' 
views on inspiration to the rest of his psychology; also F. Wehrli, 
"Der erhabene und der schlichte Stil in der poetisch-rhetorischen 
Theorie der Antike," Phyllo!Joliajur Peter oon der Muhll, 9 ff. 

07 For the airs which poets gave themselves on the strength of this 
theory see Horace, drs potlica, 295 ff. The view that personal ec
centricity is a more important qualification than technical compe
tence is of course a distortion of Democritus' theory (cf. Wehrli, 
op. cit., 23); but it is a fatally easy distortion. 



IV 
Dream-Pattern and Culture;-Pattern 

S'illtail donnl a nos yeux de chair de ooir dans l11 
conscience d' autrui, on jugerail !Jien plus sAremtnl un 
hommt d'apres et qu'il riot que d'apres et qu'il pense. 

VIcToR Huao 

MAN shares with a few others of the higher 
mammals the curious privilege of citizenship in two worlds. 
He enjoys in daily alternation two distinct kinds of experience
u'lrap and 3Pap, as the Greeks called them-each of which has its 
own logic and its own limitations; and he has no obvious 
reason for thinking one of them more significant than the 
other. If the waking world has certain_,advantages of solidity 
and continuity, its social opportunities are terribly restricted. 
In it we meet, as a rule, only the neighbours, whereas the dream 
world offers the chance of intercourse, however fugitive, with 
our distant friends, our dead, and our gods. For normal men it 
is the sole experience in which they escape the offensive and 
incomprehensible bondage of time and space. Hence it is not 
surprising that man was slow to confine the attribute of reality 
to one of his two worlds, and dismiss the other as pure illusion. 
This stage was rea~hed in antiquity only by a small number 
of intellec-tuals; and there are still tO-day many primitive peo
ples who attribute to certain types of dream experience a va
lidity equal to that of waking life, though different in kind.• 
Such simplicity drew pitying smiles from nineteenth-century 
missionaries; but our own age has discovered that the primitives 
were in principle nearer the truth than the missionaries. Dreams, 

• For notes to chapter iv see pages 121-134. 

102 
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as it now appears, are highly significant after all; the ancient art 
of oneirocrilice once more provides clever men with a lucrative 
livelihood, and the most highly educated of our contemporaries 
hasten to report their dreams to the specialist with as grave an 
anxiety as the Superstitious Man of Theophrastus.2 

Against this historical background it seems worth while to 
look afresh at the attitude of the Greeks towards their dream
experience, and to this subject I propose to devote the present 
chapter. There are two ways of looking at the recorded dream
experience of a past culture: we may try to see it through the 
eyes of the dreamers themselves, and thus reconstruct as far as 
may be what it meant to their waking consciousness; or we may 
attempt, by applying principles derived from modern dream
analysis, to penetrate from its manifest to its latent content. 
The latter procedure is plainly hazardous: it rests on an un
proved assumption about the universality of dream-symbols 
which we cannot control by obtaining the dreamer's associa
tions. That in skilled and cautious hands it might nevertheless 
yield interesting results, I am willing to believe; but I must not 
be beguiled into essaying it. My main concern is not with the 
dream-experience of the Greeks, but with the Greek attitude 
to dream-experience. In so defining our subject we must, how
ever, bear in mind the possibility that differences between the 
Greek and the modern attitude to dreams may reflect not only 
different ways of interpreting the same type of experience, 
but also variations in the character of the experience itself. 
For recent enquiries into the dreams of contemporary primitives 
suggest that, side by side with the familiar anxiety-dreams and 
wish-fulfilment dreams that are common to humanity, there are 
others whose manifest content, at any rate, is determined by a 
local culture-pattern.3 And I do not mean merely that where, 
for example, a modern American might dream of travelling by 
'plane, a primitive will dream that he is carried to Heaven by 
an eagle; I mean that in many primitive societies there are 
types of dream-structure which depend on a socially4 trans
mitted pattern of belief, and cease to occur when that belief 
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ceases to be entertained. Not only the choice of this or that 
symbol, but the nature of the dream itself, seems to conform 
to a rigid traditional pattern. It is evident that such dreams 
are closely related to myth, of which it has been well said that it 
is the dream-thinking of the people, as the dream is the myth of 
the individuaLs 

Keeping this observation in mind, let us consider what sort 
of dreams are described in Homer, and how the poet presents 
them. Professor H. J. Rose, in his excellent little book PrimiliFM 
Culture in Greece, distinguishes three prescientific ways of re
garding the dream, viz., (I) "to take the dream-vision as ob
jective fact"; (2) "to suppose it •.. something seen by the 
soul, or one of the souls, while temporarily out of the body, a 
happening whose scene is in the spirit world, or the like"; 
(3) "to interpret it by a more or less complicated symbolism.''5 
Professor Rose considers these to be three successive "stages or 
progress," and logically no doubt they are. But in such matters 
the actual development of our notions seldom follows the logical 
course. If we look at Homer, we shall see that the first and 
third of Rose's "stages" coexist in both poems, with no ap
parent consciousness of incongruity, while Rose's second 
"stage" is entirely missing (and continues to be missing from 
extant Greek literature down· to the fifth century, when it 
makes a sensational first appearance in a well-known fragment 
of Pindar).7 

In most of their descriptions of dreams, the Homeric poets 
treat what is seen as if it were "objective fact." 8 The dream 
usually takes the form of a visit paid to a sleeping man or 
woman by a single dream-figure (the very word oneiros in 
Homer nearly always means dream-figure, not dream-experi
ence).' This dream-figure can be a god, or a ghost, or a pre
existing dream-messenger, or an "image" (eido/on) created 
specially for the occasion;•o but whichever it is, it exists ob
jectively in space, and is independent of the dreamer. It effects 
an entry by the keyhole (Homeric bedrooms having neither 
window nor chimney); it plants itself at the head of the bed to 
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deliver its message; and when that is done, it withdraws by the 
same route.11 The dreamer, meanwhile, is almost completely 
passive: he sees a figure, he hears a voice, and that is practically 
all. Sometimes, it is true, he will answer in his sleep; once he 
stretches out his arms to embrace the dream-figure.12 But 
these are objective physical acts, such as men are observed to 
perform in their sleep. The dreamer does not suppose himself 
to be anywhere else than in his bed, and in fact he knows him
self to be asleep, since the dream-figure is at pains to point this 
out to him: "You are asleep, son of Atreus," says the wicked 
dream in Iliad 2.; "You are asleep, Achilles," says the ghost 
of Patroclus; "You are asleep, Penelope," says the "shadowy 
image" in the Odyssey.'3 

All this bears little resemblance to our own dream-experi
ence, and scholars have been inclined to dismiss it, like so much 
else in Homer, as "poetic convention" or "epic machinery."• 4 

It is at any rate highly stylised, as the recurrent formulae 
show. I shall come back to this point presently. Meanwhile we 
may notice that the language used by Greeks at all periods in 
describing dreams of all sorts appears to be suggested by a type 
of dream in which the dreamer is the passive recipient of an 
objective vision. The Greeks never spoke as we do of having 
a dream, but always of seeing a dream-6vap L8Eiv, &lnrvwv 
Ueiv. The phrase is appropriate only to dreams of the passive 
type, but we find it used even when the dreamer is himself the 
central figure in the dream action.'5 Again, the dream is said 
not only to "visit" the dreamer (f/xn,Tiv, 1-rurKO-reiv, 7rpotTE).Deiv, 
etc.)•' but also to "stand over" him (l7rlCTT7jval}. The latter 
usage is particularly common in Herodotus, where it has been 
taken for a reminiscence of Homer's M 6' S.p' irdp K~>.7js, "it 
stood at his head";•7 but its occurrence in the Epidaurian and 
Lindian Temple Records, and in countless later authors from 
Isocrates to the Acts of the Apostles,•' can hardly be explained 
in this manner. It looks as if the objective, visionary dream had 
struck deep roots not only in literary tradition but in the popu
lar imagination. And that conclusion is to some extent fortified 
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by the <>ccurrence in myth and pious legend of dreams which 
prove their objectivity by leaving a material token behind 
them, what our spiritualists like to call an "apport"; the best
known example is Bellerophon's incubation dream in Pindar, 
in which the apport is a golden bridle.'' 

But let us return to Homer. The stylised, objective dreams I 
have been describing are not the only dreams with which the 
epic poets are acquainted. That the common anxiety-dream 
was as familiar to the author of the Iliad as it is to us, we learn 
from a famous simile: "as in a dream one flees and another can
not pursue him-the one cannot stir to escape, nor the other 
to pursue him-so Achilles could not overtake Hector in run
ning, nor Hector escape him."•o The poet does not ascribe such 
nightmares to his heroes, but he knows well what they are like, 
and makes brilliant use of the experience to express frustration. 
Again, in Penelope's dream of the eagle and the geese in Odys
sey 19 we have a simple wish-fulfilment dream with symboL 
ism and what Freud calls "condensation" and "displacement": 
Penelope is crying over the murder of her beautiful geesen 
when the eagle suddenly speaks with a human voice and ex
plains that he is pdysseus. This is the only dream in Homer 
which is interpreted symbolically. Should we say that we have 
here "the work of a late poet who has taken an intellectual leap 
from the primitiveness of Rose's first stage to the sophistication 
of his third? I doubt it. On any reasonable theory of the compo
sition of the Odyssey it is difficult to suppose that Book 19 is 
much later than Book 4, in which we meet a dream of the primi
tive "objective" type. Moreover, the practice of interpreting 
dreams symbolically was known to the author of Iliad 5, 
which is generally thought one of the oldest parts of the poem: 
we read there of an oneiropolos who failed to interpret his sons' 
dreams when they went to the Trojan War.•• 

I suggest that the true explanation does not lie in any juxta
position of "early" and "late" attitudes to dream-experience 
as such, but rather in a distinction between different types of 
dream-experience. For the Greeks, as for other ancient peoples,•J 
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the fundamental distinction was that between significant and 
nonsignificant dreams; this appears in Homer, in the passage 
about the gates of ivory and horn, and is maintained through
out antiquity.•4 But within the class of significant dreams sever
al distinct types were recognised. In a classification which is 
transmitted by Artemidorus, Macrobius, and other late writers, 
but whose origin may lie much further back, three such types 
are distinguished.•s One is the symbolic dream, which "dresses 
up in metaphors, like a sort of riddles, a meaning which cannot 
be understood without interpretation." A second is the horama 
or "vision,, which is a straightforward preenactment of a future 
event, like those dreams described in the book of the ingenious 
J. W. Dunne. The third is called a chrematismos or "oracle;, 
and is to be recognised "when in sleep the dreamer's parent, or 
some other respected or impressive personage, perhaps a priest 
or even a god, reveals without symbolism what will or will not 
happen, or should or should not be done." 

This last type is not, I think, at all common in our own 
dream-experience. But there is considerable evidence that 
dreams of this sort were familiar in antiquity. They figure in 
other ancient classifications. Chalcidius, who follows a differ
ent scheme from the other systematisers,"' calls such a dream 
an "admonitio," "when we are directed and admonished by the 
counsels of angelic goodness," and quotes as examples Socrates' 
dreams in the Crito and the Phaedo."7 Again, the old medical 
writer Herophilus (early third century B.c.) probably had this 
type in mi~d when he distinguished "godsent" dreams from 
those which owe their origin either to the "natural" clair
voyance of the mind itself or to chance or to wish-fulfilment . .a 
Ancient literature is full of these "godsent" dreams in which a 
single dream-figure presents itself, as in Homer, to the sleeper 
and gives him prophecy, advice, or warning. Thus an oneiros 
"stood over" Croesus and warned him of coming disasters; 
Hipparchus saw "a tall and handsome man," who gave him a 
verse oracle, like the "fair and handsome woman" who re
vealed to Socrates the day of his death by quoting Homer; 
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Alexander saw "a very grey man of reverend aspect, who like
wise quoted Homer, and in Alexander's opinion was in fact 
Homer in person.29 

But we are not dependent on this sort of literary evidence, 
whose striking uniformity may naturally be put down to the 
conservatism of Greek literary tradition. A common type of 
'~godsent" dream, in Greece and elsewhere, is the dream which 
prescribes a dedication or other religious act;J• and this has 
left concrete evidence of its actual occurrence in the form of 
numerous inscriptions stating that their author makes a dedi
cation "in accordance with a dream" or "having seen a 
dream."31 Details are rarely given; but we have one inscription 
where a priest is told in a dream by Sarapis to build him a house 
of his own, as the deity is tired of living in lodgings; and 
another giving detailed rules for the conduct of a house of 
prayer which are stated to have been received in sleep from 
Zeus.3" Nearly all the inscriptional evidence is of Hellenistic 
or Roman date; but this is probably fortuitous, for Plato 
speaks in the Laws of dedications which are made on the 
strength of dreams or waking visions, "especially by women of 
all types, and by men who are sick or in some danger or diffi
culty, or else have had a special stroke of luck," and we are 
told again in the Epinomis that "many cults of many gods have 
been founded, and will continue to be founded, because of 
dream-encounters with supernatural beings, omens, oracles, 
and deathbed visions."u Plato's testimony to the frequency of 
such occurrences is all the more convincing since he himsdf 
has little faith in their supernatural character. 

In the light of this evidence we must, I think, recognise that 
the stylisation of the "divine dream" or chrematismos is not 
purely literary; it is a "culture-pattern" dream in the sense I 
defined at the beginning of this chapter, and belongs to the re
ligious experience of the people, though poets from Homer 
downwards have adapted it to their purposes by using it as a 
literary motif. Such dream!! played an important part in the 
life of other ancient peoples, as they do in that of many races 
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to-day. Most of the dreams recorded in Assyrian, Hittite, and 
ancient Egyptian literature are "divine dreams" in which a 
god appears and delivers a plain message to the sleeper, some
times predicting th.e future, sometimes demanding cult.34 As 
we should expect in monarchical societies, the privileged 
dreamers are usually kings (an idea which appears also in the 
Iliad) ;u commoners had to be content with the ordinary sym
bolic dream, which they interpreted with the help of dream
books.36 A type corresponding to the Greek chrematismos also 
appears among the dreams of contemporary primitives, who 
usually attach special importance to it. Whether the dream 
figure is identified as a god or as an ancestor naturally depends 
on the local culture-pattern. Sometimes he is just a voice, like 
the Lord speaking to Samuel; sometimes he is an anonymous 
"tall man," such as we meet in Greek dreams. 37 In some 
societies he is commonly recognised as the dreamer's dead 
father;38 and in other cases the psychologist may be disposed 
to see in him a father-substitute, discharging the parental 
functions of admonition and guidance." If that view is right, 
we may perhaps find a special significance in Macrobius' 
phrase, "a parent or some other respected or impressive per
sonage." And we may further suppose that so long as the old 
solidarity of the family persisted, such maintenance of con
tact in dreams with the father-image would have a deeper emO
tional significance, and a more unquestioned authority, than it 
possesses in our more individualised society. 

However, the "divine" character of a Greek dream seems 
not to depend entirely on the ostensible identity of the dream
figure. The directness (enargeia) of its message was also im
portant. In several Homeric dreams the god or eidolon appears 
to the dreamer in the guise of a living friend, 40 and it is pos
sible that in real life dreams about acquaintances were often 
interpreted in this manner. When Aelius Aristides was seeking 
treatment in Asclepius' temple at Pergamum, his valet had a 
dream about another patient, the consul Salvius, who in the 
dream talked to the valet about his employer's literary works. 
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This was good enough for Aristides; he is sure that the dream
figure was the god himself, "disguised as Salvius.".P It made, of 
course, some difference that this was a "sought" dream, even 
though the person to whom it came was not the seeker: any 
dream experienced in Asclepius' temple was presumed to come 
from the god. 

Techniques for provoking the eagerly desired "divine" dream 
have been, and still are, employed in many societies. They in
clude isolation, prayer, fasting, self-mutilation, sleeping on the 
skin of a sacrificed animal, or in contact with some other holy 
object, and finally incubation (i.e., sleeping in a holy place), or 
some combination of these. The ancient world relied mainly on 
incubation, as Greek peasants still do to-day; but traces of 
some of the other practices are not lacking. Thus fasting was 
required at certain dream-oracles, such as "Charon's cave" in 
Asia Minor and the hero-shrine of Amphiaraus in Oropus;4" 

at the latter one also slept on the skin of a sacrificed ram.43 

Withdrawal to a sacred cave in quest of visionary wisdan 
figures in the legends of Epimenides and Pythagoras. 44 Even 
the Red Indian practice of chopping off a finger joint to pro
cure a dream has an odd partial parallel, which I will mention 
presently.45 There were also in later antiquity less painful ways 
of obtaining an oracle-dream: the dreambooks recommended 
sleeping with a branch of laurel under your pillow; the magical 
papyri are full of spells and private rituals for the purpose; and 
there were Jews at Rome who would sell you any dream you 
fancied for a few pence."' 

None of these techniques is mentioned by Homer, nor is in
cubation itself. 47 But as we have seen, arguments from silence 
are in his case peculiarly dangerous. Incubation had been prac
tised in Egypt since the fifteenth century B.c. at least, and I 
doubt if the Minoans were ignorant of it. 41 When we first meet 
it in Greece, it is usually associated with cults of Earth and of the 
dead which have all the air of being pre-Hellenic. Tradition said, 
probably with truth, that the original Earth oracle at Delphi 
had been a dream-oracle;49 in historical times, incubation 
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was practised at the shrines of heroes-whether dead men or 
chthonic daemons-and at certain chasms reputed to be en
trances to the world of the dead (necyomanteia). The Olympians 
did not patronise it (which may sufficiently explain Homer's 
silence); Athena in the Bellerophon stO•}' is an exception,50 

but with her it may be a vestige of her pre-Olympian past. 
Whether or not incubation had once been more widely prac

tised in Greece, we find it used in historical times mainly for 
two specialised ends-either to obtain mantic dreams from the 
dead, or else for medical purposes. The best-known example of 
the former is Periander's consultation of his dead wife Melissa 
on a business matter at a necyomanteion, when an "image" of 
the dead woman appeared to Periander's agent, established her 
identity, prescribed cult, and insisted on satisfaction of this 
demand before she would answer his question.s• There is 
nothing really incredible in this story, and whether true or 
false, it seems in any case to reflect an old culture-pattern, out 
of which in some societies a kind of spiritualism has been de
veloped. But in Greece the Homeric Hades-belief, as well as 
the scepticism of classical times, must have worked to prevent 
such a development; and in fact mantic dreams from the dead 
seem to have played only a very minor part in the Classical 
Age.52 They may have acquired more importance in some 
Hellenistic circles, after Pythagoreans and Stoics had brought 
the dead into more convenient proximity to the living, by 
transferring the site of Hades to the air. At any rate we read in 
Alexander Polyhistor that "the whole air is full of souls, who 
are worshipped as the daemons and heroes, and it is these who 
send mankind dreams and omens"; and we find a like theory 
ascribed to Posidonius.53 But those who held this view had no 
reason to seek dreams in special places, since the dead were 
everywhere; there was no future for necyomanleia in the ancient 
world. 

Medical incubation, on the other hand, enjoyed a brilliant 
revival when at the end of the fifth century the cult of Asclepius 
suddenly rose to Panhellenic importance-a position which it 
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retained down to the latest pagan times. About the wider im
plications of this I shall have something to say in a later 
chapter.54 For the moment we are concerned only with the 
dreams that the god sent to his patients. Ever since the publi
cation in 1883 of the Epidaurian Temple Record,ss these have 
been much discussed; and the gradual change in our general 
attitude towards the nonrational factors in human experience 
has been reflectc:d in the opinions of scholars. The earlier 
commentators were content to dismiss the Record as a de
liberate priestly forgery, or else to suggest unconvincingly that 
the patients were drugged, or hypnotised, or somehow mistook 
waking for sleeping and a priest in fancy dress for the divine 
Healer.56 Few, perhaps, would now be satisfied with these crude 
explanations; and in the three major contributions to the debate 
which have been made in the present generation-those of 
Weinreich, Herzog, and Edelstein57-we can observe a growing 
emphasis on the genuinely religious character of the experience. 
This seems to me entirely justified. But there are still differ
ences of opinion about the origin of the Record. Herzog thinks 
it is based in part on genuine votive tablets dedicated by indi
vidual patients-which might, however, be elaborated and 
expanded in the process of incorporation-but also in part on a 
temple tradition which had attracted to itself miracle stories 
from many sources. Edelstein, on the other hand, accepts the 
inscriptions as in some sense a faithful reproduction of the 
patient's experience. 

Certainty in this matter is hardly attainable. But the concept 
of the culture-pattern dream or vision may perhaps bring us a 
little nearer to understanding the genesis of such documents 
as the Epidaurian Record. Experiences of this type reflect a 
pattern of belief which is accepted not only by the dreamer but 
usually by everyone in his environment; their form is deter
mined by the belief, and in turn confirms it; hence they become 
increasingly stylised. As Tylor pointed out long ago, "it is a 
vicious circle: what the dreamer believes he therefore sees, 
and what he sees he therefore believes."58 But what if he never-
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theless fails to see? That must often have happened at Epidau
rus: as Diogenes said of the votive tablets to another deity, 
"there would have been far more of them if those who were nol 
rescued had made dedications."59 But the failures did not 
matter, save to the individual; for the will of a god is in
scrutable--"therefore hath He mercy on whom He will have 
mercy." "I am determined to leave the temple forthwith," says 
the sick pimp in Plautus; "for I realise the decision of As
clepius-he does not care for me or want to save me."60 Many 
a sick man must have said that. But the true believer was no 
doubt infinitely patient: we know how patiently primitives 
wait for the significant vision,'• and how people return again 
and again to Lourdes. Often in practice the sufferer had to be 
content with a revelation that was, to say the least, indirect: 
we have seen how somebody else's dream about a consul 
could be made to serve at a pinch. But Aristides had also ex
perienced, as he believed, the god's personal presence, and de
scribed it in terms that are worth quoting.62 "It was like seem
ing to touch him," he says, "a kind of awareness that he was 
there in person; one was between sleep and waking, one wanted 
to open one's eyes, and yet was anxious lest he should with
draw too soon; one listened and heard things, sometimes as in a 
dream, sometimes as in waking life; one's hair stood on end; 
one cried, and felt happy; one's heart swelled, but not with 
vainglory.63 What human being could put that experience into 
words? But anyone who has been through it will share my 
knowledge and recognise the state of mind." What is described 
here is a condition of self-induced trance, in which the patient 
has a strong inward sense of the divine presence, and eventually 
hears the divine voice, only half externalised. It is possible 
that many of the god's more detailed prescriptions were re
ceived by patients in a state of this kind, rather than in actual 
dreams. 

Aristides' experience is plainly subjective; but occasionally an 
objective factor may have come into play. We read in the 
Epidaurian Record of a man who fell asleep in the daytime 
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outside the temple, when one of the god's tame snakes came 
and licked his sore toe; he awoke "cured," and said he had 
dreamed that a handsome young man put a dressing on his 
toe. This recalls the scene in Aristophanes' Plulus, where it 
is the snakes who administer the curative treatment after the 
patients have seen a vision of the god. We also read of cures 
performed by the temple dogs who come and lick the affected 
part while the patient is wide awake.64 There is nothing in
credible here, if we do not insist on the permanence of the 
"cures"; the habits of dogs and the therapeutic virtues of 
saliva are well known. Both dogs and snakes were quite real. 
A fourth-eentury Athenian inscription commands an offering 
of cakes to the holy dogs, and we have Plutarch's story of the 
clever temple-dog who detected a thief stealing the votives and 
was rewarded with dinners at the public expense for the rest of 
his life.6s The temple snake figures in Herodas' mime: the visit
ing ladies remember to pop a little porridge "respectfully" into 
his hole.66 

In the morning, those who had been favoured with the god's 
nocturnal visitation told their experiences. And here we must 
make generous allowance for what Freud called "secondary 
elaboration," whose effect is, in Freud's words, "that the dream 
loses the appearance of absurdity and incoherence, and ap
proaches the pattern of an intelligible experience."67 In this 
case the secondary elaboration will have operated, without 
conscious deception, to bring the dream or vision into closer 
conformity with the traditional culture-pattern. For example, 
in the dream of the man with the sore toe, the godlike beauty 
of the dream-figure is the sort of traditional" trait which 
would easily be added at this stage. And beyond this I think 
we must assume in many cases a tertiary elaboration" con
tributed by the priests, or more often perhaps by fellow
patients. Every rumour of a cure, bringing as it did fresh hope 
to the desperate, will have been seized on and magnified in 
that expectant community of suffering, which was bound 
together, as Aristides tells us, by a stronger sense of fellow-
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ship than a school or a ship's company.70 Aristophanes gets 
the psychology right when he describes the other patients 
crowding round Plutus to congratulate him on recovering his 
eyesight, and too much excited to go to sleep again. 7• To this 
sort of milieu we should probably refer the folktale elements 
in the Record, as well as the tall stories of surgical operations 
performed by the god on sleeping patients. It is significant 
that Aristides knows of no contemporary surgical cures, but 
believes that they were frequent "in the time of the present 
priest's grandfather."72 Even at Epidaurus or Pergamum one 
had to give a story time to grow. 

A word, finally, about the medical aspect of the business. In 
the Record the cures are mostly represented as instantaneous,73 

and possibly some of them were. It is irrelevant to ask how 
long the improvement lasted: it is enough that the patient 
"departed cured" (b-y* O.rij>JJe). Such cures need not have 
been numerous: as we see in the case of Lourdes, a healing shrine 
can maintain its reputation on a very low percentage of suc
cesses, provided a few of them are sensational. As for the dream
prescriptions, their quality naturally varied not only with the 
dreamer's medical knowledge, but with his unconscious atti
tude towards his own illness. 74 In a few instances they are 
quite rational, though not exactly original, as.when,the Divine 
Wisdom prescribes gargling for a sore throat and vegetables for 
constipation. "Full of gratitude," says the recipient of this 
revelation, "I departed cured."75 More often the god's pharma
copoeia is purely magical; he makes his patients swallow snake
poison or ashes from the altar, or smear their eyes with the 
blood of a white cock. 76 Edelstein has rightly pointed out that 
such remedies still played a biggish part in profane medicine 
too;77 but there remains the important difference that in 
the medical schools they were subject, in principle at least, to 
rational criticism, whereas in dreams, as Aristotle said, the 
element of judgement (To brlKpiPoP) is absent.78 

The influence of the dreamer's unconscious attitude may be 
seen in Aristides' dream-prescriptions, many of which he has 
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recorded. As he says himself, "They are the very opposite of 
what one would expect, and are indeed just the things which 
one would naturally most avoid." Their common character
istic is their painfulness: they range from emetics, river-bathing 
in midwinter, and running barefoot in the frost, to voluntary 
shipwreck and a demand for the sacrifice of one of his fingers 7L

a symbol whose significance Freud has explained. These dreams 
look like the expression of a deep-seated desire for self-punish
ment. Aristides always obeyed them (though in the matter of 
the finger his Unconscious so far relented as to let him dedi
cate a finger-ring as a surrogate). Nevertheless he somehow 
managed to survive the effects of his own prescriptions; as PrO
fessor Campbell Bonner has said, he must have had the iron 
constitution of the chronic invalid. so Indeed, obedience to 
such dreams may well have procured a temporary abatement 
of neurotic symptoms. But plainly on a wider view there is 
little to be said for a system which placed the patient at the 
mercy of his own unconscious impulses, disguised as divine 
monitions. We may well accept the cool judgement of Cicero 
that "few patients owe their lives to Asclepius rather than 
Hippocrates" ;sz and we should not allow the modern reaction 
against rationalism to obscure the real debt that mankind 
owes to those early Greek physicians who laid down the prin
ciples of a rational therapy in the face of age-old superstitions 
like the one we have been considering. 

As I have mentioned self-induced visions in connection with 
the Asclepius cult, I may add a couple of general remarks on 
waking visions or hallucinations. It is likely that these were 
commoner in former times than they are tO-day, since they seem 
to be relatively frequent among primitives; and even with us 
they are less rare than is often supposed. so They have in general 
the same origin and psychological structure as dreams, and 
like dreams they tend to reflect traditional culture-patterns. 
Among the Greeks, by far the commonest type is the appari
tion of a god or the hearing of a divine voice which commands 
or forbids the performance of certain acts. This type figures, 
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under the name of "spectaculum," in Chalcidius' classification 
of dreams and visions; his example is the daemonion of Socra
tes. 8• When all allowance has been made for the influence of 
literary tradition in creating a stereotyped form, we should 
probably conclude that experiences of this kind had once been 
fairly frequent, and still occurred occasionally in historical 
times.84 

I believe with Professor Latte8s that when Hesiod tells us 
how the Muses spoke to him on Helicon 86 this is not allegory or 
poetic ornament, but an attempt to express a real experience 
in literary terms. Again, we may reasonably accept as historical 
Philippides' vision of Pan before Marathon, which resulted in 
the establishment of a cult of Pan at Athens;87 and perhaps 
also Pindar's vision of the Mother of the Gods in the form of a 
stone statue, which is likewise said to have occasioned the 
establishment of a cult, though the authority in this case is 
not contemporary.88 These three experiences have an interest
ing point in common: they all occurred in lonely mountainous 
places, Hesiod's on Helicon, Philippides' on the savage pass of 
Mount Parthenion, Pindar's during a thunderstorm in the 
mountains. That is possibly not accidental. Explorers, moun
taineers, and airmen sometimes have odd experiences even tO
day: a well-known example is the presence that haunted 
Shackleton and his companions in the Antarctic." And one of 
the old Greek doctors in fact describes a pathological state into 
which a man may fall "if he is travelling on a lonely route and 
terror seizes him as a result of an apparition."90 We need to 
remember in this connection that most of Greece was, and is, a 
country of small and scattered settlements separated by wide 
stretches of desolate mountain solitude that dwarf to insignifi
cance the occasional farms, the ~na. /w(Jpl.nrwv. The psychO
logical influence of that solitude should not be underrated. 

It remains to trace briefly the steps by which a handful of 
Greek intellectuals attained a more rational attitude to dream
experience. So far as our fragmentary knowledge goes, the 
first man who explicitly put the dream in its proper place was 
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Heraclitus, with his observation that in sleep each of us re
treats to a world of his own.'' Not only does that rule out the 
"objective" dream, but it seems by implication to deny validity 
to dream-experience in general, since Heraclitus' rule is "to 
follow what we have in common."'" And it would appear that 
Xenophanes too denied its validity, since he is said to have re
jected all forms of divination, which must include the veridical 
dream.93 But these early sceptics did not offer to explain, so 
far as we know, how or why dreams occurred, and their view 
was slow to win acceptance. Two examples will serve to show 
how old ways of thinking, or at any rate old ways of speaking, 
persisted in the late fifth century. The sceptical Artabanus in 
Herodotus points out to Xerxes that most dreams are sug
gested by our waking preoccupations, yet he still talks of them 
in the old "objective" manner as "wandering about amorig 
men."94 And Democritus' atomist theory of dreams as eido/a 
which continually emanate from persons and objects, and affect 
the dreamer's consciousness by penetrating the pores of his 
body, is plainly an attempt to provide a mechanistic basis for 
the objective dream; it even preserves Homer's word for the 
objective dream-image. 95 This theory makes explicit provision 
for telepathic dreams by declaring that eidola carry representa
tions (Warms) of the mental activities of the beings from whom 
they originate." 

We should expect, however, that by the end of the fifth 
century the traditional type of "divine dream," no longer 
nourished by a living faith in the traditional gods,n would 
have declined in frequency and importance-the popular 
Asclepius cult being for good reasons an exception. And there 
are in fact indications that other ways of regarding the dream 
were beco1.1ing more fashionable about this time. Religious 
minds were now inclined to see in the significant dream evi
dence of the innate powers of the soul itself, which it could 
exercise when liberated by sleep from the gross importunities 
of the body. That development belongs to a con text ofideas, com
monly called "Orphic," which I shall consider in the next chap-
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ter. 98 At the same time there is evidence of a lively interest in 
oneirocritice, the art of interpreting the private symbolic 
dream. A slave in Aristophanes talks of hiring a practitioner of 
this art for a couple of obols; a grandson of Aristides the Just 
is said to have made his living by it with the help of a 1rwaK&Ov 

or table of correspondences." Out of these 'II"WaKla developed 
the first Greek dreambooks, the earliest of which may belong 
to the late fifth century.100 

The Hippocratic treatise On Regimen (1rept 8l4l11Js), which 
Jaeger has dated to about the middle of the fourth century,S01 

makes an interesting attempt to rationalise oneirocritice by 
relating large classes of dreams to the physiological state of the 
dreamer and treating them as symptoms important to the 
physician.102 This author admits also· precognitive "divine" 
dreams, and he likewise recognises that many dreams are un
disguised wish-fulfilments.10

' But the dreams which interest 
him as a doctor are those which express in symbolic form morbid 
physiological states. These he attributes to the medical clair
voyance exercised by the soul when in sleep it "becomes its 
own mistress" and is able to survey its bodily dwelling without 
distraction104 (here the influence of the "Orphic" view is evi
dent). From this standpoint he proceeds to justify many of the 
traditional interpretations by a series of more or less fanciful 
analogies between the external world and the human body, 
macrocosm and microcosm. Thus earth stands for the dreamer's 
flesh, a river for his blood, a tree for his reproductive system; 
to dream of an earthquake is a symptom of physiological 
change, while dreams about the dead refer to the food one has 
eaten, "for from the dead come nourishment and growth and 
seed."•os He thus anticipates Freud's principle that the dream 
is always egocentric,•o6 though his application of it is too 
narrowly physiological. He claims no originality for his inter
pretations, some of which are known to be older;'07 but he says 
that earlier interpreters lacked a rational basis for their views, 
and prescribed no treatment except prayer, which in his opinion 
is not enough.z.oa 
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Plato in the Timaeus offers a curious explanation of mantic 
dreams: they originate from the insight of the rational soul, 
but are perceived by the irrational soul as images reflected on 
the smooth surface of the liver; hence their obscure symbolic 
character, which makes interpretation necessary.'09 He thus 
allows dream-experience an indirect relationship to reality, 
though it does not appear that he rated it very high. A much 
more important contribution was made by Aristotle in his two 
short essays On Dreams and On Divination in Sleep. His ap
proach to the problem is coolly rational without being super
ficial, and he shows at times a brilliant insight, as in his recogni
tion of a common origin for dreams, the hallucinations df the 
sick, and the illusions of the sane (e.g., when we mistake a 
stranger for the person we want to see).110 He denies that any 
dreams are godsent (6e/nrep:rra.): if the gods wished to communi
cate knowledge to men, they would do so in the daytime, and 
they would choose the recipients more carefully.111 Yet dreams, 
though not divine, may be called daemonic, "for Nature is 
daemonic"-a remark which, as Freud said, contains deep 
meaning if it be correctly interpreted.112 On the subject of 
veridical dreams Aristotle in these essays is, like Freud, cau
tiously noncommittal. He no longer talks of the soul's innate 
powers of divination, as he had done in his romantic youth;113 

and he rejects Democritus' theory of atomic eidola.114 Two kinds 
of dreams he accepts as intelligibly precognitive: dreams con
veying foreknowledge of the dreamer's state of health, which 
are reasonably explained by the penetration to consciousness 
of symptoms ignored in waking hours; and those which bring 
about their own fulfilment by suggesting a course of action to 
the dreamer.115 Where dreams outside these classes prove to be 
veridical, he thinks it is probably coincidence (tTbp:trTwp.a.); alter
natively, he suggests a theory of wave-borne stimuli, on the 
analogy of disturbances propagated in water or air.116 His whole 
approach to the problem is scientific, not religious; and one may 
in fact doubt whether in this matter modern science has ad
vanced very far beyond him. 
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Certainly later antiquity did not. The religious view of 
dreams was revived by the Stoics, and eventually accepted 
even by Peripatetics like Cicero's friend Cratippus.117 In the 
considered opinion of Cicero, the philosophers by this "patron
age of dreams" had done much to keep alive a superstition 
whose only effect was to increase the burden of men's fears and 
anxieties.118 But his protest went unheeded: the dreambooks 
continued to multiply; the Emperor Marcus Aurelius thanked 
the gods for medical advice vouchsafed to him in sleep; Plu
tarch abstained from eating eggs because of certain dreams; 
Dio Cassius was inspired by a dream to write history; and 
even so enlightened a surgeon as Galen was prepared to per
form an operation at the bidding of a dream.119 Whether from 
an intuitive apprehension that dreams are after all related to 
man's inmost life, or for the simpler reasons I suggested at the 
beginning of this chapter, antiquity to the end refused to con
tent itself with the Gate of Ivory, but insisted that there was 
also, sometimes and somehow, a Gate of Horn. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER IV 

• On the attitude of primitives to dream-experience see L. Uvy
Bruhl, Primitioe Mentality (Eng. trans., 1923), chap. iii, and 
L'Explrience mystique, chap. iii. 

•Theophrastus, Char. 16 (28 J.). 
J See Malinowski, Sex and Repression in Saoage Society, 92 ff., and 

especially J. S: Lincoln, The Dream in Primitiot Cultures (London, 
1935). Cf. also Georgia Kelchner, Dreams in Old Norse Literature 
and Their Affinities in Folklore (Cambridge, 1935), 75 f. 

4 C. G. Jung would regard such dreams as based on "archetypal 
images" transmitted through a supposed racial memory. But, as 
Lincoln points out (op. tit., 2.4), their disappearance upon the 
breakdown of a culture indicates that the images are culturally 
transmitted. J ung himself (Psychology and Religion, 20) reports the 
significant admission of a medicine-man, who "confessed to me 
that he no longer had any dreams, for they had the District Com
missioner now instead. 'Since the English have been in the country 
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we have no dreams any more,' he said. 'The D. C. knows every
thing about war and diseases, and about where we have got to 
live.'" 

s Jane Harrison, Epilegomena to the Study of Gretlc Religion, 32. On 
the relationship between dream and myth see also W. H. R. Riv
ers, "Dreams and Primitive Culture," Bull. of John Rylands Li
brary, 1918, 26; Uvy-Bruhl, L'Exp. mystique, 105ft'.; Clyde 
Kluckhohn, "Myths and Rituals: A General Theory," Han. 
Theol. Reo. 35 (1942) 45 ft'. 

6 PrimitiiJt Culture in Grtete, 151. 
7 Pindar, fr. 116 B. (131 S.). Cf. chap. v below, p. 135· 
8 The most recent and thorough study of dreams in Homer is 

Joachim Hundt's Der Traumglauk !Jti Homer (Greifswald, 1935), 
from which I have learned a good deal. "Objective" dreams ~ne in 
his terminology "Aussentriiume,'' in contrast with "Innen
triiume," which are regarded as purely mental experiences, even 
though they may be provoked by an extraneous cause. 

'6PE&pos as "dream-experience" seems to occur in Homer only in 
the phrase l11 lwe~ (11. 22.199, Od. 19.541, 581 = 21.79). 

10 Ghost, 11. 23.65 ft'·.; god, Od. 6.20 ft'.; dream-messenger, 11. 2.5 ff., 
where Zeus sends the 6PElpos on an errand exactly as he elsewhere 
sends Iris; et&.l>.cw created ad hot, Od. 4·195 ft'. In Jliad 2 and the 
two Odyssey dreams, the dream-figure is disguised as a living per
son (cf. infra, p. 109); but I see no reason to suppose with Hundt 
that it is really the "Bildseele" or shadow-soul of the person in 
question paying a visit to the "Bildseele" of the dreamer (cf. 
Bohme's criticism, Gnomon, 11 [1935]). 

11 Entrance and exit by keyhole, Od. 4.802, 838; ti'Tij 8' S.p' irdp KEf/la.
}.ijs, 11. 2.20, 23.68, Od. 4.803, 6.21; cf. also J/. 10-496 (where an 
actual dream is surely in question). 

JZ 11. 23·99· 
•J 11. 2.23, 23.69; Od. 4.804. Cf. Pindar, 01. 13.67: eli&n, Ato>.t8e 

Pa.t~l>.eu; Aesch. Eum. 94: eH&x.T' &,,, 
14 Cf. Hundt, op. tit., 42 f., and G. Bjorck, "611a.p t8ElP: De la per

ception de la reve chez les anciens," Eranos, 44 (1946) 309· 
•s Cf. Hdt. 6.107.1, and other examples quoted by Bjorck, lot. tit., 

311. 
'6f/Jot,T8.P, Sappho, P. O:ty. 1787; Aesch. P.P. 657 (?); Eur. dlt. 

355; Hdt. 7.16P; Plato, Phatdo 6oE; Parrhasios apud Athen. 
543F. l7rlti'IC01f'Elll, Aesch. dgam. 13; 7rw>.Elcrlla.l, Aesch. P.P. 645; 
7rpoue).8Elll, Plato, Crito 4¥: 

17 Hdt. 1.34·1; 2.139.1, 141.3; S·S6; 7.12: cf. Hundt, op. tit., 42 f. 
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18 lapaTa, nos. 4, 7, etc. (seen. ss); Lindian Chronicle, ed. Blinken
berg, D 14, 68, 98; Isocrates, lo.6s; Acts 23: 11. Many other ex
amples of this usage are collected by L. Deubner, de incu!Jalione, 
PP• 11 and 71. 

19 Pindar, 01. 13.6S ff. Cf. also Paus. 10.38.13, where the dream-figure 
of Asclepius leaves a letter behind. Old Norse incubation-dreams 
prove their objectivity in a like manner; cf., e.g., Kelchner, op. cit., 
138. The Epidaurian operation-dreams (n. 72 below) are a varia
tion on the same theme. For "apports" in theurgy see App. 11, 
n. 126. 

20 /I. 22.199 ff. Aristarchus seems to have rejected the lines; but the 
grounds given in the scholia-that they are "cheap in style and 
thought" and "undo the impression of Achilles' swiftness"-are 
plainly silly, and the objections of some modems are not much 
stronger. Leaf, who thinks v. 200 "tautological and awkward," 
has failed to notice the expressive value of the repeated words in 
conveying the sense of frustration. Cf. H. Friinkel, Die homtrischm 
Gleichnisse, 78, and Hundt, op. cit., 81 ff. Wilamowitz found the 
simile admirable, but "unertriiglich" in its present context (Die 
llias u. Homer, 1oo); his analysis seems to me hypercritical. 

21 Od. 19.541 ff. Scholars have thought it a defect in this dream that 
Penelope is sorry for her geese whereas in waking life she is not 
sorry for the suitors whom they symbolise. But such "inversion of 
affect" is common in real dreams (Freud, The Interpretation of 
Dreams, 2nd Eng. ed., 37S)· 

.. /I. 5-148 ff. The oPElporli'Aos here can only be an interpreter (bcpl.
"aT, bvetpovs). But in the only other Homeric passage where the 
word occurs, /1. 1.63, it may mean a specially favoured dreamer 
(cf. Hundt, op. cit., 102 f.), which would attest the antiquity in 
Greece of the "sought" dream. 

21 Cf. Sirach 31 (34): 1 ff.; lAxdaela Saga, 31.1S; etc. As Bjorck 
points out (loc. cit. 307), without the distinction between signifi
cant and nonsignificant dreams the art of oPElpoKplTuclt could 
never have maintained itself. If there was ever a period, be(ore the 
advent of Freud, when men thought all dreams significant, it lies 
very far back. "Primitives do not accord belief to all dreams in
discriminately. Certain dreams are worthy of credence, others 
not" (Levy-Bruhl, Primitioe Mentality, 101). 

2 4 Od. 19.s6o ff.: cf. Hdt. 7.16; Galen, 7rEpl riis ~~ lvurvk.!v 8la'Yv&lCTECAJS 
(VI.832 ff. R.); etc. The distinction is implied at Aesch. Clzo. S34, 
where I think we should punctuate, with Verrall, oHTm paTawv· 
av8pds 61/faPOP 7rD.El: "it is not a mere nightmare: it is a sym!Jolic 
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vision of a man." Artemidorus and Macrobius recognise the bli
'II'PWP O.rriJp.a.noP and also another type of nonsignificant dream, 
called ,PuTa.trp.a., which includes, according to Macrobius, (a) the 
nightmare (b/>la>..,.,s), and (!J) the hypnopompic visions which 
occur to some persons between waking and sleeping and were first 
described by Aristotle (lnsomn. 462• 11). 

•s Artemid. 1.2, p. 5 Hercher; Macrobius, in Somn. Scip. 1.3.1; 
[Aug.] de spiritu tl anima, 25 (P.L. XL.798); Joann. Saresb. Poly
era/. 2.1 5 (P.L. CXCIX.429A); Nicephoros Gregoras, in Synesium 
de insomn. (P.G. CXLIX.6o8A.). The passages have been ccl
lected, and their relationship discussed, by Deubner, dt incullll
tiont, 1 ff. The definitions quoted in the text are from Macrobius. 

26 This has been shown by J. H. Waszink, Mntmosynt, 9 (1941) 
65 ff. Chalcidius' classification combines Platonist with Jewish 
ideas; Waszink conjectures that he may have derived it from 
Numenius via Porphyry. Direct converse with a god appears also 
in Posidonius' classification, Cic. dio. 1.64. 

•7 Chalcidius, in Tim. 256, quoting Crito 44B and Phatdo 6oE. 
28 Aetius, Placita 5·2·3= 'HpO,plMs TWII lwelpwP TOUs p.Ev 6eadp.'II'TOIIS 

Ka.T' a.,a.'YX11" 'YWEria.l' Tous 8~ ,PutrlKOUs O.,e,&,"Nnrowup.hnJs 1/tuxts 
TO tTUIJ.tP~po" a.ln-fi Ka.l To .,.a.,Tws ltrop.e"o"· Tous 8~ tru-yKpa.p.a.nKOis 
IK TOU a.bTop.aTOU KO.T, el8&l>.c.w 'll'pOtT'II'TWtTlll ••• c'STO.II a fjouMp.E6a. 
fJ>.~'II'wp.EP, ws l'll'l TWP Tcis lpwp.ba.s bp&IPTWP l11 WI'CfJ 'YlPETO.l. The last 
part of this statement ·has caused much difficulty (see Diels ad loc., 
Dox Gr. 416). I think the "mixed" dreams (fTU'YKpa.p.a.nKOus) are 
dreams of monsters (,Pa.natrp.a.Ta.) which on Democritus' theory 
arise from a fortuitous conjunction of Ef&.J>.a., ubi equi atque homi
nis casu convenit imago (Luer. 5·741). But a dream of one's be
loved is not a "mixed" dream in this or any other sense. Galen 
has trU'YKplp.a.nKObs, which Wellmann explained as "organic" 
(drch.j. Gtsch. d. Mtd. 16 [1925] 70 ff.). But this does not square 
with KO.T 1 el8&,}.wp 'll'pOtr'II'TWtTW. I suggest that c'STa.ll a fJouMp.EfJa. KT~ 
illustrates a fourth type, the dream arising from 1/luxfls l'll'lfJup.la. 
(cf. Hippocrates, 'II'Epl &a.l.,.,s, 4•93), mention of which has falle!l 
out . 

• , Hdt. 1.34·1, 5·56; Plato, Crito #A; Plutarch, dltx. 26 (on the au
thority of Heraclides). The uniformity of the literary tradition has 
been noted by Deubner (dt incu!Jationt 13); he quotes many other 
examples. The type is as common in early Christian as in pagan 
literature (Festugiere, L' dstrologit tilts sciences occultes, p). 

1° E.g., Paus. 3·14.4, the wif~ of an early Spartan king builds a 
temple of Thetis Ka.Td. 61/fw bllelpa.Tos. Dreams about cult statues, 
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i!Jid., J.I6.I, 7.20.4, 8.42-7; Parrhasios apud A then. S4JF. Sophocles 
dedicates a shrine as a result of a dream, Pit. Soph. I2, Cic. dio. 
I•54• 

1• Dittenberger, Sylloge1, offers the following instances: KilT, 61111p, 
1147, 1148, 1149; KIITd. 611Elpoll, 11 so; K116, mous, 11 52; 61/lw Uoilcrll 
apET!}P Tijs 6eou (A then e), 11 SI. Probably 1128 K116, 6pllp.11 and 1153 
KilT, l'lrlTII'Y11P also refer to dreams; 557, an l'lrtfj)UElll of Artemis, 
may be a waking vision. Cf. also Edelstein, dsclepius, I, test. 432, 
439-442, and for cults originating in waking visions, infra, p. 117, 
and Chron. Lind. A J: To lepc}]11 Tas 'A6a1111s Tas Aw8l11s ••• 
n>.>.o'ts K[lll KIIMtS QIIIIB~p.IICTl ~~ apxiiWT]aTWII XP0""'" KEKOCTIJ.f1TIIl 
8ld. Tell' Tas (Jeoi) l'lrtfj)UElllll. 

1• Syll.1 663; 985. Cf. also P. Cair. Zenon l.59034, the dreams of 
Zoilus (who appears to have been a building contractor, and had 
thus every motive for dreaming that Sarapis required a new 
temple). Many of Aristides' dreams prescribe sacrifices or other 
acts of cult. 

u Plato, Laws 909E--9IOA, Epin. 985c. The inscriptions tend to con
firm Plato's judgement about the kind of person who made a 
dedication on the strength of a dream; the majority are either 
dedications to healing deities (Asclepius, Hygieia, Sarapis) or 
dedications by women. 

14 Gadd, Ideas of Dioine Rule, 24 ff . 
.u 11. 2.8o ff. seems to imply that the dream-experience of a High 

King is more trustworthy than that of an ordinary man (cf. 
Hundt, op. cit., 55 f.). A later Greek view was that the cr7rou811'tos 
was privileged to receive only significant dreams (Artemidorus, 
4 praej.; cf. Plutarch, gen. Socr. 20, 589B), which corresponds to 
the special status as dreamer accorded by primitives to the medi
cine-man, and may be based on Pythagorean ideas (cf. Cic. dio. 
2.119). 

J6 Gadd, op. cit., 73 ff. 
17 Voice, e.g., Lincoln, op. cit., I98, cf. I SamuelJ: 4 ff.; tall man, e.g., 

Lincoln, op. cit., 24, cf. Deubner, op. cit., I2. Some of Jung's pa
tients also reported dreams in which an oracular voice was heard, 
either disembodied or proceeding "from an authoritative figure"; 
he calls it "a basic religious phenomenon" (Psychology and Reli
gion, 45 f.) • 

.38 Cf. Seligman, JR.dl 54 (I9'l4) 35 f.; Lincoln, op. cit., 94· 
"Lincoln, op. cit., 96 f. 
4° 11. 2.20 ff. (Nestor, the ideal father-substitute!); Od. 4·796 ff., 
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6,22 f. (hardly mother-substitutes, for they are op.fiNKES with the 
dreamer). 

41 Aristides, oral. 48.9 (II.396·24 Keil); cf. Deubner, op. cit., 9, and 
Christian examples, i!Jid., 73, 84. Some primitives are less easily 
satisfied: see, e.g., Lincoln, op. cit., 255 f., 271 ff. 

4• Strabo, 14.1.44; Philostratus, oil • .dpo/1. 2.37. Other exampl~s in 
Deubner, op. tit., 14 f. 

41 Paus. I.Y-··5· Other examples in Deubner, op. cit., 27 f. Cf. also 
Halliday, Grttlc Dioination, 131 f., who quotes the curious Gaelic 
incubation rite of"Taghairm," in which the enquirer was wrapped 
in a bull's hide. 

44 See chap. v, pp. 142, 144. 
45 Seen. 79· 
"'Laurel branch, Fulgentius, Mythologiae, 1.14 (on the authority of 

Antiphon and others). Spells, Artemidorus, 4.2, pp. 205 f. H. Sale 
of dreams, Juv. 6.546 f. On the oPElpa.lTfJTa in the papyri see 
Deubner, op. cit., 30 ff. 

47 lt has been thought that the l:e}.M! Ul11"Tt1nro&s xa.p.a.lEUIIO.l at 
Dodona (//. 16.233 ff.) practised incubation; but if they did, did 
Homer know it? 

48 Cf. Gadd, op. cit., 26 (temple incubation of Amenophis 11 and 
Thothmes IV to obtain the god's approval of their occupying the 
throne). For the Minoans we have no direct evidence; but the 
terra-cottas found at Petsofa in Crete (BS.d 9·356 ft'.), which 
represent human limbs and are pierced with holes for suspension, 
certainly look like votives dedicated at. a healing shrine.-For a 
probable case of incubation in early Mesopotamia see Ztschr.f. 
dssyr. 29 (1915) 158ft'. and 30 (1916) 101 ff. 

4t Eur. l.T. 1259 ft'. (cf. Htc. 70 f.:~ 7rOTPla. x66J11, p.e}.a.ponepb-yap 
p.ftrep oPElp<.JP). The authority of this tradition has been doubted; 
but is any other oracular method so likely? Neither inspired 
prophecy nor divination by lots is appropriate, so far as our knowl
edge goes, to an Earth oracle; whereas the author of Od. 24.12 al
ready seems to regard dreams as chthonic (cf. Hundt, op. ciJ., 
74ft'.). 

so Pindar, 01. 13.75 ft'. Cf. an inscription from the Athenian Acropo
lis, Syl/,l 11 SI: 'AB.,Pa(/. ••• 61/lw Uoiicra. apETTJII TijS 6eoii (not 
necessarily a sought dream, but significant of the goddess' atti
tude); and the (probably fictitious) epiphany of Athena in a 
dream, Blinkenberg, Lindischt Tempelchronilc, 34 ff. 

SI Hdt. 5·921J. Melissa was a Pla.lo8UO.TOS, which may have mace 
her et&.lMil more easily available for consultation. Her complaint 
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about the cold may be compared with the Norse story of a man 
who appeared in a dream to say that his feet were cold, the toes 
of his corpse having been left uncovered (Kelchner, op. cit., 70). 

s• Pelias's (unsought) dream in which the soul of Phrixos asks to be 
brought home (Pindar, Pyth. •f..l 59 ff.) probably reftects the 
anxiety of the late Archaic Age about translation of relics, and 
may thus be classed as a "culture-pattern" dream. Other dreams 
in which the dead appear mostly illustrate the special cases of the 
Vengeful Dead (e.g.,. the Erinyes' dream, Aesch. Eum. 94 ff., or 
Pausanias' sought dream, Plutarch, Cimon 6, Paus. 3·I7.S f.), or 
the Grateful Dead (e.g., Simonides' .dream, Cic. dio. 1.56). Dream
apparitions of the recently dead to their surviving relatives are oc
casionally recorded in their epitaphs as evidence of their continued 
existence (see Rohde, Psyche, 576 f.; Cumont, dfter Lift in Roman 
Paganism, 61 f.). Such dreams are of course natural in all societies; 
but (apart from Achilles' dream in Homer) the recorded examples 
of this type are, I think, chiefty postclassical. 

u Alexander Polyhistor apud Diog. Laert. S.32 ( = Diels, Porsoftr.s, 
ss B Ia); Posidonius apudCic. dio. 1.64. Alexander's account was 
thought by Wellmann (Hermts, 54 [1919] 225 ff.) to go back to a 
fourth-century source which reftected old-Pythagorean views; but 
see Festugiere, REG. ss (1945) 1 ff., who shows reason for dating 
the source or sources to the third century, and relates the docu
ment to the views of the Old Academy and of Diocles of Carystus. 

54 See chap. vi, p. 193· 
sstapaTa Toil 'AwliXNAJPOS Kal Toil 'AcrK>.a1rwil, JG IV•, i.I2I-I2.4. 

There is a separate edition by R. Herzog, Die Wunderhtilungtn 
oon Epidaurus (Philol. Suppl. Ill.3); and the less mutilated por
tions are reproduced and translated in Edelstein, dsclepius, I, 
test. 423. 

s6 The scene in Aristophanes' Plutus has been quoted as supporting 
the last view. But I doubt if the poet intended to hint that the 
priest of line 676 was identical with "the god" who appears later. 
Carlo's narrative seems to represent, not what Aristophanes 
thought actually happened, but rather the average patient's imagi
native picture of what went on while he slept. 

57 0. Weinreich, dntilct Heilungswunder (RGPP VIII.i), 1909; R. 
Herzog, op. cit., 1931; E. J. and L. Edelstein, dsclepius: d Collec
tion and Interpretation of the Testimonies (2 vols., 1945). Mary 
Hamilton's lncu!Jation (1906) provides a very readable general ac
count for the nonspecialist. 

sa E. B. Tylor, Primitiot Culture, 11, 49· Cf. G. W. Morgan, "Navaho 
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Dreams," dmtritan dnthropologist, 34 (1932) 400: "Myths in
ftuence dreams, and these dreams in turn help to maintain the 
efficacy of the ceremonies." 

st Diog. Laert. 6. 59· 
60 Plautus, Curt. 216 ff. ( = test. 430 Edelstein). Later piety repre

sents failure as a sign of the god's moral disapproval, as in the 
cases of Alexander Severus (Dio Cass. 78.15.6 f. = test. 395) and 
the drunken youth in Philostratus (flit • .dpo/1. 1.9 = test. 397). 
But there were also temple legends to hearten the disappointed 
(lapaTa 25). Edelstein thinks these must have been the minority 
(op. tit., 11.163); but the history of Lourdes and other healing 
shrines suggests that no such assumption is necessary. "If nothing 
happens," says Lawson, speaking of incubation in Greek churches 
today, "they return home with hope lessened, but belief unshaken" 
(Modern Gretlc Folic/ore and dntient Grttlc Religion, 302). 

6' Cf., e.g., Lincoln, op. tit., 271 ff.; and on delays at Epidaurus, Her
zog, op. tit., 67. In some narratives of mediaeval incubation the 
patient waits as much as a year (Deubner, op. tit., 84), and Law
son speaks of peasants today waiting for weeks and months. 

61 Aristides, oral. 48.31 ff. (=test. 417). Maximus of Tyre claims 
to have had a waking vision of Asclepius (9.7: d6ov TOP 'An'Azl
'lf'WI', a>.>.' o~xl6vap). And Iamblichus (myst. 3.2, p. 104 P.) re
gards the state between sleeping and waking as particularly fa
vourable to the reception of divine visions. 

6• ")'''&lp'IJS 6-yKos be7raxf9t. 6-yKos was normally a sign of pride, and 
therefore offensive (l7rax~s) to the gods. 

44lapaTa 17;Ar. Plut. 733 ff.; lapaTa 20, 26.0n the virtue in thedog's 
lick see H. Scholz, Der Hund in der gr.-rom. Magie u. Religion, 13. A 
fourth-century relief in the National Museum at Athens, no. 3369, 
has been interpreted by Herzog (op. tit., 88 ff.) as a parallel to 
lapaTa 17. Dedicated by a grateful incubant to the healing hero 
Amphiaraus, it shows side by side (a) the healing of an injured 
shoulder by Amphiaraus in person (the dream?), (6) a snake lick
ing it (the objective event?). 

6s /G 11•, 4962 (.,. test. SI s>; Plutarch, soli. anim. 13, 969E; Aelian, 
N.d. 7·1.1 (=test. 731a, 731). On the offering "to the dogs and 
their keepers (KVI"'J'Yhals)" see Farnell, Hero Cults, 261 ff.; Scholz, 
op. tit., 49; Edelstein, op. tit., 11.186, n. 9· Plato comicus adapts 
the phrase to an indecent dou6/e entendrt (fr. 174·16 K.), which 
possibly indicates that some Athenians found the offering as funny 
as we do. Are the "keepers" or "dog-leaders" spirits who guirle 
the dog to the appropriate patient? They are anyhow not, I think, 
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"huntsmen," human or divine: Xen. Cyneg. 1.2 is no proof that 
Asclepius ever hunted. 

"Herodas, 4·90 f. ( = test. 482). He is surely a live snake, not a 
bronze one. Bronze snakes do not live in holes, and Tp/.yy}I.TJ does 
not mean "mouth" (as Edelstein, loc. cit. and 11.188, reproducing 
a slip of Knox), nor does it seem likely that a money-box could 
be called a Tp/.yy}l.fJ (as Herzog, drch.j. Rei. 10 [1907] 205 ff.). The 
natural interpretation is confirmed by Paus. 2.11.8 ( = test. 700a). 

67 The Interpretation of Dreams, 391. 
68 Cf. lcipaTa 31, and the many examples in Deubner, op. cit., 12. 
6t lcipaTa 1 is a clear example, as Herzog has pointed out. Cf. also 

G. Vlastos, "Religion and Medicine in the Cult of Asclepius," 
Rtoiew of Religion, 1949, 278 ff. 

7° Aristides, oral. 23.16 ( = test. 400): oHTE xopou crv}l.}.o-yos 7rpii'Ypa 
TOCTOUTOII oliTE 'If' MU KOliiC.!Wla oliTE 8waCTKa}w)p T&111 aw&1JI TIIXElii,MOII 
XPfipa Kal Klp8os Els 'ACTK}I.fJ'If'wU TE crvpfj)OlTficral Kal TE}I.Ea6fjPal 
Tcl 7rp&1Ta TC1P lep(;j11. 

7• Ar. Plut. 742 ff. 
1• Aristides, oral. 50.64 ( = test. 412). Surgical operations on sleeP

ing patients appear also in the fragment of a temple record from 
the Asclepieum at Lebena in Crete (/nscr. Cret. l.xvii.9 = test. 
426), and are attributed to Sts. Cosmas and Damian (Deubner, 
op. tit., 74). For an old Norse operation-dream see Kelchner, op. 
cit., 110. 

u Instantaneous cures appear also in Christian incubation (Deubner, 
op. tit., 72, 82), and are characteristic of savage medicine generally 
(Uvy-Bruhl, Primitiot Mentality, 419 f. [Eng. trans.]). 

74 Edelstein rightly stresses the first point (op. cit., 11.167, "men in 
their dreams made the god trust in everything on which they 
themselves relied"); he overlooks the second. The older view which 
attributed the cures to the medical skill of the priests, and at
tempted to rationalise the Asclepiea as sanatoriums (cf. Farnell, 
Hero Cults, 273 f., Herzog, op. cit., 1 54 ff.), is rightly abandoned 
by Edelstein. As he points out, there is not much real evidence 
that at Epidaurus and elsewhere physicians, or prieSts trained in 
medicine, played any part in the temple healings (op. cit., 11.158). 
The Asclepieum at Cos has been claimed as an exception; but the 
medical instruments found there may well be votives dedicated 
by physicians. (See, however, Aristides, oral. 49.21 f., where Aris
tides dreams of an ointment and the 116/JJKopos provides it; and an 
inscription in JHS 15 [1895) 121, where the patient thanks his 
doctor as well as the god). 
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7s /G IV•.i.126 ( = test. 432). Cf. Aristides, oral. 49.30 ( = test. 410): 
Td. p.& (Twv ,Pa.pp.IJ.tCwv) a.lmn O"Vnt6els, Td. 8~ TWP lv p.brCf1 Ka.l KOt,c;;., 

MlOOu (o 6ebt), and Zingerle's study of the prescriptions given to 
Granius Rufus, Comment. Pind. 3 (1937) 85 ff. 

76 Snake" poison, Galen, Su!Jfig. Emp. 10, p. 78 Deichgraber ( = test. 
436); ashes, lnscr. Crtl. l.xvii.17 ( = test. 439); cock, /G XIV.966 
(= test. 438). Cf. Deubner, op. cit., 44 ff. 

n Cf. Edelstein, op. cit., 11.171 f.; and, contra, Vlastos, loc . .cit. (n. 69 
above), 282 ff. In their admiration for the rational principles of 
Greek medicine, philosophers and historians have been inclined to 
ignore or slur over the irrational character of many of the remedies 
employed by ancient physicians (and indeed by all physicians 
down to fairly recent times). On the difficulty of testing drugs be
fore the development of chemical analysis see Temkin, The Fallinz 
Siclcness, 23 f. Nevertheless, one must still agree with Vlastos that 
"Hippocratic medicine and Asclepius' cures are polar opposites 
in principle." 

71 Aristotle, /nsomn. 461b 6. 
79 Aristides, oral. 36.124; 47·46-So, 65; 48.18 ff., 27, 74 ff. Aristides' 

obsessive sense of guilt betrays itself also in two curious passages 
(oral. 48.44 and 51·25) where he interprets the death of a friend 
as a surrogate for his own; such thoughts are symptomatic not so 
much of callous egotism as of a deep-seated neurosis. For the 
dream of sacrificing a finger (oral. 48.27 = test. 504) cf. Artemi
dorus, 1.42. Actual finger-sacrifice is practised by primitives for 
a variety of purposes (Frazer on Paus. 8.J4.2). One object is to 
procure significant dreams or visions: see Lincoln, op. cit., 147, 256, 
where the practice is explained as an appeasement of the Father
figure, whose apparition is desired, by an act which symbolises 
self-castration. 

•• Campbell Bonner, "Some Phases of Religious Feeling in Later 
Paganism," Harv. Tlltol. Rtf1. 30 (1937) 126. 

•• Cic. N.D. 3.91 ( = test. 416a). Cf. Cic. dio. 2.123 ( = test. 416). 
For the harm done by reliance on medical dreams cf. Soranus' re
quirement that a nurse shall not be superstitious, "lest dreams or 
omens or faith in traditional rituals lead her to neglect proper 
treatment" (1.2.4-4, Corp. Med. Grate. IV.s.28). 

12 A "census of hallucinations" conducted by the English Society for 
Psychical Research (Proc. S.P.R. 10 [1894) 25 ff.) seemed to indi
cate that about one person in ten experiences at some time in his 
life a hallucination not due to physical or mental illness. A more 
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recent enquiry by the same society (journ. S.P.R. 34 [1948] 
187 ff.) has confirmed this finding. 

8J Chalcidius, in Tim. 256: spectaculum, ut cum vigilantibus offert 
se videndam caelestis potestas dare iubens aliquid aut prohibens 
forma et voce mirabili. The question whether such epiphanies 
really occurred was the subject of lively controversy in Hellenistic 
times (Dion. Hal. dnt. Rom. 2.68). For a detailed account of an 
experience in which the same divine figure was simultaneously 
perceived by one person in a dream and by another in a waking 
vision, seeP. Oxy. XI.I381.91 ff. 

8• Cf. Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, l.23; Pfister in P.-W., Supp. IV, s.v. 
"Epiphanie," 3-41. As Pfiister says, we cannot doubt that the 
mass of ancient epiphany-stories corresponds to something in an
cient religious experience, even though we can seldom or never be 
quite sure that any particular story has a historical basis. 

as K. Latte, "Hesiods Dichterweihe," dntilct u. dkndland, 11 (1946) 
I 54 ff. 

16 Hesiod, Thtog. 22 ff. (cf. chap. iii, p. 81). Hesiod does not claim 
to have seen the Muses, but only to have heard their voices; they 
were presumably KEKa.).up.p.bal ~~~Pl 'll'o~fi (Theog. 9). Some MSS 
and citations, reading 8p~l/la.tra.l in line 31, make the Muses pluck 
a branch of bay and give it to him, which would put the vision into 
the class of "apport" stories (n. 19 above). But we should prob
ably prefer the less obvious reading 8pNa.trfJa.l, "thc:y granted me 
to pluck for myself" a branch of the holy tree-the symbolic act 
expresses his acceptance of his "call." 

87 Hdt. 6.105. Here too the experience may have been purely audi
tory, though fj)a.vfiPa.l is used of it in c. 106. 

88 Aristodemus, apud Schol. Pind. Pyth. 3·19 (137); cf. Paus. 9.25.3, 
and chap. iii, n. 90· 

19 Sir Ernest Shackleton, South, 209. 

'" Hippocrates, Int. 48 (VII.286 L.): a.iin, 7} Poiltros 'll'potrrbrm p.G.
McrTa. l11 4}.}.001Jp.ltJ, Ka.l it" KOu IFIP.11" 08011 PdlttJ Ka.l o tPbPos a.ln-011 
MPtJIK fj)atrp.a.Tos· ).a.p.jtaPEl 8E Ka.lcl>.>.c.n. The influence of the wild 
environment on Greek religious ideas has been eloquently stressed 
by Wilamowitz (Giau!Je, I. I ss, 177 f., and elsewhere), but this 
passage seems to have escaped notice. 

'' Heraclitus, fr. 89 D.; cf. fr. 73 and Sext. Emp. ado. dogm. 1.129 f. 
( = Heraclitus, A 16). Fr. 26 also seems to refer to dream-experi
ence, but is too corrupt and obscure to build anything on (cf. 
0. Gigon, Untersuchungm zu Herd/it, 95 ff.). Nor can I place 
much reliance on Chalcidius' statement about the views of "Hera-
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clitus and the Stoics" concerning prophecy (in Tim. 251 = 
Heraclitus, A 20). 

,. Fr. 2. 

u Cic. dio. 1.5; Aetius, p.1 (= Xenophanes, A 52). 
94 Hdt. 7.16fJ, lvUDlO. Tci Is av6p/,nrous 7rE7r).a.,p.ba.. Cf. Luer. 5·7~, 

"rerum simulacra vagari" (from Democritus?). For dreams reflect
ing daytime thoughts cf. also Empedocles, fr. 108. 

ts This point has been made by Bjorck, who sees in Democritus' the
ory an example of the systematising of popular ideas by intellectu
als (Eranos, 44 [1946) JIJ). But it is also an attempt to naturalise 
the "supernatural" dream by giving a mechanistic explanation 
(Vlastos, loc. cit., 284). 

t4 Fr. 166, and Plut. Pl. Cono. 8.10.2, 734 F ( = Democritus, A 77). 
Cf. Delatte, Entlwusiasmt, 46 ff., and my paper in Grttlc Poetry 
and Lift: Essays Presented to Gii!Jtrl Murray, 369 f. 

t7 In popular usage terms like 6elnrep.7rTOS came to be largely emptied 
of their religious content: Artemidorus says that in his day any
thing unexpected was colloquially called 6Eb7rEIJ.7rTOP (1.6). 

''See chap. v, p. 135· 
"Ar. Pesp. 52 f.; Demetrius ofPhaleron apudPlut. dristidts 27. Cf. 

also Xen. dna!J. 7.8.1, where the reading Tci blnrvla. lv AuKel., 
'YE"fpa.f/Xrros is probably sound (Wilamowitz, Hermes, 54 [1919) 
65 f.). lwelpop.aneu were referred to by the early comic poet 
Magnes (fr. 4 K.), and appear to have been satirised in the Tet. 
mtssians of Aristophanes. S. Luria, "Studien zur Geschichte der 
antiken Traumdeutung," Bull. dead. des Sciences de I'U.R.S.S. 
1927, 1041 ff., is perhaps right in distinguishing two schools of 
dream-interpretation in the Classical Age, one conservative and 
religious, the other pseudo-scientific, though I cannot follow him 
in all his detailed conclusions. Faith in the art was not confined 
to the masses; both Aeschylus and Sophocles recognise the inter
pretation of dreams as an important branch of p.a.vnld, (P.P. 
48 5 f.; El. 497 ff.). 

100 Antiphon b TEpa.ToqKinros, who is presumably the author of the 
dreambook quoted by Cicero and Artemidorus (cf. Hermogenes, 
dt idtis, 2.11 ·7 = Porsoltr. 87 A 2, b Ka.l TEpa.ToaKinros Ka.l OPEl~ 
KPl111s ).E"(op.evos 'YEPiq(}a.l) was a contemporary of Socrates (Diog. 
Laert. 2-46 = Aristotle, fr. 75 R. = Porsoltr. 87 A 5). He is often 
identified, on the authority of Hermogenes, loc. cit., and Suidas, 
with the sophist Antiphon; but this is not easy to accept. (a) It 
is hard to attribute a deep respect for dreams and portents to the 
author of the 7rEpl a).']Oela.s, who "disbelieved in providence" 
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(Porsoltr. 87 B 12; cf. Nestle, Pom Mythos zum Logos, 389); (6) 
Artemidorus and Suidas call the writer of the dreambook an 
Athenian (Porsoltr. SoB 78, A 1), while Socrates' use of 1ra.p, 7}p'iv 
at Xen. Mtm. 1.6.13 seems to me to imply that the sophist was 
a foreigner (which would also forbid identification of the sophist 
with the orator). 

101 Jaeger, Paidtia, 111.33 ff. Previous scholars had generally at
tributed the 1repl &a.lT'lS to the late fifth century. 

102 That dreams can be significant symptoms in illness is recognised 
elsewhere in the Hippocratic corpus (Epidtm. 1.10, 11.670 L.; 
Hum. 4, V.48o; HeiHI. 45, IX.46o). In particular, anxiety dreams 
are seen to be important symptoms of mental trouble, Mor6. 2.72, 
VII.I 10; Int. 48, VI1.286. Aristotle says the most accomplished 
physicians believe in taking serious account of dreams, dio. p. 
somn. 463• 4· But the author of 1repl &a.l.,.,s carries this essentially 
sound principle to fantastic lengths. 

10
l 1repl &a.l"ls 4.87 (VI.64o L.): oiCOtra. pEP o~v TWP lvu1111U,v 6e'i6. 

ltrTl Ka.l 1rPOt11JI'a.lvEl Tll'ci trupflrJtropeva. • • • dtrlv ot Kpwoutrl 
7rEpl TWI' TOI.O(ITCAJI' aiCfJlftfi T~XI'fll' fxoPTES' and i6id., 93: bKbtra. 8E 
OOKUl o lii'IJ/J(IJ1ros 6EWpUll' TWP tTUvl,6wv, >Puxfis l7rl6u,J.f11' tTflpa.wEl • 

... I6id., 86: oiCOTa.~~ 8E To trwpa. 7}truxar7, 7} !/lux!} Klveupivfl Ka.ll1re~~,r 
1routra. Tci I'~Pfl Toil trwpa.Tos &cxK~El ToP iwuTfis olKOv KT>.. Cf. chap.v, 
p. 135, and Galen's observation that "in sleep the soul seems to 
sink into the depths of the body, withdrawing from external sense
objects, and so becomes aware of the bodily condition" (1repl riis ~~ 
IW1n'U,v &a.'YPWtrEws, Vl.834 Kiihn). The influence of "Orphic" 
ideas on 1repl 8la.l"ls 4.86 has been pointed out by A. Palm, 
Studitn zur Hippoltratischtn Schrift 1r. 8la.l.,.,s, 62 ff. 

us /6id., 90, 92. For the detailed correspondence of macrocosm and 
microcosm cf. HeM. 6 (IX.436 L.). 

106 Freud, op. cit., 299: "every dream treats of one's own person." 
10

7 For the tree as a symbol of reproduction cf. Hdt. 1.108 and Soph. 
El. 419 ff.; a like symbolism is found in some old Norse dreams 
(Kelchner, op. cit., 56). Similarities of interpretation between the 
1r. 8la.l"ls and ancient Indian dreambooks have led to the sug
gestion of Oriental influence on the Greek medical writer, or on the 
Greek dream book which he used (Palm, Studitn zur Hipp. Schrift 
1r. 8ta.lTf1S, 83 ff., followed by J aeger, Paidtia, Ill.39). Others on 
grounds of the same kind have postulated an early Greek dream
book as a common source of Artemidorus and the Tr. 8la.l.,.,s (C. 
Fredrich, Hippoltratischt Untersuchungen, 213 f.). But such in
ferences are fragile. The art of oPElpoKPlTlKI, was (and is) an art of 
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seeing analogies (Arist. dio. p. somn. 464b 5), and the more obvious 
analogies can hardly be missed. Professor Rose has pointed out 
detailed similarities between Artemidorus' system and that now in 
vogue in Central Africa (Man, 26 [1926] 211 f.). Cf. also Latte, 
Gnomon, 5·159· 

108 /!Jid., 87; cf. Palm, op. cit., 75 ff. Theophrastus' Superstitious Man 
asks the lwEf.POKplTa.l every time he has a drea!'ll TWl (J~ ~ 6eq. 
7rptXIEVXEria.l 8ei (Char. 16). 

109 Plato, Tim. ?I A-E. 
110 lnsomn. 458b 25 ff., 46ob 3 ff. 
111 Dio. p. somn. 463b 15 ff., 464• 20 ff. 
112 I!Jid., 463b 14; cf. Freud, Interprtlation of Dreams, 2. I cannot 

agree with Boyance (Cultt des Musts, 192) that when Aristotle 
calls dreams 8a.lpDI'lO. he is thinking of the Pythagorean (? post
Aristotelian) doctrine that they are caused by 8a.lpoPES in the air 
(seen. 53). And Boyance is certainly wrong in claiming Aristotle 
as an unqualified believer in the mantic dream. 

IIJ 1repl q,i>.ot~ot/Jla.s, fr. 10. Cf. Jaeger, dristotle, 162 f., 333 f. (Eng. 
ed.). 

114 Dio. p. somn. 464• S· 
•IS I!Jid., 463• 4 ff., 27 ff. 
116 /!Jid., 464• 6 ff. Aristotle further suggests that the mind responds 

best to such minute stimuli when it is empty and passive, as in 
some types of insanity (464 • 22 ff.); and that there must be a seleC
tive factor at work, since veridical dreams usually concern friends, 
not strangers (464 • 27 ff.) 

ll7 Cf. Cic. dio. 1.70 f. Cicero attributes the religious view even to 
Aristotle's pupil Dicaearchus (i!Jid., 1.113, 2.1oo); but this is not 
easy to reconcile with Dicaearchus' other recorded opinions, and 
may be due to a misapprehension (F. Wehrli, Dilcaiarchos, 46). 

118 Cic. dio. 2.1 so. The civilised rationalism of de dioinationt, Book 2, 
in this closing passage has hardly been sufficiently appreciated. 

ll9 Cf. the formidable list of authorities on oPElPOKplTud, now lost, in 
Bouche-Leclercq, Hist. !it la Dioination, 1.277· Dreambooks are 
still much studied in Greece (Lawson, op. cit., 300 f.). Marcus 
Aurelius' ennmeration of his personal debts to Providence includes 
TO a,· OIIElpaTWII fJoq(J~pO.TO. 8o(Jfipa.l cl~a. TE Ka.l Ws p.q 'lrTVEW a.tpa 
Ka.l p.q l}.l'Y'Yla, (1.17.9); cf. also Fronto, Epist. 3·9·1 f. For 
Plutarch's reliance on dream advice see Pl. Cono. 2.3.1, 635E; for 
Galen's, see his commentary on Hipp. 1repl xup./jJp 2.2 (XVI.219 ff. 
K.). Dio Cassius is instructed by his 8a.lpDPWP in a dream to 
write history, 72.23. 



V 
The Greek Shamans and the 
Origin of Puritanism 

Thai man should !Je a thing for immortal souls to sitot 
through! 

HEJlMAN MELVILLE 

IN THE preceding chapter we saw that, side by 
side with the old belief in objective divine messengers who com
municate with man in dreams and visions, there appears in 
certain writers of the Classical Age a new belief which connects 
these experiences with an occult power innate in man himself. 
"Each man's body," says Pindar, "follows the call of over
mastering death; yet still there is left alive an image of life 
(ai&ivos Er&.IMv), for this alone is from the gods. It sleeps while 
the limbs are active; but while the man sleeps it often shows in 
dreams a decision of joy or adversity to come."1 Xenophon 
puts this doctrine into plain prose, and provides the logical 
links which poetry has the right to omit. "It is in sleep," says 
Xenophon, "that the soul (psyche) best shows its divine nature; 
it is in sleep that it enjoys a certain insight into the future; 
and this is, apparently, because it is freest in sleep." Then he 
goes on to argue that in death we may expect the psyche to be 
even freer; for sleep is the nearest approach to death in living 
experience. • Similar statements appear in Plato, and in a frag
ment of an early work by Aristotle.l 

Opinions of this kind have long been recognised as elements 
in a new culture-pattern, expressions of a new outlook on man's 
nature and destiny which is foreign to the older Greek writers. 

1 For notes to chapter v see pages 156-178. 

IJS 
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Discussion of the origin and history of this pattern, and its 
influence on ancient culture, could easily occupy an entire 
course of lectures or fill a volume by itself alone. All that I can 
do here is to consider briefly some aspects of it which crucially 
affected the Greek interpretation of nonrational factors in 
human experience. But in attempting even this, I shall have to 
traverse ground which has been churned to deep and slippery 
mud by the heavy feet of contending scholars; ground, also, 
where those in a hurry are liable to trip over the partially de
cayed remains of dead theories that have not yet been de
cently interred. We shall be wise, then, to move slowly, and 
to pick our steps rather carefully among the litter. 

Let us begin by asking exactly what it was that was new 
in the new pattern of beliefs. Certainly not the idea of sur
vival. In Greece, as in most parts of the world, 4 that idea 
was very old indeed. If we may judge by the furniture of their 
tombs, the inhabitants of the Aegean region had felt since 
Neolithic times that man,s need for food, drink, and clothing, 
and his desire for service and entertainment, did not cease 
with death.5 I say advisedly "felt," rather than "believed"; 
for such acts as feeding the dead look like a direct response to 
emotional drives, not necessarily mediated by any theory. 
Man, I take it, feeds his dead for the same sort of reason as a 
little girl feeds her doll; and like the little girl, he abstains from 
killing his phantasy by applying reality-standards. When the 
archaic Greek poured liquids down a feeding-tube into the 
livid jaws of a mouldering corpse, all we can say is that he ab
stained, for good reasons, from knowing what he was doing; 
or, to put it more abstractly, that he ignored the distinction 
between corpse and ghost-he treated them as "consub
stantial."6 

To have formulated that distinction with precision and 
clarity, to have disentangled the ghost from the corpse, is, of 
course, the achievement of the Homeric poets. There are pas
sages in both poems which suggest that they were proud of the 
achievement, and fully conscious of its novelty and importance.7 
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They had indeed a right to be proud; for there is no domain 
where clear thinking encounters stronger unconscious resistance 
than when we try to think about death. But we should not as
sume that once the distinction had been formulated it was 
universally or even generally accepted, As the archaeological 
evidence shows, the tendance of the dead, with its implication 
of identity between corpse and ghost, went quietly on, at any 
rate in Mainland Greece; it persisted through (some would 
say despite) the temporary vogue of cremation, 8 and in ·Attica 
became so wastefully extravagant that legislation to control it 
had to be introduced by Solon, and again by Demetrius of 
Phaleron.' 

There was no question, then, of "establishing" the idea of 
survival; that was implicit in age-old custom for the thing in the 
tomb which is both ghost and corpse, and explicit in Homer for 
the shadow in Hades which is ghost alone. Nor, secondly, was 
the idea of rewards and punishments after death a new one. 
The post-mortem punishment of certain offences against the 
gods is in my opinion referred to in the Iliad,'• and is undoubted
ly described in the Odyssey; while Eleusis was already promising 
its initiates favoured treatment in the afterlife as far back as 
we can trace its teaching, i.e., probably in the seventh century.n 
No one, I suppose, now believes that the "great sinners" in the 
Odyssey are an "Orphic interpolation,"'" or that the Eleusinian 
promises were the result of an "Orphic reform." In Aeschylus, 
again, the post-mortem punishment of certain offenders is so 
intimately tied up with the traditional "unwritten laws" and the 
traditional functions of Erinys and Alastor that I feel great 
hesitation about pulling the structure to pieces to label one 
element in it "Orphic."'3 These are special cases, but the idea 
was there; it looks as if all that the new movement did was to 
generalise it. And in the new formulation we may sometimes 
recognise echoes of things that are very old. When Pindar, for 
example, consoles a bereaved client with a description of the 
happy afterlife, he assures him that there will be horses and 
draught-boards in Heaven.'4 That is no new promise: there were 
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horses on Patroclus' funeral pyre, and draught-boards in the 
tombs of Mycenaean kings. The furniture of Heaven has 
altered little with the centuries; it remains an idealised replica 
of the only world we know. 

Nor, finally, did the contribution of the new movement con
sist in equating the psyche or "soul" with the personality of the 
living man. That had already been done, apparently first in 
lonia. Homer, indeed, ascribes to the psyche no function in the 
living man, except to leave him; its "esse" appears to be "super
esse" and nothing more. But Aqacreon can say to his beloved, 
"You are the master of my psyche"; Semonides can talk of "giv
ing his psyche a good time"; a sixth-century epitaph from 
Eretria can complain that the sailor's calling "gives few satis
factions to the psyche."15 Here the psyche is the living self, and, 
more specifically, the appetitive self; it has taken over the 
functions of Homeric thumos, not those of Homeric noos. Be
tween psyche in this sense and soma (body) there is no funda
mental antagonism; psyche is just the mental correlate of soma. 
In Attic Greek, both terms can mean "life": the Athenians 
said indifferently a'Ywvll"ecrllcu 1repl Tijs lfuxijs or 1repl TOil t~&p.a.Tos. 

And in suitable contexts each can mean "person":•' thus 
Sophocles can make Oedipus refer to himself in one passage 
as "my psyche," in another as "my soma"; in both places he 
could have said "1."•7 Even the Homeric distinction between 
corpse and ghost is blurred: not only does an early Attic in
scription talk of the psyche dying, but Pindar, more surprisingly, 
can speak of Hades with his wand conducting to "the hollow 
city" the somata of those who die-the corpse and the ghost 
have reverted here to their old consubstantiality.'8 I think we 
must admit that the psychological vocabulary of the ordinary 
man was in the fifth century in a state of great confusion, as 
indeed it usually is. 

But from this confusion one fact emerges which is of impor
tance for our enquiry. It was demonstrated by Burnet in his 
famous lecture on "The Soeratic Doctrine of the-Soul,"•' and 
for that reason need not detain us long. In fifth-century Attic 
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writers, as in their Ionian predecessors, the "selr' which is 
denoted by the word psyche is normally the emotional rather 
than the rational self. The psyche is spoken of as the seat of 
courage, of passion, of pity, of anxiety, of animal appetite, but 
before Plato seldom if ever as the seat of reason; its range is 
broadly that of the Homeric lhumos. When Sophocles speaks of 
testing 1/luxfw TE Kill ,Pp/JPTJPII Kill 'YP6Jp.fJP,"0 he is arranging the 
elements of character on a scale that runs from the emotional 
(psyche) to the intellectual (gnomi) through a middle term, 
phr6nema, which by usage involves both. Burnet's further 
contention that the psyche "remains something mysterious and 
uncanny, quite apart from our normal consciousness," is, as a 
generalisation, much more open to dispute. We may notice, 
however, that the psyche appears on occasion as the organ of 
conscience, and is credited with a kind of nonrational intuition."1 

A child can apprehend something in its psyche without knowing 
it intellectually ... Helenus has a "divine psyche" not because 
he is cleverer or more virtuous than other men, but because he 
is a seer."3 The psyche is imagined as dwelling somewhere in the 
depths of the organism,•4 and out of these depths it can speak 
to its owner with a voice of its own.25 In most of these respects 
it is again a successor to the Homeric thumos. 

Whether it be true or not that on the lips of an ordinary 
fifth-eentury Athenian ·the word psyche had or might have a 
faint flavour of the uncanny, what it did not have was any 
flavour of puritanism or any suggestion of metaphysical 
status.•' The "soul" was no reluctant prisoner of the body; 
it was the life or spirit of the body, "7 and perfectly at home there. 
It was here that the new religious pattern made its fateful 
contribution: by crediting man with an occult self of divine 
origin, and thus setting soul and body at odds, it introduced 
into European culture a new interpretation of human existence, 
the interpretation we call puritanical. Where did this notion 
come from? Ever since Rohde called it "a drop of alien blood in 
the veins of the Greeks,"•' scholars have been scanning the 
horizon for the source of the alien drop. Most of them have 
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looked eastward, to Asia Minor or beyond."' Personally, I 
should be inclined to begin my search in a different quarter. 

The passages from Pindar and Xenophon with which we 
started suggest that one source of the puritan antithesis might 
be the observation that "psychic" and bodily activity vary 
inversely: the psyche is most active when the body is asleep or, 
as Aristotle added, when it lies at the point of death. This is 
what I mean by calling it an "occult" self. Now a belief of this 
kind is an essential element of the shamanistic culture which 
still exists in Siberia, and has left traces of its past existence 
over a very wide area, extending in a huge arc from Scandinavia 
across the Eurasian land-mass as far as lndonesia;3• the vast 
extent of its diffusion is evidence of its high antiquity. A shaman 
may be described as a psychically unstable person who has 
received a call to the religious life. As a result of his call he 
undergoes a period of rigorous training, which commonly in
volves solitude and fasting, and may involve a psychological 
change of sex. From this religious "retreat" he emerges with 
the power, real or assumed,31 of passing at will into a state of 
mental dissociation. In that condition he is not thought, like 
the Pythia or like a modern medium, to be possessed by an 
alien spirit; but his own soul is thought to leave its body and 
travel to distant parts, most often to the spirit world. A shaman 
may in fact be seen simultaneously in different places; he has 
the power of bilocation. From these experiences, narrated by 
him in extempore song, he derives the skill in divination, re
ligious poetry, and magical medicine which makes him socially 
important. He becomes the repository of a supernormal wisdom. 

Now in Scythia, and probably also in Thrace, the Greeks had 
come into contact with peoples who, as the Swiss scholar Meuli 
has shown, were influenced by this shamanistic culture. It 
will suffice to refer on this point to his important article in 
Hermes, 1935· Meuli has there further suggested that the fruits 
of this contact are to be seen in the appearance, late in the 
Archaic Age, of a series o£ laTpopanus, seers, magical healers, 
and religious teachers, some of whom are linked in Greek tradi-
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tion with the North, and all of whom exhibit shamanistic 
traits. 3" Out of the North came Abaris, riding, it was said, 
uponu an arrow, as souls, it appears, still do in Siberia.34 So 
advanced was he in the art of fasting that he had learned to dis
pense altogether with human food. 35 He banished pestilences, 
predicted earthquakes, composed religious poems, and· taught 
the worship of his northern god, whom the Greeks called the 
Hyperborean Apollo.36 Into the North, at the. bidding of the 
same Apollo, went Aristeas, a Greek from the Sea of Marmora, 
and returned to tell his strange experiences in a poem that may 
have been modelled on the psychic excursions of northern 
shamans. Whether Aristeas' journey was made in the flesh 
or in the spirit is not altogether clear; but in any case, as 
Alfoldi has shown, his one-eyed Arimaspians and his treasure
guarding griffons are genuine creatures of Central Asiatic folk
lore.37 Tradition further credited him with the shamanistic 
powers of trance and bilocation. His soul, in the form of a bird,38 

could leave his body at will; he died, or fell entranced, at home, 
yet was seen at Cyzicus; many years later he appeared again 
at Metapontum in the Far West. The same gift was possessed 
by another Asiatic Greek, Hermotimus of Clazomenae, whose 
soul travelled far and wide, observing events in distant places, 
while his body lay inanimate at home. Such tales of disappear
ing and reappearing shamans were sufficiently familiar at 
Athens for Sophocles to refer to them in the Electra without 
any need to mention names.Jt 

Of these men virtually nothing is left but a legend, though 
the pattern of the legend may be significant. The pattern is re
peated in some of the tales about Epimenides, the Cretan seer, 
who purified Athens of the dangerous uncleanness caused by a 
violation of the right of sanctuary. But since Diels provided 
him with a fixed date40 and five pages of fragments, Epimenides 
has begun to look quite like a person-even though all his 
fragments were composed, in Diels's opinion, by other people, 
including the one quoted in the Epistle to Titus. Epimenides 
came from Cnossos, and to that fact he may perhaps have 
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owed something of his great prestige: a man who had grown up 
in the shadow of the Palace of Minos might well lay claim to a 
more ancient wisdom, especially after he had slept for fifty
seven years in the cave of the Cretan mystery-god .... Neverthe
less, tradition assimilated him to the type of a northern shaman. 
He too was an expert in psychic excursion; and, like Abaris, he 
was a great faster, living exclusively on a vegetable prepara
tion whose secret he had learned from the Nymphs and which 
he was accustomed to store, for reasons best known to himself, 
in an ox's hoof.4• Another singular feature of his legend is that 
after his death his body was observed to be covered with 
tattoo-marks. 43 Singular, because the Greeks used the tattoo
needle only to brand slaves. It may have been a sign of his 
dedication as servus dei; but in any case to an archaic Greek it 
would probably suggest Thrace, where all the best people were
tattooed, and in particular the shamans. 44 As for the Long 
Sleep, that is of course a widespread folktale;45 Rip Van Winkle 
was no shaman. But its place at the beginning of the Epi
menides-saga suggests that the ·Greeks had heard of the long 
"retreat" which is the shaman's novitiate and is sometimes 
largely spent in a condition of sleep or trance. 46 

From all this it seems reasonable to conclude that the 
opening of the Black Sea to Greek trade and colonisation in 
the seventh century, which introduced the Greeks for the 
first time47 to a culture based on shamanism, at any rate en
riched with some ·remarkable new traits the traditional Greek 
picture of the Man of God, the 6eiM 4vl,p. These new elements 
were, I think, acceptable to the Greek mind because they 
answered to the needs of the time, as Dionysiac religion had 
done earlier. Religious experience of the shamanistic type is 
individual, not collective; but it appealed to the growing 
individualism of an age for which the collective ecstasies of 
Dionysus were no longer wholly sufficient. And it is a reasonable 
further guess that these new traits had some influence on the 
new and revolutionary conception of the relation between 
body and soul which appears at the end of the Archaic Age . ..a 
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One remembers that in Clearchus' dialogue On Sleep what con
vinced Aristotle "that the soul is detachable from the body" 
was precisely an experiment in psychic excursion. 49 That, how
ever, was a work of fiction, and relatively late at that. Whether 
any of the Men of God whom I have so far mentioned drew 
such general theoretical conclusions from his personal experi
ences, we are entitled to doubt. Aristotle, indeed, thought there 
were grounds for believing that flermotimus anticipated his 
more famous townsman Anaxagoras in his doctrine of nous; 
but this may mean only, as Diels suggested, that for evidence 
of the separability of nous Anaxagoras appealed to the experi
ences of the old local shaman.s• Epimenides, again, is said to 
have claimed that he was a reincarnation of Aeacus and had 
lived many times on earths• (which would explain Aristotle's 
statement that his divination was concerned not with the 
future but with the unknown past).52 Diels thought that this 
tradition must have an Orphic source; he attributed it to an 
Orphic poem forged in Epimenides' name by Onomacritus or 
one of his friends.53 For a reason which will appear presently, I 
am less certain about this than Diels was; but whatever view 
one takes, it would be unwise to build very much on it. 

There is, however, another and a greater Greek shaman who 
undoubtedly drew theoretical consequences and undoubtedly 
believed in rebirth. I mean Pythagoras. We need not suppose 
him to have claimed precisely that series of previous incarna
tions which was attributed to him by Heraclides Ponticus;54 

but there is no good reason to question the statements of our 
authorities that Pythagoras is the man to whom Empedocles 
attributed a wisdom gathered in ten or twenty human lives, 
and that he is also the man whom Xenophanes mocked for 
believing that a human soul could dwell in a dog.55 How did 
Pythagoras come by these opinions? The usual answer is "from 
Orphic teaching," which, if it is true, only pushes the question 
one step further back. But it is, I think, possible that he was 
not directly dependent on any "Orphic" source in this cardinal 
matter; that both he and Epimenides before him had heard of 
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the northern belief that the "soul" or "guardian spirit" of a 
former shaman may enter into a living shaman to reinforce 
his power and knowledge.56 This need not involve any general 
doctrine of transmigration, and it is noteworthy . that Epi
menides is credited with no such general doctrine; he merely 
claimed that he himself had lived before, and was identical 
with Aeacus, an ancient Man of God.57 Similarly Pythagoras 
is represented as claiming identity with the former shaman 
Hermotimus;58 but it would appear that Pythagoras extended 
the doctrine a good deal beyond these original narrow limits. 
Perhaps that was his personal contribution; in view of his 
enormous prestige we must surely credit him with some power 
of creative thinking. 

We know at any rate that Pythagoras founded a kind of re
ligious order, a community of men and women59 whose rule of 
life was determined by the expectation of lives to come. Pos
sibly there were precedents of a sort even for that: we may 
remember the Thracian Zalmoxis in Herodotus, who assembled 
"the best of the citizens" and announced to them, not that the 
human soul is immortal, but that they and their descendant! 
were going to live for ever-they were apparently chosen 
persons, a sort of spirituall/ite.6o That there was some analogy 
between Zalmoxis and Pythagoras must have struck the 
Greek settlers in Thrace, from whom Herodotus heard the 
story, for they made Zalmoxis into Pythagoras' slave. That 
was absurd, as Herodotus saw: the real Zalmoxis was a daemon, 
possibly a heroised shaman of the distant past.61 But the analogy 
was not so absurd: did not Pythagoras promise his followers 
that they should live again, and become at last daemons or 
even gods?'• Later tradition brought Pythagoras into contact 
with th~ other northerner, Abaris; credited him with the usual 
shamanistic powers of prophecy, bilocation, and magical heal
ing; and told of his initiation in Pieria, his visit to the spirit 
world, and his mysterious identity with the "Hyperborean 
Apollo."63 Some of that may be late, but the beginnings of the 
Pythagoras legend go back to the fifth century at least,64 and 1 
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am willing to believe that Pythagoras himself did a good deal to 
set it going. 

I am the more willing to believe it because we can see this 
actually happening in the case of Empedocles, whose legend is 
largely composed of embroideries upon claims which he him
self makes in his poems. Little more than a century after his 
death, stories were already in circulation which told how he had 
stayed the winds by his magic, how he had restored to life a 
woman who no longer breathed, and how he then vanished 
bodily from this mortal world and became a god.6s And by 
good fortune we know the ultimate source of these stories: we 
have Empedocles' own words, in which he claims that he can 
teach his pupils to stay the winds and revive the dead, and that 
he is himself, or is thought to be, a god made flesh--E'YC.:, 6' up.'i11 
(h~ l1p.fJpoTM, o~KiTl 8Pf1Tos.66 Empedocles is thus in a sense the 
creator of his own legend; and if we can trust his description of 
the crowds who came to him in search of occult knowledge or 
magical heilling, its beginnings date back to his lifetime.67 In 
face of that, it seems to me rash to assume that the legends 
of Pythagoras and Epimenides have no roots at all in genuine 
tradition, but were deliberately invented from first to last by 
the romancers of a later age. 

Be that as it may, the fragments of Empedocles are the one 
first-hand source from which we can still form some notion of 
what a Greek shaman was really like; he is the last belated 
example of a species which with his death became extinct in the 
Greek world, though it still flourishes elsewhere. Scholars-have 
been astonished that a man capable of the acute observation 
and constructive thought which appear in Empedocles' poem 
On Nature should also have written the Purificalions and repre
sented himself as a divine magician. Some of them have tried to 
explain it by saying that the two poems must belong to differ
ent periods of Empedocles' life: either he started as a magician, 
lost his nerve, and took to natural science; or else, as others 
maintain, he started as a scientist, was converted later to 
"Orphism'' or Pythagoreanism, a~d in the lonely exile of his 
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declining years comforted himself with delusions of grandeur
he was a god, and would return one day not to Acragas but to 

Heaven.68 The trouble about these explanations is that they 
do not really work. The fragment in which Empedocles claims 
the power to stay the winds, cause or prevent rain, and revive 
the dead, appears to belong, not to the Purificalions, but to 
the poem On Nature. So does fragment 23, in which the poet 
bids his pupil listen to "the word of a god" (I find it hard to 
believe that this refers merely to the conventional inspiratioo 
of the Muse).'' So does fragment 15, which seems to contrast 
"what people call life" with a more real existence before birth 
and after death.70 All this is discouraging for any attempt to 
explain Empedocles' inconsistencies on "genetic" lines. Nor is 
it easy to accept Jaeger's recent description of him as "a new 
synthesising type of philosophical personality,''7• since any 
attempt to synthesise his religious and his scientific opinions is 
precisely what we miss in him. If I am right, Empedocles 
represents not a new but a very old type of personality, the 
shaman who combines the still undifferentiated functions of 
magician and naturalist, poet and philosopher, preacher, 
healer, and public counsellor.7" After him these functions fdl 
apart; philosophers henceforth were to be neither poets nor 
magicians; indeed, such a man was already an anachronism in 
the fifth century. But men like Epimenides and Pythagoras73 

may well have exercised all the functions I have named. It 
was not a question of "synthesising" these wide domains of 
practical and theoretical knowledge; in their quality as Men of 
God they practised with confidence in all of them; the "syn
thesis" was personal, not logical. 

What I have thus far suggested is a tentative line of spiritual 
descent which starts in Scythia, crosses the Hellespont into 
Asiatic Greece, is perhaps combined with some remnants of 
Minoan tradition surviving in Crete, emigrates to the Far 
West with Pythagoras, and has its last outstanding represent
ative in the Sicilian Empedocles. These men diffused the 
belief in a detachable soul or self, which by suitable tech-
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niques can be withdrawn from the body even during life, a 
self which is older than the body and will outlast it. But at this 
point an inevitable question presents itself: how is this de
velopment related to the mythological person named Orpheus 
and to the theology known as Orphic? And I must attempt a 
short answer. 

About Orpheus himself I can make a guess, at the 
risk of being called a panshamanist. Orpheus' home is in 
Thrace, and in Thrace he is the worshipper or companion of a 
god whom the Greeks identified with Apollo. 74 He combines the 
professions of poet, magician, religious teacher, and oracle
giver. Like certain legendary shamans in Siberia,75 he can by his 
music summon birds and beasts to listen to him. Like shamans 
everywhere, he pays a visit to the underworld, and his motive 
is one very common among shamans76-to recover a stolen 
soul. Finally, his magical self lives on as a singing head, which 
continues to give oracles for many years after his death. 77 That 
too suggests the North: such mantic heads appear in Norse 
mythology and in Irish tradition. 78 I conclude that Orpheus 
is a Thracian figure of much the same kinp as Zalmoxis-a 
mythical shaman or prototype of shamans. 

Orpheus, however, is one thing, Orphism quite another. 
But I must confess that I know very little about early Orphism, 
and the more I read about it the more my knowledge diminishes. 
Twenty years ago, I could have said quite a lot about it (we 
all could at that time). Since then, I have lost a great deal of 
knowledge; for this loss I am indebted to Wilamowitz, Festu
gi~re, Thomas, and not least to a distinguished member of the 
University of California, Professor Linforth. 79 Let me illustrate 
my present ignorance by listing a few of the things I once knew. 

There was a time when I knew: 
That there was an Orphic sect or community in the Classical 

Age;80 

That an Orphic "Theogony" was read by Empedocles8• and 
Euripides, 8" and parodied by Aristophanes in the Birds ; 83 

That the poem of which fragments are inscribed on the gold 
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plates found at Thurii and elsewhere is an Orphic apocalypse;14 

That Plato took the details of his myths about the Other 
World from such an Orphic apocalypse;8s 

That the Hippolytus of Euripides is an Orphic figure;16 

That t~Gip.o.-friip.a. ("Body equals tomb") is an Orphic doc
trine.87 

When I say that I no longer possess these items of informa
tion, I do not intend to assert that all of them are false. The 
last two I feel pretty sure are false: we really must not turn 
a bloodstained huntsman into an Orphic figure, or call"Orphic" 
a doctrine that Plato plainly denies to be Orphic. But some of 
the others may very well happen to be true. All I mean is that 
I cannot at present convince myself of their truth; and that until 
I can, the edifice reared by an ingenious scholarship upon these 
foundations remains for me a house of dreams-1 am tempted 
to call it the unconscious projection upon the screen of an
tiquity of certain unsatisfied religious longings characteristic 
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.88 

If, then, I decide provisionally to dispense with these corne:-
stones, and to follow instead the cautious rules of architecture 
enunciated by Festugi~re and Linforth,89 how much of the 
fabric still stands? Not, I fear, very much, unless I am pre
pared· to patch it with material derived from the fantastic 
theogonies that Proclus and Damascius read at a time when 
Pythagoras had been in his grave for nearly a millennium. 
And that I dare not do, save in the very rare instances where 
both the antiquity of the material and its Orphic origin are in
dependently guaranteed. 90 I shall quote later what I believe to 
be such an instance, though the question is a controversial 
one. But let me first muster such uncontroverted knowledge 
about Orphism as I still possess, and see what it includes that 
is germane to the subject of this chapter. I still know that in 
the fifth and fourth centuries there were in circulation anum
ber of pseudonymous religious poems, which were convention
ally ascribed to the mythical Orpheus, but which the critically 
minded knew or guessed to be of much more recent origin." 
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Their authorship may have been very diverse, and I have no 
reason to suppose that they preached any uniform or systematic 
doctrine; Plato's word for them, fJlf)MJv 3p.a.6ov, "a hubbub of 
books,"'" rather suggests the contrary. Of their contents I 
know very little. But I do know on good authority that three 
things were taught in some at least of them, namely, that the 
body is the prisonhouse of the soul; that vegetarianism is an 
essential rule of life; and that the unpleasant consequences of 
sin, both in this world and in the next, can be washed away by 
ritual means. 93 That they taught the most famous of so-called 
"Orphic" doctrines, the transmigration of souls, is not, as it 
happens, directly attested by anyone in the Classical Age; 
but it may, I think, be inferred without undue rashness from the 
conception of the body as a prison where the soul is punished 
for its past sins.94 Even with this addition, the sum total is 
not extensive. And it gives me no sure basis for distinguishing 
an "Orphic" from a "Pythagorean" psychology; for Pythagore
ans too are said to have avoided meat, practised catharsis, and 
viewed the body as a prison,95 and Pythagoras himself, as we 
have seen, had experienced transmigration. There cannot in 
fact have. been any very clear-cut distinction between the 
Orphic teaching, at any rate in some of its forms, and Py
thagoreanism; for Ion of Chios, a good fifth-eentury authority, 
thought that Pythagoras had composed poems under the name 
of Orpheus, and Epigenes, who was a specialist on the subject, 
attributed four "Orphic" poems to individual Pythagoreans.t6 
Whether there were any Orphic poems in existence before the 
time of Pythagoras, and if there were, whether they taught 
transmigration, remains entirely uncertain. I shall accordingly 
use the term "Puritan psychology" to cover both early Orphic 
and early Pythagorean beliefs about the soul. 

We have seen-or I hope we have seen-how contact with 
shamanistic beliefs and practices might suggest to a thoughtful 
people like the Greeks the rudiments of such a psychology: how 
the notion of psychic excursion in sleep or trance might sharpen 
the soul-body antithesis; how the shamanistic "retreat" might 
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provide the model for a deliberate aslcisis, a ·conscious training 
of the psychic powers through abstinence and spiritual exer
cises; how tales of vanishing and reappearing shamans might 
encourage the belief in an indestructible magical or daemonic 
self; and how the migration of the magical power or spirit from 
dead shamans to living ones might be generalised as a doctrine 
of reincarnation.97 But I must emphasise that these are only 
"mights," logical or psychological possibilities. If they were 
actualised by certain Greeks, that must be because they were 
felt, in Rohde's phrase, "to meet Greek spiritual needs."98 And 
if we consider the situation at the end of the Archaic Age, as I 
described it in my second chapter, I think we shall see that they 
did meet certain needs, logical, moral, and psychological. 

Professor Nilsson thinks that the doctrine of rebirth is a 
product of "pure logic," and that the Greeks invented it 
because they were "born logicians."" And we may agree with 
him that once people accepted the notion that man has a 
"soul" distinct from his body, it was natural to ask where this 
"soul" came from, and natural to answer that it came from the 
great reservoir of souls in Hades. There are in fact indications 
of such a line of argument in Heraclitus as well as in the 
Phaedo.100 I doubt, however, if religious beliefs are often 
adopted, even by philosophers, on grounds of pure logic-logic 
is at best ancilla fidei. And this particular belief has found 
favour with many peoples who are by no means born logicians.'01 

I am inclined to attach more importance to considerations of a 
different type. 

Morally, reincarnation offered a more satisfactory solution 
to the Late Archaic problem of divine justice than did in
herited guilt or post-mortem punishment in another world. 
With the growing emancipation of the individual from the old 
family solidarity, his increasing rights as a judicial "person," 
the notion of a vicarious payment for another's fault began to 
be unacceptable. When once human law had recognised that a 
man is responsible for his own acts only, divine law must 
sooner or later do likewise. As for post-mortem punishment, 
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that explained well enough why the gods appeared to tolerate 
the worldly success of the wicked, and the new teaching in 
fact exploited it to the full, using the device of the "under
world journey" to make the horrors of Hell real and vivid to 
the imagination.102 But the post-mortem punishment did not 
explain why the gods tolerated so much human suffering, and in 
particular the unmerited suffering of the innocent. Reincarna
tion did. On that view, no human soul was innocent:103 all were 
paying, in various degrees, for crimes of varying atrocity com
mitted in former lives. And all that squalid mass of suffering, 
whether in this world or in another, was but a part of the soul's 
long education-an education that would culminate at last in 
its release from the cycle of birth and return to its divine origin. 
Only in this way, and on this cosmic time-scale, could justice 
in its full archaic sense-the justice of the law that "the Doer 
shall suffer" -be completely realised for every soul. 

Plato knows this moral interpretation of rebirth as "a myth 
or doctrine or what you will" which was taught by "old-time 
priests. " 104 It is certainly an old interpretation, but not, I 
think, the oldest. To the Siberian shaman, the experience of past 
lives is not a source of guilt, but an enhancement of power, 
and that I take to be the original Greek point of view; it was 
such an enhancement of power that Empedocles perceived in 
Pythagoras, and that Epimenides, it would seem, had claimed 
earlier. It was only when rebirth was attributed to all human 
souls that it became a burden instead of a privilege, and was 
used to explain the inequalities of our earthly portion and to 
show that, in the words of a Pythagorean poet, man's sufferings 
are self-incurred (a.UJa.lptTa.).•Ps 

Beneath this demand for a solution to what we call "the prob
lem of evil" we may believe that there lay a deeper psychologi
cal need-the need to rationalise those unexplained feelings of 
guilt which, as we saw earlier, were prevalent in the Archaic 
Age.106 Men were, I suppose, dimly conscious-and on Freud's 
view, rightly conscious-that such feelings had their roots in a 
submerged and long-forgotten past experience. What more nat-
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ural than to interpret that intuition (which is in fact, according 
to Freud, a faint awareness of infantile traumata) as a faint 
awareness of sin committed in a former life? Here we have per
haps stumbled on the psychological source of the peculiar 
importance attached in the Pythagorean school to "recollec:
tion"-not in the Platonic sense of recalling a world of dis
embodied Forms once seen by the disembodied soul, but in the 
more primitive sense of training the memory to recall the 
deeds and sufferings of a previous life on earth. 107 

That, however, is speculation. W~at is certain is that these 
beliefs promoted in their adherents a horror of the body and a 
revulsion against the life of the senses which were quite new in 
Greece. Any guilt-culture will, I suppose, provide a soil favour
able to the growth of puritanism, since it creates an unconscious 
need for self-punishment which puritanism gratifies. But in 
Greece it was, apparently, the impact of shamanistic beliefs 
which set the process going. By Greek minds these beliefs were 
reinterpreted in a moral sense; and when that was done, the 
world of bodily experience inevitably appeared as a place of 
darkness and penance, the flesh became an "alien tunic." 
"Pleasure," says the old Pythagorean catechism, "is in all cir
cumstances bad; for we came here to be punished and we ought 
to be punished. "roa In that form of the doctrine which Plato 
attributes to the Orphic school, the body was pictured as the 
soul's prison, in which the gods keep it locked up until it has 
purged its guilt. In the other form mentioned by Plato, puritan
ism found an even more violent expression: the body was con
ceived as a tomb wherein the psyche lies dead, awaiting its 
resurrection into true life, which is life wiPtout the body. This 
form seems to be traceable as far back as Heraclitus, who per
haps used it to illustrate his eternal roundabout of opposites, 
the "Way Up and Down,"•ot 

To people who equated the psyche with the empirical per
sonality, as the fifth century mostly did, such an assertion made 
no sense at all; it was a fantastic paradox, whose comic possi
bilities did not escape the eye of Aristophanes.110 Nor does it 
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make much better sense if we equate "soul" with reason, I 
should suppose that for people who took it seriously what 
lay "dead" within the body was neither the reason nor the 
empirical man, but an "occult" self, Pindar's "image of life," 
which is indestructible but can function only in the exceptional 
conditions of sleep or trance. That man has two "souls," one of 
divine, the other of earthly origin, was already taught (if our 
late authority can be trusted) by Pherecydes of Syros. And it 
is significant that Empedocles, on whom our knowledge of early 
Greek puritanism chiefly depends, avoids applying the term 
psyche to the indestructible self.m He appears to have thought 
of the psyche as being the vital warmth which at death is re
absorbed in the fiery element from which it came (that was a 
fairly common fifth-century view), 11

" The occult self which per
sisted through successive incarnations he called, not "psyche," 
but "daemon." This daemon has, apparently, nothing to do 
with perception or thought, which Empedocles held to be 
mechanically determined; the function of the daemon is to be 
the carrier of man's potential divinity113 and actual guilt. It 
is nearer in some ways to the indwelling spirit which the shaman 
inherits from other shamans than it is to the rational "soul" in 
which Socrates believed; but it has been moralised as a guilt
carrier, and the world of the senses has become the Hades in 
which it suffers torment.114 That torment Empedocles has 
described in some of the strangest and most moving religious 
poetry which has come 'down to us from antiquity."5 

The complementary aspect of the doctrine was its teaching 
on the subject of catharsis-the means whereby the occult 
self might be advanced on the ladder of being, and its eventual 
liberation hastened. To judge from its title, this was the central 
theme of Emped9eles' poem, though the parts which dealt 
with it are mostly lost. The notion of catharsis was no novelty; 
as we saw earlier,116 it was a major preoccupation of religious 
minds throughout the Archaic Age. But in the new pattern of 
belief it acquired a new content and a new urgency: man must 
be cleansed not only from specific pollutions, but, so far as 
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might be, from all taint of carnality-that was the condition 
of his redemption. "From the company of the pure I come, 
pure Queen of those below" -thus the soul speaks to Persephone 
in the poem of the gold plates.117 Purity, rather than justice, 
has become the cardinal means to salvation. And since it is a 
magical, not a rational self that has to be cleansed, the tech
niques of catharsis are not rational but magical. They might 
consist solely in ritual, as in the Orphic books that Plato de
nounced for their demoralising effect.118 Or they might use the 
incantatory power of music, as in the catharsis attributed to 
the Pythagoreans, which seems to have developed from primi
tive charms (17r~cd).119 Or they might also involve an "aslcesis," 
the practice of a special way of life. 

We have seen that the need for some such aslcesis was im
plicit from the first in the shamanistic tradition. But the archaic 
guilt-eulture gave it a peculiar direction. The vegetarianism 
which is the central feature of Orphic and of some Pythagorean 
aslcesis is usually treated simply as a corollary to transmigra
tion: the beast you kill for food may be the dwelling-place of a 
human soul or self. That is how Empedocles explained it. But 
he is not quite logical: he ought to have felt the same revulsion 
against eating vegetables, since he believed that his own occult 
self had once inhabited a bush,120 Behind his imperfect rationali
sation there lies, I suspect, something older-the ancient horror 
of spilt blood. In scrupulous minds the fear of that pollution 
may well have extended its domain, as such fears will, until it 
embraced all shedding of blood, animal as well as human. As 
Aristophanes tells us, the rule of Orpheus was tpb~~CJW a'lr~XEfl6al, 
"shed no !Jiood"; and Pythagoras is said to have avoided con
tact with butchers and huntsmen-presumably because they 
were not only wicked, but dangerously unclean, carriers of an 
infectious pollution.121 Besides food taboos, the Pythagorean 
Society seems to have imposed other austerities on its mem
bers, such as a rule of silence for novices, and certain sexual 
restrictions ... • But it was perhaps only Empedocles who took 
the final, logical step of the Manichee; I see no reason to dis-
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believe the statement that he denounced marriage and all sex 
relations,12l though the verses in which he did so are not 
actually preserved. If the tradition is right on this point, puri
tanism not only originated in Greece, but was carried by a 
Greek mind to its extreme theoretical limit. 

One question remains. What is the original root of all this 
wickedness? How comes it that a divine self sins and suffers 
in mortal bodies? As a Pythagorean poet phrased it, "Whence 
came mankind, and whence became so evil ?"124 To this on
escapable question Orphic poetry, at any rate later Orphic 
poetry, provided a mythological answer. It all began with the 
wicked Titans, who trapped the infant Dionysus, tore him to 
bits, boiled him, roasted him, ate him, and were themselves 
immediately burned up by a thunderbolt from Zeus; from the 
smoke of their remains sprang the human race, who thus in
herit the horrid tendencies of the Titans, tempered by a tiny 
portion of divine soul-stuff, which is the substance of the god 
Dionysus still working in them as an occult self. Pausanias says 
that this story-or rather, the Titans' part in it-was in
vented by Onomacritus in the sixth century (he implies that 
the rending of Dionysus is older).125 And everyone believed 
Pausanias until Wilamowitz, finding no clear and certain allu
sion to the Titan myth in any writer earlier than the third 
century B.c., inferred it to be a Hellenistic invention.126 The 
inference has been accepted by one or two scholars whose 
judgement I respect,r27 and it is with great hesitation that I 
differ from them and from Wilamowitz. There are indeed 
grounds for discounting Pausanias' statements about Ono
macritus;128 yet several considerations combine to persuade me 
that the myth is nevertheless old. The first is its archaic 
character: it is founded on the ancient Dionysiac ritual of 
Sparagmos and Omophagia,'"' and it implies the archaic belief 
in inherited guilt, which in the Hellenistic Age had begun to be 
a discredited superstition,l30 The second is the Pindar quotation 
in Plato's Mmo, where "the penalty of an ancient grier• is 
most naturally explained as referring to human responsibility 
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for the slaying of Dionysus.131 Thirdly, in one passage of the 
Laws Plato refers to people who "show off the old Titan na
ture,"•J• and in another to sacrilegious impulses which are 
"neither of man nor of god" but arise "from old misdeeds un
purgeable by man."•u And fourthly, we are told that Plato's 
pupil Xenocrates somehow connected the notion of the body 
as a "prison" with Dionysus and the Titans!34 Individually, 
these apparent references to the myth can at a pinch be ex
plained away; but taking them together, I find it hard to resist 
the conclusion that the complete story was known to Plato and 
his public!35 

If that is so, ancient like modern puritanism had its doctrine 
of Original Sin, which explained the universality of guilt-feelings. 
True, the physical transmission of guilt by bodily inheritance 
was strictly inconsistent with the view which made the persist
ent occult self its carrier. But that need not greatly surprise us. 
The Indian Upanishads similarly managed to combine the old 
belief in hereditary pollution with the newer doctrine of rein
carnation;•36 and Christian theology finds it possible to recon
cile the sinful inheritance of Adam with individual moral re
sponsibility. The Titan myth neatly explained to the Greek 
puritan why he felt himself to be at once a god and a criminal; 
the "Apolline" sentiment of remoteness from the divine and 
the "Dionysiac" sentiment of identity with it were both of them 
accounted for and both of them justified. That was something 
that went deeper than any logic. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER V 

• Pindar, fr. 116 B. (131 S.). Rohde rightly emphasised the impor
tance of this fragment (Psyche, •PS), though he was wrong in" read
ing back some of its ideas into Homer (i!Jid., 7); cf. Jaeger, Theol
ogy of the Early Gretlc Philosophers, 75 f.-The view that the ex
perient subject in dreams• is an unchanging "deeper" sdf is 
naturally suggested to the mind by the way in which a long dead 
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and even a forgotten past can be reinstated in sleep. As a modern 
writer puts it, "In dreams not only are we free of the usual limita
tions of time and space, not only do we return to our past and prob
ably go forward to our future, but the self that apparently ex
periences these strange adventures is a more essential self, of no 
particular age" a. B. Priestley, Johnson ooer Jordan). 

• Xen. Cyrop. 8.7,21. 
J Plato, Rep. 5710 ff.: when the MrylfiTlKlw in sleep is a.wo Ka.6' a.in-o 

,.,.0110v Ka.6a.p6v (which is not always the case), it can perceive some
thing it did not know before, whether in the past, the present, or 
the future, and Tijs a>.7]8ela.s lv Tcjl TOUJ{JTCf' pa}.lfi'TO. 4'11"TETG.l, Aris
totle, fr. 10 = Sext. Emp. ado. Phys. 1.21: 67-a.v -yll.p lv Tcjl U'lri/OUP 
Ka.6' a.in-7}v 'Yl'YPETO.l 7} 1/!uxf,, TIJTE T!}v f6wv a'lro>.a.ftojjga. ,P{xnv 'lrpo
pa.PTEWTa.L TE Ka.l 'lrpoO.'fOpEfJEl TIJ. pi>.MPTO.. TOla.lm, 6i ~fiTl Ka.l ~p 
Tcjl KO.Tci TOP 8aPO.TOP xwplteria.l TWP fiWpaTwP, cf. Jaeger, Aristotle, 
162 f. See also Hi pp. 'II"Epl 6ta.i.,.,s, 4.86, quoted above, chap. iv, n. 
104; and Aesch. Eum. 104 f., where the poet has combined the old 
"objective" dream with the idea that the mind itself is gifted with 
prescience in sleep, which seems to derive from a different pattern 
of belief. For the importance attached by the Pythagoreans to 
dreams cf. Cic. dio. 1.62; Plut. gen. Socr. S8SE; Diog. L. 8.24. 

4 "The question whether one's conscious personality survives after 
death has been answered by almost all races of men in the affirma
tive. On this point sceptical or agnostic peoples are nearly, if not 
wholly, unknown." Frazer, The Belief in Immortality, I, 33· 

s The archaeological evidence is conveniently assembled and col
lated in Joseph Wiesner's Gra!J und Jenseits (1938), though doubt 
may be felt about the validity of some of the inferences he draws 
from it. 

6 See Levy-Bruhl, The "Sour' of the Primitioe, 202 f., 238 ff., and 
L' Exp. mystique, 1 51 ff. That the belief in survival was not origi
nally arrived at by any process of logical thought (as Tylor and 
Frazer had assumed), but rather by a refusal to think, the un
conscious turning of a blind eye to unwelcome evidence, is now 
held by many anthropologists: cf. e.g., Elliot Smith, The Eoolu
tion of the Dragon, 145 f.; Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion, 
32 f.; K. Meuli, "Griech. Opferbriiuche," in Phyllo!Jolia fur Peter 
oon der Muh/1 (1946); Nilsson in Haro. Tlleol. Rev. 42 (1949) 85 f. 

7 11. 23.103 f.; Od. 11.21H24. The significance of these passages, 
with their implication of novelty, has been rightly stressed by 
Zielinski ("La Guerre a l'outretombe," in Mllanges Bidez, 11. 
1021 ff., 1934), though he went a little far in seeing the Homeric 
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poets as religious reformers comparable in earnestness with the 
Hebrew prophets. 

8 Not only object-Offerings but actual feeding-tubes are found even 
in cremation burials (Nock, Haro. Theol Reo. 25 [1932] 332). At 
Olynthus, where nearly 6oo interments of the sixth to the fourth 
century B.c. have been e:~r:&:lllned, object-Offerings are, in fact, 
commonest in cremation burials (D. M. Robinson, Excaoations Ill 
Olynthus, Xl.176). This must mean one of two things: either that 
cremation was after all not intended, as Rohde thought, to divorce 
ghost from corpse by abolishing the latter; or else that the old 
unreasoning habits of tendance were too deeply rooted to be dis
turbed by any such measures. Meuli, loc. cit., points out that in 
Tertullian's time people continued to feed the cremated dead 
(earn. resurr. 1, [vulgus] defunctos atrocissime exurit, quos post 
modum gulosissime nutrit); and that, ..despite the ini'tial disap
proval of the Church, the use of feeding-tubes has persisted in the 
Balkans almost down to our own day. Cf. also Lawson, Mod. Gr. 
Folklore, 528 ff., and on the whole question, Cumont, Lux Per
petua, 387 ff. 

' Plut. Solon 21; Cic. de /egg. 2.64-66. Cf. also Plato's protest against 
wasteful funeral expenditure, Laws 959C, and the law of the 
Labyadae, which prohibits inter alia the dressing of the corpse in 
too expensive grave-clothes (Dittenberger, Sy/1.• Il-438.134). But 
the phantasy of the corpse-ghost is of course only one of the feel
ings which find satisfaction in costly funerals (cf. Nock, JRS 38 
[1948] 155). 

10
//. 3.278 f., 19.259 f. It is extremely unwise to impose eschatologi
cal consistency on Homer (or anyone else) at the cost of emenda
tion, excision, or distorting the plain meaning of words. These 
oath-formulae of the Iliad preserve a belief which was older than 
Homer's neutral Hades (for such formulae archaise, they do not 
innovate) and had far greater vitality. 

11 H. Dem. 480 ff. On the probable date of the Hymn (which ex
cludes any likelihood of "Orphic" influence) see Alien and Halli
day, The Homeric Hymns•, 111 ff. 

12 This was maintained by Wilamowitz in his rash youth (Hom. 
Untersuchungm, 199 ff.); but he recanted later (Giau!Je, 11.200). 

1
' Aesch. Eum. 267 ff., 339 f.; Suppl. 414 ff. Cf. Wehrli, AIJJe fJwtro.s, 

90· That in the Classical Age the fear of punishment after death 
was not confined to "Orphic', or Pythagorean circles, but might 
haunt any guilty conscience, seems to be implied by Democritus, 
frs. 199 and 297, and Plato, Rep. 3300. 
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14 Pindar, fr. 114 B. (130 S.). For the horses cf. 11. 23.171 and Wies

ner, op. cit., 136•, 152u, 16o etc.; for the 7rEtTtTol, Wiesner, 146. 
1s Anacreon, fr. 4; Semonidesof Amorgos, fr. 29.14 D. ( = Simonidesof 

Ceos, fr. 85 B.); /G XII.9.287 (Friedlander, Epigrammata, 79). 
Hipponax has a similar use of !/lux~, fr. 42 D. (43 B.). 

1
' G. R. Hirzel, "Die Person,'' Munch. Sitz/;. 1914, Abh. 10. 

17 Soph. 0. T. 64 f., 643. But although each phrase could be replaced 
by the personal pronoun, they are not (as Hirzel suggested) inter
changeable; tTwp.a. could not have been used at 64, nor !/lux~ at 643. 

18 /G I 2.920 ( = Friedlander, Epigrammata, 59), !/lux[!}] 6>.u' l[v 6a.t] 
(ea. 500 B.c.); cf. Eur. He/. 52 f., 1/!uxa.l 6E 1ro>.>.a.l 6l' lp.~ ••• 
UIOJIOv, and Tro. 1214 f., 1/!ux!}v t~E8ev ~KTEWE. Pindar, 0/. 9·33 ff.: 
olKJ' 'At6a.s aKw~Ta.P ~XE paf36ov, fJpln-ea. t~&Jp.aJJ' ~ Ka.Ta'YEl KOl>.a.v 
1rp0s 4'YUlO.I' 6Pfl.ti'KOI'TWI' (cf. Virg. Geo. 4·475 = Am. 6.3o6). 

19 The Hertz Lecture, 1916, Proc. Brit • .dead. VII. L.-S., s.v. 1/!uxl,, 
has failed to profit by Burnet's investigation. For tragedy, the 
lexicographical material is collected by Martha Assmann, Mens et 
Animus, I (Amsterdam, 1917). 

20 Soph. Ant. 176. Cf. 707 f., where 1/lurl is contrasted with ,PpoPE'iv, 
and Eur. Ale. 108. 

21 E.g., Antiphon, 5·93; Soph. El. 902 f . 
.. I am inclined to agree with Burnet that this must be the meaning 

of Eur. Tro. 1171 f.; it is hardly natural to construe CTfj 1/luxfi other
wise than with 'YPObs. 

2
' Eur. Hec. 87. 

2 4 Cf. phrases like 6lci p.uxwv fJ}.hroUtla. !/lux~, Soph. Phi/. 1013, and 
1rp0s liKpoP p.w'Mv 1/!uxijs, Eur. Hipp. 255. 

"-' Soph. Ant. 227. 
26 That the word !/lux~ carried no puritanical associations is evident 

from phrases like 1/!uxfi TWI' a'YaiJCJP xa.pltOIJ.EI'OS (Sem. Amorg. 
29.14), 1/!uxfi 6wones 7}6ol'7}v KaiJ' 7}p.~pa.v (Aesch. Pers. 841), fJopis 
1/!ux!}v l1rMpouv (Eur. Ion 1169). And how remote it was in common 
speech from religious or metaphysical implications is nicely shown 
by a passage from the devout Xenophon (if it be his): when he 
sets out to provide the uninventive with a list of suitable names 
for dogs, the very first name that occurs to him is Vux~ (Cyneg. 
7·5>· 

27 Like (Jup.bs in H. Apo/1. 361 f., !/lux~ is sometimes thought of as 
residing in the blood: Soph. El. 78 5 TOUp./)1' lull'outT' ael 1/!uxfis 
liKpa.rov a.lp.a., and Ar. Nu!J. 712 T!}v 1/rox!}v lulvoutTw (ol Kopen). 
This is popular usage, not philosophical speculation as in Empedo
cles, fr. 105. But the medical writers also tend, as we should natu-
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rally expect, to stress the close interdependence of mind and 
body, and the importance of affective elements in the life of both. 
See W. Muri, "Bemerkungen zur hippokratischen Psychologie,, 
Festschrift Titche (Bern, 1947). 

• 8 E. Rohde, "Die Religion der Griechen,, 27 (KI. Schrijten, 11.338). 
"' Gruppe's thesis of the origin of Orphism in Asia Minor has lately 

been reaffirmed by Zi~ler, P.-W., s.v. "Orphische Dichtung,,, 
1385. But the weakness of the case is that those divine figures of 
later Orphism which are certainly of Asiatic origin-Erikepaios, 
Misa, Hipta, the polymorphic winged Chronos-have no demon
strable existence in early Orphic literature and may easily be im
portations of a later age. Herodotus' derivation of the rebirth theory 
from Egypt is impossible, for the good reason that the Egyptians 
had no such theory (see Mercer, Religion of Ancient Egypt, 323, 
and the authorities cited by Rathmann, !luaest. Pyth. 48). A deri
vation from India is unproved and intrinsically improbable (Keith, 
&I. and Phi/. of Peda and Upanishads, 6o1 tr.). It seems possible, 
however, that the Indian and the Greek belief may have the same 
ultimate source; see below, n. 97· 

1o On the character and difFusion of shamanistic culture see K. Meuli, 
"Scythica," Hermes, 70 (1935) 137 tr., a brilliant paper to which I 
owe the idea of this chapter; G. Nioradze, Der Schamanismus !Jti 
den Si!Jirischen PiU/urn (Stuttgart, 1925); and the interestir.g 
though speculative book of Mrs. Chadwick, Poetry and Prophet] 
(Cambridge, 1942). For detailed descriptions of shamans see W. 
Radlotr, Aus Si!Jirien (1885); V. M. Mikhailovski, JRAI !14 
(1895) 62 tr., 126 tr.; W. Sieroszewski, Reo. de l'hist. des rei. 46 
(1902) 204 tr., 299 tr.; M. A. Czaplicka, A!Joriginal Si!Jma (1914), 
who gives a full bibliography; I. M. Kasanovicz, Smithsonian lnJI. 
Annual Report, 192.4; U. Holmberg, Finno-Ugric and Si!Jerian 
Mythology (1927). The connection of Scythian with Ural-Altaic 
religious ideas was noticed by the Hungarian scholar Nagy and 
is accepted by Minns (Scythians and Greelcs, 85). 

•• It would appear that in some modern forms of shamanism the 
dissociation is a mere fiction; in others there is evidence that it is 
quite real (cf. Nioradze, op. cit., 91 f., 100 f.; Chadwick, op. cil., 
18 tr.). The latter is presumably the older type, which the former 
conventionally imitates. A. Ohlmarks, Arch. f. Re/. 36 (1939) 
171 tr., asserts that genuine shamanistic trance is confined to the 
arctic region and is due to "arctic hysteria," but see the criticisms 
of M. Eliade, Reo. de l'hist. des rei. 131 (1946) 5 tr. The soul mar 
also leave the body in illness (Nioradze, op. cit., 95; Mikhailovsk1, 
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loc. cit., 128), and in ordinary sleep (Nioradze, op. cit., 21 ff.; 
Czaplicka, op. cit., 287; Holmberg, op. cit., 472 ff.). 

P On these "Greek shamans" see also Rohde, Psyche, 299 ff. and 
327 ff., where most of the evidence about them is collected and 
discussed; H. Diels, Parmenidd Lehrgedicht, 14 ff.; and Nilsson, 
Gesch. l.582 ff., who accepts Meuli's view of them. It may perhaps 
be argued that shamanistic behaviour is rooted in man's psychO
physical make-up, and that something of the kind may therefore 
have appeared among the Greeks independently of foreign in
ftuence. But against this there are three things to be said: (1) such 
behaviour begins to be attested among the Greeks as soon as the 
Black Sea is opened to Greek colonisation, and not before; (2) of 
the earliest recorded "shamans," one is a Scythian (Abaris), an
other a Greek who had visited Scythia (Aristeas); (J) there is 
sufficient agreement in concrete detail between ancient GrecO
Scythian and modern Siberian shamanism to make a hypothesis 
of simple "convergence" look rather improbable: examples are 
the shaman's change of sex in Scythia and Siberia (Meuli, loc. cit., 
127 ff.), the religious importance of the arrow (n. 34 below), the 
religious retreat (n. 46), the status of women (n. 59), the power 
over beasts and birds (n. 75), the underworld journey to recover 
a soul (n. 76) the two souls (n. 111), and the resemblance in 
cathartic methods (nn. 118, 119). Some of these things are very 
likely coincidences; taken separately, none of them is decisive; but 
their collective weight seems to me considerable. 

u This tradition, though preserved only by later writers, looks older 
than Herodotus' rationalising version (4.36) in which Abaris carries 
the arrow (his motive for doing so is not explained). Cf. Corssen, 
Rh. Mus. 67 (1912) 40, and Meuli, loc. cit., 159 f. 

14 This seems to me to be implicit in the Buryat shaman's use of ar
rows to summon back the souls of the sick, and also at funerals 
(Mikhailovski, loc. cit., 128, 135). Shamans also divine from the 
ftight of arrows (i!Jid., 69, 99); and it is said that the Tatar sha
man's "external soul" is sometimes lodged in an arrow (N. K. 
Chadwick, JR.dl 66 [1936] 311). Other shamans can ride the air 
on a "horse-staff" like witches on a broomstick (G. Sandschejew, 
dnthropos, 23 [1928} 980). 

»Hdt. 4.36. 
J6 For the "Hyperborean Apollo" cf. Alcaeus, fr. 72 Lobel (2 B.); 

Pindar, Pyth. 10.28 ff.; Bacchyl. 3.58 ff.; Soph. fr. 87o N.; A. B. 
Cook, Ztus, 11.459 ff. A. H. Krappe, CPh 37 (1942) 353 ff., has 
shown with great probability that the origins of this god are to be 
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looked for in northern Europe: he is associated with a northern 
product, amber, and with a northern bird, the whooper swan; and 
his "ancient garden" lies at the back of the north wind (for the 
obvious etymology of "Hyperborean" is probably after all the 
right one). It would seem that the Greeks, hearing of him from 
missionaries like Abaris, identified him with their own Apollo 
(possibly from a similarity of name, if Krappe is right in suppos
ing him to be the god of Abalus, "apple island," the mediaeval 
Avalon), and proved the identity by giving him a place in the 
temple legend of Delos (Hdt. 4.32 ff.). 

• 7 Aristeas, frs. 4 and 7 Kinkel; Alfoldi, Gnomon, 9 (1933) S67 f. 
I may add that Aeschylus' blind "swan-shaped maidens" who 
never see the sun (P.P. 794 ff., perhaps from Aristeas) have also 1 

good parallel in the "swan-maidens" of Central Asiatic belief, who 
live in the dark and have eyes of lead (N. K. Chadwick, JRAI 66 
[1936] 313, 316. As to Aristeas' journey, Herodotus' account 
(4.13 f.) is ambiguous, and may reflect an attempt to rationalise 
the story (Meuli, loc. cit., IS7 f.). In Maximus of Tyre, 38.3, it is 
definitely the soul of Aristeas which visits the Hyperboreans in the 
shamanistic manner. The details given in Herodotus 4.16, however, 
suggest a real journey. 

• 8 Hdt. 4·IS.2; Pliny, N.H. 7·174· Compare the soul-birds of the 
Yakut and Tungus tribes (Holmberg, op. cit., 473, 481); also the 
bird-costumes worn by Siberian shamans when shamanising 
(Chadwick, Poetry and Prophecy, sS and pi. 2); and the belief that 
the first shamans were birds (Nioradze, op. cit., 2). Soul-birds are 
widely distributed, but it is not certain that early Greece knew 
them (Nilsson, Gmh. 1.182 f.). 

"Soph. El. 62 ff. The tone is rationalistic, suggesting the influence 
of his friend Herodotus; he no doubt has in mind stories like the 
one Herodotus tells ofZalmoxis (4·9S), which rationalises Thracian 
shamanism. The Lapps used to believe that their shamans 
"walked" after death (Mikhailovski, loc. cit., ISO f.); and in ISS6 
the English traveller Richard J ohnson saw a Samoyed shaman 
"die" and then reappear alive (Hakluyt, l.317 f.). 

4° H. Diels, "Ueber Epimenides von Kreta," Berl. Sitz/;. 1891, 
1.387 ff. The fragments are now Porsoltr. 3 B (formerly 68 B). Cf. 
also H. Demoulin, Epimlnide de Crete (Bibl. de la Fac. de Phil. et 
Lettres Liege, fasc. 12). Wilamowitz' scepticism (Hippolytos, 224. 
243 f.) appears excessive, though some of E.'s oracles were cer
tainly forged. 

41 The prestige of Cretan Ka8a.p1'a.l in the Archaic Age is attested by 
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the legend that Apollo was purified after the slaying of Python by 
Karmanor the Cretan (Paus. 2.30.3, etc.); cf. also the Cretan 
Thaletas who expelled a plague from Sparta in the seventh century 
(Pratinas, fr. 8 B.). On the Cretan cave-cult see Nilsson, Minoan
Mye. Religion•, 458 ff. Epimenides was called I'Ws Kobp71s (Plut. 
Sol. 12, Diog. L. I.ns). 

42 The tradition of psychic excursion was possibly transferred to 
Epimenides from Aristeas; Suidas attributes the power to each of 
them in much the same terms. Similarly Epimenides' post-mortem 
apparition (Proclus, in Remp. 11.113 Kr.) may be imitated from 
that of Aristeas. But the tradition of the fairy food looks older, if 
only because of the unexplained ox's hoof. It is traceable as far 
back as Herodorus (fr. 1 J.), whom Jacoby dates ea. 400 B.c., and 
seems to be referred to by Plato, Laws 677E. It is tempting to con
nect it (a) with the tradition of Epimenides' miraculously long life, 
and (6) with the Thracian "recipe for escaping death" (n. 6o be
low). 

41 To 6~pp.a. eupijria.l 'YPO.p.p.a.al Ka.TafiTlKTOP, Suid. s.v. ( = Epimenides 
A 2). The source of this may be the Spartan historian Sosibius, 
ea. 300 B.C. (cf. Diog. Laert. 1.115). Suidas adds that TO 'E11"lp.EPl6-
EWP 6~pp.a. was proverbial for anything hidden (l'll"l TWP 6.1!"o8~TWP). 
But I cannot accept the curious theory of Diels (op. eit., 399) and 
Demoulin (op. eit., 69) that this phrase originally referred to a vel
lum MS of E.'s works, and was later misunderstood as referring 
to his tattooed skin. Compare, perhaps, l: Lucian, p. 124 Rabe, 
l>..ryeTo 'Yd.P o IIv6a.'Yopa.s IPTETIJ1f"we78a., Tcf16e~~ a.woii P.'IPct1 To" «~~oi
/3o,.ls this a rationalisation of the mysterious "golden thigh"? Or 
was the historical kernel of that tale a sacral tattoo-mark or 
natural birthmark? 

44 Hdt. 5.6.2: Top.& lt~Tlx6a.' eiJ-re,Es KUPlTa.l, To 6E lifiTlKTo" a'YE""~s. 
The Thracian shaman "Zalmoxis" had a tattoo-mark on his 
forehead which Greek writers, unaware of its religious significance, 
explained by saying that he had been captured by pirates, who 
branded him for the slave-market (Dionysophanes apud Porph. 
oil. Pyth. 15, where Delatte, Politique pyth., 228, is surely wrong 
in identifying the fictitious XtJfiTa.l with local anti-Pythagorean in
surgents). That the Thracians practised sacral tattooing was 
known to Greek vase-painters: Thracian maenads tattooed with 
a fawn appear on several vases (JHS 9 [1888] pi. VI; P. Wolters, 
Hermes, 38 [1903] 268; Furtwiingler-Reichhold, Ill, Tafel 178, 
where some are also tattooed with a snake). For tattooing as a 
mark of dedication to a god cf. also Hdt. 2.113 (Egyptian), and the 
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examples from various sources discussed by Dolger, Sphragis, 
. .p ff. Tattooing was likewise practised by the Sarmatians and Da
cians (Pliny, N.H. 22.2), the lllyrians (Strabo 7·3-4), the "picti 
Agathyrsi" in Transylvania whom Virgil represents as worship
ping (the Hyperborean) Apollo (Am. 4.146), and other Balkan 
and Danubian peoples (Cook, Zeus, 11.123). But the Greeks 
thought it "lcr~v Ked liTlJU)I' (Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrh. Hyp. 
3.202; cf. Diels, Yorsoltr.s 90 [83] 2.13). 

45 Frazer, Pausanias, 11, 121 ff. 
46 Cf. Rohde, Psyche, chap. ix, n. 117; Halliday, Greek Divination, 

91, n. s; and for the long sleeps of shamans,-Czaplicka, op. cit., I7CJ. 
Holmberg, op. cit., 496, quotes the case of a shaman who had lain 
"motionless and unconscious" for over two months at the time of 
his "call." Compare the long underground retreat of Zalmoxis 
(n. 6o below). Diels thought (/oc. cit., 402) that the Long Sleep 
was invented to reconcile chronological discrepancies in the vari
ous tales of Epimenides. But if this were the only motive, Long 
Sleeps should be very common in early Greek history. 

47 I leave out of account here Meuli's hazardous speculations about 
shamanistic elements in the Greek epic (loc. cit., 164 ff.). On the 
lateness of Greek access to the Black Sea, and the reason for it, see 
Rhys Carpenter, AJA 52 (1948) 1 ff. 

48 This was already clearly recognised by Rohde, Psyche, 301 f. 
49 Proclus, in Remp. 11.122.22 ff. Kr. ( = Clearchus, fr. 7 Wehrli). 

The story cannot, unfortunately, be treated as historical (cf. 
Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, 11.256, and H. Lewy, Haro. Theo/. Rev. 31 
[1938] 205 ff.). 

soAr. Met. 984b 19; cf. Diels on Anaxagoras A 58. Zeller-Nestle, 
l.1269, n. 1, would dismiss Aristotle's statement as entirely base
less. But Iamb. Protrept. 48.16 (= Ar. fr. 61) supports the idea 
that Anaxagoras did appeal to the authority of Hermotimus. 

sr Diog. Laert. 1.114 (Yorsoltr. 3 A 1): XeyETCll 6~ ws Kal 1rpCyros (7rp/l>
TOP Casaubon, a{mn cj. Diels) awov AlaKov Xeyol ••• 7rpocr7rou,6ijvai 
TE Tro)MKlS lwafJe{J~.WKbal. The words awov AlaKol' Xeyol show that 
6.vafJctJ~.WKbal cannot refer merely to psychic excursion, as Rohde 
suggested (Psyche, 331). 

s• Ar. Rhet. 1418" 24: IKEil'os -yd.p 7rEpl TWI' lcrop.~vwv OUK ~Cli'TEUETO, 
6.XXd. 1repl TWP -ye-yovlrrwv, 6.6~Xwv 6~. For a different explanation of 
this statement see Bouch6-Leclercq, Hist. de la dioination, II.Ioo. 

u H. Diels, loc. cit. (n. 40 above), 395· 
54 Apud Diog. Laert. 8-4- Cf. Rohde, Psyche, App. X, and A. De-
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latte, La Yie de Pythagore de Diogene Lairce, I 54 ff. Others gave 
him a different series of lives (Dicaearchus, fr. 36 W.). 

ss Empedocles, fr. I29 D. (cf. Bidez, La Biographie d'Empldocle, 
I22 f.; Wilamowitz, "Die Ka6appol des Empedokles," Berl. Sitz/;. 
I929, 65I); Xenophanes, fr. 7 D. I find quite unconvincing 
Rathmann's attempt to discredit both these traditions in his 
~uaestiones Pythagoreae, Orphicae, Empedocleae (Halle, I933). 
Xenophanes seems to have made fun also of the tall stories about 
Epimenides (fr. 20). Burnet's way of translating the Empedocles 
fragment, "though he lived ten, yea, twenty generations of men 
ago" (EGPh•, 236)-which would exclude any reference to Py
thagoras-is linguistically quite impossible. 

s6 Mikhailovski, loc. cit. (n. 30 above), 8 5, I33; Sieroszewski, loc. dt., 
3I4; Czaplicka, op. cit., 2I3, 280. The last-named attributes a 
general belief in reincarnation to a number of Siberian peoples 
(I30, I36, 287, 290). 

57 Aeacus seems to be an old sacral figure, perhaps Minoan: he was in 
life a magical rainmaker (Isocrates, Eoag. I4, etc.), and after 
death was promoted to be Porter of Hellgate (ps.-Apollod. 3.I2.6; 
cf. Eur. Peirithous fr. 59I, Ar. Ran. 464 ff.) or even a Judge of the 
dead (Plato, Apol. 4IA, Gorg. 524A; cf.lsocr. Evag. IS)· 

sa Diog. Laert. 8.4. Another of Pythagoras' avatars, Aethalide~, was 
said by Pherecydes of Syros to have been given the power of re
birth as a special privilege (2': Apoll. Rhod. 1.645 = Pherecydes 
fr. 8). I agree with Wilamowitz (Piaton, I.25I, n. I) that such 
stories are not products of philosophical theorising, but that on 
the contrary the theory is a generalisation suggested (in part, at 
least) by the stories. On reincarnation as a privilege limited to sha
mans see P. Radin, Primitioe Religion, 274 f. 

59 The status allowed to women in the Pythagorean community is 
exceptional for Greek society in the Classical Age. But it is worth 
noticing that in many Siberian societies today women, as well as 
men, are eligible for the status of shaman. 

60 Hdt. 4·95· Cf. 4·93: r&as TOUS a8alla1ltovTas, 5·4: r&tu ol a8avaTl
tonES, and Plato, Charm. I56o: TWI' 9pfi.KWI'TWI' ZaXph~lOOs laTpWP, 
ot X~oi'Ttu Kal a7ra6Cli'C1TltEll'. These phrases mean, not that the 
Getae "believe in the immortality of the soul," but that they have 
a recipe for escaping death (Linforth, CPh I3 [I9I8] 23 ff.). The 
nature of the escape which "Zalmoxis" promised to his followers 
is, however, far from clear. It seems possible that Herodotus' in
formants had fused into one story several distinct ideas, viz., (a) 
the earthly paradise of the "Hyperborean Apollo," to which, as 
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to the Aegean Elysium, some men are translated bodily without 
dying (alel 7rEpLEIWTES, cf. Bacchyl. 3.58 ff. and Krappe, CPh 3i 
[1942] 353 ff.): hence the identification of Zalmoxis with Kronos 
(Mnaseas, FHG Ill, fr. 23); cf. Czaplicka, op. cit., 176: "There 
exist traditions about shamans who were carried away still living 
from the earth to the sky"; (6) the disappearing shaman who 
vanishes for long periods into a sacred cave: Hdt.'s KaTa'Yawvotq
p.a and Strabo's avTpW8~s Tl xwplov S.fJaTOP TO'is liX>.cxs (7·3·5) look 
like rationalised versions of the cave where an a1'6pw7rooalp.wv dwells 
undying, Rhesus, 970 ff., cf. Rohde, Psyche, 279; (c) perhaps also 
a belief in transmigration (Rohde, loc. cit.); cf. the explicit state
ment of Mela that some Thracians "redituras putant animas 
obeuntium" (2.18), and Phot., Suid., EM, s.v. Zap.o~ls; but there 
is nothing about "souls" in Herodotus' account. 

6• Herodotus knows that Zalmoxis is a 6alp.wv (4·94.1), but leaves 
open the question whether he may once have been a man (96.2). 
Strabo's account (7·3·5) strongly suggests that he was either a 
heroised shaman-all shamans become Oor, heroes, after death 
(Sieroszewski, loc. cit., 228 f.)-or else a divine prototype of sha
mans (cf. Nock, CR 40 [1926] 185 f., and Meuli, loc. cit., 163). We 
may compare the status which, according to Aristotle (fr. 192 R. = 
Iamb. oil. Pyth. 31), the Pythagoreans claimed for their founder: 
TOii Myl«Dii Nou TO p.~v lfiTl 6e6s, TO 6~ li1'1Jpw7ros, TO 6E olov ITu6a'Y6-
pas. The fact that Zalmoxis gave his name to a particular type of 
singing and dancing (Hesych. s.v.) seems to confirm his conneC
tion with shamanistic performances. The similarities between the 
Zalmoxis legend and those of Epimenides and Aristeas have been 
rightly emphasised by Professor Rhys Carpenter (Folldale, Fic
tion, and Saga in the Homeric Epics, Sather Classical Lectures, 
1946, 132 f., 161 f.), though I cannot accept his ingenious identifi
cation of all three with hibernating bears (was Pythagoras a bear 
too?). Minar, who tries to elicit a historical kernel from the 
Zalmox1s stories, 1gnores their religious background. 

62 Cf. Delatte, Etudes sur la lilt. pyth., 77 ff. 
6• Pythagoras and Abaris, lamb. uit. Pyth. 90-93, 140, 147, who 

mak~~~ Abaris P.'s pupil (Suidas, s.v. 1Iu6a'Yopas, reverses the rela
tion); initiation, i6id., 146. Prophecy, bilocation, and identity 
with Hyperborean Apollo, Aristotle, fr. 191 R. ( = Yorsoltr., 
Pyth. A 7). Healing, A~lian, Y.H. 4.17, Diog. Laert. 8.12, etc.; 
visits underworld, Hieronymus of Rhodes apud Diog. 8.21, cf. 41. 
Against the view that the whole Pythagoras-legend can be dis
missed as the invention of late romancers see 0. Weinreich, 
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NJII!J 1926,638, and Gigon, Ursprungd.gr. Philosophie, 131; and 
on the irrational character of much early Pythagorean thinking, 
L. Robin, La Pmsle helllnique, 31 ff. I do not, of course, suggest 
that Pythagoreanism can be explained entirely as a development 
from shamanism; other elements, like number-mysticism and the 
speculations about cosmic harmony, were also important from an 
early date. 

64 As Reinhardt says, the earliest references to Pythagoras-in 
Xenophanes, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Ion (and one might add 
Herodotus)-all "presuppose the popular tradition which saw in 
him an Albertus Magnus" (Parmmides, 236). Cf. I. Uvy, Re
cherche~ sur Its sources de la llgmde de Pythagore, 6 ff. a'nd 19. 

65 The wind-magic goes back to Timaeus (fr. 94 M. = Diog. L. 8.6o); 
the other stories to Heraclides Ponticus (frs. 72, 75, 76 Voss = 
Diog. L. 8.6o f., 67 f.). Bidez, La Biographie t['Empldocle, 35 ff., 
argued convincingly that the legend of Empedocles' bodily trans
lation is older than that of his death in the crater of Etna, and was 
not invented by Heraclides. Similarly, Siberian tradition tells how 
the great shamans of the past were translated bodily (Czaplicka, 
op. cit., 176), and how they raised the dead to life (Nioradze, op. 
cit., 102). 

66Frs. 111.3, 9; 112.4. 
67 Fr. 112.7 ff. Cf. Bidez, op. cit., 135 ff. 
61 The first of these views was maintained by Bidez, op. cit., 159 ff., 

and Kranz, Hermes, 70 (1935) 115 ff.; the second by Wilamowitz 
(Berl. Sitz/;. 1929, 655), after Diels (Berl. Sitz!J. 1898, i.39 ff.) and 
others. Against both opinions, see W. Nestle, Philol. 65 (1906) 
545 ff., A. Dies, Le Cycle mystique, 87 ff., Weinreich, N7!J!J 1926, 
641, and Cornford, CAH IV.568 f. The attempts of Burnet and 
others to distinguish in a later generation between "scientific" 
and "religious" Pythagoreans illustrate the same tendency to im
pose modem dichotomies on a world which had not yet felt the 
need to define either "science" or "religion." 

6t This explanation (Karsten's) was accepted by Burnet and Wila
mowitz. But see, contra, Bidez, op. cit., 166, and Nestle, loc. cit., 
549, n. 14. 

7o In view of these passages, Wilamowitz' description of the poem 
On Nature as "durchaus materialistisch" (loc. cit., 651) is decided
ly misleading, though no doubt Empedocles, like other men of his 
time, thought of mental forces in material terms. 

7• J aeger, Theology, 132. 
7• Cf. Rohde, Psyche, 378. On the wide range of the shaman's func-
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tions see Chadwick, Growth of Literature, l.637 ff., and Poetry anti 
Prophecy, chaps. i and iii. Homeric society is more advanced: there 
the p.aPTlS, the l71Tp/Js, the MlMs, are members of distinct pro
fessions. The archaic Greek shamans were a throwback to an 
older type. 

u Later tradition, with its emphasis on the secrecy of Pythagoras' 
teaching, denied that he put anything in writing; cf., however, 
Gigon, Unters. z. Heralclit, 126. It would seem that there was no 
such established tradition in the fifth century, since Ion of Chios 
could attribute Orphic poems to Pythagoras (n. 9l) below). 

74 Cf. W. K. C. Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion, chap. iii. 
75 Chadwick, JRAI 66 (1936)· 300. Modern shamans have lost this 

power, but they still surround themselves when they shamanise 
with wooden images of birds and beasts, or with their skins, in 
order to secure the help of the animal spirits (Meuli, loc. cit., 147); 
they also imitate the cries of these helpers (Mikhailovski, loc. cit., 
74, 94). The same tradition appears in the legend of Pythagoras, 
who "is believed to have tamed an eagle, by certain cries checking 
it in its ftight overhead and calling it down" (Piut. Numa 8); this 
may be compared with the Yenissean belief that "the eagles are 
the shaman's helpers" (Nioradze, op. cit., 70). He also tames an
other animal very important to northern shamans, the bear 
(lamb. oil. Pyth. 6o). 

76 Chadwick, i!Jid., 305 (underworld journey of Kan Margan to look 
for his sister), and Poetry and Prophecy, 93; Mikhailovski, /oc. 
cit., 63, 69 f.; Czaplicka, op. cit., 26o, 269; Meuli, loc. cit., 149· 

77 Cf. Guthrie, op. cit., 35 ff. 
78 E.g., the mantic head of Mlmir, Ynglinga saga, chaps. iv and vii. 

In Ireland, "heads that speak have been a well-attested phenomenon 
for more than a thousand years" (G. L. Kittredge, A Study of 
Gawain and the Green Knight, 177, where numerous examples are 
quoted). Cf. also W. Deonna, REG 38 (1925) 44 ff. 

7t Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, 11.193 ff. (1932); Festugiere, Revue Bi!Jiique, 
44 (1935) 372 ff.; REG49 (1936) 3o6 ff.; H. W. Thomas, 'E'II'IKewa 
(1938); I van M. Linforth, The Arts of Orpheus (1941). A spirited 
counter-attack on this "reactionary" scepticism was delivered in 
1942 by Ziegler, representing the Old Guard of pan-Orphists, in the· 
guise of an article in a work of reference (P.-W., s.v. "Orphische 
Dichtung"). But while he has no difficulty in scoring some direct 
hits on his immediate adversary Thomas, I cannot feel that Ziegler 
has stilled my doubts about the foundations on which the tradi
tional account of "Orphism" rests, even in the modified form in 
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which it is presented by such careful writers as Nilsson ("Early 
Orphism," Haro. Theol. Reo. 28 [1935]) and Guthrie (op. cil.). 

lo See, contra, Wilamowitz, 11.199· To his generalisation that no 
writer of the Classical Age speaks of '0/XI>lKoL, Herodotus 2.81 can 
be claimed as a possible exception only if we adopt the "short 
text" (the reading of ABC) in that disputed passage. But an acci
dental omission in an ancestor of ABC, caused by homoioteleuton 
and leading to a subsequent change in the number of the verb, 
appears to me much likelier than an interpolation in DRSV; and 
I cannot resist the conviction that the choice of the word onf.wv 
in the next sentence was determined by the word BaKXliCOlCTl in 
the "long text" of this one (cf. Nock, Studies Presented to F. Ll. 
Grijfith, 2.48, and Boyance, Culle des Muses, 94, n. 1). 

•• See, contra, Bidez, op. cil., 141 ff. There is in my judgement a 
stronger case for attaching Empedocles to the Pythagorean tra
dition (Bidez, 122 ff.; Wilamowitz, Berl. Sitz/;. 1929, 655; Thomas, 
115 ff.) than for connecting him with anything that is demonstra
bly and distinctively early-Orphic (Kern, Kranz, etc.). But it is 
probably a mistake to regard him as a member of any "school": he 
was an independent shaman who had his own way of putting 
things. · 

h In Hypsipyle fr. 31 Hunt ( = Kern, O.F. 2) the quite common 
adjective Trp~m/ryoPM has no proved association with the older 
Orphic literature, while "EJ)CI)S and Nu~ have been imported 
by conjecture. Nor has Cretans, fr. 472, any demonstrable con
nection with "Orphism', (Festugiere, REG 49·309). 

IJ See, contra, Thomas, 43 f. 
•• See, contra, Wilamowitz, 11.202 f.; Festugiere, Rev. Bi!JI. 44·381 f.; 

Thomas, 134 ff. 
Is That this hypothesis is both superfluous and intrinsically improb

able is the central thesis of Thomas's book. 
16 See, contra, Linforth, 56 ff.; D. W. Lucas, '~ippolytus," C~ 40 

(1946) 65 ff. It may be added that the Pythagorean tradition ex
plicitly coupled hunters with butchers as unclean persons (Eu
doxus, fr. 36 Gisinger = Porph. oil. Pyth. 7). The Orphic view of 
them can hardly have been very different. 

17 This hoary error has in recent years been exposed again and again: 
see R. Harder, Ue!Jer Ciceros Somnium Scipionis, 121, n. 4; 
Wilamowitz, 11.199; Thomas, 51 f.; Linforth, 147 f. Since, how
ever, it is still repeated by highly respected scholars, it seems 
worth while to say once more (a) that what is attributed by Plato, 
Cral. 400C, to ol ap.</1, ·o~a is a derivation of trwp.a (TMO TO 
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6110p.a.) from fl~rElll, t11a. fl~tfiTO.l ('I) 1/1Ux:f1): this is placed beyond 
doubt by the words Ka.l 0~11 8e'i11 1ra.p6.-yew oba, '" -ypap.p.a., which 
contrast flwp.a.-fl~tw with flwp.a.-qijp.a. and flwp.f1.-4111p.a.(pw; (6) that 
flwp.a.-qijp.a. is attributed in the same passage to TlPis, without 
further specification; (c) that when an author says, "Some per
sons connect flwp.a. with ~p.a., but I think it was probably the 
Orphic poets who coined the word, deriving it from fl~rw," we 
cannot suppose "the Orphic poets" to be either identical with, or 
included among, "some persons" (I am inclined to think this 
remains true even if p.a).lfi'Ta. is understood as qualifying C.:,S 8lq11 
8l8obfNIS KTX). 

11 As Mr. D. W. Lucas has put it (C~ 40.67), "the modern reader, 
baffled and dismayed by the apparent crudity of much of con
ventional Greek religion, is inclined to look everywhere for signs 
of Orphism, because he feels it gives more of what he has come to 
expect from religion, and he is loath to believe that the Greeks 
did not demand it too." Cf. also Jaeger, Theology, 61. I cannot 
help suspecting that "the historic Orphic Church," as it appears, 
e.g., in Toynbee's Study of History, V.84 ff., wi~l one day be 
quoted as a classic instance of the kind of historical mirage which 
arises when men unknowingly project their own preoccupations 
into the distant past. 

89 Festugiere, REG 49·30'7; Linforth, xiii f. 
"' Parallels between Plato or Empedocles and these late compila

tions do not in my opinion constitute such a guarantee, unless in 
any particular case we can exclude the possibility that the compiler 
lifted the phrase or the idea from those accepted masters of mys
tical thought. 

'' The sceptics appear to have included Herodotus, Ion of Chios, 
and Epigenes (n. 96 below), as well as Aristotle: see Linforth's 
admirable discussion, 155 ff. 

,. Rep. 364E. The etymology and usage of the word 6p.a.8os SUIJ

gest that what Plato had in mind was not so much the confused 
noise of gabbling recitation as the confused noise of a lot of books 
each propounding its own nostrum; it takes more than one to 
make a 6p.a.OOs .E uripides' phrase, TroX}J;w -ypa.p.p.aTWP Ka.1rllobs (Hipp. 
954), also stresses the multiplicity of Orphic authorities, as wdl 
as their futility.lt is anachronistic, as J aeger points out (Theology, 
62), to postulate a uniform Orphic "dogma" in the Classical Age. 

tJ Plato, Crat. 40(>C; E.ur. Hipp. 952 f. (cf. Ar. Ran. 1032, Plato, 
Laws 782c); Plato, Rep. 364E-365A. 

t4 Ziegler, loc. cit., IJ8o, seems to me to be right on this point, against 
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the ultra-sceptical Thomas. Aristotle's words at de anima .po'> 19 
( = O.F. 27), far from excluding transmigration from the range of 
Orphic beliefs, go some way to confirm its inclusion by showing 
that some writers of '0/JfPlKa believed at any rate in a preexistent 
detachable soul. 

" Pythagoreans are portrayed in Middle Comedy as pretending to 
be strict vegetarians (Antiphanes, fr. 135 K., Aristophon, fr. 9, 
etc.) and even as living on bread and water (Alexis, fr. 221). But 
the Pythagorean rule had various forms; the oldest may have 
prohibited the eating only of certain "sacred" animals or parts of 
animals (Nilsson, "Early Orphism," 206 f.; Delatte, Etudes sur 
la /ill. pylh., 289 ff.). The trwp.a.-1/JpoupO. idea was put by Clearchus 
(fr. 38 W.) into the mouth of a real or imaginary Pythagorean 
called Euxitheos. (Plato, Phaedo 628, does not in my opinion SUP

port the view that it was taught by Philolaus; and I have little 
faith in "Philolaus," fr. 15.) On Pythagorean K6.8a.ptrn see be
low, n. 119, and on the close general similarity of old-Pythagorean 
and old-Orphic ideas, E. Frank, Platon u. d. sogenannlm Pythago
rur, 67 ff., 356 ff., and Guthrie, op. cit., 216 ff. The most clearly 
recognisable differences are not doctrinal, but are concerned with 
cult (Apollo is central for Pythagoreanism, Dionysus apparently 
for the '0/JfPlKa); with social status (Pythagoreanism is aristo
cratic, the '0/JfPlKa probably were not); and, above all, with the 
fact that Orphic thought remained on the mythological level, 
while the Pythagoreans at an early date, if not from the first, at
tempted to translate this way of thinking into more or less rational 
terms. 

96 Diog. Laert. 8.8 ( = Kern, Test. 248); Clem. Alex. Strom. 1.21, 131 
( = Test. 222). I find it difficult to accept Linforth's identification 
of this Epigenes with an obscure member of the Socratic circle 
(op. cil., 115 ff.); the sort of linguistic interests attributed to him 
by Clement (i!Jid., 5.8, 49 = O.F. 33) and Athenaeus (468c) 
strongly suggest Alexandrian scholarship. But he was in any case 
a man who had made a special study ofOrphic poetry, and in view 
of the poverty of our own information it seems unwise to dismiss 
his statements in the cavalier manner of Delatte (Etudes sur la 
lilt. pylh., 4 f.). We do not know on what his particular ascriptions 
were based; but for the general view that early Pythagoreans had 
had a hand in the manufacture of '0/JfPlKa he could appeal to good 
fifth-century authority, not only to Ion of Chios but also, I think, 
to Herodotus, if I am right in understanding the famous sentence 
in 2.81 to mean "These Egyptian practices agree (op.oM-ylu 
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RSV) with the practices called Orphic and Dionysiac, which really 
originated in Egypt and (some of which) were brought thence by 
Pythagoras" (on the text see n. So above). Since Hdt. elsewhere 
(2.49) attributes the importation of the fJa.KX.lKa to Melampus, 
the practices imported by Pythagoras are presumably limited to 
the '0/XI>lKa. Cf. 2.123, where he says he knows but will not name 
the plagiarists who imported the doctrine of transmigration from 
Egypt and claimed it as their own. 

t7 Something of the same sort may have happened in India, where 
the belief in reincarnation also emerges relatively late and ap
pears to be neither indigenous not part of the creed of the I.-E. 
incomers. W. Ruben, Acta Orienlalia, 17 (1939) 164 ff., finds its 
starting-point in contacts with the shamanistic culture of Central 
Asia. One interesting fact is that in India, as in Greece, the rein
carnation theory and the interpretation of the dream as a psychic 
excursion make their first appearance together (Br. Upanishui 
3·3 and 4·3i cf. Ruben, loc. cil., 200). It looks as if they were ele
ments of the same belief-pattern. If so, and if shamanism is the 
source of the latter element, it is probably the source of both. 

'' Rohde, "Orpheus," Kl. Schrijlen, Il.3o6. 
99 Eranos, 39 (1941) 12. See, contra, Gigon, Ursprung, 133 f. 

100 Heraclitus, fr. SS D., cf. Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. Hyp . . 3.230 (quoted 
below, n. 109); Plato, Phaedo 7oc-720 (the "argument from 
an a.7rbaocns ") • 

101 "This doctrine of the transmigration or reincarnation of the soul 
is found among many tribes of savages," Frazer, The Belief in 
Immortality, 1.29. "The belief in some form of reincarnation is 
universally present in all the simple food-gathering and fishing
hunting civilisations," P. Radi!), Primitioe Religion, 270. 

'""Cf. Plato, Phaedo 69c, Rep. 3630, etc., and for the Pythagorean 
belief in Tartarus, Arist. Anal. Post. 94b 33 ( = Yorsoltr. sS C 1). 
An Underworld Journey is among the poems ascribed by Epig
enes to the Pythagorean Cercops (n. 96). The specific fancy of a 
hell of mud is usually called "Orphic" on the not very impressiv~ 
authority of Olympiooorus (in Phatd. 4S.2o N.). Aristides, oral. 
22.10 K. (p. 421 Dind.), attributes it to Eleusis (cf. Diog. L. 6.39). 
Plato, Rep. 3630 and Phaedo 69c, is quite vague. I suspect it to 
be an old popular notion derived from the consubstantiality of 
ghost and corpse and the consequent confusion of Hades with the 
grave: the stages of its growth may be traced in Homer's 'AtBtr.~ 
8/Jp.ov tup&Jtna. (Od. 10.512, cf. Soph. Aj. 1166, T6.tpov tbp&Jtna.); 
Aeschylus' Mp1ra. or M1ra. (Eum. 3S7, cf. Blass ad loc.); and 
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Aristophanes' fJbpfJopoP 'lro).~p Ked rrtt.Wp aelvwv (Ran. 14S). At some 
point in its development it was interpreted as the appropriate 
punishment of the uninitiated or "unclean" (TWP aKafJaPTWP); this 
might be the contribution of Eleusis or of the '0/JfPlKa or of both. 

IOJ To. the question, Tl a).fJ(JirrTCITOP ).eyETCll; the old Pythagorean 
catechism replied, 67-l 7rOPf1pol ol 4v8pw7rOl (lamb. oil. Pylh. 82 = 
Porsoltr. 4S C 4). 

104 Laws S720E. Cf. the Pythagorean view of justice, Arist. E.N. 
1132b 21 ff. 

lOS 'YPWri'El 8, av8pW7rOUS cWBalpETClnJII.ClT, ~xonas, quoted as Pythago
rean by Chrysippus apud Aul. Gell. 7.2.12. Cf. Ddatte, Etudes, 2S. 

•o6 See above, chap. ii. 
107 Against Burnet's ascription of Platonic aPai.IPflrTlS to the Pythago

reans (Thales lo Plato, 43) see L. Robin, "Sur la doctrine de la 
reminiscence," REG 32 (1919) 4SI ff. (=La Pensle he/llnique, 
337 ff.), and Thomas, 7S f. On Pythagorean memory-training, 
Diod. 1o.s and lamb. oil. Pylh. 164 ff. These authors do not con
nect it with the attempt to recover memory of past lives, but it 
seems a reasonable guess that this was originally its ultimate pur
pose. 'Avai.IPflrTlS in this sense is an exceptional feat, attainable 
only by special gifts or special training; it is a highly esteemed 
spiritual accomplishment in India today. The belief in it is prob
ably assisted by the curious psychological illusion, to which some 
persons are subject, known as "deja vu.'' 

•oS Jamb. uil. Pylh. Ss ( = Porsoltr. sS C 4). Cf. Crantor apud [Plut.] 
cons. ad Apo/1. 27, IISB, who attributes to "many wise men" the 
view that human life is a Tlpc..~pla, and Arist. fr. 6o, where the same 
view is ascribed tool Tcis TE).ETcis ).1-yovTES (Orphic poets?). 

'
0

' Heraclitus, frs. 62, SS; cf. Sext. Emp. Pyrrh. Hyp. 3.230: o 8~ 
'HpaK).en·bs t/nlrrw 3-rl Kal TO tiiv Kal TO a7ro8ClPElP Kal lv Tcfj tiiv 
'I) pas lrrTl Kal lv Tcfj TE6v6.vlll· 67-e "'~" 'YaP 'l)pe'is twpev, Tcis 1/luxcis 
'l)p.Wp TE{JpQJICll KaliP 'l)plP TEfJat/i}al 1 6-rE 8~ 'J)pElS a7ro8vflrrKOIJ.EP, TciS 
1/luxO.s O.vafJloiW Kal tiiv, and Philo, Leg. a/leg. 1.10S. Sextus' 
quotation is doubtless not oer!Jatim; but it seems unsafe to dis
<..>unt it completely, as some do, because of its "Pythagorean" 
language. For the similar view held by Empedocles, see below, n. 
114; and for later developments of this line of thought, Cumont, 
Reo. de Phi/. 44 (1920) 230 ff. 

110 Ar. Ran. 420, lv TO'is livw PEKpo'irrl, and the parody of Euripides, 
i!Jid., 1477 f. (Cf. 1082, Kal ,ParrKObrras ob tiiv TO tiiv, where the 
doctrine is presented as a climax of perversity.) 

111 Pherecydes, A s Diels. On the two souls in Empedocles see Gom-
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perz, Gretlc Thinlters, l.2.48 ff. (Eng. trans.); Rostagni, /I Yer/Jo di 
Pilagora, chap. vi; Wilamowitz, Berl. Sitz!,. 1929, 658 ff.; Delatte, 
Enlhousiasme, 27. Failure to distinguish the !/lux~ from the 8a!p~a~v 
has led various scholars to discover an imaginary contradiction 
between the Purifications and the poem On Nature in regard to 
immortality. Apparent contradictions on the same subject in the 
fragments of Alcmaeon are perhaps to be explained in a like man
ner (Rostagni, loc. cil.). Another view of the persistent "occult" 
self, attributed by Aristotle to "some Pythagoreans" (de anima 
404• 17), represented it as a tiny material particle (~uap.a.), a no
tion which has plenty of primitive parallels. This again is quite 
distinct from the breath-soul which is the principle of life on the 
ordinary empirical level. The notion of a plurality of "souls" may 
have been taken over from shamanistic tradition: most of the Si
berian peoples today believe in two or more souls (CzaP.licka, r.p. 
cil., chap. xiii). But, as Nilsson has lately said, "pluralistic teach
ing about the soul is founded in the nature of things, and only our 
habits of thought make it surprising that man should have sev
eral 'souls' " (Haro. Theol. Reo. 42 [1949] 89). 

112 Empedocles, A 85 (Aetius, s.25.4), cf. frs. 9-12. Return of !/lux~ 
or 7r11Eup.a. to the fiery aether: Eur. Supp. 533, fr. 971, and the 
Potidaea epitaph (Kaibel, Epigr. gr. 21). It seems to be based on 
the simple idea that !/lux~ is breath or warm air (Anaximenes, fr. 
2), which will tend to float upwards when released at death into 
the atmosphere (Empedocles, fr. 2.4, Ka.7rllo'io 8lqv 6.p8b-res). 

nJ A similar paradox is attributed by Clement to Heraclitus, Paedag. 
3.2.1. But what is missing in the fragments of Heraclitus is the 
Empedoclean preoccupation with guilt. Like Homer, he is ap
parently more concerned about Tlp.~ (fr. 2.4). 

11 4 Rohde's view, that the "unfamiliar place" (fr. 118) and the 
"Meadow of Ate" (fr. 121) are simply the world of men, has the 
support of ancient authority, and seems to me almost certainly 
right. It was challenged by Maass and Wilamowitz, but is ac
cepted by Bignone (Empedode, 492), Kranz (Hmnes, 70 [1935] 
114, n. 1), and Jaeger (Theology, 148 f., 238). 

ns The imaginative qualities of the Purifications have been well 
brought out by J aeger, Theology, chap. viii, especially 147 f. Em
pedocles was a true poet, not a philosopher who happened to 
write in verse. 

116 See above, pp. 3 5 ff. Certain cathartic functions are exercised by the 
primitive Siberian. shaman (Radloff, op. cil., 11.52 ff.); so that the 
role of KaiJa.p~s would come natural to his Greek imitators. 
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117 O.F., 32 (c) and (d). 
"'Rep. 364E: 8lci 8vtr,C,v Kat 1rawlas t)8ovwv. Empedocles, fr. 143, 

prescribes washing in water drawn in a bronze vessel from five 
springs-which recalls the "futile prescription" offered by a 
speaker in Menander (fr. 5J0.22 K.), ad KpoUPWP Tp,C,p lh5aTl 
'II"Eplpp6.val, and the catharsis practised by Buryat shamans with 
water drawn from three springs (Mikhailovski, loc. cil., 87). 

"' Aristoxenus, fr. 26, and Wehrli's note; lamb. oil. Pylh. 64 f., 
11o-114, 163 f.; Porph. oil. Pylh. 33; Boyance, Le Culle des Muses, 
100ft'., 115ft'. Music is much used by modern shamans to summon 
or banish spirits-it is "the language of spirits" (Chadwick, 
JRAJ66 [1936] 297). And it seems likely that the Pythagorean use 
of it derives in part at least from shamanistic tradition: cf. the 
I'II"Cf18al by which the Thracian followers of Zalmoxis are said to 
"heal the soul" (Plato, Charm. 156D-157A). 

uo Empedocles, fr. 117. 
121 Ar. Ran. 1032 (cf. Linforth, 70); Eudoxus apud Porph. oil. Pylh. 

7· Vegetarianism is associated with Cretan mystery cults by 
Euripides (fr. 472) and by Theophrastus (apud Porph. de usl. 
2.21), and it may well be that the Cretan vegetarian Epimenides 
played a part in its diffusion. But the other form of the Pythago
rean rule, which forbade only the eating of certain "sacred" 
creatures, such as the white cock (n. 95 above), may possibly 
derive from shamanism, since to-day "animals, and especially 
birds, which play some part in shamanistic beliefs may not be 
killed or even molested" (Holmberg, op. cil., 500), though a gen
eral prohibition of flesh-eating is reported only of certain clans 
among the Buryats (i!Jid., 499). 

122 The "Pythagorean silence" is proverbial from lsocrates (1 1.29) 
onwards. lamblichus speaks of five years' complete silence for 
novices (oil. Pylh. 68, 72), but this may be a later exaggeration. 
Sexual restraint, Aristoxenus, fr. 39 W., lamb. oil. Pylh. 132, 
209ft'.; sex relations harmful, Diog. Laert. 8.9, Diod. 10.9.3 ft'., 
Plut. ~· Cono. 3.6.3, 654B. Celibacy is not required of the modern 
Siberian shaman. But it is worth noticing that, according to 
Posidonius, celibacy was practised by certain holy men (sha
mans?) among the Thracian Getae (Strabo, 7·3·3 f.). 

UJ Hippolytus (Ref. Juur. 7.30 = Empedocles B 110) accuses Marcion 
of emulating the KaDapp.ol of Empedocles in trying to get rid of 
marriage: 8lalpEi -ycip o -yap.os KaTci 'Ep7rdOK}.Ia TO ~" Kat 'II"OlEi 
1ro>.>.a. This is explained by another statement which he attributes 
to E. (i!Jid., 7.29 = Emp. B 115), that sexual intercourse helps 
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the disruptive work of strife. It is not clear, however, whether E. 
went to the length of preaching race-suicide. 

124 Hippodamas apud lamb. oil. Pylh. 82. 
us Paus. 8.37.5 ( = Kern, Test. 194). 
••6 Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, 11.193,378 f. 
127 Notably by Festugiere, Reo. Bi!JI. 44 (1935) 372 ff. and REG 49 

( 1936) 308 f. On the other hand the antiquity of the myth is 
maintained-not always on what seem to me the strongest 
grounds-by Guthrie (107 ff.), Nilsson ("Early Orphism," 200), 
and Boyance ("Remarques sur le salut selon l'Orphisme," REA 
43 [1941] 166). The fullest and most careful survey of the evidence 
is Linforth's, op. cil., chap. v. He inclines on the whole to the 
earlier dating, though his conclusions are in some other respects 
negative. 

ua For the probable meaning of the attribution to Onomacritus see 
Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, 11.379, n. 1; Boyance, Culle des Muses, 19 f.; 
Linforth, 350 ff. I should also be hesitant about building much on 
the finds in the Theban Kabeirion (Guthrie, 123 ff.), which would 
be more impressive as evidence if there were anything to connect 
them directly with Titans or with rnra.pa.-yp.Os. Nor are we helped 
by S. Reinach's ingenious discovery (Reo. drch. 1919, i.162 fl'.) 
of an allusion to the myth in one of the "additional" Aristotelian 
7rpof1Mp.a.Ta. (Didot Aristotle, IV.331.15), so long as the date of 
this 'lf'p/JfJ>t.fJp.a. remains uncertain; the evidence of A then. 656AB is 
not sufficient to show that the 'lf'p/J{J).fJp.a. was known to Philochorus . 

.. , See A pp. I, PP.· 276 ff.; and on the connection between the rite and 
the myth, Nilsson, "Early Orphism," 203 f. Those who deny, like 
Wilamowitz, that the older 'OJXf>lK6. had any connection with 
Dionysus have to explain away the evidence of Hdt. 2.81 (or 
eliminate it by adopting the transcriptionally less probable read
ing). 

' 10 See above, pp. 33 f. 
•1• Pindar, fr. 127 B. (133 S.) = Plato, Meno 8IBC. This interpreta

tion was offered by Tannery, Reo. de Phi/. 23, 126 f. The case for it 
has been persuasively argued by Rose in Greek Poetry and Life: 
Essa)S Presented lo Gii!Jerl Murray, 79 ff. (cf. also his note in Hatr~. 
Theol. Reo. 36 [1943] 247 ff.). 

•12 Plato, Laws 701c. The thought is unfortunately as elliptical as 
the syntax is crabbed; but all explanations which assume that 
nt11 ).E"yop.ll'f'JP 'lf'O.Nllcil' TlTO.I'..q, ,Purrll' refers merely to the war 
of the Titans and the gods seem to me to suffer shipwreck on the 
phrase l'lf't Tci a.bTci d).w ~Ke'ipa. l&,puwphoiJf (or 6.,plKoph01.s, 
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Schanz), which makes no known sense as applied to Titans, and 
not much sense (in view of 'lrm>.lv) as applied to men unless the 
human race sprang from Titans. To Linforth's objection (op. cit., 
344) that Plato is talking only of degenerates, whereas the myth 
made the TlTCll'lKJt fj)btns a permanent part of all human nature, 
the answer surely is that while all men have the Titan nature in 
their breasts, only degenerates "show it off and emulate it." 
(l'lrlHUCI'Ucn implies that they are proud to have it in them, while 
p.lp.oUp.bOls means that they follow the example of their mythical 
ancestors.) 

•n J!Jid., 854B: to a person tormented by impulses to sacrilege we 
must say: er, 6aup.licne, obK «ii'6p&J'Irll'lw trE KCIICOP ob8~ 6e'iov KwE'i TO 
vuv l1rl T'I)P lepocro>.lCII' 'lrpDTpi'II"OP Uval, oltrTpos U trl TlS IJJ4w6p.&os 
IK 'II"Cl}.al&lv Kal aKa6apTWI' TO 'is a,(Jp&J'II"OlS lWlK'IJp.aTWI' I 'II"Eplfj)EpOp.EI'OS 
a>.lT1JP~1JS. The «i8lKIJP.aTa are usually thought to be crimes com
mitted by the person's immediate ancestors (so England, etc.), 
or by the person himself in a previous incarnation (Wilamowitz, 
Platon, l.697). But (a) if the temptation arises in some way from 
past human acts, why is it called ouK d.,(Jp6J'Irli'OI' KaKhv? (!J) Why is 
it specifically a temptation to sacrilege? (c) Why are the original 
acts aKMCIPTCl TOlS a,(Jp6,'1!"0lS (words which are naturally taken 
together, and must in fact be so taken, since they evidently lead 
up to the advice in the next sentence to seek purgationfrom the 
gods)? I cannot resist the conclusion (which I find has been reached 
on other grounds by Rathmann, !luaesll. Pylh., 67) that Plato is 
thinking of the Titans, whose incessant irrational promptings 
(oltrTpos) haunt the unhappy man wherever he goes (7rE~p/J
IJ.EI'Os), tempting him to emulate their sacrilege. Cf. Plut. de esu 
earn. 1, 9~: TO -yO.p lv 'l)p.'iv li}.o-yov Kal liTaKTOP Kal ftl.awv, ob 
Be'iov <3v> a}.}.ci 84lp.DI'llCOI', ol 'lra>.alol TlTivas &,.,op.atral' (which 
seems to come from Xenocrates); and for oltrTpos resulting from 
man's evil inheritance, Olymp. in Phaed. 87.13 ff. N. ( = O.F. 232). 

·~• Olymp. in Phaed. 84.22 ff.: 1) fj)poupa ••• ws '.E:evoKpaT1Js, TlTavliC'Ii 
ltrTll' Kal els llllwutrov a'lroKOp!X/>oiiTal ( = Xenocrates, fr. 20). Cf. 
Heinze ad loc.; E. Frank, Platon u. d. sog. Pythagorur, 246; and 
the more cautious views of Linforth, 337 ff. 

•u It must be conceded to Linforth that none of the older writers ex
plicitly equates the divine in man with the Dionysiac. But it can, 
I think, be shown that this equation is not (as Linforth maintains, 
p. 330) the invention of Olympiodorus (in Phaed. 3.2 ff.), or (as 
might be suggested) of his source Porphyry (cf. Olymp. i!Jid., 
85.3). (a) It appears in Olympiodorus, not merely "as a desperate 
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device to explain a puzzling passage in Plato" (Linforth, p. 359), 
but as an explanation in mythical terms of moral conflict and the 
redemption of man, in Phaed. 87.1 ff.: TOP lv 'l)p'iv .6LlwuCTOv 
8uunrw1JEP ••• oliTw 8, ~XOPTES TlTivls ltrl'fl'' 61-av 8~ els IKewo 
tTUp./JCJIJEI', .6Llwutrol 'YliiOpE8a TETE).e""plvol aTEXPWs. When Lin
forth says (p. 36o) that the connection of these ideas with the 
Titan myth "is not suggested by Olympiodorus and is merely the 
gratuitous assertion of modern scholars," he seems to have over
looked this passage. (6) lamblichus says of the old Pythagoreans, 
vil. Pylh. 2.4-0, 7rapirrye).).op 'YaP 8apd. a).M}..ou p'J) 8latr7ril' TOP lv 
~aUTo'is 8ebv. It has apparently escaped notice that he is alluding 
to the same doctrine as Olympiodorus (the use of the verb 8lacnriv 
makes this fairly certain). We do not know what his source was; 
but even lamblichus would hardly represent as an old-Pythago
rean trbp{Jo).ov something which had just been invented by Pcr
phyry. Its real age cannot be exactly determined; but it is a rea
sonable guess that, like the Titan myth itself, Porphyry found it 
in Xenocrates. If so, Plato will hardly have been ignorant of ·t. 
But Plato had a good reason for not using this element of the 
myth: he could identify the irrational impulses with the Titans, 
but to equate the divine in man with the Dionysiac was repugnant 
to a rationalist philosophy. 

•.16 Keith, Rei. and Phi/. of Peda and Upanishads, 519· 



VI 
Rationalism and Reaction in the 
Classical Age 

The major adoances in t;ioilisation are processes which 
all !Jut wreclc the socitlies in which they occur. 

A. N. WHITEHEAD 

IN THE previous chapters of this book I have 
tried to illustrate within a particular field of belief the slow, 
age-long building up, out of the deposit left by successive 
religious movements, of what Gilbert Murray in a recently 
published lecture has called "the Inherited Conglomerate.''• 
The geological metaphor is apt, for religious growth is geo
logical: its principle is, on the whole and with exceptions, 
agglomeration, not substitution. A new belief-pattern very 
seldom effaces c;ompletely the pattern that was there before: 
either the old lives on as an element in the new-sometimes an 
unconfessed and half-unconscious element-or else the two 
persist side by side, logically incompatible, but contemporane
ously accepted by different individuals or even by the same 
individual. As an example of the first situation, we have seen 
how Homeric notions like ale were taken up into, and trans
formed by, the archaic guilt-eulture. As an example of the 
second, we have seen how the Classical Age inherited a whole 
series of inconsistent pictures of the "soul" or "self"-the 
living corpse in the grave, the shadowy image in Hades, the 
perishable breath that is spilt in the air or absorbed in the 
aether, the daemon that is reborn in other bodies. Though of 
varying age and derived from different culture-patterns, all 

• For notes to chapter vi see pages 195-2o6. 
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these pictures persisted in the background of fifth-eentury 
thinking; you could take some one of them seriously, or more 
than one, or even all, since there was no Established Church 
to assure you that this was true and the other false. On ques
tions like that there was no "Greek view," but only a muddle of 
conflicting answers. 

Such, then, was the Inherited Conglomerate at the end of 
the Archaic Age, historically intelligible as the reflex of changing 
human needs over many successive generations, but intellectu
ally a mass of confusion. We saw in passing how Aeschylus 
attempted to master this confusion and to elicit from it some
thing which made moral sense. • But in the period between 
At>schylus and Plato the attempt was not renewed. In that 
period the gap between the beliefs of the people and tite 
beliefs of the intellectuals, which is already implicit in Homer,3 

widens to a complete breach, and prepares the way for the grad
ual dissolution of the Conglomerate. With certain conse
quences of this process, and of the attempts that were made 
to check it, I shall be concerned in the remaining chapters. 

The process itself-does not, in its general aspect, form part 
of my subject. It belongs to the history of Greek rationalism, 
which has been written often enough,4 But certain things are 
perhaps worth saying about it. One is that the "Aufklarung" 
or Enlightenment was not initiated by the Sophists. It seems 
desirable to say this, because there are still people who talk 
as if "Enlightenment" and Sophistic Movement were the same 
thing, and proceed to envelope both in the same blanket of con
demnation or (less often) approval. The Enlightenment is 
of course much older; its roots are in sixth-eentury lonia; 
it is at work in Hecataeus, Xenophanes, and Heraclitus, and in 
a later generation is carried further by speculative scientists 
like Anaxagoras and Democritus. Hecataeus is the first Greek 
who admitted that he found Greek mythology "funny,"s and 
set to work to make it less funny by inventing rationalist ex
planations, while his contemporary Xenophanes attacked the 
Homeric and Hesiodic myths from the moral angle.6 More 
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important for our purposes is the statement that Xenophanes 
denied the validity of divination (pcum~) :7 if this is true, it 
means that, almost. alone among classical Greek thinkers, he 
swept aside not only the pseudo-science of reading omens 
but the whole deep-seated complex of ideas about inspiration 
which occupied us in an earlier chapter. But his decisive contri
bution was his discovery of the relativity of religious ideas. 
"If the ox could paint a picture, his god would look like an 
ox" :1 once that had been said, it could only be a matter of 
time before the entire fabric of traditional belief began to 
loosen. Xenophanes was himself a deeply religious man; ht> had 
his private faith in a god "who is not like men in appearance or 
in mind."' But he was conscious that it was faith, not knowl
edge. No man, he says, has ever had, or ever will have, sure 
knowledge about gods; even if he should chance to hit on the 
exact truth, he cannot know that he has done so, though we 
can all have our opinions.'0 That honest distinction between 
what is knowable and what is not appears again and again in 
fifth-eentury thought," and is surely one of its chief glories; 
it is the foundation of scientific humility. 

Again, if we turp to the fragments of Heraclitus, we find 
a whole series of direct assaults on the Conglomerate, some of 
which concern the types of belief we have considered in previ
ous chapters. His denial of validity to dream-experience we 
have already noticed.12 He made fun of ritual catharsis, com
paring those who purge blood with blood to a man who should 
try to wash off dirt by bathing in mud.' 3 That was a direct blow 
at the consolations of religion. So was his complaint that "the 
customary mysteries" were conducted in an unholy manner, 
though unluckily we do not know on what the criticism was 
based or exactly what mysteries he had in mind.'4 Again, the 
saying PEICbts IC07rpl.wP 1Kfl}..f1Tln-Epol, "dead is nastier than dung," 
might have been approved by Socrates, but it was a studied 
insult to ordinary Greek sentiment: it dismisses in three words 
all the pother about burial rites which figures so largely both in 
Attic tragedy and in Greek military history, and indeed the 
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whole tangle of feelings which centred round the ghost-eorpse.'5 

Another three-word maxim, ~8os av8p&J1rCf' 8alpwP, "character is 
destiny,, similarly dismisses by implication the whole set of 
archaic beliefs about inborn luck and divine temptation.•' And 
finally, Heraclitus had the temerity to attack what to this day 
is still a leading feature of Greek popular religion, the cult of 
images, which he declared was like talking to a man's house 
instead of talking to its owner.' 7 Had Heraclitus been an 
Athenian, he would pretty certainly have been had up for 
blasphemy, as Wilamowitz says.•• 

However, we must n::>t exaggerate the influence of these early 
pioneers. Xenophanes, and still more Heraclitus, give the im
pression of being isolated figures even in Ionia,'' and it was a 
long time before their ideas found any echo on the Mainland. 
Euripides is the first Athenian of whom we can say with confi
dence that he had read Xenophanes,•o and he is also repre
sented as introducing the teaching of Heraclitus for the first 
time to the Athenian public.•• But by Euripides' day the 
Enlightenment had been carried much further. It was probably 
Anaxagoras who taught him to call the divine sun "a golden 
clod,"•• and it may have been the same philosopher who in
spired his mockery of the professional seers;•J while it was cer
tainly the Sophists who set him and his whole generation dis
cussing fundamental moral questions in terms of N6m6s 
versus Physis, "Law" or "Custom" or "Convention" versus 
"Nature.'' 

I do not propose to say much about this celebrated antithesis, 
whose origin and ramifications have been carefully examined in 
a recent book by a young Swiss scholar, Felix Heinimann.•4 
But it may not be superfluous to point out that thinking in 
these terms could lead to widely different conclusions according 
to the meaning you assigned to the terms themselves. No11J()s 
could stand for the Conglomerate, conceived as the inherited 
burden of irrational custom; or it could stand for an arbi
trary rule consciously imposed by certain classes in their own 
interest; or it could stand for a rational system of State law, 
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the achievement which distinguished Greeks from barbarians. 
Similarly Physis could represent an unwritten, unconditionally 
valid "natural law," against the particularism of local custom; 
or it could represent the "natural rights" of the individual, 
against the arbitrary requirements of the State; and this in 
turn could pass-as always happens when rights are asserted 
without a corresponding recognition of duties-into a pure 
anarchic immoralism, the "natural right of the stronger" as 
expounded by the Athenians in the Melian Dialogue and by 
Callicles in the Gorgias. It is not surprising that an antithesis 
whose terms were so ambiguous led to a vast amount of argu
ment at cross-purposes. But through the fog of confused and for 
us fragmentary controversy we can dimly perceive two great 
issues being fought out. One is the ethical question concern
ing the source and the validity of moral and political obliga
tion. The other is the psychological question concerning the 
springs of human conduct-why do men behave as they do, 
and how can they be induced to behave better? It is only the 
second of these issues which concerns us here. 

On that issue the first generation of Sophists, in particular 
Protagoras, seem to have held a view whose optimism is pathet
ic in retrospect, but historically intelligible. "Virtue or Effi
ciency (artlt) could be taught": by criticising his traditions, by 
modernising the Nomos which his ancestors had created and 
eliminating from it the last vestiges of "barbarian silliness,"2S 
man could acquire a new Art of Living, and human life could be 
raised to new levels hitherto undreamed of. Such a hope is 
understandable in men who had witnessed the swift growth of 
material prosperity after the Persian Wars, and the unexampled 
flowering of the spirit that accompanied it, culminating in the 
unique achievements of Periclean Athens. For that generation, 
the Golden Age was no lost paradise of the dim past, as Hesiod 
had believed; for them it lay not behind but ahead, and not so 
very far ahead either. In a civilised community, declared Pro
tagoras robustly, the very worst citizen was already a better 
man than the supposedly noble savage.26 Better, in fact, fifty 
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years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay. But history has, alas, 
a short way with optimists. Had Tennyson experienced the 
latest fifty years of Europe he might, I fancy, have reconsidered 
his preference; and Protagoras before he died had ample 
ground for revising his. Faith in the inevitability of progress 
had an even shorter run in Athens than in England."7 

In what I take to be a quite early dialogue, Plato set this 
Protagorean view of human nature over against the Socratic. 
Superficially, the two have much in common. Both use the 
traditional•• utilitarian language: "good" means "good for the 
individual," and is not distinguished from the "profitable" 
or the "useful." And both have the traditional•' intellectualist 
approach: they agree, against the common opinion of their 
time, that if a man really knew what was good for him he would 
act on his knowledge. 30 Each, however, qualifies his intellectual
ism with a different sort of reservation. For Protagoras, artlt 
can be taught, but not by an intellectual discipline: one "picks 
it up," as a child picks up his native language;3' it is trans
mitted not by formal teaching, but by what the anthropologists 
call "social control." For Socrates, on the other hand, arelt is 
or should be epislimi, a branch of scientific knowledge: in this 
dialogue he is even made to talk as if its appropriate method 
were the nice calculation of future pains and pleasures, and I 
am willing to believe that he did at times so talk. 3• Yet he is 
also made to doubt whether arelt can be taught at all, and this 
too I am willing to accept as historical.u For to Socrates artlt 
was something which proceeded from within outward; it was 
not a set of behaviour-patterns to be acquired through habitua
tion, but a consistent attitude of mind springing from a steady 
insight into the nature and meaning of human life. In its self
consistency it resembled a science;34 but I think we should be 
wrong to interpret the insight as purely logical-it involved tlte 
whole man . .JS Socrates no doubt believed in "following the 
argument wherever it led"; but he found that too often it led 
only to fresh questions, and where it failed him he was pre
pared to follow other guides. We should not forget that he took 
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both dreams and oracles very seriously,36 and that he habitually 
heard and obeyed an inner voice which knew more than he did 
(if we can believe Xenophon,37 he called i.t, quite simply, "the 
voice of God"). 

Thus neither Protagoras nor Socrates quite fits the popular 
modern conception of a "Greek rationalist." But what seems to 
us odd is that both of them dismiss so easily the part played by 
emotion in determining ordinary human behavior. And we 
know from Plato that this seemed odd to their contemporaries 
also; on this matter there was a sharp cleavage between the 
intellectuals and the common man. "Most people," says 
Socrates, "do not think of knowledge as a force (lcrxup6P), much 
less a dominant or ruling force: they think a man may often 
have knowledge while he is ruled by something else, at one 
time anger, at another pleasure or pain, sometimes love, very 
often fear; they really picture knowledge as a slave which 
is kicked about by all these other things."31 Protagoras agrees 
that this is the common view, but considers it not worth dis
cussing-"the common man will say anything."Jt Socrates, 
who does discuss it, explains it away by translating it into 
intellectual terms: the nearness of an immediate pleasure or 
pain leads to false judgements analogous to errors of visual 
perspective; a scientific moral arithmetic would correct these.4° 

It is unlikely that such reasoning impressed the common 
man. The Greek had always felt the experience of passion as 
something mysterious and frightening, the experience of a 
force that was in him, possessing him, rather than possessed 
by him. The very word pllhos testifies to that: like its Latin 
equivalent passio, it means something that "happens to" a 
man, something of which he is the passive victim. Aristotle 
compares the man in a state of passion to men asleep, insane, 
or drunk: his reason, like theirs, is in suspense. 41 We saw in 
earlier chapters4• how Homer's heroes and the men of the Ar
chaic Age interpreted such experience in religious terms, as ale, 
as a communication of menos, or as the direct working of a 
daemon who uses the human mind and body as his instrument. 
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That is the usual view of simple people: "the primitive under 
the influence of strong passion considers himself as possessed, 
or ill, which for him is the same thing."u That way of thinking 
was not dead even in the late fifth century. Jason at the end of 
the Medea can explain his wife's conduct only as the act of an 
alas/or, the daemon created by unatoned bloodguilt; the Chorus 
of the Hippolytus think that Phaedra may be possessed, and 
she herself speaks at first of her condition as the ale of a 
daemon. 44 

But for the poet, and for the educated part of his audience, 
this language has now only the force of a traditional symbolism. 
The daemonic world has withdrawn, leaving man alone with his 
passions. And this is what gives Euripides' studies of crime 
their peculiar poignancy: he shows us men and women nakedly 
confronting the mystery of evil, no longer as an alien thing 
assailing their reason from without, but as a part of their own 
being--16cn lw6pi.J~ 8a.lpwP. Yet, for ceasing to be supernatural, 
it is not the less mysterious and terrifying. Medea knows th;;.t 
she is at grips, not with an alas/or, but with her own irrational 
self, her lhumos. She entreats that self for mercy, as a slave 
begs mercy of a brutal master. 45 But in vain: the springs of 
action are hidden in the lhumos where neither reason nor pity 
can reach them. "I know what wickedness I am about to do; but 
the thumos is stronger than my purposes, lhumos, the root of 
man's worst acts."46 On these words, she leaves the stage; 
when she returns, she has condemned her children to death 
and herself to a lifetime of foreseen unhappiness. For Medea 
has no Socratic "illusions of perspective"; she makes no mistake 
in her moral arithmetic, any more than she mistakes her passion 
for an evil spirit. Therein lies her supreme tragic quality. 

Whether the poet had Socrates in mind when he wrote the 
Medea, I do not know. But a conscious rejection of the Socratic 
theory has been ·seen,47 I think rightly, in the famous words 
that he put into the mouth of Phaedra three years later. Mis
conduct, she says, does not depend on a failure of insight, "for 
plenty of people have a good understanding." No, we know and 
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recognise our good, but fail to act on the knowledge: either 
a kind of inertia obstructs us, or we are distracted from 
our purpose by ".some pleasure."• This does look as if it 
had a controversial point, for it goes beyond what the dra
matic situation requires or even suggests.49 Nor do these pas
sages stand alone; the moral impotence of the reason is asserted 
more than once in fragments from lost plays.50 But to judge 
from extant pieces, what chiefly preoccupied Euripides in his 
later work was not so much the impotence of reason in man as 
the wider doubt whether any rational purpose could be seen 
in the ordering of human life and the governance of the world. 51 

That trend culminates in the Bacchae, whose religious content 
is, as a recent critic has said,52 the recognition of a "Beyond'' 
which is outside our moral categories and inaccessible to our 
reason. I do not maintain that a consistent philosophy of life 
can be extracted from the plays (nor should we demand this of 
a dramatist writing in an age of doubt). But if we must attach 
a label, I still think that the word "irrationalist," which I 
once suggested,53 fits Euripides better than any other. 

This does not imply that Euripides followed the extreme 
Physis school, who provided human weakness with a fashionable 
excuse by declaring that the passions were "natural" and there
fore right, morality a convention and therefore a shackle to be 
cast off. "Be natural," says the Unjust Cause in the Clouds; 
"kick up your heels, laugh at the world, take no shame for 
anything."S4 Certain characters in Euripides follow this coun
sel, if in a less lighthearted manner. "Nature willed it," says 
an erring daughter, "and nature pays no heed to rules: we 
women were made for this."55 "I don't need your advice," says 
a homosexual; "I can see for myself, but nature constrains 
me."s6 Even the most deeply rooted of man's taboos, the pro
hibition of incest, is dismissed with the remark, "There's 
nothing shameful but thinking makes it so."n There must 
have been young people in Euripides' circle who talked like 
that (we are familiar ·with their modern counterparts). But I 
doubt if the poet shared their opinions. For his Choruses re-
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peatedly go out of their way to denounce, without much dra
matic relevance, certain persons who "slight the law, to gratify 
lawless impulse," whose aim is ev Ka.KOUP'YE'iP, "to do wrong and 
get away with it," whose theory and practice is "above the 
laws," for whom aidos and artlt are mere words.51 Tltese un
named persons are surely the Physis men, or the pupils of the 
Physis men, the "realist" politicians whom we meet in Thucydi
des. 

Euripides, then, if I am right about him, reflects not only the 
Enlightenment, but also the reaction against the Enlighten
ment-at any rate he reacted against the rationalist psychology 
of some of its exponents and the slick immoralism of others. 
To the violence of the public reaction there is, of course, other 
testimony. The audience that saw the Clouds was expected to 
enjoy the burning down of the Thinking Shop, and to care 
little if Socrates were burnt with it. But satirists are bad wit
nesses, and with sufficient good will it is possible to believe that 
the Clouds is just Aristophanes' friendly fun.59 More secure 
deductions can perhaps be drawn from a less familiar bit of 
evidence. A fragment of Lysias60 makes us acquainted with a 
certain dining-club. This club had a ct.rious and shocking 
name: its members called themselves Ka.KCiitupoP«rTa.l, a profane 
parody of the name 'A'Yo.600a.lpOPWTa.l which respectable social 
clubs sometimes adopted. Liddell and Scott translate it "devil
worshippers," and that would be the literal meaning; but Lysias 
is no doubt right in saying that they chose the title "to make 
fun of the gods and of Athenian custom." He further tells us 
that they made a point of dining on unlucky days (.qpiJXU 
a'lf'fXPp6.8es), which suggests that the club's purpose was to 
exhibit its scorn of superstition by deliberately tempting the 
gods, deliberately doing as many unlucky things as possible, 
including the adoption 'of an unlucky name. One might think 
this pretty harmless. But according to Lysias the gods were 
not amused: most of the members of the club died young, and 
the sole survivor, the poet Kinesias,6

' was afflicted with a 
chronic disease so painful as to be worse than death. This un-
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important story seems to me to illustrate two things rather well. 
It illustrates the sense of liberation-liberation from meaning
less rules and irrational guilt-feelings-which the Sophists 
brought with them, and which made their teaching so attrac
tive to the high-spirited and intelligent young. And it also 
shows how strong was the reaction against such rationalism in 
the breast of the average citizen: for Lysias evidently relies on 
the awful scandal of the dining-club to discredit Kinesias' testi
mony in a lawsuit. 

But the most striking evidence of the reaction against the 
Enlightenment is to be seen in the successful prosecutions of 
intellectuals on religious grounds which took place at .Atht>ns in 
the last third of the fifth century. About 432 B.C.62 or a year or 
two later, disbelief in the supernatural63 and the teaching of 
astronomy64 were made indictable offences. The next thirty
odd years witnessed a series of heresy trials which is unique in 
Athenian history. The victims included most of the leaders of 
progressive thought at Athens-Anaxagoras,65 Diagoras, Socra
tes, almost certainly Protagoras also,66 and possibly Euripides.67 

In all these cases save the last the prosecution was successful: 
Anaxagoras may have been fined and banished; Diagoras 
escaped by flight; so, probably, did Protagoras; Socrates, who 
could have done the same, or could have asked for a sentence of 
banishment, chose to stay and drink the hemlock. All these 
were famous people. How many obscurer persons may have 
suffered for their opinions we do not know.68 But the evidence 
we have is more than enough to prove that the Great Age of 
Greek Enlightenment was also, like our own time, an Age of 
Persecution-banishment of scholars, blinkering of thought, 
and even (if we can believe the tradition about Protagoras)69 

burning of books. 
This distressed and puzzled nineteenth-century professors, 

who had not our advantage of familiarity with this kind of 
behaviour. It puzzled them the more because it happened at 
Athens, the "school of Hellas," the "headquarters of phi
losophy," and, so far as our information goes, nowhere else.7° 
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Hence a tendency to cast doubt on the evidence wherever 
possible; and where this was not possible, to explain that the 
real motive behind the prosecutions was political. Up to a 
point, this was doubtless true, at least in some of the cases: the 
accusers of Anaxagoras were presumably, as Plutarch says, 
striking at his patron Pericles; and Socrates might well have 
escaped condemnation had he not been associated with men 
like Critias and Alcibiades. But granting all this, we have still 
to explain why at this period a charge of irreligion was so 
often selected as the surest means of suppressing an unwelcome 
voice or damaging a political opponent. We seem driven to 
assume the existence among the masses of an exasperated re
ligious bigotry on which politicians could play for their own 
purposes. And the exasperation must hive had a cause. 

Nilsson has suggested7' that it was whipped up by the pro
fessional diviners, who saw in the advance of rationalism a 
threat to their prestige, and even to their livelihood. That 
seems quite likely. The proposer of the decree which set off 
the series of prosecutions was the professional diviner Di
opeithes; Anaxagoras had exposed the true nature of sa-called 
"portents";72 while Socrates had a private "oracle"u of his 
own which may well have aroused jealousy.74 The influence of 
diviners, however, had its limits. To judge by the constant 
jokes at their expense in Aristophanes, they were not greatly 
loved or (save at moments of crisis) 75 wholly trusted: like the 
politicians, they might exploit popular sentiment, but they 
were hardly in a position to create it. 

More important, perhaps, was the influence of wartime hys
teria. If we allow for the fact that wars cast their shadows be
fore them and leave emotional disturbances behind them, the 
Age of Persecution coincides pretty closely with the longest 
and most disastrous war in Greek history. The coincidence is 
hardly accidental. It has been observed that "in times of 
danger to the community the whole tendency to conformity is 
greatly strengthened: the herd huddles together and becomes 
more intolerant than ever of 'cranky' opinion."76 We have seen 
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this observation confirmed in two recent wars, and we may 
assume that it was not otherwise in antiquity. Antiquity had 
indeed a conscious reason for insisting on religious conformity 
in wartime, where we have only unconscious ones. To offend the 
gods by doubting their existence, or by calling the sun a stone, 
was risky enough in peacetime; but in war it was practically 
treason-it amounted to helping the enemy. For religion was a 
collective responsibility. The gods were not content to strike 
down the individual offender: did not Hesiod say that whole 
cities often suffered for one bad man?77 That these ideas were 
still very much alive in the minds of the Athenian populace is 
evident from the enormous hysterical fuss created by the muti
lation of the Hermae. 78 

That, I think, is part of the explanation-superstitious terror 
based on the solidarity of the city-state. I should like to be
lieve that it was the whole explanation. But it would be dis
honest not to recognise that the new rationalism carried with it 
real as well as imaginary dangers for the social order. In dis
carding the Inherited Conglomerate, many people discarded 
with it the religious restraints that had held human egotism on 
the leash. To men of strong moral principle-a Protagoras or a 
Democritus-that did not matter: their conscience was adult 
enough to stand up without props. It was otherwise with most 
of their pupils. To them, the liberation of the individual meant 
an unlimited freedom of self-assertion; it meant rights without 
duties, unless self-assertion is a duty; "what their fathers had 
called self-eontrol they called an excuse for cowardice."" 
Thucydides put that down to war mentality, and no doubt this 
was the immediate cause; Wilamowitz rightly remarked that 
the authors of the Corcyraean massacres did not have to learn 
about the transvaluation of values from a course of lectures by 
Hippias. The new rationalism did not enable men to behave like 
beasts-men have always been able to do that. But it enabled 
them to justify their brutality to themselves, and that at a 
time when the external temptations to brutal conduct were par
ticularly strong. As someone has said in reference to our own en-
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lightened age, seldom have so many babies been poured out with 
so little bath-water.80 Therein lay the immediate danger, a 
danger which has always shown itself when an Inherited Con
glomerate was in process of breaking down. In Professor Mur
ray's words, "Anthropology seems -to show that these In
herited Conglomerates have practically no chance of being true 
or even sensible; and, on the other hand, that no society can 
exist without them or even submit to any drastic correction of 
them without social danger."'• Of the latter truth there was, I 
take it, some confused inkling in the minds of the men who 
charged Socrates with corrupting the young. Their fears were 
not groundless; but as people do when they are frightened, 
they struck with the wrong weapon and they struck the wrong 
man. 

The Enlightenment also affected the social fabric in another 
and more permanent way. What Jacob Burckhardt said of 
nineteenth-eentury religion, that it was "rationalism for the 
few and magic for the many," might on the whole be said of 
Greek religion from the late fifth century onwards. Thanks to 
the Enlightenment, and the absence of universal education, the 
divorce between the beliefs of the few and the beliefs of the 
many was made absolute, to the injury of both. Plato is almost 
the last Greek intellectual who seems to have real social roots; 
his successors, with very few exceptions, make the impression 
of existing beside society rather than in it. They are "sapi
entes" first, citizens afterwards or not at all, and their touch 
upon contemporary social realities is correspondingly unce:
tain. This fact is familiar. What is-less often noticed is the re
gressiveness of popular religion in the Age of Enlightenment. 
The first signs of this regression appeared during the Pelopon
nesian War, and were doubtless in part due to the war. Under 
the stresses that it generated, people began to slip back from 
the too difficult achievement of the Periclean Age; cracks 
appeared in the fabric, and disagreeably primitive things poked 
up here and there through the cracks. When that happened, 
there was no longer any effective check on their growth. As the 
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intellectuals withdrew further into a world of their own, the 
popular mind was left increasingly defenceless, though it must 
be said that for several generations the comic poets continued 
to do their best. The loosening of the ties of civic religion began 
to set men free to choose their own gods, instead of simply 
worshipping as their fathers had done; and, left without guid
ance, a growing number relapsed with a sigh of relief into the 
pleasures and comforts of the primitive. 

I shall conclude this chapter by giving some examples of 
what I call regression. One instance we have already had occa
sion to notice1"-the increased demand for magical healing 
which within a generation or two transformed Asclepius from a 
minor hero into a major god, and made his temple at Epidaurus 
a place of pilgrimage as famous as Lourdes is to-day. It is a 
reasonable guess that his fame at Athens (and perhaps else
where too) dated from the Great Plague of 43o,ll That visita
tion, according to Thucydides, convinced some people that 
religion was useless, 14 since piety proved no protection against 
bacilli; but it must have set others looking for a new and better 
magic. Nothing could be done at the time; but in 420, during 
the interval of peace, Asclepius was solemnly inducted into 
Athens, accompanied, or more probably represented, by his 
Holy Snake.a.s Until a house could be built for him, he enjoyed 
the hospitality of no less a 'Person than the poet Sophocles-a 
fact which has its bearing on the understanding of Sophocles' 
poetry. As Wilamowitz observed,16 one cannot think that 
either Aeschylus or Euripides would have cared to entertain a 
Holy Snake. But nothing illustrates better the polarisation 
of the Greek mind at this period than the fact that the genera
tion which paid such honour to this medical reptile saw also the 
publication of some of the most austerely scientific of the 
Hippocratic treatises. 87 

A second example of regression may be seen in the fashion 
for foreign cults, mostly of a highly emotional, "orgiastic" 
kind, which developed with surprising suddenness during the 
Peloponnesian War.•• Before it was over, there had appeared at 
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Athens the worship of the Phrygian "Mountain Mother," 
Cybele, and that of her Thracian counterpart, Bendis; the 
mysteries of the Thraco-Phrygian Sabazius, a sort of savage 
un-Hellenised Dionysus; ~nd the rites of the Asiatic "dying 
gods," Attis and Adonis. I have discussed this significant de
velopment elsewhere,'' so shall not say more about it here. 

A generation or so later, we find the regression taking an 
even cruder form. That in the fourth century there was at 
Athens plenty of "magic for the many," and in the most 
literal sense of the term, we know from the first-hand evidence 
of the "defixiones." The practice of defi:..io or KaTU&cns 
was a kind of magical attack. It was believed that you could 
bind a person's will, or cause his death, by invoking upon 
him the curse of the underworld Powers; you inscribed t~e 
curse on something durable, a leaden tablet or a potsherd, and 
you placed it for choice in a dead man's grave. Hundreds of 
such "defixiones" have been found by excavators in many parts 
of the Mediterranean world,tO and indeed similar practices are 
observed occasionally to-day, both in Greece'' and in other 
parts of Europe.'" But it seems significant that the oldest ex
amples so far discovered come from Greece, most of them from 
Attica; and that while exceedingly few examples can be referred 
with certainty to the fifth century, in the fourth they are sudden
ly quite numerous.u The persons cursed in them include well
known public figures like Phocion and Demosthenes,'4 which 
suggests that the practice was not confined to slaves or aliens. 
Indeed, it was sufficiently common in Plato's day for him to 
think it worth while to legislate against it,95 as also against the 
kindred method of magical attack by maltreating a wax image 
of one's enemy."' Plato makes it clear that people were really 
afraid of this magical aggression, and he would prescribe 
severe legal penalties for it (in the case of professional magicians 
the death penalty), not because he himself believes in black 
magic-as to that he professes to have an open mind97-but 
because black magic expresses an evil will and has evil psycho
logical effects. Nor was this merely the private fussiness of an 
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elderly moralist. From a passage in the speech Against Aristogei
ton'1 we may infer that in the fourth century attempts were 
actually made to repress magic by drastic legal action. Taking 
all this evidence together, in contrast with the almost complete 
silence of our fifth-eentury sources," I am inclined to con
clude that one effect of the Enlightenment was to provoke in 
the second generation'00 a revival of magic. That is not so 
paradoxical as it sounds: has not the breakdown of another 
Inherited Conglomerate been followed by similar manifesta
tions in our own age? 

All the symptoms I have mentioned-the revival of incuba
tion, the taste for orgiastic religion, the prevalence of magical 
attack-can be viewed as regressive; they were in a. sense a 
return of the past. But they were. also, in another aspect, 
portents of things to come. As we shall see in the final chapter, 
they point forward to characteristic features of the Greco
Roman world. But before we come to that, we must consider 
Plato's attempt to stabilise the situation. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER VI 

• Gilbert Murray, Gretlc Studies, 66 f. 
• Chap. ii, pp. 39 f. 
J This point is made most forcibly, if with some exaggeration, by 

Pfister, Religion d. Griechtn u. Romer, Bursian's Jahresbericht, 229 
(1930) 219. Cf. chap. ii, pp. 43 f. 

4 See, in particular, the recent book of Wilhelm Nestle, Pom 
Mythos zum Logos, the purpose of which is to exhibit "the pro
gressive replacement of mythological by rational thinking among 
the Greeks." 

s Hecataeus, fr. 1 Jacoby; cf. Nestle, op. cit., 134 ff. Hecataeus ra
tionalised mythological bogies like Cerberus (fr. 27), and possibly 
all the other horrors of Tci lP Ataou. That he was personally 
aBtlcrwalpc.~P appears from his advice to his countrymen to ap
propriate to secular uses the treasures of Apollo's oracle at Branchi
dae (Hdt. 5·36.3). Cf. Momigliano, dtme e Roma, 12 (1931) 139, 
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and the way in which Diodorus and Plutarch present the similar 
action of Sulla (Diod. 38/9, fr. 7; Plut. Sui/a 12). 

6 Xenophanes, frs. 11 and 12 Diels. 
7 Cic. dio. 1.5; Aetius, 5.1.1 ( = Xenophanes, A 52). Cf. his natural

istic explanations of the rainbow (fr. 32) and of St. Elmo's fire 
(A 39), both of which are traditional portents. 

1 Xenophanes, fr. 15 (cf. 14 and 16). 
t Fr .. 23. Cf. Jaeger, Theology, 42 ff. As Murray says (op. cit., 69), 

"That 'or in mind' gives food for thought. It reminds one of the 
mediaeval Arab mystic who said that to call God 'just' was as 
foolishly anthropomorphic as to say that he had a beard." a. 
the God of Heraclitus, for whom human distinctions of "just" and 
"unjust" are meaningless, since he perceives everything as just 
(fr. 102 Diels). 

lo Fr. 34· 
11 Cf. Heraclitus, fr. 28; Alcmaeon, fr. 1; Hipp. oet. med. 1, with 

Festugiere ad loe.; Gorgias, He/. 13; Eur. fr. 795· 
12 See chap. iv, p. n8. 
1 l Heraclitus, fr. S· If fr. 69 is to be trusted, he did not dispense 

altogether with the concept of KMa.pun; but he may have trans
posed it, like Plato, to the moral and intellectual plane. 

14 Fr. 14. The antecedent reference to fJaKXOl and }.ijva.l suggests that 
he had Dionysiac (not "Orphic") mysteries especially in mind; 
but in the form in which it is transmitted, his condemnation ap
pears not to be limited to these. Whether he intended to condemn 
mysteries as such, or only their methods, cannot, I think, be de
termined with certainty, though it is plain from the company in 
which he puts them that he had little sympathy with p.btrTm. 
Fr. 15 throws no light on the question, even if we could be sure of 
its meaning: the ,Pa.>.MKO. were not a p.ufTTI,plol'. As to the much
discussed equation of Dionysus with Hades in that fragment, I 
take this to be a Heraclitean paradox, not an "Orphic mystery
doctrine," and am inclined to agree with those who see in it a 
condemnation of the ,Pa.>.MKa, not an excuse for them (the life of 
the senses is the death of the soul, cf. frs. 77, 117, and Diels, 
Heralcleitos, 20). 

IS Fr.~. Cf. Plato, Phaedo use; and for the sentiments attacked, 
chap. v, pp. 136 f. 

16 Fr. u9; cf. chap. ii, p. 42. Fr. 1o6 similarly attacks the super
stition about "lucky" and "unlucky" days. 

17 Fr. 5· On the modern cult of holy icons (statues being forbidden) 
see B. Schmidt, P ollcsle!Jen, 49 ff. 
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•• Glau!Je, I1.209. Heraclitus' significance as an dujlcliirer is rightly 
emphasised by Gigon, Untersuchungen zu Heralclit, IJI ff., and 
(despite what seems to me a questionable interpretation of fr. IS) 
by Nestle, op. cit., 98 ff. His doctrine has, of course, other and no 
less important aspects, but they do not concern the subject of 
this book. 

•t Cf. Xenophanes, fr. 8; Heraclitus, frs. I, 57, Io4, etc. 
20 The similarity between Eur. fr. 282 and Xenophanes, fr. 2 was 

noticed by Athenaeus, and seems too close to be accidental; cf. 
also Eur. Her. IJ4I-IJ46 with Xenophanes A 32 and B II and I2. 
On th~ other hand, the resemblance of Aesch. Supp. Ioo-I04 to 
Xenophanes B 25--26, though interesting, is hardly specific enough 
to establish that Aeschylus had read or heard the Ionian. 

21 Diog. Laert. 2.22. Heraclitus' critique of irrational ritual has in 
fact echoes in Euripides (Nestle, Euripides, so, II8); though 
these need not be direct borrowings (Gigon, op. cit., I4I). Euripides 
is described as a noted collector of books (Athen. JA; cf. Eur. fr. 
3~ on the pleasures of reading, and Ar. Ran. 943). 

22 Eur. fr. 783. 
2 l Cf. P. Decharme, Euripide et fesprit de son thlatre, 96 ff.; L. Ra

dermacher, Rh. Mus. 53 (I898) SOI ff. 
2 4 F. Heinimann, Nomos und Physis (Basel, I945). For a bibliog

raphy of earlier studies see W. C. Greene, Moira, App. JI. 
2S Cf. Hdt. I.6o.J: a'tr'EKpllh, IK 'tr'a.).a.lTipou TOU fJa.pfJO.pou lBPEOS TO 

'E).).'IIIlKOv, lc}p Ka.t 8E~lWTEpoll Ka.t einJ8l'IS 'I)>.&Blou a7ff1).).a.'Yp.Woll 
p.i).).op. 

26 Plato, Prot. 327co. 
2 7 A measure of the swift decline in confidence is the changed tone 

of the Sophist known as "Anonymus Iamblichi" (PorsoJcr.s, 89), 
who shared Protagoras' belief in .,,p.os and was perhaps his pupil. 
Writing, wemayguess, in the later years of the Peloponnesian War, 
he speaks in the despondent voice of one who has seen the whole 
social and moral order crumble about his head. 

21 On the traditional character of the identification of the "good" 
with the useful, see Snell, Die Entdeclcung des Gtistes, IJI ff. For 
Socratic utilitarianism cf. Xen. Mem. 3·9·4• etc. 

2
' Cf. chap. i, p. I7. So long as O.perl, was conceived in the positive 

way as efficiency, "being good at doing things," it was naturally 
thought of as dependent on knowing how to do them. But by the 
fifth century the masses (to judge from Prot. JS2B and Gorg. 49ID) 
were more impressed by the negative a.spect of O.perl, as control 
of passion, in which the intellectual factor is less obvious. 
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3° Plato, Prot. 3f1A-E. 
3' J!Jid., 327E. The comparison is a fifth-century one, and was prob

ably used by the historical Protagoras, since it appears in the same 
context in Euripides, Suppl. 913 ff. In general, I incline to think 
with Taylor, Wilamowitz, and Nestle that Protagoras' discourse 
(320e-328o) can be taken as a broadly faithful reproduction of 
views which Protagoras actually held, though certainly not as an 
excerpt or precis from one of his works. 

3• Cf. R. Hackforth, "Hedonism in Plato's Protagoras," C~ ~2 
(1928) 39 ff., whose arguments seem very hard to answer. 

u Prot. 319A-320e. This is often said to be "merely ironical," in order 
to eliminate the difference between the sceptical Socrates of this 
dialogue and the Socrates of the Gorgias who has discovered what 
true statesmanship is. But to take it so is to destroy the point of 
the paradox with which the dialogue ends (J6IA). Plato must have 
felt that there was in his master's teaching on this matter a real 
inconsistency, or at any rate obscurity, which needed clearing up. 
In the Gorgias he cleared it up, but in doing so stepped beyond tl:e 
position of the historical Socrates. 

34 The reciprocal implication of the virtues is among the few positive 
doctrines which we can attribute with confidence to the historical 
Socrates (cf. Prot. 3290 ff., Laches, Charmides, Xen. Mem. 3·9·4 f., 
etc.) . 

.JS Cf. Festugiere, Contemplation et oie contemplatioe cha Platon, 68 f.; 
Jaeger, Paideia, 11.65 ff. 

36 Plato, dpol. 33c: ~J.COt 8~ TOiiTo, Ws ey&J tP'IIIl', 1f'potTT~T4KTO.l lnro Toii 
6EOii 7rp6.TTEW Kat ~K p.a.nelwv Kat~~ bu'lf'l'lWP. For dreams cf. also 
Crito 44A, Phaedo 6oE; for oracles, dpol. 21B, Xen. Mem. 1.4-15 
(where Socrates believes in T~pa.Ta. too), dna!J. 3.1.5. But Socrates 
also warned his hearers against treating p.a.vTucl, as a substitute 
for "counting and measuring and weighing" (Xen. Mem. 1.1.9); 
it was a supplement and (as in the case of Chaerephon's oracle) a 
stimulus to rational thought, not a surrogate for it. 

37 Xen. dpol. 12, 6eoii J.!Ol ,pw,.q ,Pa.lvETa.l. Cf. Mem. 4.8.6; Plato (?), 
die. I, 124c. 

38 Plato, Prot. 352Bc. 
lt /!Jid., 353A· 
4• /!Jid., 356c-351E. 
4' Aristotle, E.N. 1147• 11 ff. 
42 Chap. i, pp. 5 ff.; chap. ii, pp. 38 ff. 
u Combarieu, La Musique et/a magie (Etudes de philologie musicale, 

Ill [Paris, 1909]), 66 f., quoted by Boyance, Cultt des Muses, 
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108). Plato speaks of animals in the grip of sexual desire as vocroiina 
(Symp. 207A); and of hunger, thirst, and sexual passion as Tpla 
'IIOCT~IJ.CITCI (Laws 782E-?83A). 

44 Eur. Med. 1333; Hipp. 1 . .p ff., 240. M. Andre Rivier, in his inter
esting and original Essai sur le tragi que d' Euripide (Lausanne, 
1944), thinks that we are meant to take these opinions seriously: 
Medea is literally possessed by a devil (p. 59), and a supernatural 
hand is pouring a poison into Phaedra's soul. But I find this hard 
to accept, anyhow as regards Medea. She, who sees deeper into 
things than the conventional-minded Jason, uses none of this 
religious language (contrast Aeschylus' Clytemnestra, dgam. 1433, 
1475 ff., 1497 ff.). And Phaedra too, when once she has brought 
herself to face her situation, analyses it m purely human terms (on 
the significance of Aphrodite see "Euripides the Irrationalist," 
CR 43 [1929]102). Decisive for the poet's a.ttitude is the Troades, 
where Helen blames her misconduct on a divine agency (940 f., 
948 ff.) only to be crushed by Hecuba's retort, p.7} 6.p.a1Jeis 'II'OlEl 
6eoin To crov KaKov Koap.oucra, p.7} ob 'II'El1111s crof>obs (981 f.). 

u Med. 1056 ff. Cf. Heraclitus, fr. 85: 6u~ p.axecr6al xa>.e'll'lw· a -yd.p 
41' 6Arh 1/luxijs C:WeiTal. 

46 J!Jid., 1078-1o8o. Wilamowitz deleted 1o8o, which from the stand
point of a modern producer injures the effectiveness of the "cur
tain!' But it is in keeping with Euripides' habit of mind that he 
should make Medea generalise her self-analysis, as Phaedra does 
hers. My case, she implies, is not unique: there is civil war in 
every human heart. And in fact these lines became a standard 
textbook example of inner conflict (see below, chap. viii, n. 16). 

47 Wilamowitz, Einleitung i. d. gr. Tragoedie, 25, n. 44; Decharme, 
Euripide et r esprit de son thldtre, 46 f.; and especially Sn.ell, PhiiO
Iogus, 97 (1948) 125 ff. I feel much more doubt about the assumP
tion of Wilamowitz (loe. cit.) and others that Prot. 352B ff. is 
Plato's (or Socrates') "reply" to Phaedra. Why should Plato think 
it necessary to reply to the incidental remarks of a character in a 
play written more than thirty years earlier? And if he did, or if he 
knew that Socrates had done so, why should he not cite Euripides 
by name as he does elsewhere (Phaedra cannot quote Socrates by 
name, but Socrates can quote Phaedra)? I see no difficulty in 
supposing that "the many" at Prot. 352B are just the many: the 
common man has never ignored the power of passion, in Greece or 
elsewhere, and in this place he is credited with no subtleties. 

41 Hipp. 315 ff. 
4' For an attempt to relate the passage as a whole to the dramatic 
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situation and Phaedra's psychology, see CR 39 (1925) 102 ff. But 
cf. Snell, Philologtts, loc. cit., 127 ff., with whom I am now inclined 
to agree. 

so Cf. frs. 572, 840, 8,p, and Pasiphae's speech in her own defence 
(Berl. Kl. Textt, II.73 = Page, Glt. Lit. Papyri, l.74). In the two 
last the traditional religious language is used. 

s• Cf. W. Schadewaldt, Monolog u. Sti!Jstgesprikh, 250 ff.: the "trag
edy of endurance" replaces the "tragedy of 1ra.Bos." I should suppose, 
however, that the Chrysippus, though a late play (produced along 
with the Phoenissae), was a tragedy of d.6M: it became, like the 
Medea, a stock example of the conflict between reason and passion 
(see Nauck on fr. 841), and it clearly reemphasised the point about 
human irrationality. 

52 Rivier, bp. cit., 96 f. Cf. my edition of the play, pp. xl ff. 
53 CR 43 (1929) 97 ff. 
s• Ar. Ntt!J. 1078. 
ss Quoted by Menander, Epitrep. 765 f. Koerte, from the duge (part 

of it was previously known, fr. 920 Nauck). 
s6 Chrysippus, fr. 840. 
57 deolus, fr. 19, Tl 8' alCTXPOI' ~~~ p7} TOlCTl XPWI'kls oo«j7; The 

Sophist Hippias argued that the incest prohibition was convention
al, not "divinely implanted" or instinctive, since it was not uni
versally observed (Xen. Mem. 4.4.20). But Euripides' line under
standably created a scandal: it showed where unlimited ethical 
relativism landed you. Cf. Aristophanes' parody (Ran. 1475); the 
courtesan's use of it against its author (Machon apud Athen. 
582co); and the later stories which make Antisthenes or Plato 
reply to it (Piut. aud. poet. 12, JJC, Serenus apud Stob. 3·5·36 H.). 

sa Her. 778, Or. 823, Ba. 890 ff., /.d. 1089 ff. Cf. Murray, Euripides 
and His dge, 194, and Stier, "Nomos Basileus," Phi/ol. 83 (1928) 
251. 

n So Murray, dristophanes, 94 ff., and more recently Wolfgang 
Schmid, Philol. 97 (1948) 224 ff. I feel less sure about it than 
they do. 

6o Lysias, fr. 73Th. (53 Scheibe), apud Athen. SSIE. 
61 Best known as a favourite butt of Aristophanes (does 1372-1409 

and elsewhere). He was accused of insulting a shrine of Hecate 
(~ Ar. Ran. 366), which would be exactly in keeping with the 
spirit of the club, the 'EKciTata being foci of popular superstition 
(cf. Nilsson, Gesch. I.685 f.). Plato cites him as a typical example 
of the kind of poet who plays to the gallery instead of trying to 
make his audience better men (Gorg. SOIE). 
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61 This is the date indicated for the decree of Diopeithes by Diod. 
12.38 f. and Plut. Per. 32. Adcock, CdH V -478, is inclined to put 
it in 430 and connect it with "the emotions evoked by the plague, 
the visible sign of the anger of heaven"; that may well be right. 

6J Tci 6eia. p7} vopltEll' (Piut. Per. 32). On the meaning of this expres
sion see R. Hackforth, Composition of Plalo's Apology, 6o ff., and 
J. Tate, CR so (1936) 3 ff., SI (1937) 3 ff. O.dfJela. in the sense of 
sacrilege had no doubt always been an offence; what was new 
was the prohibition of neglect of cult or antireligious teaching. 
Nilsson, who clings to the old pretence that "freedom of thought 
and expression was absolute in Athens" (Greek Piety, 79), tries 
to restrict the scope of the prosecutions to offences against cult. 
But the tradition unanimously represents the prosecutions of 
Anaxagoras and Protagoras as based on their theoretical views; 
not their actions. And a society which forbade the one to describe 
the sun as a material object and the other to express uncertainty 
about the existence of gods surely did not allow "absolute freedom 
of thought." 

64 M'Yous 1rept TWP peTa.pflk,)p 8wafiKEw (Piut. i!Jid.). This was doubt
less aimed especially at Anaxagoras, but the disapproval of 
pETEwpo'Nryla. was widespread. It was thought to be not only fool
ish and presumptuous (Gorg. He/. 13, Hipp. oel. med. 1, Plato, 
Rep. 488E, etc.), but also dangerous to religion (Eur. fr. 913, Plato, 
dtJol. 19B, Plut. Nicias 23), and was in the popular mind asso
ciated especially with Sophists (Eupolis, fr. 146, Ar. Nu!J. 36o, 
Plato, Pol. 299B). Cf. W. Capelle, Philol. 71 (1912) 414 ff. 

6s Taylor's dating of the trial of Anaxagoras to 4SO (C~ 11 [1917] 
81 ff.) would make the Enlightenment at Athens and the reaction 
against it start much earlier than the rest of the evidence suggests. 
His arguments seem to me to have been disposed of by E. Derenne, 
us Proces d'impiltl,3o ff., andJ. S. Morrison, CR 3S (1941) s, n. 2. 

66 Burnet (Thales to Plato, 112), and others after him, dismiss the 
widely attested tradition of Protagoras' trial as unhistorical be
cause of Plato, Meno 91 E. But Plato is speaking there of Protago
ras' international reputation as a teacher, which would not be 
diminished by an Athenian heresy-hunt; he was not accused of cor
rupting the young, but of atheism. The trial cannot have taken 
place so late as 411, but the tradition does not say that it did (cf. 
Derenne, op. cit., SI tr.). 

67 Satyros, oil. Eur. fr. 39, col. x (Amim, Suppl. Eur. 6). Cf. Bury, 
CdHV.383 f. 

61 1t is rash to assume that there were no prosecutions but those we 
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happen to have heard of. Scholars have hardly paid enough atten
tion to what Plato makes Protagoras say (Prot. 316c-317B) about 
the risks attendant on the Sophists' trade, which exposes them to 
"great jealousy, and other forms of ill-will and conspiracy, so that 
most of them find it necessary to work under cover." He himself 
has his private safeguards (the friendship of Pericles?) which have 
so far kept him from harm. 

6' Diog. Laert. 9·f1, Cic. nal. deor. 1.63, etc. For the dangers of the 
reading habit cf. Aristophanes, fr. 490: TWrOP TOP 4v8p' ~ fJufJXlo., 
8ut/i}opev ~ Ilp08lKOs ~ Twv Mo>.ecrxwv els -yl TlS. 

7o This may well be an accident of our defective information. If it 
is not, it seems to contradict the claim which Plato puts into Soc
rates' mouth (Gorg. 461E), that Athens allows greater freedom 
of speech than any other place in Greece (the dramatic date of 
this is ajln" the decree of Diopeithes). It is worth noticing, how
ever, that Lampsacus honoured Anaxagoras with a public funeral 
after Athens had cast him out (Aicidamas apud Ar. R.net. 1398b 15). 

7• Nilsson, Grttlc Popular Religion, 133 ff. 
'12 Plut. Pericles 6. 
7J Plato, dpol. 40A: 1) eLwBuia p.ou IJ.a.YTlKfJ 1) Toii 8cupovtou. 
74 Xen. dpol. 14: ol 8ucacrTat 16opbfJouv, ol p.EI' a'll"lCTTOUI'TES TOis 

>.e-yop.II'Dls, ot 8E Kat ,PfJovoiivTES, et Kat 1rapa 6wv p.Eltlwwv ~ abTol 
TU'fXai'Ol. Despite Taylor's ingenious arguments to the con
trary (P aria Socratic a, 10 ff.), I think it impossible to separate the 
charge of introducing Kall'ci 8alp/JI'la from the 8cup.lwwv with 
which both Plato and Xenophon connect it. Cf. A. S. Ferguson, 
C~ 7 (1913) 157 ff.; H. Gomperz, N]!J!J 1924, 141 ff.; R. Hack
forth, Composition of Plato's dpology, 68 ff. 

75 Cf. Thuc. s.I03.2, when things are going badly the masses l'll"t Tcis 
a,Paveis (l}.'ll"l8as) KdlCTTa.YTal1 p.ai'Tlql' TE Kat XPTJCTIJ.OUS. Con
trast Plato, Euthyphro 3c: 61-av Tl >.1-yw lv Tj IKK>.TJcrlq. 'II"Epl TWJI 
6elwv, 'll"po}.l-rWP abTois Tci p.DI.}.ona, KaTa-ye>.Wcrw Ws p.awop.l110u. 

"'R. Crawshay-Williams, The Comforts of Unreason, 28. 
77 Hesiod, Erga 240; cf. Plato, Laws 910B, and chap. ii, n. 43· Lysias' 

attitude is illuminating. "Our ancestors," he says, "by performing 
the prescribed sacrifices left us a city the greatest and most pros
perous in Greece: surely we ought to offer the same sacrifices as 
they did, if only for the sake of the fortune which has resulted 
from those rites" (Jo.I8). This pragmatist view of religion must 
have been pretty common. 

78 Thuc. 6.27 f., 6o. Thucydides naturally stresses the political as
pects of the affair, and indeed it is impossible to read 6.6o without 
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being reminded of the political "purges" and "witch-hunts" of 
our own time. But the root cause of the popular excitement was 
8ewwtupovla: the act was an olwvcn TOii ~IC1I"Mu (6.27.3). 

79 Thuc. 3.82.4. 
lo Nigel Balchin, Lord, I flla.t afraid, 295· 
•• Gilbert Murray, Gretlc Studies, 67. Cf. Frazer's judgement that 

"society has been built and cemented to a great extent on a foun
dation of religion, and it is impossible to loosen the cement and 
shake the foundation without endangering the superstructure" 
(The Belief in Immortality, l.4). T~at there is a real causal conneC
tion between the breakdown of a religious tradition and the un
restricted growth of power politics seems to be confirmed by the 
experience of other ancient cultures, notably the Chinese, where 
the secularist positivism of the Fa Hia school had its practical 
counterpart in the ruthless militarism of the Ts'in Empire. 

h Chap. iv, pp. 111 ff. 
IJ So Kern, Rei. der Griechen, 11.312, and W. S. Ferguson, "The 

Attic Orgeones," Haro. Theol. Reo. 37 (1944) 89, n. 26. It was for 
a like reason that the Asclepius cult was brought to Rome in 
293 B.c. It was in fact, in Nock's words, "a religion of emergen
cies" (CPh 45 [1950] 48). The first extant reference to incubation 
in an Asclepius temple occurs in the Wasps, written within a few 
years of the cessation of the plague. 

14 Thuc. 2.53·4: KplPOPTES b o~ KcU trlfJEll' Kat p.~, IK TOii 'lraPTas 
opiv lv ttrc,J a 'lro}\}.up.IPOus. 

a.s IG 11.2, 496o. On the details see Ferguson, loc. cit., 88 ff. 
"Glau!Je, II.23J. The most probable interpretation of the evidence 

seems to be that Asclepius appeared in a dream or vision (Plu
tarch, non posse suaoiter 22, 1103B) and said, "Fetch me from 
Epidaurus," whereupon they fetched him 8paKWTl elKatrp.IPOv, 
just as the Sicyonians did on the occasion described by Pausanias 
(2.10.3; cf. 3·23.7). 

17 E.g., de oetere medicina, which Festugiere dates ea. 44o-42o; de 
aeri!Jus, lliJUis, locis (thought by Wilamowitz and others to be 
earlier than 430); de mor!Jo sacro (probably somewhat later, cf. 
Heinimann, Nomos u. Physis, 170 ff.). Similarly, the appearance of 
the first known "dreambooks" (chap. iv, p. 119) is contemporary 
with the first attempts to explain dreams on naturalistic lines: here 
too there is polarisation. 

11 The Second Punic War was to produce very similar effects at Rome 
(cf. Livy, 25.1, and J. J. Tierney, Proc. RJ.d. 51 [1947] 94). 

1t Haro. Thtol. Reo, 33 (1940) 171 ff. Since then, see Nilsson, Gesch. 
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l.782 ff., and the important article of Ferguson (above, n. 83), 
which throws much light on the naturalisation of Thracian and 
Phrygian cults at Athens and their diffusion among Athenian 
citizens. The establishment of the public cult of Bendis can now 
be dated, as Ferguson has elsewhere shown (Hesptria, Suppl. 8 
[1949] 131 ff.), to the plague year, 430-429. 

to Over 300 examples were collected and studied by A. Audollent, 
Defixionum tuellae (1904), and others have been found since. A 
supplementary list from central and northern Europe is given by 
Preisendanz, drch.j. Re/. 11 (1933). 

9' Lawson, Mod. Gretlc Folklore, 16 ff. 
92 See Glo!Jus, 79 (1901) 109 ff. Audollent, op. dt., cxxv f., also 

quotes a number of instances, including the case of "a wealthy 
and cultivated gentleman" in Normandy who, when his offer cf 
marriage was rejected, ran a needle through the forehead of a 
photograph of the lady and added the inscription, "God curse 
you I" This anecdote indicates the simple psychological roots of 
this kind of magic. Guthrie has cited an interesting example from 
nineteenth-century Wales (The Gretlcs and Their Gods, 273). 

9J The Attic examples known before 1897 (over 200 in number) were 
separately edited by R. Wiinsch, IG 111.3, Appendix. Additional 
Attic defixiones have since been published by Ziebarth, Gotl. Nach. 
1899, 105 ff., and Berl. Sitz!J. 1934, 1022 ff., and others have been 
found in the Kerameikos (W. Peek, Kerameilcos, 111.89 ff.) and 
the Agora. Among all these there seem to be only two examples 
(Kerameikos 3 and 6) which can be assigned with confidence to 
the fifth century or earlier; on the other hand, a good many are 
shown by persons named to belong to the fourth, and there are 
many in which the spelling and style of the lettering suggest that 
period (R. Wilhelm, tJst.Jahreshtjtt, 7 [1904] 105 ff.). 

94 Wiinsch, no. 2.<4; Ziebarth, Gotl. Nachr. 1899, no. 2, Berl. Sitz/J. 
1934, no. 1 B. 

" Plato, Laws 933A-E. He refers to Ka.T6.8et~por. also at Rep. 364c as 
performed for their clients by 6.'YbpTa.l Ka.l p.lurrels, and at Law 
909B to necromancy as practised by similar people. The witch 
Theoris (n. 98 below) claimed some kind of religious status: Harpo
cration s.v. calls her a p.aPTls, Plutarch, Dem. 14, a Upfla.. There 
was thus no sharp line separating superstition from "religion." 
And in fact the gods invoked in the older Attic Ka.Ta.UfiEls are the 
chthonic deities of ordinary Greek belief, most often Hermes and 
Persephone. It is notewortny, however, that the meaningless for
mulae ('~fila. 'YpiLp.p.a.Ta.) characteristic of later magic were a1-
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ready coming into use, as appears from Anaxilas, fr. 18 Kock, 
and with more certainty from Menander, fr. 371. 

96 Laws 933B: qptlla p.tp.f,p.a.Ta. 'lrE'Ir).a.flp.IPa., efT' l1rl 8fJpa.ts efT' 
l1ri. Tpr.h&xs dT' l1rl p.PI,p.a.flt 'YOPi<.JP. So far as I know, the earliest 
extant reference to this technique is in an inscription of the early 
fourth century from Cyrene, where K71P'"" are said to have been 
publicly used as part of the sanction of an oath taken at the time 
of Cyrene's foundation (Nock, drch.j. Rei. 24 [1926] 172). The 
wax images have naturally perished; but figurines in more durable 
materials with the hands bound behind the back (a literal Ka.T6.-
8et~ts), or with other marks of magical attack, have been found 
fairly often, at least two of them in Attica: see Ch. Dugas's list, 
Bull. Corr. Hell. 39 (1915) 413. 

n Laws 933A: Ta.iiT' oup Ka.l 7rEpl TOta.iiTa. rip.1ra.na. o~E pf,8toP IS1rws 
7rOTE 7rh/IUKEP 'Y''Y"&lfiKEtll M' d Tts 'YPOhJ, 1rel6etP elnrETES blpous. 
The second part of this sentence perhaps hints at a greater degree 
of scepticism than he chooses to express, since the tone of Rep. 
364c (as well as Laws 909B) is definitely sceptical. 

'' [Dem.] 25.79 f., the case of a ,Pa.pp.a.Kls from Lemnos named The
oris, who was put to death at Athens "with her entire family" on 
the information of her maidservant. That this ,Pa.pp.a.Kis was not 
merely a poisoner appears from the reference in the same sentence 
to her ,Papp.a.Ka. Ka.ll7r(fl86.s (and cf. Ar. Null. 749 ff.). According to 
Philochorus, apud Harpocration, s.v. eewpls, the formal charge 
was one of 6.t~lfJeta., and this is probably right: the savage de
struction of the whole family implies a pollution of the community. 
Plutarch (who gives a different account ofthe charge) says, Dem. 
14, that the accuser was Demosthenes-who was himself, as we 
have seen, more than once the object of magical attack. 

tt Mythology apart, there are 'surprisingly few direct referencesjn 
Attic fifth-century literature to awessioe magic, other than love
philtres (Eur. Hipp. 509 ff., Antiphon, 1.9, etc.) and the l7rCf181t 
'Op,pWs, Eur. Cycl. 646. The author of mor!J. sacr. speaks of per
sons allegedly -,rft;a.pp.a.Keup.IPous, "placed under a spell" (VI.362 
L.), and the same thing may be meant at Ar. Thtsm. 534· Other
wise the nearest approach is perhaps to be seen in the word 
Q.pa.).b.,.,s, an "undoer" of spells, said to have been used by the 
early comic poet Magnes (fr. 4). Protective or "white" magic was 
no doubt common: e.g., people wore magic rings as amulets (Eu
polis, fr. 87, Ar. Plut. 883 f. and 2':). But if you wanted a really po
tent witch you had to buy one from Thessaly (Ar. Nu!J. 749 ff.). 

100 There was a comparable gap in the nineteenth century between the 
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breakdown of the belief in Christianity among intellectuals and 
the rise of spiritualism and similar movements in the semi-edu
cated classes (from which some of them have spread to a section 
of the educated). But in the case of Athens one cannot exclude 
the possibility that the revival of aggressive magic dated from the 
despairing last years of the Peloponnesian War. For other possible 
reasons which may have contributed to its popularity in the fourth 
century see Nilsson, Gesch. l.759 f. I cannot think that the multi
plication of "defixiones'' at this time reflects merely an increase in 
literacy, as has been suggested; for they could be written, and prob
ably often were written (Audollent, op. cit., xlv), by professional 
magicians employed for the purpose (Plato speaks as if this were 
so, Rep. 364c). 



VII 
Plato, the Irrational Soul, and the 
Inherited Conglomerate 

Tlm•e is no hope in returning to a traditional faith 
after it has once !Jeen a!Jandoned, since the essential 
condition in the holder of a traditional faith is that he 
should not /mow he is a traditionalist. 

AL GHAZALI 

THE LAST chapter described the decay of the 
inherited fabric of beliefs which set in during the fifth century, 
and some of its earlier results. I propose here to consider 
Plato,s reaction to the situation thus created. The subject is 
important, not only because of Plato,s position in the history 
of European thought, but because Plato perceived more clearly 
than anyone else the dangers inherent in the decay of an In
herited Conglomerate, and because in his final testament to 
the world he put forward proposals of great interest for stabilis
ing the position by means of a counter-reformation. I am well 
aware that to discuss this matter fully would involve an ex
amination of Plato's entire philosophy of life; but in order to 
keep the discussion within manageable limits I propose to con
centrate on seeking answers to two questions: 

First, what importance did Plato himself attach to non
rational factors in human behaviour, and how did he interpret 
them? 

Secondly, what concessions was he prepared to make to the 
irrationalism of popular belief for the sake of stabilising the 
Conglomerate? 

It is desirable to keep these two questions distinct as far as 
possible, though, as we shall see, it is not always easy to decide 

'2.07 
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where Plato is expressing a personal faith and where he is 
merely using a traditional language. In trying to answer the first 
question, I shall have to repeat one or two things which I have 
already said in print; but I shall have something to add o:t 
matters which I did not previously consider. 

One assumption I shall make. I shall assume that Plato's 
philosophy did not spring forth fully mature, either from his 
own head or from the head of Socrates; I shall treat it as an 
organic thing which grew and changed, partly in obedience to 
its inner law of growth, but partly also in response to external 
stimuli. And here it is relevant to remind you that Plato's 
life, like his thought, all but bridges the wide gulf between the 
death of Pericles and the acceptance of Macedonian hegemony.• 
Though it is probable that all his writings belong to the fourth 
century, his personality and outlook were moulded in the fiftl:, 
and his earlier dialogues are still bathed in the remembered 
light of a vanished social world. The best example is to my 
mind the Prolagoras, whose action is set in the golden years 
before the Great War; in its optimism, its genial worldliness, 
its frank utilitarianism, and its Socrates who is still no more 
than life-size, it seems to be an essentially faithful reproduc
tion of the past,l 

Plato's starting-point was thus historically conditioned. As 
the nephew of Charmides and kinsman of Critias, no less than 
as one of Socrates' young men, he was the child of the Enlight
enment. He grew up in a social circle which not only took pride 
in settling all questions before the bar of reason, but had the 
habit of interpreting· all human behaviour in terms of ra
tional self-interest, and the belief that "virtue," arele, con
sisted essentially in a technique of rational living. That pride, 
that habit, and that belief remained with Plato to the end; 
the framework of his thought never ceased to be rationalist. 
But the contents of the framework- came in time to be strangely 
transformed. There were good reasons for that. The transi
tion from the fifth century to the fourth was marked (as our 

1 For notes to chapter vii see pages 224-235. 
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own time has been marked) by events which might well in
duce any rationalist to reconsider his faith. To what moral 
and material ruin the principle of rational self-interest might 
lead a society, appeared in the fate of imperial Athens; to 
what it might lead the individual, in the fate of Critias and 
Charmides and their fellow-tyrants. And on the other hand, 
the trial of Socrates afforded the strange spectacle of the wisest 
man in Greece at the supreme crisis of his life deliberately and 
gratuitously flputing that principle, at any rate as the world 
understood it. 

It was these events, I think, which compelled Plato, not to 
abandon rationalism, but to transform its meaning by giving 
it a metaphysical extension. It took him a long time, perhaps a 
decade, to digest the new problems. In those years he no doubt 
turned over in his mind certain significant sayings of Socrates, 
for example, that "the human psyche has something divine 
about it" and that "one's first interest is to look after its 
health."4 But I agree with the opinion of the majority of schol
ars that what put Plato in the way of expanding these hints 
into a new transcendental psychology was his personal contact 
with the Pythagoreans of West Greece when he visited them 
about 390· If I am right in my tentative guess about the his
torical antecedents of the Pythagorean movement, Plato in 
effect cross-fertilised the tradition of Greek rationalism with 
magico-religious ideas whose remoter origins belong to the 
northern shamanistic culture. But in the form in which we 
meet them in Plato these ideas have been subjected to a double 
process of interpretation and transposition. A well-known pas
sage of the Gorgias shows us in a concrete instance how certain 
philosophers-such men, perhaps, as Plato's friend Archytas
took over old mythical fancies about the fate of the soul and 
read into them new allegorical meanings which gave them moral 
and psychological significance.5 Such men prepared the way for 
Plato; but I should guess that it was Plato himself who by a 
truly creative act transposed these ideas definitively from the 
plane of revelation to the plane of rational argument. 
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The crucial step lay in the identification of the detachable 
"occult" self which is the carrier of guilt-feelings and po
tentially divine with the rational Socratic psyche whose virtue 
is a kind of knowledge. That step involved a complete reinter
pretation of the old shamanistic culture-pattern. Nevertheless 
the pattern kept its vitality, and its main features are still 
recognisable in Plato. Reincarnation survives unchanged. The 
shaman's trance, his deliberate detachment of the occult self 
from the body, has become that practice of mental withdrawal 
and concentration which purifies the rational soul-a practice 
for which Plato in fact claims the authority of a traditional 
logos.' The occult knowledge which the shaman acquires in 
trance has become a vision of metaphysical truth; his "recol
lection" of past earthly lives7 has become a "recollection" of 
bodiless Forms which is made the basis of a new epistemology; 
while on the mythical level his "long sleep" and "underworld 
journey" provides a direct model for the experiences of Er the 
son of Armenius. 8 Finally, we shall perhaps understand better 
Plato's much-criticised "Guardians" if we think of them as a 
new kind of rationalised shamans who, like their primitive 
predecessors, are prepared for their high office by a special kind 
of discipline designed to modify the whole psychic structure; 
like them, must submit to a dedication that largely cuts them 
off from the normal satisfactions of humanity; like them, must 
renew their contact with the deep sources of wisdom by period:c 
"retreats"; and like them, will be rewarded after death by re
ceiving a peculiar status in the spirit world.' It is likely that an 
approximation to this highly specialised human type already 
existed in the Pythagorean societies; but Plato dreamed of 
carrying the experiment much further, putting it on a serious 
scientific basis, and using it as the instrument of his counter
reformation. 

This visionary picture of a new sort of ruling class has often 
been cited as evidence that Plato's estimate of human nature 
was grossly unrealistic. But shamanistic institutions are not 
built on ordinary human nature; their whole concern is to ex-
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ploit the possibilities of an exceptional type of personality. 
And the Repu!Jiit is dominated by a similar concern. Plato 
admitted frankly that only a tiny fraction of the population 
(t/Jvt~u bM'YlfiTOP 'YII'Of) possessed the natural endowment 
which would make it possible to transform them into Guardi
ans.ro For the rest-that is to say, the overwhelming majority 
of mankind-he seems to have recognised at all stages of his 
thought that, so long as they are not exposed to the tempta
tions of power, an intelligent hedonism provides the best prac
ticable guide to a satisfactory life.11 But in the dialogues of his 
middle period, preoccupied as he then was with exceptional 
natures and their exceptional possibilities, he shows scant in
terest in the psychology of the ordinary man. 

In his later work, however, after he had dismissed the phi
losopher-kings as an impossible dream, and had fallen back on 
the rule of Law as a second-best;• he paid more attention to the 
motives which govern ordinary human conduct, and even 
the philosopher is seen not to be exempt from their influence. 
To the question whether any one of us would be content with a 
life in which he possessed wisdom, understanding, knowledge, 
and a complete memory of the whole of history, but experi
enced no pleasure or pain, great or small, the answer given in 
the Plzi/e!Jus•J is an emphatic "No": we are anchored in the life 
of feeling which is part of our humanity, and cannot surrender it 
even to become "spectators of all time and all existence"•4 

like the philosopher-kings. In the Laws we are told that the 
only practicable basis for public morals is the belief that honesty 
pays: "for no one," says Plato, "would consent, if he could help 
it, to a course of action which did not bring him more joy than 
sorrow."•s With that we seem to be back in the world of the 
Prolagoras and of Jeremy Bentham. The legislator's position, 
however, is not identical with that of the common man. The 
common man wants to be happy; but Plato, who is legislating 
for him, wants him to be good. Plato therefore labours to per
suade him that goodness and happiness go together. That this is 
true, Plato happens to believe; but did he not believe it, he 
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would still pretend it true, as being "the most salutary lie that 
was ever told."•' It is not Plato's own position that has changed: 
if anything has changed, it is his assessment of human capacity. 
In the Laws, at any rate, the virtue of the common man is 
evidently not based on knowledge, or even on true opinion as 
such, but on a process of conditioning or habituation•7 by 
which he is induced to accept and act on certain "salutary" 
beliefs. After all, says Plato, this is not too difficult: people 
who can believe in Cadmus and the dragon's teeth will be
lieve anything.r8 Far from supposing, as his master had done, 
that "the unexamined life is no life for a human being,"'' 
Plato now appears to hold that the majority of human beiRgs 
can be kept in tolerable moral health only by a carefully chosen 
diet of "incantations" (i.cd),"0-that is to say, edifying 
myths and bracing ethical slogans. We may say that in prin
ciple he accepts Burckhardt's dichotomy-rationalism for 
the few, magic for the many. We have seen, however, that his 
rationalism is quickened with ideas that once were magical; 
and on the other hand we shall see later how his "incanta
tions" were to be made to serve rational ends. 

In other ways too, Plato's growing recognition of the im
portance of affective elements carried him beyond the limits 
of fifth-century rationalism. This appears very clearly in the 
development of his theory of Evil. It is true that to the end of 
his life .. he went on repeating the Socratic dictum that "No 
one commits an error if he can help it"; but he had long ceased 
to be content with the simple Socratic opinion which saw 
moral error as a kind of mista)ce in perspective.•• When Plato 
took over the magica-religious view of the psyche, he at first 
took over with it the puritan dualism which attributed all 
the sins and sufferings of the psyche to the pollution arising 
from contact with a mortal body. In the Phaedo he transposed 
that doctrine into philosophical terms and gave it the formula
tion that was to become classical: only when by death or by 
self-discipline the rational self is purged of "the folly of the 
body"•3 can it resume its true nature which is divine and sin-
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less; the good life is the practice of that purgation, JU}I.hrJ 6a.P6.Tou. 
Both in antiquity and to-day, the general reader has been in
clined to regard this as Plato's last word on the matter. But 
Plato was too penetrating and, at bottom, too realistic a 
thinker to be satisfied for long with the theory of the Plzaedo. 
As soon as he turned from the occult self to the empirical man, 
he found himself driven to recognise an irrational factor within 
the mind itself, and thus to think of moral evil in terms of 
psychological conflict (crTacns)."4 

That is already so in the Repu!Jiic: the same passage of 
Homer which in the Plzaedo had illustrated the soul's dialogue 
with "the passions of the body" becomes in the Repu!Jiit 
an internal dialogue between two "parts" of the soul;•s the 
passions are no longer seen as an infection of extraneous 
origin, but as a necessary part of the life of the mind as we 
know it, and even as a source of energy, like Freud's li!Jido, 
which can be "canalised" either towards sensuous or towards 
intellectual activity."' The theory of inner conflict, vividly 
illustrated in the Repu!Jiit by the tale of Leontius,•7 was pre
cisely formulated in the Soplzist,28 where it is defined as a 
psychological maladjustment resulting "from some sort of 
injury,"•' a kind of disease of the soul, and is said to be the 
cause of cowardice, intemperance, injustice, and (it would 
seem) moral evil in general, as distinct from ignorance or intel
lectual failure. This is something quite different both from the 
rationalism of the earliest dialogues and from the puritanism 
of the Plzaedo, and goes a good deal deeper than either; I take 
it to be Plato's personal contribution.30 

Yet Plato had not abandoned the transcendent rational self, 
whose perfect unity is the guarantee of its immortality. In 
the Timaeus, where he is trying to reformulate his earlier 
vision of man's destiny in terms compatible with his later 
psychology and cosmology, we meet again the unitary soul of 
the Plzaedo; and it is significant that Plato here applies to it 
the old religious term that Empedocles had used for the occult 
self-he calls it the daemon.J• In the Timaeus, however, it has 
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another sort of soul or self "built on to it," "the mortal kind 
wherein are terrible and indispensable passions."J• Does not 
this mean that for Plato the human personality has virtually 
broken in two? Certainly it is not clear what bond unites or 
could unite an indestructible daemon resident in the human 
head with a set of irrational impulses housed in the chest or 
"tethered like a beast untamed" in the belly. We are reminded 
of the naive opinion of that Persian in Xenophon to whom it 
was quite obvious that he must have two souls: for, said he, 
the same soul could not be at once good and bad-it could not 
desire simultaneously noble actions and base ones, will and not 
will to perform a particular act at a particular moment.u 

But Plato's fission of the empirical man into daemon and 
beast is perhaps not quite so inconsequent as it may appear 
to the modern reader. It reflects a similar fission in Plato's 
view of human nature: the gulf between the immortal and the 
mortal soul corresponds to the gulf between Plato's vision of 
man as he might be and his estimate of man as he is. What 
Plato had come to think of human life as it is actually lived, 
appears most clearly in the Laws. There he twice informs us 
that man is a puppet. Whether the gods made it simply as a 
plaything or for some serious purpose one cannot tell; all v.e 
know is that the creature is on a string, and its hopes and 
fears, pleasures and pains, jerk it about and make it dance.14 

In a later passage the Athenian observes that it is a pity we 
have to take human affairs seriously, and remarks that man is 
God's plaything, "and that is really the best that can be said 
of him": men and women should accordingly make this play 
as charming as possible, sacrificing to the gods with music and 
dancing; "thus they will live out their lives in accordance with 
their nature, being puppets chiefly, and having in them only a 
small portion of reality." "You are making out our human 
race very mean," says the Spartan. And the Athenian apolo
gises: "I thought of God, and I was moved to speak as I did 
just now. Well, if you will have it so, let us say that our race 
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is not mean-that it is worth taking a little bit seriously 
( cT'Irou61js TWOS cl~wv). "JS 

Plato suggests here a religious origin for this way of thinking; 
and we often meet it in later religious thinkers, from Marcus 
Aurelius to Mr. T. S. Eliot-who has said in almost the same 
words, "Human nature is able to endure only a very little 
reality." It agrees with the drift of much else in the Laws
with the view that men are as unfit to rule themselves as a 
flock of sheep,36 that God, not man, is the measure of things,37 

that man is the gods' property (Kr1jpa),38 and that if he wishes 
to be happy, he should be Tll'II'Ell'os, "abject," before God-a 
word which nearly all pagan writers, and Plato himself else
where, employ as a term of contempt.39 Ought we to discount 
all this as a senile aberration, the sour pessimism of a tired and 
irritable old man? It might seem so: for it contrasts oddly with 
the radiant picture of the soul's divine nature and destiny 
which Plato painted in his middle dialogues and certainly never 
abjured. But we may recall the philosopher of the Repu!Jiic, 
to whom, as to Aristotle's megalopsych, human life cannot 
appear important (p~-ya Tl) ;4° we may remember that in the 
Meno the mass of men are likened to the shadows that flit in 
Homer's Hades, and that the conception of human beings as the 
chattels of a god appears already in the Plzaedo.4' We may think 
also of another passage in the Plzaedo, where Plato predicts 
with undisguised relish the future of his fellow-men: in their 
next incarnation some of them will be donkeys, others wolves, 
while the pbpwl, the respectable bourgeoisie, may look for
ward to becoming bees or ants.4" No doubt this is partly Plato's 
fun; but it is the sort of fun which would have appealed to 
Jonathan Swift. It carries the implication that everybody ex
cept the philosopher is on the verge of becoming subhuman, 
which is (as ancient Platonists saw)43 hard to reconcile with the 
view that every human soul is essentiaJJy rational. 

In the light of these and other passages I think we have to 
recognise two strains or tendencies in Plato's thinking about 
the status of man. There is the faith and pride in human reason 
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which he inherited from the fifth century, and for which he 
found religious sanction by equating the reason with the occult 
self of shamanistic tradition. And there is the bitter recognition 
of human worthlessness which was forced upon him by his ex
perience of contemporary Athens and Syracuse. This too could 
be expressed in the language of religion, as a denial of all value 
to the activities and interests of this world in comparison with 
"the things Yonder." A psychologist might say that the relation 
between the two tendencies was not one of simple opposition, 
but that the first became .a compensation-or overcompensa
tion-for the second: the less Plato cared for actual humanity, 
the more nobly he thought of the soul. The tension between the 
two was resolved for a time in the dream of a new Rule of the 
Saints, an /lite of purified men who should unite the incom
patible virtues of (to use Mr. Koestler's terms) the Yogi and 
the Commissar, and thereby save not only themselves but so
ciety. But when that illusion faded, Plato's underlying despair 
came more and more to the surface, translating itself into reli
gious terms, until it found its logical expression in his final 
proposals for a completely "closed" society,44 to be ruled not 
by the illuminated reason, but (under God) by custom and 
religious law. The "Yogi," with his faith in the possibility and 
necessity of intellectual conversion, did not wholly vanish even 
now, but he certainly retreated before the "Commissar," 
whose problem is the conditioning of human cattle. On this 
interpretation the pessimism of the Laws is not a senile aberra
tion: it is the fruit of Plato's personal experience of life, which 
in turn carried in it the seed of much later tltought.45 

It is in the light of this estimate of human nature that we 
must consider Plato's final proposals for stabilising the Con
glomerate. But before turning to that, I must say a word about 
his opinions on another aspect of the irrational soul which has 
concerned us in this book, namely, the importance traditionally 
ascribed to it as the source or channel of an intuitive insight. 
In this matter, it seems to me, Plato remained throughout his 
life faithful to the principles of his master: Knowledge, as dis-
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tinct from true opinion, remained for him the affair of the in
tellect, which can justify its beliefs by rational argument. To 
the intuitions both of the seer and of the poet he consistently 
refused the title of knowledge, not because he thought them 
necessarily groundless, but because their grounds could not be 
produced."' Hence Greek custom was right, he thought, in 
giving the last word in military matters to the commander-in
chief, as a trained expert, and not to the seers who accompanied 
him on campaign; in general, it was the task of trr.x/lpw(n,,, 
rational judgement, to distinguish between the true seer and 
the charlatan. 47 In much the same way, the products of poetic 
intuition must be subject to the rational and moral censorship 
of the trained legislator. All that was in keeping with Socratic 
rationalism,48 Nevertheless, as we have noticed,49 Socrates 
had taken irrational intuition quite seriously, whether it ex
pressed itself in dreams, in the inner voice of the "daemonion," 
or in the utterance of the Pythia. And Plato makes a great show 
of taking it seriously too. 0( the pseudo-sciences of augury and 
hepatoscopy he permits himself to speak with thinly veiled 
contempt;50 but "the madness that comes by divine gift," the 
madness that inspires the prophet or the poet, or purges men 
in the Corybantic rite-this, as we saw in an earlier chapter, 
is treated as if. it were a real intrusion of the supernatural into 
human life. 

How far did Plato intend this way of talking to be takeh au 
pied de la /titre? In recent years the question has been pften 
raised, and variously answered;51 but unanimity has not been 
reached, nor is it likely to be. I should be inclined myself to 
say three things about it: 

a) That Plato perceived what he took to be a real and signif
icant analogy between mediumship, poetic creation, and cer
tain pathological manifestations of the religious consciousness, 
all three of which have the appearance of being "given"s• 
a!J extra; 

!J) That the traditional religious explanations of these phe
nomena were, like much else in the Conglomerate, accepted 
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by him provisionally, not because he thought them finally ade
quate, but because no other language was available to express 
that mysterious "givenness'~ ;u 

c) That while he thus accepted (with whatever ironical 
reservations) the poet, the prophet, and the "Corybantic" as 
being in some sense channels54 of divine or daemonic55 grace, he 
nevertheless rated their activities far below those of the rational 
self,56 and held that they must be subject to the control and 
criticism of reason, since reason was for him no passive play
thing of hidden forces, but a·n active manifestation of deity in 
man, a daemon in its own right. I suspect that, had Plato lived 
tO-day, he would have been profoundly interested in the new 
depth-psychology, but appalled by the tendency to reduce the 
human reason to an instrument for rationalising unconscious 
impulses. 

Much of what I have said applies also to Plato's fourth 
type of "divine madness," the madness of Eros. Here too was 
a "given," something which happens to a man without his 
choosing it or knowing why-the work, therefore, of a for
midable daemon.57 Here to~here, indeed, above all58-Plato 
recognised the operation of divine grace, and used the old 
religious language59 to express that recognition. But Eros has a 
special importance in Plato's thought as being the one mode of 
experience which brings together the two natures of man, the 
divine self and the tethered beast.6° For Eros is frankly rooted in 
what man shares with the animals,'• the physiological impulse 
of sex (a fact which is unfortunately obscured by the persistent 
modern misuse of the term "Platonic love"); yet Eros also 
supplies the dynamic impulse which drives the soul forward 
in its quest of a satisfaction transcending earthly experience. It 
thus spans the whole compass of human personality, and makes 
the one empirical bridge between man as he is and man as he 
might be. Plato in fact comes very close here to the Freudian 
concept of /i!Jido and sublimation. But he never, as it seems to 
me, fully integrated this line of thought with the rest of his phi
losophy; had he done so, the notion of the intellect as a self-
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sufficient entity independent of the body might have been im
perilled, and Plato was not going to risk that.'• 

I turn now to Plato's proposals for reforming and stabilising 
the Inherited Conglomerate.63 They are set forth in his last 
work, the Laws, and may be briefly summarised as follows. 

I. He would provide religious faith with a logical foundation 
by proving certain basic propositions. 

2. He would give it a legal foundation by incorporating these 
propositions in an unalterable legal code, and imposing legal 
penalties on any person propagating disbelief in them. 

3· He would give it an educational foundation by making 
the basic propositions a compulsory subject of instruction for 
all children. 

4· He would give it a social foundation by promoting an 
intimate union of religious and civic life at all levels-as we· 
should phrase it, a union of Church and State. 

It may be said that most of these proposals were designed 
merely to strengthen and generalise existing Athenian practice. 
But when we take them together we see that they represent the 
first attempt to deal systematically with the problem of con
trolling religious belief. The problem itself was new: in an 
age of faith no one thinks of proving that gods exist or inventing 
techniques to induce belief in them. And some of the methods 
proposed were apparently new: in particular, no one before 
Plato seems to have realised the importance of early religious 
training as a means of conditioning the future adult. Moreover, 
when we look more closely at the proposals themselves, it be
comes evident that Plato was trying not only to stabilise but 
also to reform, not only to buttress the traditional structure 
but also to discard so much of it as was plainly rotten and 
replace it by something more durable. 

Plato's basic propositions are: 
a) That gods exist; 
!J) That they are concerned with the fate of mankind; 
c) That they cannot be bribed. 
The arguments by which he attempted to prove these state-
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ments do not concern us here; they belong to the history of 
theology. But it is worth noticing some of the points on which he 
felt obliged to break with tradition, and some on which he com
promised. 

Who, in the first place, are the gods whose existence Plato 
sought to prove and whose worship he sought to enforce? The an
swer is not free from ambiguity. As regards worship, a passage in 
Laws iv provides a completely traditional list-gods of Olympus, 
gods of the city, gods of the underworld, local daemons and 
heroes.6

4 These are the conventional figures of pu~lic cult, 
the gods who, as he puts it elsewhere in the Laws, "exist ac
cording to customary usage."65 But are they the gods whose 
existence Plato thought he could prove? We have ground for 
doubting it. In the Cratylus he makes Socrates say that we know 
nothing about these gods, not even their true names, and in 
the Plzaedrus, that we imagine a god (7rMTTOJUP) without having 
seen one or formed any adequate idea of what he is like.66 The 
reference in both passages is to mythological gods. And the 
implication seems to be that the cult of such gods has no 
rational basis, either empirical or metaphysical. Its level of 
validity is, at best, of the same order as that which Plato allows 
to the intuitions of the poet or the seer. 

The supreme god of Plato's personal faith was, I take it, a 
very different sort of being, one whom (in the words of the 
Timaeus) "it is hard to find and impossible to describe to the 
masses."67 Presumably Plato felt that such a god could not be 
introduced into the Conglomerate without destroying it; at 
any rate he abstained from the attempt. But there was one 
kind of god whom everyone could see, whose divinity could be 
recognised by the masses,68 and about whom the philosopher 
could make, in Plato's opinion, logically valid statements. 
These "visible gods" were the heavenly bodies-or, more 
exactly, the divine minds by which those bodies were animated 
or controlled.'' The great novelty in Plato's project for religious 
reform was the emphasis he laid, not merely on the divinity of 
sun, moon, and stars (for that was nothing new), but on their 
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cult. In the Laws, not only are the stars described as "the gods 
in heaven," the sun and moon as "great gods," but Plato insists 
that prayer and sacrifice shall be made to them by all;70 and 
the focal point of his new State Church is to be a joint cult of 
Apollo and the sun-god Helios, to which the High Priest will 
be attached and the highest political officers will be solemnly 
dedicated. 71 This joint cult-in place of the expected cult of 
Zeus-expresses the union of old and new, Apollo standing for 
the traditio'nalism of the masses, and Helios for the new "natu
ral religion" of the philosophers;72 it is Plato's last desperate 
attempt to build a bridge between the intellectuals and the 
people, and thereby save the unity of Greek belief and of Greek 
culture. 

A similar mixture of necessary reform with necessary com
promise may be observed in Plato's handling of h'is other basic 
propositions. In dealing with the traditional problem of divine 
justice, he firmly ignores not only the old belief in "jealous" 
gods,73 but (with certain exceptions in religious law) 74 the old 
idea that the wicked man is punished in his descendants. That 
the doer shall suffer in person is for Plato a demonstrable law 
of the cosmos, which must be taught as an article of faith. The 
detailed working of the law is not, however, demonstrable: 
it belongs to the domain of"myth" or "incantation."75 His own 
final belief in this matter is set forth in an impressive passage of 
Laws x:76 the law of cosmic justice is a law of spiritual gravi
tation; in this life and in the whole series of lives every soul 
gravitates naturally to the company of its own kind, and 
therein lies its punishment or its reward; Hades, it is hinted, 
is not a place but a state of mind. 77 And to this Plato adds 
another warning, a warning which marks the transition from the 
classical to the Hellenistic o~tlook: if any man demands per
sonal happiness from life, let him remember that the cosmos 
does not exist for his sake, but he for the sake of the cosmos. 78 

All this, however, was above the head of the common man, as 
Plato well knew; he does not, if I understand him rightly, prO
pose to make it part of the compulsory official creed. 
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On the other hand, Plato's third proposition-that the gods 
cannot be bribed-implied a more drastic interference with 
traditional belief and practice It involved rejecting the ordinary 
interpretation of sacrifice as an expression of gratitude for 
favours to come, "dot,;~ des" "' view which he had long ago 
stigmatised in the Eutlzyphro as the application to religion of a 
commercial technique (ip.1ropi.ICTJ TlS TiX"'').79 But it seems plain 
that the great emphasis he lays on this point both in the Repui
lic and in the Laws is due not merely to theoretical considera
tions; he is attacking certain widespread pt actices which in 
his eyes constitute a threat to public morality. The "travelling 
priests and diviners" and purveyors of cathartic ritual who are 
denounced in a much-discussed passage of Repu!J/ic ii, and again 
in the Laws,80 are not, I think, merely th<>Se minor charlatans 
who in all societies prey upon the ignorant and superstitious. 
For they are said in both places to mislead whole cities,'• an 
eminence that minor charlatans seldom achieve. The scope of 
Plato's criticism is in my view wider than some scholars have 
been willing to admit: he is attacking, I believe, the entire 
tradition of ritual purification, so far as it was in the hands 
of private, "unlicensed" persons.82 

This does not mean that he proposed to abolish ritual purifi
cation altogether. For Plato himself, the only truly effective 
catharsis was no doubt the practice of mental withdrawal and 
concentration which is described in the Plzaedo:83 the trained 
philosopher could cleanse his own soul without the help of 
ritual. But the common man could not, and the faith in ritual 
catharsis was far too deeply rooted in the popular mind for 
Plato to propose its complete elimination. He felt, however, 
the need for something like a Church, and a canon of authorised 
rituals, if religion was to be prevented from running off the 
rails and becoming a danger to public morality. In the field of 
religion, as in that of morals, the great enemy which had to be 
fought was antinomian individualism; and he looked to Delphi 
to organise the defence. We need not assume that Plato be
lieved the Pythia to be verbally inspired. My own guess would 
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be that his attitude to Delphi was more like that of a modem 
"political Catholic" towards the Vatican: he saw in Delphi a 
great conservative force which could be harnessed to the task 
of stabilising the Greek religious tradition and checking both 
the spread of materialism and the growth of aberrant tendencies 
within the tradition itself. Hence his insistence, both in the 
Repu!Jiic and in the Laws, that the authority of Delphi is to 
be absolute in all religious matters. 84 Hence also the choice of 
Apollo to share with Helios the supreme position in the hier
archy of State cults: while Helios provides the few with a rela
tively rational form of worship, Apollo will dispense to the 
many, in regulated and harmless doses, the archaic ritual magic 
which they demand. as 

Of such legalised magic the Laws provides many examples, 
some of them startlingly primitive. For instance, an animal, 
or even an inanimate object, which has caused the death of a 
man, is to be tried, condemned, and banished beyond the fron
tiers of the State, because it carries a "miasma" or pollution." 
In this and many other matters Plato follows Athenian practice 
and Delphic authority. We need not suppose that he himself 
attached ~y value to proceedings of this kind; they were the 
price to be paid for harnessing Delphi and keeping superstition 
within bounds. 

It remains to say a few words about the sanctions by which 
Plato proposes to enforce acceptance of his reformed version of 
the traditional beliefs. Those who offend against it by speech or 
act are to be denounced to the courts, and, if found guilty, are 
to be given not less than five years' solitary confinement in a 
reformatory, where they will be subjected to intensive religious 
propaganda, but denied all other human intercourse; if this 
fails to cure them, they will be put to death.87 Plato in fact 
wishes to revive the fifth-century heresy trials (he makes it 
plain that he would condemn Anaxagoras unless he mended 
his opinions) ;88 all that is new is the proposed psychological 
treatment of the guilty. That the fate of Socrates did not warn 
Plato of the danger inherent in such measure~ may seem strange 
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indeed." But he apparently felt that freedom of thought in 
religious matters involved so grave a lhreallo society that the 
measures had to be taken. "Heresy" is perhaps a misleading 
word to use in this connection. Plato's proposed theocratic 
State does in certain respects foreshadow the mediaeval 
theocracy. But the mediaeval Inquisition was chiefly concerned 
lest people should suffer in the next world for having held false 
opinions in this one; overtly, at any rate, it was trying to save 
souls at the expense of bodies. Plato's concern was quite 
different. He was trying to save society from contamination 
by dangerous thoughts, which in his view were visibly de
stroying the springs of social conduct.90 Any teaching which 
weakens the conviction that honesty is the best policy he feels 
obliged to prohibit as antisocial. The motives behind his legis
lation are thus practical and secular; in this respect the nearest 
historical analogue is not the Inquisition, but those trials of 
"intellectual deviationists" with which our own generation has 
become so familiar. 

Such, then, in brief, were Plato's proposals for reforming the 
Conglomerate. They were not carried out, and the Conglomer
ate was not reformed. But I hope that the next and final chapter 
will show why I have thought it worth while to spend time in 
describing them. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER VII 

• "Plato and the Irrational," JHS 65 (1945) 16 ff. This paper was 
written before the present book was planned; it leaves untouched 
some of the problems with which I am here concerned, and on the 
other hand deals with some aspects of Plato's rationalism and 
irrationalism which fall outside the scope of the present volume. 

• Plato was born in the year of Pericles' death or the year following, 
and died in 347, a year before the Peace of Philocrates and nine 
years before the battle of Chaeronea. 

J Cf. chap. vi, nn. 31-33. 
4 Xen. Mem. 4.3.14; Plato, dpol. 30AB, La&hes 185E. 
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s Gorgias 49JA-c. Frank's view of what is implied in this passage 
(Piaton u. die sog. Pytlulgoreer, 291 ff.) seems to me right in the 
main, though I should question certain details. Plato distinguishes, 
as 49JB 7 shows, (a) TlS p.v8o'Nrywp Kop.~ O.PI,p, tcrws l':lKEMs TlS 
q 'ITaMKOs, whom I take to be the anonymous author of an old 
Underworld Journey (not necessarily "Orphic") which was cur
rent in West Greece and may have been somewhat after the style 
of the poem quoted on the gold plates; (6) Socrates' informant, 
TlS TWP croq,t;JP, who read into the old poem an allegorical meaning 
(much as Theagenes of Rhegium had allegorised Homer). This 
cro#f I suppose to be a Pythagorean, since such formulae are 
regularly used by Plato when he has to put Pythagorean ideas into 
Socrates' mouth: SO']E, t/Jacrt 8' ol crfX/Jol that there is a moral 
world-order (cf. Thompson ad loc.); Meno 81A, alCljKOCl a.,ap;;,, TE 
Kat 'YUJICllKWP croq,t;Jp about transmigration; Rep. S8JB, OOKw p.ol 
TWP croq,t;Jp TlPos 41Cf1KOIPal that physical pleasures are illusory 
(cf. Adam ad loc.). Moreover, the view that underworld myths are 
an allegory of this life appears in Empedocles (cf. chap. v, n. 114), 
and in later Pythagoreanism (Macrob. in Somn. Scip. 1.10.7-17). 
I cannot agree with Linforth ("Soul and Sieve in Plato's Gorgias," 
Univ. Calij. Pu61. Class. Philol. 12 [1944] 17 ff.) that "the whole of 
what Socrates professes to have heard from someone else •.. was 
original with Plato himself": if it were, he would hardly make 
Socrates describe it as l7rlElKWS iJ1ro Tl ciTo1ra (493c) or call it the 
product of a certain school ('Yup.pacrlou, 4930). 

6 Phaedo 67c, cf. 8oE; 8JA-c. For the meaning of }.b-yos ("religious 
doctrine") cf. 63c, 7oc, Epist. vii. JJSA, etc. In thus reinterpreting 
the old tradition about the importance of dissociated states, 
Plato was no doubt influenced by Socrates' practice of prolonged 
mental withdrawal, as described in the Symposium, 174D-175c 
and 22oco, and (it would seem) parodied in the Clouds: cf. 
Festugiere, Contemplation et vie contemplative chez Platon, 69 ff. 

7 See chap. v, n. 10']. 
1 Proclus, in Remp. II.IIJ.22, quotes as precedents Aristeas, 

Hermotimus (so Rohde for Hermodorus), and Epimenides. 
t As the Siberian shaman becomes an Oor after death (Sieroszewski, 

Rev. de fhist. des rei. 46 [1902] 228 f.), so the men of Plato's 
"golden breed" will receive post-mortem cult not merely as heroes 
-which would have been within the range of contemporary usage 
-but (subject to Delphic approval) as 8alp.oPES (Rep. 468E-469B). 
Indeed, such men may already be called 8alp.oPES in their lifetime 
(Cral. 398c). In both passages Plato appeals to the precedent of 
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Hesiod's "golden race" (Erga 122 f.). But he is almost certainly 
influenced also by something less remotely mythical, the Pythago
rean tradition which accorded a special status to the 6e'iof or 
8a.~.plw~ O.vl,p (see above, chap. v, n. 61). The Pythagoreans-like 
Siberian shamans today-had a special funeral ritual of their 
own, which secured for them a pa.Ka.punov Kat otKElOP TlAos 
(Plut. gen. Socr. 16, S8SE, cf. Boyance, Culte des Muses, 133 ff.; 
Nioradze, Sclulmanismus, 103 f.), and may well have provided 
the model for the elaborate and unusual regulations laid down in 
the Laws for the funerals of er,(Juvol (947B-E, cf. 0. Reverdin, La 
Religion de la citl platonicienne, 125 ff.). On the disputed question 
whether Plato himself received divine (or daemonic) honours 
after death, see Wilamowitz, dristoteles u. dthen, 11.413 ff.; 
Boyance, op. cit., 250 ff.; Reverdin, op. cit., 139 ff.; and contra, 
Jaeger, Aristotle, 108 f.; Festugiere, Le Dieu cosmigue, 219 f. 

10 Rep. 428E-429A, cf. Pluledo 69c. 
11 Pluledo 82AB, Rep. sooo, and the passages quoted below from 

Phile!Jus and Laws. 
•• Politicus 2970E, JOIDE; cf. Laws 7J9DE. 
•J Phile!Jus 2IDE. 
14 Rep. 486A. 
zs Laws 663B; cf. 7JJA. 
16 J!Jid., 6630. 
•1 J!Jid., 6SJB: bp(JW<; et6LCT6a.l inro TWP 'lf'fXXTJIKOPTWP UJCJv. 
11 l!Jid., 66¥. 
•t dpol. J8A. Professor Hackforth, CR 59 (1945) 1 ff., has sought to 

convince us that Plato remained loyal to this maxim throughout 
his life. But though he certainly paid lip service to it as late as 
the Sophist (2JOC-E), I see no escape from the conclusion that the 
educational policy of the Repu!Jiic, and still more clearly that of 
the Laws, is in reality based on very different assumptions. Plato 
could never confess to himself that he had abandoned any Socratic 
principle; but that did not prevent him from doing it. Socrates' 
6Epa.7rela. tfuxfis surely implies respect for the human mind as such; 
the techniques of suggestion and other controls recommended in 
the Laws seem to me to imply just the opposite. 

"
0 In the Laws,~~ and its cognates are continually used in this 
metaphorical sense (659E, 664B, 66sc, 666c, 67oE, 7730, 812c, 
90JB, 944B). Cf. Callicles' contemptuous use of the word, Gorg. 
484A. Its application in the Charmidrs (IS?A-c) is significantly 
different: there the "incantation" turns out to be a Socratic cross
examination. But in the Pluledo, where the myth is an h(fl8~ 
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(1140, cf. 77E-78A), we already have a suggestion of the part 
which l7rctJ8cd were to play in the Laws. Cf. Boyance's interesting 
discussion, Culte des Muses, 1 SS ff. 

•• Tim. 86oE, Laws 7JIC, 86oo. 
""See above, chap. vi, p. I8S. 
OJ•Phaedo 67A: KaDa.pot a'lra.>.>.a.TTOpEI'Ol Tiis TOU t~&pa.TOS af/Jpoflbv,s. 

Cf. 66c: To t~wpa. Ka.t a.t Toln-ou l1r&8upla.l, 94E: li'Yecrlla.l inro TWP 
Toii t~&pa.Tos 'lraD,paTwv, Crat. 4I4A: KaDa.pd. 1ravTwv Twv 1rept 
TO tTwpa. Ka.Kidv Ka.t 17r&8uplCJv. In the Phaedo, as Festugiere has 
lately put it, "le corps, c'est le mal, et c'est tout le mal" (Rev. de 
Phi/. 22 [1948] 101). Plato's teaching here is the main historical 
link between the Greek "shamanistic" tradition and Gnosticism. 

•• For a fuller account of the unitary and the tripartite soul in Plato 
see G. M. A. Grube, Plato's Thought, 129-149, where the impor
tance of the concept of fiTQfllS, "one of the most startlingly mod
ern things in Platonic philosophy," is rightly stressed. Apart from 
the reason given in the text, the extension of the notion of !/lux~ 
to embrace the whole of human activity is doubtless connected 
with Plato's later view that 1/luri is the source of all motion, 
bad as well as good (cf. Tim. 89E: Tpla. TP'Xii 1/luxijs lv ~~''" eta, 
KO.T~KlfiTO.l, TV')'XQI'El 8~ rKa.fiTOI' Kc.vl,fi&S ~XOI', Laws 8~0: TWI' 
TE 4'Ya8wv a.LTla.v Etva.l !/luX~" Ka.t TWI' Ka.Kidv). On the ascription in 
the Laws (896E) of an irrational, and potentially evil, secondary 
soul to the Kbt~pos see Wilamowitz, Plalon, II.JIS ff., and the very 
full and fair discussion of this passage by Simone Petrement, Le 
Dualisme chez Platon, Its Gnostigues etles Manichlms (1947), 64 ff. 
I have stated my own view briefly in JHS 6s (I94S) 21. 

os Phaedo 940E; Rep. 441Bc. 
26 Rep. 48so: i:Jfi'II"Ep peiipa. IKElfiE a'lrWXETEupbov. Grube, loc. cit., has 

called attention to the significance of this passage, and others in 
the Repu!Jiic, as implying that "the aim is not repression but sub
limation." But Plato's presuppositions are, of course, very differ
ent from Freud's, as Cornford has pointed out in his fine essay on 
the Platonic Eros (The Unwritten Philosophy, 78 f.). 

" 7 Rep. 439E. Cf. JSIE-JS2A, SS40, 486E, 6oJo. 
•• &ph. 2270-228E. Cf. also Phdr. 2370~38B and Laws 863A-864B. 
"' ~K TWOS 8u&t/J8opiis 8la.f/Jopb (so Burnet, from the indirect tradi-

tion in Galen). 
JO The first hints of an approach to this view may be detected in the 

Gorgias (482Bc, 49JA). But I cannot believe that Socrates, or 
Plato, took it over from the Pythagoreans ready-made, as Burnet 
and Taylor supposed. The unitary soul of the Phaedo comes (with 
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a changed significance) from Pythagorean tradition; the evidence 
that the tripartite one does is late and weak. Cf. Jaeger, Nemesios 
oon Emesa, 63 ff.; Field, Plato and His Contemporaries, 183 f.; 
Grube, op. cit., 133· Plato's recognition of an irrational element in 
the soul was seen in the Peripatetic School to mark an important 
advance beyond the intellectualism of Socrates (Magna Morali• 
1.1, 1182• 15 ff.); and his views on the training of the irrational 
soul, which will respond only to an irrational UJurp.as, were later 
invoked by Posidonius in his polemic against the intellectualist 
Chrysippus (Galen, de pladtis Hippocratis et Platonis, pp. 466 f. 
Kiihn, cf. 424 f.). See below, chap. viii, p. 239· 

J• Tim. 90A. Cf. Cral. 398c. Plato does not explain the implications 
of the term; on its probable meaning for him see L Robin, u 
Thlorie plalonicienne de /'amour, 145 ff., and V. Goldschmidt, Lt~ 
Religion de Platon, 107 ff. The irrational soul, being mortal, is no~ 
a 8alp.wv; but the Laws seem to hint that the "heavenly" 8alp.wr 
has an evil daemonic counterpart in the "Titan nature" which is a 
hereditary root of wickedness in man (?OIC, 854B: cf. chap. v, 
nn. 132, IJJ). 

J2 Tim. 69c. In the Politicus, 309c, Plato had already referred to 
the two elements in man as TO QEl'YEI'ft a, Tijs t/luxijs p.lpos and 
TO tCf'O'YEPis, which implies that the latter is mortal. But there 
they are still "parts" of the same soul. In the Timaeus they are 
usually spoken of as distinct "kinds" of soul; they have a differ
ent origin; and the lower "kinds" are shut away from the divine 
element lest they pollute it "beyond the unavoidable minimum" 
(690). If we are meant to take this language literally, the unity 
of the personality is virtually abandoned. Cf., however, Lawr 
863B, where the question whether 6up.Os is a 1ra6os or a p.lpos of the 
soul is left open, and Tim. 91E, where the term p.lp'll is used. 

u Xen. Cyrop. 6.1.41. Xenophon's imaginary Persian is no doubt a 
Mazdean dualist. But it is unnecessary to suppose that the psy
chology of the Timaeus (in which the irrational soul is conceived 
as educable, and therefore not incurably depraved) is borrowed 
from Mazdean sources. It has Greek antecedents in the archaic 
doctrine of the indwelling 8alp.wv (chap. ii, p. 42), and in Em
pedocles' distinction between 8alp.wv and t/lux~ (chap. v, p. 153); 
and Plato's adoption of it can be explained in terms of the de
velopment of his own thought. On the general question of Oriental 
influence on Plato's later thought I have said something in JHS 
65 (1945). Since then, the problem has been fully discussed by 
Jula Kerschensteiner, Plalo u. d. Orient (Diss. Miinchen, 1945); 
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by Simone Petrement, Le Dualisme chez Platon; and by Festugiere 
in an important paper, "Platon et l'Orient," Rev. de Phi/. 21 
(1947) 5 ff. So far as concerns the suggestion of a Mazdean origin 
for Plato's dualism, the conclusions of all three writers are nega
tive. 

34 Laws 644oE. The germ of this idea may be seen already in the 
Ion, where we are told that God, operating on the passions through 
the "inspired" poets, i>.KEl T~l' !/lUX~" c'S7rollil' flo{i}..'flTa.l TWP 6.1'8p6nrwv 
(536A), though the image there is that of the magnet. Cf. also 
Laws 9030, where God is "the gamester" (7rETTEunis) and men are 
his pawns. 

JS Laws, 8o3B-804B. 
l6J!Jid., 713CD, 
n J!Jid., 716c. 
31J!Jid., 902B, 9()6A; cf. Critias, 109B. 
3t J!Jid., 716A. For the implications of TO.'Ir&IIOs, cf., e.g., 774c, 8ou

>.ela. TO.'Ir&l'~ Ka.t O.ve>.eUIJepos. To be TO.'II"ElvOS towards the gods 
was for Plutarch a mark of superstition (non posse suaviter, IIOIE), 
as it was also for Maximus of Tyre (14.7 Hob.) and probably 
for most Greeks. 

4° J!Jid., 486A; cf. Theaet. 173c-E, Arist. E.N. 1123b 32. 
4' Meno IOOA, Phaedo 62B. 
4• Phaedo 81E-82B. 
43 Plot. Enn. 6.7.6: pETa.>.a.ftolurqs aE fh,pe'iov trwpa. 6a.upatETa.l 1rCJs, 

)byos outra. 6.1'8,W1rou. Cf. i!Jid., 1.1.11; Alex. Aphrod. de anima p. 27 
Br. (Suppl. Arist. II.i); Porphyry apud Aug. Civ. Dei, 10.30; 
Iamblichus apud Nemes. nat. hom. 2 (PG 40, 584A); Proclus, in 
Tim. III.294, 22 ff. The notion of reincarnation in animals was in 
fact transferred from the occult self of Pythagoreanism to the 
rational t/luxfl which it did not fit: cf. Rostagni, 11 Per!Jo di 
Pitagora, 118. 

44 Laws 942AB: "The principal thing is that none, man or woman, 
should ever be without an officer set over him, and that none 
should get the mental habit of taking any step, whether in earnest 
or in jest, on his individual responsibility: in peace as in war he 
must live always with his eye on his superior officer, following his 
lead and guided by him in his smallest actions ... in a word, we 
must train the mind not even to consider acting as an individual 
or know how to do it." 

45 On later developments of the theme of the unimportance of Tci 
6.1'8,Wmva. see Festugiere in Eranos, 44 (1946) 376 ff. For man as 
a puppet cf. M. Ant. 7·3 and Plot. Enn. 3.2.15 (l.244.26 Volk.). 
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•6 Apol. 22c, poets and inspired seers }.eyoucrl p& 1ro>.>.ci KtU KaM, 
tcracrlv 8' ob8~v wv }.eyoucrl. The same thing is said of politicians and 
seers, Meno 99co; of poets, Ion 533E-5340, Laws 719c; of seers, 
Tim. 72A. 

47 La&hes 198E; Charm. 173c. 
•• The attack on poetry in the Repu!Jiic is usually taken to be Platon

ic rather than Socratic: but the view of poetry as irrational, on 
which the attack depends, appears already in the Apology (n. 46 
above). 

4' Chap. vi, p. 185. 
so Phaedrus 244co; Tim. 72B. 
s• Cf. R. G. Collingwood, "Plato's Philosophy of Art," Mind N.S. 

34 (1925) 154 ff.; E. Fascher, IT#)OI/>~T1]s, 66 ff.; Jeanne Croissant, 
Aristote et Its mysteres, 14 ff.; A. Delatte, us Conceptions de 
de fenthousiasme, 57 ff.; P. Boyance, Le Culte des Muses, 177 ff.; 
W. J. Verdenius, "L'Jon de Platon," Mnem. 1943, 233 ff., and 
"Platon et la poesie," i!Jid., 1944, 118 ff.; I. M. Linforth, "The 
Corybantic Rites in Plato," Univ. Calij. Pu!JI. Class. Philol. 
13 (1946) 16o ff. Some of these critics would divorce Plato's 
religious language from any sort of religious feeling: it is "no more 
than a pretty dress in which he clothes his thought" (Croissant); 
"to call art a divine force or an inspiration is simply to call it a 
je ne sais quoi" (Collingwood). This seems to me to miss part of 
Plato's meaning. On the other hand, those who, like Boyance, 
take his language quite literally seem to overlook the ironical 
undertone which. is evident in passages like Meno 99co and may 
be suspected elsewhere. 

so Phdr. 244A: pCII'las 6elq. Mcrel 8woplv,s. 
u Cf. chap. iii, p. So. 
s4 Laws 719c, the poet olov Kp/,1171 TlS TO l'lrlDP pe'iv ~Tolpws ~~. 
ss Symp. 202E: 8lci TOUTOU (se. TOU 8alpcwlou) Kat 1) panlq 1ricra 

xwpe'i Kat 1) T;;, lEpEwl' TIXI''I TWI' TE 'II"Ept Tcis 6ucrlas Kat TE>-ETcis Kat 
TciS br(f>8cis Kat T'J}p p aPTElap 'lricrap Kat 'Y017TE£C11'. 

s6 In the "rating of li~es," Phdr. 2480, the plwTlS or TEMCT~S and 
the poet are placed in the fifth and sixth classes respectively, 
belolol' even the business man and the athlete. For Plato's opinion 
of p6.PTElS cf. also Politicus 290CD; Laws 9080. Nevertheless both 
paPTElS and poets are assigned a function, though a subordi
nate one, in his final project for a reformed society (Laws 66oA, 
828B); and we hear of a paPTlS who had studied under him in the 
Academy (Plut. Dion. 22). 

s7 Chap. ii, p. 41; chap. vi, pp. 185 f. Cf. Taylor, Plalo, 65: "In the 
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Greek literature of the great period, Eros is a god to be dreaded 
for the havoc he makes of human life, not to be coveted for the 
blessings he bestows; a tiger, not a kitten to sport with." 

sa Plulr. 2.49E, the erotic madness is 'lf'a.trwv TWP IPIJoutnatrEWP cipltrT'I· 
st This religious language does not, however, exclude for Plato an 

explanation of erotic attraction in mechanistic terms-suggested, 
perhaps, by Empedocles or Democritus-by postulating physical 
"emanations" from the eye of the beloved which are eventually 
reflected back upon their author (Piulr. 2SIB, 255co). Cf. the 
mechanistic explanation of the catharsis produced by Corybantic 
rites, Laws 791A (which is called Democritean by Delatte and 
Croissant, Pythagorean by Boyance, but may quite possibly be 
Plato's own). 

60 Eros as a 8a.lpwv has the general function of linking the human 
with the divine, ibtrTE To 'lf'iv a.b-ro auT~ truv8E81tr8a.l (Symp. 
202E). In conformity with that function, Plato sees the sexual and 
the nonsexual manifestations of Eros as expressions of the same 
basic impulse towards TOICOS lv Ka.Nfj-a phrase which is for him the 
statement of a deep-seated organic law. Cf. I. Bruns, "Attische 
Liebestheorien," NJ66 1900, 17 ff., and Grube, op. cit., 115. 

61 Symp. 207AB. 
61 It is significant that the theme of immortality, in its usual Pla

tonic sense, is completely missing from the Symposium,· and that in 
the Phaedrus, where a sort of integration is attempted, this can 
be achieved only at the level of myth, and only at the cost of treat
ing the irrational soul as persisting after death and retaining its 
carnal appetites in the discarnate state. 

6J In the following pages I am especially indebted to the excellent 
monograph of 0. Reverdin, La Religion de la citl plalonicienne 
(Travaux de l'Ecole Fran~aise d'Athenes, fasc. VI, 1945), which 
I have not found the less valuable because the writer's religious 
standpoint is very different from my own. 

6• Laws 717AB. Cf. 7380: every village is to have its local god, 8a.lpwv, 
or hero, as every village in Attica probably in fact had (Ferguson, 
Harv. Theol. Rev. 37 [1944] 128 ff.). 

6s /!Jid., 90¥, ot KO.Tci vbp.ov c'SPTES 6eol (cf. 88SB and, if the text 
is sound, 891E). 

"Cral. 4000, Plulr. 246c. Cf. also Critias I07AB; Epin. 9840 (which 
sounds definitely contemptuous). Those who, like Reverdin 
(op. cit., 53), credit Plato with a wholehearted personal belief in 
the traditional gods, because he prescribes their cult and nowhere 
explicitly denies their existence, seem to me to make insufficient 
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allowance for the compromises necessary to any practical scheme of 
religious reform. To detach the masses completely from their in
herited beliefs, had it been possible, would in Plato's view have 
been disastrous; and no reformer can openly reject for himself 
what he would prescribe for others. See further my remarks in 
JHS 65 (1945) 22 f. 

67 Tim. 28c. On the much-debated question of Plato's God see espe
cially Dies, Autour de Pia/on, 523 ff.; Festugiere, L'ldlal religieux. 
des Grecs et r Eoangile, 172 ff.; Hackforth, "Plato's Theism," C~30 
(1936) 4 ff.; F. Solmsen, Plalo's Theology (Cornell, 1942). I have 
stated my own tentative view, JHS, loc. cit., 23. 

61 The heavenly bodies are everywhere the natural representatives or 
symbols of what Christopher Dawson calls "the transcendent 
element in external reality" (Religion and Culture, 29). Cf. Apol. 
26o, where we are told that "everybody," including Socrates 
himself, believes the sun and the moon to be gods; and Crat. 
397co, where the heavenly bodies are represented as the primitive 
gods of Greece. But in the fourth century, as we learn from the 
Epinomis, 9820, this belief was beginning to fade before the popu
larising of mechanistic explanations (cf. Laws ~?A; Epin. 983c). 
Its revival in the Hellenistic Age was in no small degree due to 
Plato himself. 

''On the question of animation versus external control see LawJ 
898E-899A, Epin. 983c. Animation was no doubt the popular 
theory, and was to prevail in the coming age; but Plato re
fuses to decide (the Stars are either fJEOl or fJECJp ElKOPES C:,s a'Ya}.
pa.Ta., 6wv a.frrCw lp'Ya.tra.pbwv, Epin. 983E; for the latter view cf. 
Tim. 37c). 

7° Laws 821B-o. In itself, prayer to the sun was not foreign to Greek 
tradition: Socrates prays to him at sunrise (Symp. 2200), and a 
speaker in a lost play of Sophocles prays: ~D.tos, ol«Telpeu pe, I 
8v ol trtX/Jot }.eyoutrl 'YEPP'I~" 6wv I Ka.t 'lf'a.Tipa. dvTwP (fr. 
752 P.). Elsewhere in the Laws (8870) Plato speaks of 7rpoiCU>.ltrElS 
lipa. Ka.l 7rpotriCVriT,tren 'E>.Mvwv TE Ka.l fJa.pfJapwv at the rising and 
setting of the sun and moon. Festugiere has accused him of mis
representing the facts here: "ni l'objet de culte ni le geste d'adora
tion ne sont grecs: ils .sont barbares. 11 s'agit de l'astrologie 
chaldeenne et de la 'lf'potrKfwrttrls en usage A Babylone et chez les 
Perses" (Rev. de Phi/. 21 [1947} 23). But while we may allow that 
the 7rpoiCU>.ltrEls, and perhaps the moon-cult, are barbarian rather 
than Greek, Plato's statement seems sufficiently justified by 
Hesiod's rule of prayer and offerings at sunrise and sundown 
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(Erga 338 f.) and by Ar. Plut. 771: Kat 'lrpotTICVPW 'YE 1rp&n-a p& TOP 
~}.loP, KT>.. Nevertheless, the proposals of the Laws do seem to 
give the heavenly bodies a religious importance which they 
lacked in ordinary Greek c;ult, though there may have been 
partial precedents in Pythagorean thought and usage (cf. chap. 
viii, n. 68). And in the Epinomis-which I am now inclined to 
regard either as Plato's own work or as put" together from his 
"Nachlass"-we meet with something that is certainly Oriental, 
and is frankly presented as such, the proposal for pu!Jiic worship 
of the planets. 

7• Laws 946Bc, 947A. The dedication is not merely formal: the 
d6uPo& are to be actually housed in the TlpEPOS of the joint 
temple (946co). It should be added that the proposal to institute 
a High Priest (O.pXlEpebs) appears to be an innovation; at any 
rate the title is nowhere attested be(ore Hellenistic times (Rever
din, op. cit., 61 f.). Presumably it reflects Plato's sense of the need 
for a tighter organisation of the religious life of Greek communi
ties. The High Priest will be, however, like other priests, a layman, 
and will hold office only for a year; Plato did not conceive the 
idea of a professional clergy, and would certainly, I think, have 
disapproved it, as tending to impair the unity of "Church" and 
State, religious and political life. 

72 See Festugiere, Le Dieu cosmique ( = La Rlvllation d' Hermes, 11, 
Paris, 1949); and my chap. viii, p. 240. 

7l Divine t/JOOPOS is explicitly rejected, Plulr. 247A, Tim. 29E (and 
Arist. Met. 983• 2). 

74 See chap. ii, n. 32. 
75 Laws 903B, l1r(f'8@ pVIJwp: cf. 872E, where the do'ctrine of requital 

in future earthly lives is called pOOM ij M'Yos ~ c'S Tl XPf1 7rpotra'Yo
pEUElP ab-rb, and L. Edelstein, "The Function of the Myth in Plato's 
Philosophy," Journal of the History of Ideas, 10 (1949) 463 ff. 

76 J6id., 904C-90SD; cf. also 728Bc, and Plotinus' development of this 
idea, Enn. 4.3.24. 

n 9040: Af871P TE Kal Tci ToiJTwP lxopePa TWP oPopaTwP l7roPop6.toPTEs 
trq,/J8pa f/Jo{WUPTal Kat oPElpo7ro>.oGtrw twPTEs 8la>.u81PTES TE TWP 
trwpaTwP. Plato's language here (oPopaTwP, lwelpo'lroMiitrlP) sug
gests that popular beliefs about the Underworld have no more 
than symbolic value. But the last words of the sentence are 
puzzling: they can hardly mean "when in sleep or trance" (Eng
land), since they are antithetic to twnes, but seem to assert that 
the fear of Hades continues after death. Does Plato intend to hint 
that to experience this fear-the fruit of a guilty conscience-is 
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already to !Je in Hades? That would accord with the general doc
trine which he preached from the Gorgias onward," that wrongdoing 
is its own punishment. 

71 90JCD, 90SB. On the significance of this point of view see Fe&
tugiere, La Saintetl, 6o ff., and V. Goldschmidt, La Religion Je 
Plalon, 101 f. It became one of the commonplaces of Stoicism, 
e.g., Chrysippus apud Plut. Sto. rep. 44, IOS4F, M. Ant. 6.4s, and 
reappears in Plotinus, e.g., Enn. 3.2.14. Men live in the cosmos 
like mice in a great house, enjoying splendours not designed for 
them (Cic. nal. deor. 2.17). 

7t Euthyphro, 14£. Cf. Laws 716E-"7I7A. 
10 Rep. J64B-J6SA; Laws 909B (cf. 9080). The verbal similarities of 

the two passages are, I think, sufficient to show that Plato has 
in view the same class of persons (Thomas, 'E'II"bcewa, JO, Reverdin, 
op. cit., 226). 

11 Rep. J64E: 'II"ElBonES ob p.lwop l8l&n-as a}.}.ci Kat 'll"o>.ElS (cf. 
366AB, al ,wrurTal 1ro>.as), Laws 909B: l8unas TE Kat 3>-as 
olKlas Kat 'll"o}.ElS XJYIIIJQTC.W xapw l'll"lXElpl;xrLJI KaT' /iKpas ~~alpElV. 
Plato may have in mind famous historical instances like the 
purification of Athens by Epimenides (mentioned at Laws 6420, 
where the respectful tone is in character for the Cretan speaker) 
or of Sparta by Thaletas: cf. Festugiere, REG SI (1938) 197. 
Boyance, REG SS (1942) 232, has objected that Epimenides Wli.S 

unconcerned with the Hereafter. But this is true only on Diels' 
assumption that the writings attributed to him were "Orphic" 
forgeries-an assumption which, whether it be correct or not, 
Plato is unlikely to have made. 

a. I find it hard to believe-as many still do, on the strength of 
"Musaeus and his son" (Rep. 363c)-that Plato intended to con
demn the official Mysteries of Eleusis: cf. Nilsson, HIITTJ. Thtol. 
Rev. 28 (I9JS) 208 f., and Festugiere, loc. cit. Certainly he cannot 
have meant to suggest in the Laws that the Eleusinian priesthood 
should be brought to trial for an offence which he regards as 
worse than atheism (907B). On the other hand, the Repu!Jiic pas
sage does not justify restricting Plato's condemnation to "Orphic" 
books and practices, though these are certainly included. The 
parallel passage in the Laws does not mention Orpheus at all. 

1J See above, n. 6. 
1• Rep. 427Bc; Laws 738Bc, 7S9C· 
"I do not intend to imply that for Plato Apolline religion is simply 

a pious lie, a fiction maintained for its social usefulness. Rather it 
reflects or symbolises religious truth at the level of elKacrla at 
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which it can be assimilated by the people. Plato's universe was a 
graded one: as he believed in degrees of truth and reality, so he 
believed in degrees of religious insight. Cf. Reverdin, op. cit., 2.43 ff. 

16 Laws 87JE. Pollution is incurred in all cases of homicide, even in
voluntary (86sco), or of suicide (8?JD), and requires a KIJJJa.pfm 
which will be prescribed by the Delphic ~'Y'ITa.l. The infectious
ness of [.I.La.(lpa. is recognised within certain limits (88IDE, cf. 
916c, and chap. ii, n. 43). 

87 Laws 9071>-909D. Those whose irreligious teaching is aggravated 
by antisocial conduct are to suffer solitary confinement for life 
(909Bc) in hideous surroundings (908A)-a fate which Plato 
rightly regards as worse than death (908E). Grave ritual offences, 
such as sacrificing to a god when in a state of impurity, are to 
be punishable by d'eath (9IOCE), as they were at Athens: this is 
defended on the old ground that such acts bring the anger of the 
gods on the entire city (9IOB). 

11 16id., 967Bc, "certain persons" who formerly got themselves into 
trouble through falsely asserting that the heavenly bodies were 
"a pack of stones and earth" had only themselves to blame for it. 
But the view that astronomy is a dangerous science is, thanks to 
modem discoveries, now out of date (96?A); some smattering of 
it is indeed a necessary part of religious education (967D-968A). 

89 Cornford has drawn a striking parallel between Plato's position 
and that of the Grand Inquisitor in the story told in The Brothers 
Karamazov (The Unwritten Philosophy, 66 f.). 

9° Cf. Law, 88so: obK l'll't Top~ 8pi11 Tci MLKa. TpetrbpEIJa. ol .,.}.einol, 
8pa(IG.IITES 8' ~~O.KElriO.l 'II'ElpWpEfJa., and 888B: pryWTOII 8~ , , , 
To 'II'Ept Toils fJEOVs bp(Jws 8l4POfiiii,Ta. tij" Ka.>.Ws ~ pi,. For the wide 
diffusion of materialism see 891B. 



VIII 
The Fear of Freedom 

A man's worst difficulties kgin when he is a!Jie lo do 
as he lilces. 

T. H. HuxLEY 

I MUST begin this final chapter by making a 
confession. When the general idea of the lectures on which this 
book is based first formed itself in my mind, my notion was to 
illustrate the Greek attitude to certain problems over the whole 
stretch of time that lies between Homer and the last pagan 
Neoplatonists, a stretch about as long as that which separates 
antiquity from ourselves. But as material accumulated and the 
lectures got themselves written, it became evident that this 
could not be done, save at the price of a hopeless superficiality. 
Thus far I have in fact covered about one-third of the period 
in question, and even there I have left many gaps. The greater 
part of the story remains untold. All that I can now do is to look 
down a perspective of some eight centuries and ask myself in 
very general terms what changes took place in certain huma:~ 
attitudes, and for what reasons. I cannot hope in so brief a 
survey to arrive at exact or confident answers. But it will be 
something if we can get a picture of what the problems are, and 
can formulate them in the right terms. 

Our surveys tarts from an age when Greek rationalism appeared 
to be on the verge of final triumph, the great age of intellectual 
discovery that begins with the foundation of the Lyceum about 
335 B.c. and continues down to the end of the third century. 
This period witnessed the transformation of Greek science from 
an untidy jumble of isolated observations mixed with a priori 
guesses into a system of methodical disciplines. In the more 
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abstract sciences, mathematics and astronomy, it reached a 
level that was not to be attained again before the sixteenth cen
tury; and it made the first organised attempt at research in 
many other fields, botany, zoology, geography, and the history 
of language, of literature, and of human institutions. Nor was 
it only in science that the time was adventurous and creative. 
It is as if the sudden widening of the spatial horizon that re
sulted from Alexander's conquests had widened at the same 
time all the horizons of the mind. Despite its lack of political 
freedom, the society of the third century B.c. was in many 
ways the nearest approach to an "open"1 society that the world 
had yet seen, and nearer than any that would be seen again 
until very modem times. The traditions and institutions 
of the old "closed" society were of course still there and 
still influential: the incorporation of a city-state in one or 
other of the Hellenistic kingdoms did not cause it to lose 
its moral importance overnight. But though the city was 
there, its walls, as someone has put it, were down: its institu
tions stood exposed to rational criticism; its traditional ways of 
life were increasingly penetrated and modified by a cosmopoli
tan culture. For the first time in Greek history, it mattered little 
where a man had been born or what his ancestry was: of the 
men who dominated Athenian intellectual life in this age, 
Aristotle and Theophrastus, Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus 
were all of them foreigners; only Epicurus was of Athenian 
stock, though by birth a colonial. 

And along with this levelling out of local determinants, this 
freedom of movement in space, there went an analogous 
levelling out of temporal determinants, a new freedom for the 
mind to travel backwards in time and choose at will from the 
past experience of men those elements which it could best 
assimilate and exploit. The individual began consciously to use 
the tradition, instead of being used by it. This is most obvious 
in the Hellenistic poets, whose position in this respect was like 
that of poets and artists to-day. "If we talk of tradition tO-

• For notes to chapter viii see pages 255-269. 
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day," says Mr. Auden, "we no longer mean what the eighteenth 
century meant, a way of working handed down from one genera
tion to the next; we mean a consciousness of the whole of the 
past in the present. Originality no longer means a slight per
sonal modification of one's immediate predecessors; it means 
the capacity to find in any other work of any date or locality 
clues for the treatment of one's own subject-matter."• That 
this is true of most, if not all, Hellenistic poetry hardly needs 
proving: it explains both the strength and the weakness of 
works like the Argonautica of Apollonius or the Aelia of Cal
limachus. But we can apply it also to Hellenistic philosophy: 
Epicurus' use of Democritus and the Stoic use of Heracli~us 
are cases in point. As we shall find presently,3 it has likewise 
some bearing on the field of religious beliefs. 

Certainly it is in this age that the Greek pride in human rea
son attains its most confident expression. We should reject, 
says Aristotle, the old rule of life that counselled humility, 
bidding man think in mortal terms (llv,Td. ,Ppove'iv TOP 6vrrrlw); 
for man has within him a divine thing, the intellect, and so far 
as he can live on that level of experience, he can live as though 
he were not mortal.4 The founder of Stoicism went further 
still: for Zeno, man~s intellect was not merely akin to God, it 
was God, a portion of the divine substance in its pure or active 
state.5 And although Epicurus made no such claim, he yet held 
that by constant meditation on the truths of philosophy one 
could live "like a god among men."6 

But ordinary human living, of course, is not like that. Aris
totle knew that no man can sustain the life of pure reason for 
more than very brief periods;7 and he and his pupils appreciated, 
better perhaps than any other Greeks, the necessity of studying 
the irrational factors in behaviour if we are to reach a realistic 
understanding of human nature. I have briefly illustrated the 
sanity and subtlety of their approach to this kind of problem 
in dealing with the cathartic influence of music, and with the 
theory of dreams.• Did circumstances permit, I should have 
liked to devote an entire chapter to Aristotle's treatment of the. 
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Irrational; but the omission may perhaps be excused, since there 
exists an excellent short book, Mile Croissant's Arislole tl Its 
Mysleres, which deals in an interesting and thorough manner, 
not indeed with the whole subject, but with some of its most 
important aspects.' 

Aristotle's approach to an empirical psychology, and in par
ticular to a psychology of the Irrational, was unhappily carried 
no further after the first generation of his pupils. When the 
natural sciences detached themselves from the study of phi
losophy proper, as they began to do early in the third century, 
psychology was left in the hands of the philosophers (where it 
remained-! think to its detriment-down to very recent 
times). And the dogmatic rationalists of the Hellenistic Age 
seem to have cared little for the objective study of man as he 
is; their attention was concentrated on the glorious picture of 
man as he might be, the ideal sapiens or sage. In order to make 
the picture seem possible, Zeno and Chrysippus deliberately 
went back, behind Aristotle and behind Plato, to the naive in
tellectualism of the fifth century. The attainment of moral 
perfection, they said, was independent both of natural endow
ment and of habituation; it depended solely on the exercise of 
reason.' 0 And there was no "irrational soul" for reason to con
tend with: the sa-called passions were merely errors of judge
ment, or morbid disturbances resulting from errors of judge
ment.11 Correct the erro., and the disturbance will autO
matically cease, leaving a tnind untouched by joy or sorrow, 
untroubled by hope or fear, "passionless, pitiless, and perfect."u 

This fantastic psychology was adopted and maintained for 
two centuries, not on its merits, but because it was thought 
necessary to a moral system which aimed at combining altruis
tic action with complete inward detachment.13 Posidonius, we 
know, rebelled against it and demanded a return to Plato,Z4 
pointing out that Chrysippus' theory conflicted both with 
observation, which showed the elements of character to be 
innate,Z5 and with moral experience, which revealed irrationality 
and evil as ineradicably rooted in human nature and control-
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lable only by some kind of "catharsis."'' But his protest did 
not avail to kill the theory; orthodox Stoics continued to talk 
in intellectualist terms, though perhaps with diminishing con
viction. Nor was the attitude of Epicureans or of Sceptics very 
different in this matter. Both schools would have liked to 
banish the passions from human life; the ideal of both was 
alaraxia, freedom from disturbing emotions; and this was to 
be achieved in the one case by holding the right opinions about 
man and God, in the other by holding no opinions at all.•r The 
Epicureans made the same arrogant claim as the Stoics, that 
without philosophy there can be no goodness••-a claim which 
neither Aristotle nor Plato ever made. 

This rationalist psychology and ethic was matched by a 
rationalised religion. For the philosopher, the essential part of 
religion lay no longer in acts of cult, but in a silent contempla
tion of the divine and in a realisation of man's kinship with it . 
. The Stoic contemplated the starry heavens, and read there the 
expression of the same rational and moral purpose which he 
discovered in his own breast; the Epicurean, in some ways the 
more spiritual of the two, contemplated the unseen gods who 
dwell remote in the inlermundia and thereby found strength to 
approximate his life to theirs.'' For both schools, deity has 
ceased to be synonymous with arbitrary Power, and has become 
instead the embodiment of a rational ideal; the transformation 
was the work of the classical Greek thinkers, especially Plato. 
As Festugi~re has rightly insisted,20 the Stoic religion is a 
direct inheritance from the Timaeus and the Laws, and even 
Epicurus is at times closer in spirit to Plato than he would have 
cared to acknowledge. 

At the same time, all the Hellenistic schools-even perhaps 
the Sceptics"'--were as anxious as Plato had been to avoid a 
clean break with traditional forms of cult. Zeno indeed ce
clared that temples were superfluous-God's true temple was 
the human intellect.•• Nor did Chrysippus conceal his opinion 
that to represent gods in human shape was childish.•3 Never
theless, Stoicism found room for the anthropomorphic gods by 
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treating them as allegorical figures or symbols;•4 and when in 
the Hymn of Cleanthes we find the Stoic God decked out with 
the epithets and attributes of Homer's Zeus, this is more, I 
think, than a stylistic formality-it is a serious attempt to 
fill the old forms with a new meaning."5 Epicurus too sought to 
keep the forms and purify their content. He was scrupulous, we 
are told, in observing all the usages of cult,"' but insisted that 
they must be divorced from all fear of divine anger or hope of 
material benefit; to h·im, as to Plato, the "do ut des" view of 
religion is the worst blasphemy."r 

It would be unwise to assume that such attempts to purge 
the tradition had much effect on popular belief. As Epicurus 
said, "the things which I know, the multitude disapproves, and 
of what the multitude approves, I know nothing."•• Nor is it 
easy for us to know what the multitude approved in Epicurus' 
time. Then as now, the ordinary man became articulate about 
such things only, as a rule, upon his tombstone-and not 
always even there. Extant tombstones of the Hellenistic Age 
are less reticent than those of an earlier time, and suggest, for 
what they are worth, that the traditional belief in Hades is 
slowly fading, and begins to be replaced· either by explicit 
denial of any Afterlife or else by vague hopes that the deceased 
has gone to some better world-"to the Isles of the Blessed," 
"to the gods," or even "to the eternal Kosmos .... , I should 
not care to build very much on the latter type of epitaph: we 
know that the sorrowing relatives are apt to order "a suitable 
inscription" which does not always correspond to any actively 
held belief.30 Still, taken as a whole, the tombstones do suggest 
that disintegration of the Conglomerate has gone a stage 
further. 

As for public or civic religion, we should expect it to suffer 
fr~m the loss of civic autonomy: in the city-state, religion and 
public life were too intimately interlocked for either to decline 
without injury to the other. And that public religion had in fact 
declined pretty steeply at Athens in the half-eentury after 
Chaeronea we know from Hermocles' hymn to Demetrius 
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Poliorcetes :31 at no earlier period could a hymn sung on a 
great public occasion have declared that the gods of the city 
were either indifferent or nonexistent, and that these useless 
stocks and stones were now replaced by a "real" god, De
metrius himself. 3• The flattery may be insincere; the scepticism 
plainly is not, and it must have been generally shared, since 
we are told that the hymn was highly popular.u That Hellenis
tic ruler-worship was always insincere-that it was a political 
stunt and nothing more--no one, I think, will believe who has 
observed in our own day the steadily growing mass adulaticn 
of dictators, kings, and, in default of either, athletes.J4 When 
the old gods withdraw, the empty thrones cry out 'for a suc
cessor, and with good management, or even without manage
ment,35 almost any perishable bag of bones may be hoisted into 
the vacant seat. So far as they have religious meaning for the 
individual, ruler-eult and its analogues,36 ancient and modern, 
are primarily, I take it, expressions of helpless dependence; 
he who treats another human being as divine thereby assigns to 
himself the relative status of a child or an animal. It was, I 
think, a related sen~iment that gave rise to another character
istic feature of the Early Hellenistic Age, the wide diffusion of 
the cult of Tyche, "Luck" or "Fortune." Such a cult is, as 
Nilsson has said, "the last stage in the secularising of religion" ;n 
in default of any positive object, the sentiment of dependence 
attaches itself to the purely negative idea of the unexplained 
and unpredictable, which is Tyche. 

I do not want to give a false impression of a complex situa
tion by oversimplifying it. Public worship of the city gods of 
course continued; it was an accepted part of public life, an 
accepted expression of civic patriotism. But it would, I think, 
be broadly true to say of it what has been said of Christianity 
in our own time, that it had become "more or less a social 
routine, without influence on goals of living."31 On the other 
hand, the progressive decay of tradition set the religious man 
free to choose his own gods,Jt very much as it set the poet free 
to choose his own style; and the anonymity and loneliness of 
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life in the great new cities, where the individual felt himself a 
cipher, may have enforced on many the sense of need for some 
divine friend and helper. The celebrated remark of Whitehead, 
that "religion is what the individual does with his own solitari
ness,';40 whatever one may think of it as a general definition, 
describes fairly accurately the religious situation from Alex
ander's time onwards. And one thing that the individual did 
with his solitariness in this age was to form small private clubs 
devoted to the worship of individual gods, old or new. Inscriptions 
tell us something of the activities of such "Apolloniasts" or 
"Hermaists" or "lobacchi" or "Sarapiasts," but we cannot 
see far into their minds. All we can really say is that these asso
ciations served both social and religious purposes, in unknown 
and probably varying proportions: some may have been little 
more than dining-clubs; others may have given their members 
a real sense of community with a divine patron or protector of 
their own choice, to replace the inherited local community of 
the old closed society. 41 

Such, in the broadest outline, were the relations between re
ligion and rationalism in the third century . .P Looking at the pic
ture as a whole, an intelligent observer in or about the year 
200 B.c. might well have predicted that within a few genera
tions the disintegration of the inherited structure would be 
complete, and that the perfect Age of Reason would follow. 
He would, however, have been quite wrong on both points-as 
similar predictions made by nineteenth-century rationalists 
look like proving wrong. It would have surprised our imaginary 
Greek rationalist to learn that half a millennium after his death 
Athena would still be receiving the periodic gift of a new dress 
from her grateful people;43 that bulls would still be sacrificed 
in Megara to heroes killed in the Persian Wars eight hundred 
years earlier;44 that ancient taboos concerned with ritual purity 
would still be rigidly maintained in many places. 45 For the 
vis inerliae that keeps this sort of thing going-what Matthew 
Amold once called "the extreme slowness of things""'-no 
rationalist ever makes sufficient allowance. Gods withdraw, 
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but their rituals live on, and no one except a few intellectuals 
notices that they have ceased t;o mean anything. In a material 
sense the Inherited Conglomerate did not in the end perish by 
disintegration; large portions of it were left standing through 
the centuries, a familiar, shabby, rather lovable fa~ade, until 
one day the Christians pushed the fa~ade over and discovered 
that there was virtually nothing behind it-only a faded local 
patriotism and an antiquarian sentiment.47 So, at least, it 
happened in the cities; it appears that to the country folk, the 
pagani, certain of the old rites still did mean something, as 
indeed a few of them, in a dim half-eomprehended manner, 
still do. 

A prevision of this history would have surprised an observer in 
the third century B.c. But it would have surprised him far more 
painfully to learn that Greek civilisation was entering, not on 
the Age of Reason, but on a period of slow intellectual decline 
which was to last, with some deceptive rallies and some brilliant 
individual rear-guard actions, down to the capture of Byzan
tium by the Turks; that in all the sixteen centuries of exist~nce 
still awaiting it the Hellenic world would produce no poet as 
good as Theocritus, no scientist as good as Eratosthenes, no 
mathematician as good as Archimedes, and that the one great 
name in philosophy would represent a point of view believed 
to be extinct-transcendental Platonism. 

To understand the reasons for this long-drawn-out decline 
is one of the major problems of world history. We are concerned 
here with only one aspect of it, what may be called for con
venience the Return of the Irrational. But even that is so big 
a subject that I can only illustrate what I have in mind by 
pointing briefly to a few typical developments. 

We saw in an earlier chapter how the gap between the be
liefs of the intellectuals and the beliefs of the people, already 
discernible in the oldest Greek literature, widened in the late 
fifth century to something approaching a complete divorce, and 
how the growing rationalism of the intellectuals was matched 
by regressive symptoms in popular belief. In the relatively 
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"open" Hellenistic society, although the divorce was on the 
whole maintained, rapid changes in social stratification, and the 
opening of education to wider classes, created more oppor
tunities of interaction between the two groups. We have noticed 
evidence that in third-century Athens a scepticism once con
fined to intellectuals had begun to infect the general population; 
and the same thing was to happen later at Rome. 41 But after 
the third century a different kind of interaction shows itself, 
with the appearance of a pseudO-Scientific literature, mostly 
pseudonymous and often claiming to be based on divine revela
tion, which took up the ancient superstitions of the East or 
the more recent phantasies of the Hellenistic masses, dressed 
them in trappings borrowed from Greek science or Greek phi
losophy, and won for them the acceptance of a large part of 
the educated class. Assimilation henceforth works both ways: 
while rationalism, of a limited and negative kind, continues to 
spread from above downwards, antirationalism spreads from 
below upwards, and eventually wins the day. 

Astrology is the most familiar example.49 It has been said 
that it "fell upon the Hellenistic mind as a new disease falls 
upon some remote island people."so But the comparison does 
not quite fit the facts, so far as they are known. Invented in 
Babylonia, it spread to Egypt, where Herodotus appears to 
have met with it.5' In the fourth century, Eudoxus reported 
its existence in Babylonia, along with the achievements of 
Babylonian astronomy; but he viewed it with scepticism,s• 
and there is no evidence that it was taken up, although in the 
Plzaedrus myth Plato amused himself by playing his own 
variation on an astrological theme.53 About 280 B.c. more 
detailed information was made available to Greek readers in 
the writings of the Babylonian priest Berossus, without (it 
would seem) causing any great excitement. The real vogue of 
astrology seems to start in the second century B.c., when a 
number of popular manuals-especially one composed in the 
name of an imaginary Pharaoh, the Revelations of Neclzepso 
and Ptlosiris5'-began to circulate widely, and practising 
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astrologers appeared as far afield as Rome.55 Why did it occur 
then and not sooner? The idea was by then no novelty, and the 
intellectual ground for its reception had long bc;en prepared in 
the astral theology which was taught alike by Platonists, Aris
totelians, and Stoics, though Epicurus warned the world of its 
dangers. 56 One may guess that its spread was favoured by politi
cal conditions: in the troubled half-century that preceded the 
Roman conquest of Greece it was part;C'ularly important to 
know what was going to happen. One may guess also that the 
Babylonian Greek who at this time occupied the Chair of 
Zeno57 encouraged a sort of "trahison des clercs" (the Stoa had 
already used its influence to kill the heliocentric hypothesis of 
Aristarchus which, if accepted, would have upset the founda
tions both of astrology and of Stoic religion).58 But behind such 
immediate causes we may perhaps suspect something deeper 
and less conscious: for a century or more the individual had 
been face to face with his own intellectual freedom, and now 
he turned tail and bolted from the horrid prospect-better 
the rigid determinism of the astrological Fate than that terrify
ing burden of daily responsibility. Rational men like Panaetius 
and Cicero tried to check the retreat by argument, as Plotinus 
was to do later,59 but without perceptible effect; certain motives 
are beyond the reach of argument. 

Besides astrology, the second century B.c. saw the develoP
ment of another irrational doctrine which deeply influenced the 
thought of later antiquity and the whole Middle Age-the 
theory of occult properties or forces immanent in certain 
animals, plants, and precious stones. Though its beginnings 
are probably much older, this was first systematically set forth 
by one Bolus of Mendes, called "the Democri tean," who appears 
to have written about 200 B.C.60 His system was closely linked 
with magical medicine and with alchemy; it was also soon com
bined with astrology, to which it formed a convenient supple
ment. The awkward thing about the stars had always been 
their inaccessibility, alike to prayer and to magic.6' But if 
each planet had its representative in the animal, vegetable, 
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and mineral kingdoms, linked to it by an occult "sympathy," 
as was now asserted, one could get at them magically by 
manipulating these earthly counterparts.62 Resting as they 
did on the primitive conception of the world as a magical unity, 
Bolus' ideas were fatally attractive to the Stoics, who already 
conceived the cosmos as an organism whose parts had com
munity of experience (0'11pra6Ela).63 From the first century 
B.c. onwards Bolus begins to be quoted as a scientific authority 
comparable in status with Aristotle and Theophrastus,64 arid his 
doctrines become incorporated in the generally accepted world 
picture. 

Many students of the subject have seen in the first century 
B.c. the decisive period of Weltwende, the period when the tide 
of rationalism, which for the past hundred years had flowed 
ever more sluggishly, has finally expended its force and begins 
to retreat. There is no doubt that all the philosophical schools 
save the Epicurean took a new direction at this time. The old 
religious dualism of mind and matter, God and Nature, the 
soul and the appetites, which rationalist thought had striver. 
to overcome, reasserts itself in fresh forms and with a fresh 
vigour. In the new unorthodox Stoicism of Posidonius this 
dualism appears' as a tension of opposites within the unified 
c?smos and unified human nature of the old Stoa.65 About the 
same time an internal revolution in the Academy puts an end 
to the purely critical phase in the development of Platonism, 
makes it once more a speculative philosophy, and sets it on 
the road that will lead eventually to Plotinus.66 Equally signif
icant is the revival, after two centuries of apparent abeyance, 
of Pythagoreanism, not as a formal teaching school, but as a 
cult and as a way oflife.67Jt relied frankly on authority, not on 
logic: Pythagoras was presented as an inspired Sage, the Greek 
counterpart of Zoroaster or Ostanes, and numerous apocrypha 
were fathered on him or on his immediate disciples. What was 
taught in his name was the old belief in a detachable magic 
self, in the world as a place of darkness and penance, and in the 
necessity of catharsis; but this was now combined with ideas 
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derived from astral religion (which had in fact certain links with 
old Pythagoreanism),61 from Plato (who was represented as a 
Pythagorean), from the occultism of Bolus,'' and from other 
forms of magical tradition.ro 

All these developments are perhaps symptoms, rather than 
causes, of a general change in the intellectual climate of the 
Mediterranean world-something whose nearest historical 
analogue may be the romantic reaction against rationalist 
"natural theology" which set in at the beginning of the nine
teenth century and is still a powerful influence to-day.rz The 
adoration of the visible cosmos, and the sense of unity with it 
which had found expression in early Stoicism, began to be re
placed in many minds 72 by a feeling· that the physical world
at any rate the part of it below the moon-is under the sway 
of evil powers, and that what the soul needs is not unity with 
it but escape from it. The thoughts of men were increasingly 
preoccupied with techniques of individual salvation, some 
relying on holy books allegedly discovered in Eastern temples or 

1 

dictated by the voice of God to some inspired prophet,73 others 
seeking a personal revelation by oracle, dream, or waking 
vision;74 others again looking for security in ritual, whether 
by initiation in one or more of the now numerous "mysteria" 
or by employing the services of a private magician. 75 There 
was a growing demand for occultism, which is essentially an 
attempt to capture the Kingdom of Heaven by material means 
-it has been well described as "the vulgar form of transcenden
talism. "r6 And philosophy followed a parallel path on a higher 
level. Most of the schools had long since ceased to value the 
truth for its own sake,77 but in the Imperial Age they abandon, 
with certain exceptions,r• any pretence of disinterested curiosity 
and present themselves frankly as dealers in salvation. It is 
not only that the philosopher conceives his lecture-room as a 
dispensary for sick souls;r' in principle, that was nothing new. 
But the philosopher is not merely a psychotherapist; he is also, 
as Marcus Aurelius put it, "a kind of priest and minister of the 
gods,"•o and his teachings claim to have religious rather than 
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scientific worth. "The aim of Platonism," says a Christian 
observer in the second century A.D., "is to see God face to 
face."•• And profane knowledge was valued only so far as it 
contributed to such aims. Seneca, for example, quotes with 
approval the view that we should not trouble to investigate 
things that it is neither possible nor useful to know, such as 
the cause of the tides or the principle of perspective. •• In such 
sayings we already feel the intellectual climate of the Middle 
Ages. It is the climate in which Christianity grew up; it made 
the triumph of the new religion possible, and it left its mark on 
Christian teaching;h but it was not created by Christians. 

What, then, did create it? One difficulty in the way of at
tempting any answer at the present time is the lack Qf a com
prehensive and balanced survey of all the relevant facts which 
might help us to grasp the relationship between the trees and 
the wood. We have brilliant studies of many individual trees, 
though not of all; but of the wood we have only impressionistic 
sketches. When the second volume of Nilsson's Gesclziclzlt ap
pears, 14 when Nock .has published his long-awaited Gifford 
Lectures on Hellenistic Religion, and when Festugi~re has 
completed the important series of studies in the history of re
ligious thought misleadingly entitled La Rlvllation d' Herm~s 
Trismlgisle, 15 the ordinary nonspecialist like myself may be in 
a better position to make up his mind; meanwhile he had 
better abstain from snap judgements. I should like, however, 
to conclude by saying a word about some suggested explana
tions of the failure of Greek rationalism. 

Certain of these merely restate the problem which they 
claim to solve. It is not helpful to be told that the Greeks had 
become decadent, or that the Greek mind had succumbed to 
Oriental influences, unless we are also told why this hap
pened. Both statements may be true in some sense, though I 
think the best scholars to-day would hesitate to accord to 
either the unqualified acceptance which was usual in the last 
century.86 But even if true, such sweeping assertions will not 
advance matters until the nature and causes of the alleged 
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degeneration are made clear. Nor shall I be content to accept 
the fact of racial interbreeding as a sufficient explanation until 
it is established either that cultural attitudes are transmitted in 
the germ-plasm or that cross-bred strains are necessarily in
ferior to "pure" ones. •r 

If we are to attempt more precise answers, we must try to 
be sure that they really square with the facts and are not dic
tated solely by our own prejudices. This is not always done. 
When a well-known British scholar assures me that "there 
can be little doubt that the over-specialisation of science and 
the development of popular education in the Hellenistic Age 
led to the decline of mental activity,"•• I fear he is merely pro
jecting into the past his personal diagnosis of certain con
temporary ills. The sort of specialisation we have to-day was 
quite unknown to Greek science at any period, and some of the 
greatest names at all periods are those of nonspecialists, as 
may be seen if you look at a list of the works of Theophrastus 
or Eratosthenes, Posidonius, Galen, or Ptolemy. And universal 
education was equally unknown: there is a better case for the 
view that Hellenistic thought suffered from too little popular 
education rather than too much. 

Again, some favourite sociological explanations have the 
drawback o(not quite fitting the historical facts. 19 Thus the 
loss of political freedom may have helped to discourage in
tellectual enterprise, but it was hardly the determining factor; 
for the great age of rationalism, from the late fourth to the 
late third century, was certainly not an age of political freedom. 
Nor is it quite easy to put the whole blame on war and eco
nomic impoverishment. There is indeed some evidence that 
such conditions do favour an increased resort to magic and 
divination90 (very recent examples are the vogue of spiritualism 
during and after the First World War, of astrology during and 
after the Second);'' and I am willing to believe that the dis
turbed conditions of the first century B.c. helped to start the 
direct retreat from reason, while those of the third century 
A.D. helped to make it final. But if this were the only force at 
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work, we should expect the two intervening centuries-an 
exceptionally long period of domestic peace, personal security, 
and, on the whole, decent government-to show a reversal of 
this tendency instead of its gradual accentuation. 

Other scholars have emphasised the internal breakdown of 
Greek rationalism. It "wasted away;" says Nilsson, "as a fire 
burns itself out for lack of fuel. While science ended in fruitless 
logomachies and soulless compilations, the religious will to 
believe got fresh vitality."'" As Festugi~re puts it, "on avait 
trop discute, on etait las des mots. 11 ne restait que la tech
nique."93 To a modem ear the description has a familiar and 
disquieting ring, but there is much ancient evidence to support 
it. If we go on to ask why fresh fuel was lacking, the answer 
of both authors is the old one, that Greek science had failed 
to develop the experimental method.94 And if we ask further 
why it failed to do so, we are usually told that the Greek habit 
of mind was deductive-which I do not find very illuminating. 
Here Marxist analysis has hit on a cleverer answer: experiment 
failed to develop because there was no serious technology; 
there was no serious technology because human labour was 
cheap; human labour ~as cheap because slaves were abundant.95 

Thus by a neat chain of inference the rise of the mediaeval 
world-view is shown to depend on the institution of slavery. 
Some of its links, I suspect, may need testing; but this is a 
task for which I am not qualified. I will, however, venture to 
make two rather obvious comments. One is that the economic 
argument explains better the stagnation of mechanics after 
Archimedes than it does the stagnation of medicine after 
Galen or of astronomy after Ptolemy. The other is that the 
paralysis of scientific thought in general may very well account 
for the boredom and restlessness of the intellectuals, but what 
it does not so well account for is the new attitude of the masses. 
The vast majority of those who turned to astrology or magic, 
the vast majority of the devotees of Mithraistn or Christianity, 
were evidently not the sort of people to whom the stagnation 
of science was a direct and conscious concern; and I find it 
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hard to be certain that their religious outlook would have been 
fundamentally different even if some scientist had changed their 
economic lives by inventing the steam engine. 

If future historians are to reach a more complete explanation 
of what happened, I think that, without ignoring either the in
tellectual or the economic factor, they will have to take account 
of another sort of motive, less conscious and less tidily rational. 
I have already suggested that behind the acceptance of astral 
determinism there lay, among other things, the fear of freedom 
-the unconscious flight from the heavy burden .of individual 
choice which an open society lays upon its members. If such a 
motive is accepted as a vera causa (and there is pretty strong 
evidence that it is. a vera causa to-day)," we may suspect its 
operation in a good many places. We may suspect it in the 
hardening of philosophical speculation into quasi-religious 
dogma which provided the individual with an unchanging rule 
of life; in the dread of inconvenient research expressed even 
by a Cleanthes or an Epicurus; later, and on a more popular 
level, in the demand for a prophet or a scripture; and more 
generally, in the pathetic reverence for the written word char
acteristic of late Roman and mediaeval times-a readiness, as 
Nock puts it, "to accept statc;ments because they were in 
books, or even because they were said to be in books. " 97 

When a people has travelled as far towards the open society 
'as the Greeks had by the third century B.c., such a retreat does 
not happen quickly or uniformly. Nor is it painless for the indi
vidual. For the refusal of responsibility in any sphere there is 
always a price to be paid, usually in the form of neurosis. And 
we may find collateral evidence that the fear of freedom is not 
a mere phrase in the increase of irrational anxieties and the 
striking manifestations of neurotic guilt-feeling observable in 
the later91 stages of the retreat. These things were not new in 
the religious experience of the Greeks: we encountered them in 
studying the Archaic Age. But the centuries of rationalism had 
weakened their social inAuence and thus, indirectly, their 
power over the individual. Now they show themselves in new 
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forms and with a new intensity. I cannot here go into the evi
dence; but we can get some measure of the change by comparing 
the "Superstitious Man" of Theophrastus, who is hardly more 
than an old-fashioned observer of traditional taboos, with 
Plutarch's idea of a superstitious man as one who "sits in a 
public place clad in sackcloth or filthy rags, or wallows naked 
in the mire, proclaiming what he calls his sins."" Plutarch's 
picture of religious neurosis can be amplified from a good many 
other sources: striking individual documents are Lucian's por
trait of Peregrinus, who turned from his sins first to Chris
tianity, then to pagan philosophy, and after a spectacular 
suicide became a miracle-working pagan saint;•oo and the self
portrait of another interesting neurotic, Aelius Aristides.101 

Again, the presence of a diffused anxiety among the masses 
shows itself clearly, not only in the reviving dread of post
mortem punishments•o• but in the more immediate terrors re
vealed by extant prayers and amulets.' 03 Pagan and Christian 
alike prayed in the later Imperial Age for protection against 
invisible perils-against the evil eye and daemonic possession, 
against "the deceiving demon" or "the headless dog."•o4 One 
amulet promises protection "against every malice of a frighten
ing dream or of beings in the air"; a second, "against enemies, 
accusers, robbers, terrors, and apparitions in dreams"; a third
a Christian one-against "unclean spirits" hiding under your 
bed or in the rafters or even in the rubbish-pit.' 05 The Return 
of the Irrational was, as may be seen from these few examples, 
pretty complete. 

There I must leave the problem. But I will not end this 
book without making a further confession. I have purposely 
been sparing in the use of modern parallels, for I know that 
such parallels mislead quite as often as they illuminate.•a6 But 
as a man cannot escape from his own shadow, so no generation 
can pass judgement on the problems of history without refer
ence, conscious or unconscious, to its own problems. And I will 
not pretend to hide from the reader that in writing these 
chapters, and especially this last one, I have had our own 
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situation constantly in mind. We too have witnessed the slow 
disintegration of an inherited conglomerate, starting among the 
educated class but now affecting the masses almost everywhere, 
yet still very far from complet~. We too have experienced a 
great age of rationalism, marked by scientific advances beyond 
anything that earlier times had thought possible, and con
fronting mankind with the prospect of a society more open than 
any it has ever known. And in the last forty years we have also 
experienced something else-the unmistakable symptoms of a 
recoil from that prospect. It would appear that, in the words 
used recently by Andre Malraux, "Western civilisation has 
begun to doubt its own credentials."zo7 

What is the meaning of this recoil, this doubt? Is it the hesi
tation before the jump, or the beginning of a panic flight? 
I do not know. On such a matter a simple professor of Greek is in 
no position to offer an opinion. But he can do one thing. P.e 
can remind his readers that once before a civilised people rode to 
this jump-rode to it and refused it. And he can beg them to 
examine all the circumstances of that refusal. 

Was it the horse that refused, or the rider? That is really the 
crucial question. Personally, I believe it was the horse-in 
other words, those irrational elements in human nature which 
govern without our knowledge so much of our behaviour and 
so much of what we think is our thinking. And if I am right 
about this, I can see in it grounds for hope. As these chapters 
have, I trust, shown, the men who created the first European 
rationalism were never-until the Hellenistic Age-"mere" 
rationalists: that is to say, they were deeply and imaginatively 
aware of the power, the wonder, and the peril of the Irrational. 
But they could describe what went on below the threshold of 
consciousness only in mythological or symbolic language; they 
had no instrument for understanding it, still less for controlling 
it; and in the Hellenistic Age too many of them made the fatal 
mistake of thinking they could ignore it. Modern man, on the 
other hand, is beginning to acquire such an instrument. It is 
still very far from perfect, nor is it always skilfully handled; in 
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many fields, including that of history,' 01 its possibilities and its 
limitations have still to be tested. Yet it seems to offer the hope 
that if we use it wisely we shall eventually understand our 
horse better; that, understanding him better, we shall be able 
by better training to overcome his fears; and that through the 
overcoming of fear horse and rider will one day take that de
cisive jump, and take it successfully. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII 

• A completely "open" society would be, as I understand the term, 
a society whose modes of behaviour were entirely determined by 
a rational choice between possible alternatives and whose adapta
tions were all of them conscious and deliberate (in contrast with 
the completely "closed" society in which all adaptation would be 
unconscious and no one would ever be aware of making a choice). 
Such a society has never existed and will never exist; but one can 
usefully speak of relatively closed and relatively open societies, 
and can think in broad terms of the history of civilisation as the 
history of a movement away from the former type and in the gen
eral direction of the latter. Cf. K. R. Popper, The Open Society 
and Its Enemies (London, 1945), and the paper by Auden quoted 
below. On the novelty of the third-century situation see Bevan, 
Stoics and Sceptics, 23 ff. 

• W. H. Auden, "Criticism in a Mass Society," The Mint, 2 (1948) 
4· Cf. also Waiter Lippmann, d Preface to Morals, 1o6 ff., on 
"the burden of originality." 

l See pp. 242 f. 
4 Aristotle, E.N. 1177b 2.4-1178" 2. Cf. fr. 61: man is quasi mortalis 

deus. 
s Stoicorum Peterum Fragmenta, ed. Arnim (cited henceforth as 

SPF), I.146: z,qpwp o KlTlEUs o l;Twl/COs l4nl ••. 8e'iP ••• ixew To 
6EtoP lP p.lwCf' Tcfj Pcfj, p.iXXoP 8~ (leap 'J)'YEicrllcu TOP PoiW. God 
himself (or itself) is "the right reason which penetrates all things" 
(Diog. Laert. 7.88, cf. SPF l.16o-162). For such a view there 
were precedents in earlier speculation (cf., e.g., Diogenes of 
Apollonia fr. s); but it appeared now for the first time as the 
foundation of a systematic theory of human life. 

6 Epicurus, Epist. J.IJS: Ncrels ~ ~M 6eas lP Q.,(Jpb,rols. Cf. also 
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Sent. Pal. 33; Aelian, P.H. 4·•3 ( = fr. 6o2 Usener); and Lua. 
3·322. 

7 Aristotle, Met. 1072b 14: 8Ul'Y(I)")'1) 8' lfiTtP ota 1) apUr"l p.tKp6P 
x.p/Jpop 'l)p.lP. 

1 Chap. iii, pp. 79 f.; iv, p. 120. 
'Cf. also Jaeger, Aristotle, 159 ff., 240 f., 396 f.; Boyance, Culte dts 

M11ses, 185 ff. 
1° Cic. dead. post. 1.38 = SPF 1.199· 
"Unity of the 1/tux~. SPF Il.823, etc. Zeno defined 1ra8os as "an 

irrational and unnalural disturbance of the mind" (SPF 1.205). 
Chrysippus went further, actually identifying the 1rMr, with 
erroneous judgements: SPF III-456, 461, Xplxrt7r7ros p.l11 ••• a7ro-
8etKPfwat 7rEtpiTat, KpUrEtS Ttlld.s ElPat TOU M"VtcrTt!'OU Td. 7rMr,, z.q""'" 
8' OU Td.S KpUrEtS aln-as, a}.}.Q. Tcis brt'Yt'YPOp.bas ClWCllS fiUfiTOMS 
Kal xut~ets, brapt~m TE Kat 'lrTWfiEts Tijs 1/fuxijs bop.tte" flptu Td. 1ra9t. 

12 SPFIII.444: Stoici affectus omnes, quorum impulsu animus com
movetur, ex homine tollunt, cupiditatem, laetitiam, metum, 
maestitiam •••• Haec quattuor morbos vocant, non tarn natura 
insitos quam prava opinione susceptos: et idcirco eos censent 
exstirpari posse radicitus, si bonorum malorumque opinio falsa 
tollatur. The characterisation of the Sage is Tarn's (Hellenistic 
Civilisalion, 273). 

1l Cf. Bevan's interesting discussion, op. cit., 66 ff. 
14 In his 1rept 1ra(JC;p, on which Galen drew in his treatise de placitis 

Hippocralis et Plalonis. Cf. Pohlenz, NJ!J!J Supp. 2.4 (1898) 537 ff., 
and Die Stoa, l.89 ff.; Reinhardt, Poseidonios, 263 ff.; Edelstein, 
dJP 47 (1936) 305 ff. It. would seem that the false unity of the 
Zenonian psychology had already been modified by Panaetius 
(Cicero, Off. l.tot), but Posidonius carried the revision much 

·further. 
IS A newly recovered treatise by Galen, in which most of the ma

terial seems to be taken from Posidonius, develops this argument 
at some length, citing the differences of character observable in 
infants and animals: seeR. Walzer, "New Light on Galen's Moral 
Philosophy," C~43 (1949) 82 ff. 

16 Galen, 67-t Tals TOil t~&lp.aTos Kpat~EfltP KT>., p. 78.8 ff. Muller: 
oil TOWtw oba~ llOfi'Et&,~ OOKEl T1)11 KaKlap ~~Ell l7rEtcrtbat Tois 
apfJpW'IrOtS ob&p.lap ~XOUfi'Clll pltaP lP TillS 1/tVXCllS 'J)p;;,,, 38Efl 
opp.wp.lrrq fJ}.afiTQIIEt TE Kal aU~UETClt, a>.>. I CIWO TOUIICIIITWJI. 
Kat 'YQ.p OW Kat Tijs KaKlas lP 'l)p.lll ClUTOlS fl7rlpp.a 1 Kal 8Ebp.etJa. 
'lrUTES oflx olh-w Toii t/JEu'YE'" Tom 1rorrqpom C:,s Toii 8wKew Tow 
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Ka8a.pl.aoPT6.s TE Ka.t KwMfiOPTa.s .qp;;,, Til" a.li~fllP rijs Ka.K[a.s. Cf. 
plac. Hipp. et Pial., pp. 436.7 ff. Miiller: in his treatment (fhpa.
'II"Ela.) of the passions Posidonius followed Plato, not Chrysippus. 
It is interesting that the inner conflict of Euripides' Medea, in 
which the fifth-century poet had expressed his protest against 
the crudities of rationalist psychology (chap. vi, p. 186), also 
played a part in this controversy, being quoted, oddly enough, 
by both sides (Galen, plac. Hipp. et Pial., p. 342 Muller; i!Jid., 
p. 382 = SPF 111.473 ad fin.). 

•1 Cf. Epicurus, Epist. 1.81 f.; Sextus Emp. Pyrrh. Hyp. 1.29. 
•• Seneca, Epist. 89.8: nee philosophia sine virtute est nee sine 

philosophia virtus. Cf. the Epicurean Pap. Here. 1251, col. xiii.6: 
f/HMfl'oq,[a.s 8l' ~s p.hrrqs ~fi'Tlll 6p8o1rpa.-ye'iP. 

''Cf. Philodemus, de dis Ill, fr. 84 Diels = Usener, Epic urea fr. 386: 
the wise man 'II"ElpiiTa.l O'VPE'f'Yltew a.fnii (se. the divine character) 
Ka.t Ka80.'II"EpEt 'YXlXETO.l 6l'fElll Ka.t O'VIIEliiO.l. 

•o Festugiere, Le Dieu cosmique, xii f.; Epicure et ses dieux, 95 ff. 
Against the view that early Stoicism represents an intrusion of 
"Oriental mysticism" into Greek thought see Le Dieu cosmique, 
266, n. 1, and Bevan, op. cit., 20 ff. The general relation of phi
losophy to religion in this age is well stated by Wendland, Die 
hellmislisch-romische Kuhur", 106 ff. 

•• Pyrrho is said to have held a high-priesthood (Dio~. Laert. 9.64) . 
.. SPF l.t46, 264--267. 
•J SPF ll.t076. 
•4 Chrysippus, i!Jid. A like allegorisation is attributed to the Plato

nist X~:nocrates (Aetius, •·7·3o=Xen. fr. 15 Heinze). 
•s Cf. W. Schubart, "Die religiose Haltung des friihen Hellenismus," 

Der dlte Orient, 35 (1937) 22 ff.; M. Pohlenz, "Kieanthes' Zeus
hymnus," Hermes, 75 (1940) esp. 122 f. Festugiere has now given 
us an illuminating commentary on Cleanthes' Hymn (Le Dieu 
cosmique, 310 ff.). 

•6 Philodemus, de pi elate, pp. 126-128 Gomperz = Usener, Epicurea, 
frs. 12, 13, 169, 387. Cf. Festugiere, Epicure et ses dieux, 86 ff. 

•7 Q.pu)7rlpp}.1JTOII a[t~IPEl]a.P, Philod., i!Jid., p. 112. For Plato, cf. 
chap. vii, p. 222. Epicurus accepted the first and third of the 
basic propositions of Laws x, but rejected the second, belief in 
which seemed to him a main source of human unhappiness. 

•• Epicurus apud Sen. Episl. 29.10, who adds: idem hoc omnes cibi 
conclamabunt, Peripatetici, Academici, Stoici, Cynici. 

"'Down to the end of the fifth century, Greek epitaphs rarely in
clude any pronouncement on the fate of the dead; when they do, 
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they nearly always speak in terms of the Homeric Hades (on the 
most striking exception, the Potidaea epitaph, see chap. v, n. 112). 
Hopes of personal immortality begin to appear in the fourth 
century-when they are sometimes couched in language sugges
tive ofEieusinian influence-and become somewhat less rare in the 
Hellenistic Age, but show little trace of being based on specific 
religious doctrines. Reincarnation is never referred to (Cumont, 
Lux Ptrpetua, 2o6). Explicitly sceptical epitaphs seem to begin 
with Alexandi-ian intellectuals. But a man like Callimachus coul:i 
exploit by. turns the conventional view (Epigr. 4 Mein.), the 
optimistic (Epigr. 10), or the sceptical (Epigr. IJ). On the whole, 
there is nothing in the evidence to contradict Aristotle's statement 
that most people consider the mortality or immortality of the 
soul an open question (Soph. Elmch. 176b 16). On the whole 
subject see Festugiere, L'Jdlal rei. des grecs, Pt. 11, chap. v, and 
R. Lattimore, ''Themes in Greek and Latin Epitaphs," 11/inoi.s 
Studies, 28 (1942). 

Jo Cf. Schubart's cautious verdict (loc. cit., 11): "wo in solchen 
Ausserungen wirklicher Glaube spricht und wo nur eine schOne 
Wendung klingt, das entzieht sich jedem sicheren Urteil." 

J' Athenaeus, 2530 = Powell, Collectanea dlexandrina, p. 173. The 
date is not quite certain, probably 290 B.c. 

J2 li}.}.o, p.& ~ p.a.KpO.V -yd.p lurlxournv 6EOl, 
~ oiJK ~xouaw wTa., 

~ oiJK etaw, ~ob 7rporrlxoutrlll 'l)p.'iv oba~ ~. 
fT~ 8E 7f'a.p/Jv6' o~p.EII, 

ob ~u>.tvov oba~ }J6wov, a>.>.' a>..,,wlw. 
I do not understand how Rostovtzotf can say in his Ingersoll Lec
ture ("The Mentality of the Hellenistic World and the After
Life," Harvard Divinity School Bulletin, 1938-1939) that there 
is "no blasphemy and no adftela." here, if he is using these terms 
in the traditional Greek sense. And how does he know that the 
hymn is "an outburst of sincere religious feeling"? That was not 
the view of the contemporary historian Demochares (apud A then. 
2SJA), and I can find nothing in the words to suggest it. The piece 
was presumably written to order (on Demetrius' attitude see 
Tarn, dntigonos Gonatas, 90 f.), and could well have been com
posed in the spirit of Demosthenes advising the Assembly "to 
recognise Alexander as the son of Zeus-or Poseidon if he fancies 
it." Demetrius is the son of Poseidon and Aphrodite? Certainly
why not?-provided he will prove it by bringing peace and dealing 
with those Aetolians. 
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Jl Athen. 25JF (from Duris or Demochares?): TaiiT' voov ol Mapatlc.>
Popaxal OU 8fii.UH1tf1. p./JI'01'1 a}.}.ci Kat KaT1 olK£ap, 

J4 We are not unique in this. The fifth century, with Delphic approval, 
"heroised" its great athletes, and occasionally its great men, pre
sumably in response to popular demand: not, however, until 
they were dead. A tendency to this sort of thing has perhaps 
existed at all times and places, but a serious supernaturalism 
keeps it within bounds. The honours paid to a Brasidas pale 
before those of almost any Hellenistic king, and Hitler got nearer 
to being a god than any conqueror of the Christian period. 

JS It would seem that once the habit had been established, divine 
honours were often offered spontaneously, even by Greeks; and 
in some cases to the genuine embarrassment of the recipients, e.g. 
Antigonos Gonatas, who on hearing himself described as a god 
retorted drily, "The man who empties my chamberpot has not 
noticed it" (Piut. Is. et Os. 24, 36oco) • 

.J6 Not kings only, but private benefactors were worshipped, some
times even in their lifetime (Tarn, Hellenistic dge, 48 f.). And the 
Epicurean practice of referring to their founder as a god (Luer. 
5.8, deus ille fuit, Cic. Tusc. 1.48, eumque venerantur ut deum) 
was rooted in the same habit of mind-was not Epicurus a greater 
EUEp")'ITfiS than any king? Plato again, if he did not actually re
ceive divine honours after death (chap. vii, n. 9), was already 
believed in his nephew's day to have been a son of Apollo (Diog. 
Laert. J.2). These facts seem to me to tell against W. S. Ferguson's 
view (dmer. Hist. Rev. 18 [1912-191J] 29 ff.) that Hellenistic 
ruler-worship was essentially a political device and nothing more, 
the religious element being merely formal. In the case of rulers, 
reverence for the eben~Tfls or ,wn,p was doubtless reinforced, 
consciously or unconsciously, by the ancient sense of a "royal 
mana" (cf. Weinreich, Nj!J!J 1926, 648 f.), which in turn may be 
thought to rest upon unconscious identification of king with father. 

n Nilsson, Gretlc Piety (Eng. trans., 1948), 86. For the deep im
pression left on men's minds in the late fourth century by the 
occurrence of unpredictable revolutionary events see the striking 
words of Demetrius of Phaleron apud Polyb. 29.21, and Epicurus' 
remark that ol 'll'o>.>.oi. believe TUXfl to be a goddess (Epist. J.IJ4)· 
An early example of actual cult is Timoleon's dedication of an 
altar to AwopaTla (Piut. Timol. 36, qua quis rat. 11, 542E). This 
sort of impersonal morally neutral Power-with which New 
Comedy made so much play, cf. Stob. Eel. 1.6-is something 
different from the "luck" of an individual or a city, which has 
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older roots (cf. chap. ii, nn. 79, So). The best study of the whole 
subject will be found in Wilamowitz, Glau!Je, 11.298-309. 

Jl A. Kardiner, The Psychological Frontiers of Society, 443· Cf. Wila
mowitz, Glau!Je, 11.271, "Das Wort des Euripides, 716~ Kat 6eow 
tyobpala, ist volle Wahrheit geworden." 

"On the earlier phases of this development see Nilsson, Gesch.. 
l.76o ff.; on its importance for the Hellenistic period, Festugiere, 
Epicure et ses dieux, 19. 

4o A. N. Whitehead, Religion in the Malting, 6. 
4' The standard book on the Hellenistic clubs is F. Poland's Ge

schichte des griechischm P ereinswesms. For a short account in 
English see M. N. Tod, Sidelights on Greek History, lecture iii. 
The psychological function of such associations in a society 
where traditional bonds have broken down is well brought out by 
de Grazia, The Political Community, 144 ff. 

42 In this brief sketch I have taken no account of the position in the 
newly Hellenised East, where the incoming Greeks found firmly 
established local cults of non-Greek gods, to whom they duly paid 
their respects, sometimes under Greek names. On the lands of old 
Greek culture, Oriental influence was still relatively slight; further 
east, Greek and Oriental forms of worship lived side by side, 
without hostility, but apparently as yet without much attempt at 
syncretism (cf. Schubart, loc. cit., 5 f.). 

4J Dittenberger, Sy//.J 894 (A.o., 262/3). 
44 /G VII. 53 (fourth century A.o.). 
45 Cf. Festugiere et Fabre, Monde grlco-romain, 11.86. 
"'Matthew Arnold to Grant Duff, August 22, 1879: "But I more 

and more learn the extreme slowness of things; and that, though 
we are all disposed to think that everything will change in our 
lifetime, it will not." 

47 This is not to deny that there was an organised and bitter opposi
tion to the Christianisation of the Empire. But it came from a 
small class of Hellenising intellectuals, supported by an active 
group of conservative-minded senators, rather than from the 
masses. On the whole subject see J. Geffcken, Der dusgang des 
griechisch-romischtn Heidmtums (Heidelberg, 1920). 

41 For the prevalence of scepticism among the Roman populace cf., 
e.g., Cic. Tusc. 1-48: quae est anus tarn delira quae timeat ista?; 
Juv. 2.149 ff.: esse aliquid Manes, et subterranea regna ••• nee 
pueri credunt, nisi qui nondum aere lavantur; Sen. Epist. 24.18: 
nemo tarn puerest ut Cerberum timeat, etc. Such rhetorical state
ments should not, however, be taken too literally (cf. W. Kroll, 
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"Die Religiositat in der Zeit Ciceros," Nj!JIJ 1928, 514 ff.). We 
have on the other side the express testimony of Lucian, de luctu. 

49 In the following paragraphs I ·am especially indebted to Festu
giere's L' dstrologie etles sciences occultcs ('=La Rl::llation d' Hermes 
Trismlgiste, I [Paris, 1944-J>, which is much the best introduction 
to ancient occultism as a whole. For astrology see also Cumont's 
Astrology and Religion among the Greelcs and Romans, and the 
excellent short account in H. Gressmann's Die·Hellenistische Gt
slirnreligion. 

so Murray, Five Stages of Gretlc Religion, chap. iv. 
s• Hdt. 2.82.1. It is not quite certain that the reference is to as

trology. 
s• Cic. Diu. 2.87: Eudoxus, ... sic opinatur, id quod scriptum reli

quit, Chaldaeis in praedictione et in notatione cuiusque vitae ex 
natali die minime esse credendum. Plato also rejects it, at least by 
implication, at Tim. 4oco; the passage was understood in later 
antiquity as referring specifically to astrology (see Taylor on 
400 1), but it is quite possible that Plato had in mind only the 
traditional Greek view of eclipses as portents. Of other fourth
century writers. it is probable that Ctesias knew something of 
astrology, and there is a slight indication that Democritus may 
have done so (W. Capelle, Hermes, 6o [1925] 373 ff.). 

sJ The souls of the unborn take on the characters of the gods whom 
they "follow" (252co), and these twelve 6eot lipxwTES seem to 
be located in the twelve signs of the zodiac (247A) with which 
Eudoxus had associated them, though Plato does not say this in 
so many words. But Plato, unlike the astrologers, is careful to 
safeguard free will. Cf. Bidez, Eos, 6o ff., and Festugiere, Rev. de 
Phi/. 21 (1947) 24 ff. I agree with the latter that the "astrology" 
of this passage is no more than a piece of imaginative decoration. 
It is significant that Theophrastus (apud Proclus, in Tim. Ill. 
151.1 ff.) still spoke of astrology as if it were a purely foreign 
art (whether he felt for it all the admiration that Proclus attributes 
him may reasonably be doubted). 

S4 Festugiere, L'dstrologie, 76 ff. Some of the fragments of "NecheP
so's" work, which has been called "the astrologer's Bible," were 
collected by Riess, Philologus, Supp.-Band 6 (1892) 327 ff. 

ss Cato includes "Chaldaei" among the riff-raff whom the farm 
steward should be warned not to consult (de agri cultura 5·4>· A 
little later, in 139 B.c., they were expelled from Rome for the 
first but by no means the last time (V al. Max. 1.3.3)· In the follow-
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ing century they were back again, and by then senators as well as 
farm stewards were numbered among their clients. 

s6 Epicurus, Epist. 1.76 ff., 2.85 ff. (cf. Festugiere, Epicure et su 
dieux, 102 ff.). A sentence in 1.79 sounds like a specific warning 
against the astrologers (Bailey ad loc.). 

57 Diogenes of Seleucia, called "the Babylonian," who died ea. 
152 B.c. According to Cicero (diu. 2.90), he admitted some but not 
all of the claims made for astrology. Earlier Stoics had perhaps 
not thought it necessary to express any view, since Cicero says 
definitely that Panaetius (Diogenes' immediate successor) was the 
only Stoic who rejected astrology (i!Jid., 2.88), while Diogenes is the 
only one he quotes in its favour. See, however, SPFII.954, which 
seems to imply that Chrysippus believed in horoscopes. 

sa Cleanthes thought that Aristarchus ought to be had up (like 
Anaxagoras before him and Galileo after him) for O.dfJela. (Piut. 
de facie 6, 923A = SPF l.soo). In the third century that was no 
longer possible; but it seems likely that theological prejudice 
played some part in securing the defeat of heliocentrism. Cf. the 
horror of it expressed by the Platonist Dercylides, apud Theo!l 
Smyrn., p. 200.7 Hiller. 

st Cicero, diu. 2.87--99; Plot. Enn. 2.3 and 2.9.13. The astrologers 
were delighted by Plotinus' painful end, which they explained as 
the merited punishment of his blasphemous lack of respect for the 
stars. 

6o See M. Wellmann, "Die ~IHTlKa des Bolos," d!Jh. Berl. d/catl., 
phil.-hist. Kl., 1928; W. Kroll, "Bolos und Demokritos," HermeJ, 
69 (1934) 228 ff.; and Festugiere, L' dstrologie, 1~ ff., 222 ff. 

6• Hence Epicurus thought it better even to follow popular religion 
than to be a slave to astral etp.a.pp.IPfl, since the latter a'll'a.pa.l'J'fiTCII 
~XEl T!}P O.,Q.'YKfl" (Epist. 3·•34)· The futility of prayer was empha
sised by orthodox astrologers: cf. Vettius Valens, 5.9; 6 prorem.; 
6.1 Kroll. 

61 Cf. App. 11, pp. 292 f., also PGM i.214, xiii.612, and A. D. Nock, 
Conversion, 102, 288 f. 

6J SPF 11.473 init., Chrysippus held that by virtue of the all-pene
trating 'II'I'Eilp.a., uvp.'ll'aiJis lfiTlP a.irrijJ TO 'll'iP. Cf. also 11.912. This is 
of course something different from the doctrine of specific occult 
"sympathies"; but it probably made it easier for educated men to 
accept the latter. 

64 Festugiere, op. cit., 199· Hence Nilsson's remark that "antiquity 
could not differentiate between natural and occult potencies'' 
(Greek Piety, 105). But the aims and methods of Aristotle and his 
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pupils are as distinct from those of the occultists as science is 
from superstition (cf. Festugiere, 189 ff.). 

6s A generation ago there was a fashion, started by Schmekel in his 
Philosophie der mittleren Stoa, for attributing to Posidonius almost 
every "mystical" or "otherworldly" or "Orientalising" tendency 
which appeared in later Greco-Roman thought. These exaggera
tions were exposed by R. M. ]ones in a valuable series of articles 
in CP (1918, 1923, 1926, 1932). For a more cautious account of 
Posidonius' system see L. Edelstein, AJP 57 (1936) 286 ff. Edel
stein finds no evidence in the attested fragments that he was either 
an Orientaliser or a man of deep religious feeling. But it remains 
true that his dualism suited the religious tendencies of the new 
age. 

66 On the significance of this revolution in the Academy see 0. Gigon, 
"Zur Geschichte der sog. Neuen Akademie," Museum Helveticum, 
I (1944) 47 ff. 

67 "Its sectaries formed a church rather than a school, a religious 
order, not an academy of sciences," Cumont, dfter Life in Roman 
Paganism, 23. A good general picture ofNeopythagoreanism is to 
be found in Festugiere's article, REG so ( 1937) 470 ff. (cf. also 
his L'Jdlal religieux des Grecs, Pt. I, chap. v). Cumont's Recherches 
sur le sym!Jolisme funlraire des Romains attributes to Neo
pythagoreanism a wide influence on popular eschatological ideas; 
but cf. the doubts expressed in Nock's review, dJ.d so (1946) 
140 ff., particularly 152 ff. 

61 Cf. Diog. Laert. 8.27, and the first question in the Pythagorean 
catechism, rl ~IT'Ttll al p.ad.pwv vijtTol ; if'Mos Kat tTe).iJvfl (lam b. 
vit. Pyth. 82 = Diels, Porsoltr. 58 C 4), with Delatte's commen
tary, Etudes sur la lilt. pyth., 274 ff.; also Boyance, REG 54 ( 1941) 
146 ff., and Gigon, Ursprung, 146, 149 f. I am not satisfied that 
these old Pythagorean beliefs are necessarily due to Iranian in
fluence. Such fancies seem to have originated independently in 
many parts of the world. 

6' This was especially stressed by Wellmann Cop. cit. supra, n. 6o). 
Wellmann regarded Bolus himself as a Neopythagorean (after 
Suidas), which seems to be wrong (cf. Kroll, loc. cit., 231); but 
such men as Nigidius Figulus were evidently influenced by him. 

70 Nigidius Figulus, a leading figure in the Pythagorean revival, not 
not only wrote on dreams (fr. 82) and quoted the wisdom of the 
Magi (fr. 67), but was reputed to be a practising occultist who had 
discovered a hidden treasure by the use of boy mediums (Apul. 
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dpol. 42). Vatinius, who "called himself a Pythagorean," and 
Appius Claudius Pulcher, who probably belonged to the same 
group, are said by Cicero to have engaged in necromancy (in Pat. 
14; Tusc. 1.37; diu. I.IJ2). And Varro seems to have credited 
Pythagoras himself with necromancy or hydromancy, doubtless on 
the strength of Neopythagorean apocrypha (Aug. Civ. Dei 1·35). 
Professor Nock is inclined to attribute to Neopythagoreans a 
substantial share in the systematising of magical theory, as well 
as in its practice (J. Eg. drch. 15 [1929] 227 f.). 

7' The romantic reaction against natural theology has been well char
acterised by Christopher Dawson, Religion and Culture, 10 ff. 
Its typical features are (a) the insistence on transcendence, against 
a theology which, in Blake's words, "calls the Prince of this 
World 'God'"; (11) the insistence on the reality of evil and "the 
tragic sense of life," against the insensitive optimism of the 
eighteenth century; (c) the insistence that religion is rooted in 
feeling and imagination, not in reason, which opened the way to a 
deeper understanding of religious experience, but also to a revival 
of occultism and a superstitious respect for "the Wisdom of the 
East." The new trend of religious thought which began in the 
first century B.c. can be described in exactly the same terms. 

72 In the early centuries of the Empire, monism and dualism, "cosmic 
optimism" and "cosmic pessimism," persisted side by side-both 
are found, for example, in the Hermelica-and it was only gradu
ally that the latter gained the upper hand. Plotinus, while sharply 
criticising both the extreme monism of the Stoics and the extreme 
dualism of Numenius and the Gnostics, endeavours to construct 
a system which shall do justice to both tendencies. The starry 
heavens are still for the Emperor Julian an object of deeply felt 
adoration: cf. oral. s, IJOCD, where he tells how the experience oi 
walking in starlight caused him in boyhood to fall into a state of 
entranced abstraction. 

u Cf. Festugiere, L'dstrologie, chap. ix. 
74 Cf. Nock, "A Vision of Mandulis Aion," Harv. Theol. Rev. 27 

(1934) 53 tr.; and Festugiere, op. cit., 45 tr., where a number oi 
interesting texts are translated and discussed. 

7s Theurgy was primarily a technique for attaining salvation by 
magical means; see App. 11, p. 291. And the same may be said oi 
some of the rituals preserved in the magical papyri, such as 
the famous "recipe for immortality" (PGM iv. 475 tr.). Cf. Nock, 
"G.reek Magical Papyri," J. Eg. drch. 15 (1929) 230 tr.; Festu
giere, L'Idlal religieux, 281 tr.; Nilsson, "Die Religion in den gr. 
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Zauberpapyri," Bull. Soc .Roy.des Lettres de Lund, 1947-1948,ii.s9tr. 
76 Nilsson, Greek Piety, •so. Occultism, I should add, is to be dis

tinguished from the primitive magic described by anthropologists, 
which is prescientific, prephilosophical, and perhaps prereligious, 
whereas occultism is a pseudo-science or system of pseudo
sciences, often supported by an irrationalist philosopJty, and al
ways exploiting the disintegrated debris of preexisting religions. 
Occultism is also, of course, to be distinguished from the modern 
discipline of psychical research, which attempts to eliminate 
occultism by subjecting supposedly "occult" phenomena to ra
tional scrutiny and thus either establishing their subjective char
acter or integrating them with the general body of scientific 
knowledge. 

n Epicurus was particularly frank in expressing his contempt for 
culture (fr. 163 Us., 'lrCIWElav 1ricrav cPfU")'E, cf. Cic.fin. 1.71 tr. = 
fr. 227), and aJSO for Science, SO far aS it does not promote QTClpo.aa 
(Epist. 1.79, 2.8s; Kuplal .6o~al, 11). Professor Farrington seems 
to me altogether mistaken in making him a representative of the 
scientific spirit, in contrast with the "reactionary" Stoics. But 
Stoicism too was generally indifferent to research save in so far as 
it confirmed Stoic dogmas, and was prepared to suppress it where 
it conflicted with them (n. sS). 

71 Plotinus is the outstanding exception. He organised his teaching 
on the basis of a sort of seminar system, with free discussion 
(Porph. vit. Plot. 13); he recognised the value of music and mathe
matics as a preparation for philosophy (Enn. 1.3.1, 1.3.3), and is 
said to have been himself well versed in these subjects, as well as 
in mechanics and optics, though he did not lecture on them (vit. 
Plot. 14); above all, as Geffcken has put it (dusgang, 42), "he 
does not stand on top of a system and preach: he investigates." 

7' Epictetus, Diss. 3.23.30: laTpE'iov lcrTll', b8pes, TO TOU f/H,MIT&/Iou 
crxo>.eiov; Sen. Epist. 48.4: ad miseros advocatus es .•• perditae 
vitae perituraeque auxilium aliquod implorant. This language is 
common to all the schools. The Epicureans held that their con
cern was 'II"Ept ~~~ .qp;;,, laTpelav (Sent. Pal. 64, cf. Epicurus, 
Epist. 3·122, 'lrpOs ro KCITci 1/tux.ilv VylClli'OI'). Philo of Larissa lolKbal 
t/»>crt TOP f/H,Mcrcx~Jov laTpcfl (Stob. Eel. 2.7.2, pp. 39 f. W.), and Plato 
himself is described in the anonymous vita, 9.36 tr., as a physician 
of souls. The ultimate source of all this is, no doubt, the Socratic 
6epa7rela 1/fuxfis, but the frequency of the medical metaphor is 
nevertheless significant. On the social function of philosophy in the 
Hellenistic Age and later see especially Nock, Conversion, chap. xi. 
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ao M. Ant. 3·4·3: lEpebs Tls UTTl Ka~ inrounin 6ew11. 
1' Justin Martyr, Dial. 2.6. Cf. Porphyry, ad Marcellam 16: lfud 

8E trcx/JoiJ d.pp./JtETCll 'lrpOs (JJw, QE~ (Jf/w op9,, trUIIEtTTlll QE~ 6e9 • 
.. Demetrius Cynicus (saec.l A.D.) apudSeneca,de!Jeneficiis?.I.S· f. 
1J As Wendland points out (Die htllenistisck-riimische Kultut4, 

226 ff.), the attitude of pagans like Demetrius is matched by that 
of Christian writers like Arnobius who held all secular learning to 
be unnecessary. And there is not a vast difference between the view 
of the Shorter Catechism that "the whole duty of man is to glorify 
God and enjoy him for ever" and the view of the pagan Hermetist 
who wrote that "philosophy consists exclusively in seeking to 
know God by habitual contemplation and holy piety" (ds
clepius 12). 

14 Meanwhile, see his Gretlc Piety (Eng. trans., 1948), and his artides 
on "The New Conception of the Universe in Late Greek Pagan
ism" (Eranos, 44 [1946) 20 ff.) and "The Psychological Background 
of Late Greek Paganism" (Review of Religion, 1947, 115 ff.). 

•s Vol. I, L'dstrologie tilts sciences occultes (Paris, 1944), containing 
also a brilliantly written introduction to the series; Vol. 11, Le 
Dieu cosmique (Paris, 1949). Two further volumes, us Doctrines 
de l'ame and Le Dieu inconnu et/a Gnose, are promised. Cumont's 
posthumous book, Lux Perpetua, which does for the Greco-Roman 
world something of what Rohde's Psyche did for the Hellenic, ap
peared too late for me to use it. 

16 Bury thought that no misuse of "that vague and facile word 
'decadent'" could be more flagrant than its application to the 
Greeks of the third and second centuries (The Hellenistic dge, 2}; 
and Tarn "ventures to entertain considerable doubts whether the 
true Greek really degenerated" (Hellenistic Civilisalion, 5). As to 
Oriental influence on later Greek thought, the present tendency is 
to diminish the importance assigned to it in comparison with that 
of earlier Greek thinkers, especially Plato (cf. Nilsson, Grulc 
Piety, 136 ff.; Festugiere, Le Dieu cosmique, xii ff.). Such men as 
Zeno of Citium, Posidonius, Plotinus, and even the authors of the 
philosophic Hermetica, are no longer considered as "Orientalisers" 
in any fundamental sense. There is also now a reaction against 
exaggerated estimates of the influence of Eastern mystery cults: 
cf. Nock, CdH XII.436, 448 f.; Nilsson, op. cit., 161. 

17 Cf. the remarks of N. H. Baynes, JRS 33 (1943) 33· It is worth 
remembering that the creators of Greek civilisation were them
selves to all appearance the products of a cross between lndo
European and non-Indo-European stocks. 
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11 W. R. Halliday, The Pagan Background of Early Christianity, 205. 

Others, with more reason, have blamed the thinness of the civilised 
upper crust and the total failure of higher education to reach or 
influence the masses (so, e.g., Eitrem, Ora/eel und Mystmen am 
dusgangder dntilce, 14 f.). 

19 Cf. Festugiere, L'dstrologie, 5 ff. 
9" See chap. ii, n. 92. 
9• A book published in 1946 states that there are at present some 

25,000 practising astrologers in the United States, and that about 
100 American newspapers now provide their readers with daily 
divinations (Bergen Evans, The Natural History of Nonsense, 257). 
I regret that I have no comparable figures for Britain or Germany. 

92 Nilsson, Grulc Piety, 140. 
93 Festugiere, L'dstrologie, 9· 
94 There are important exceptions to this, particularly in the work 

of Strato in physics (cf. B. Farrington, Greelc Science, 11.27 ff.), 
and in the fields of anatomy and physiology. In optics Ptolemy 
devised a number of experiments, as A. Lejeune has shown in his 
Euclide et Ptolemle. 

"Cf. Farrington, op. cit., 11.163 ff., and Walbank, Decline of the 
Roman Empire in the West, 67 ff. I have simplified the argument, 
but I hope without doing it serious injustice. 

96 Cf. Erich Fro mm, Escape from Freedom. 
97 Nock, Conuersion, 241. Cf. Fromm's conception of dependence on 

a "magic helper" and the resulting blockage of spontaneity, op. cit., 
174 ff. 

91 That we have so little evidence from the Hellenistic Age may well 
be due to the almost total loss of the prose literature of that period. 
But its history does provide one very striking instance of a mass 
upsurge of irrationalist religion, the Dionysiac movement in 
Italy which was suppressed in 186 B.c. and the following years. It 
claimed to have a vast following, "almost a second people." Cf. 
Nock, op. cit., 71 ff.; E. Fraenkel, Hermes, 67 (1932) 3~ ff.; and 
most recently J. J. Tiemey, Proc. R.I.d. 51 (1947) 89 ff. 

"Theophrastus, Char. 16 (28 J.); Plut. de superstitione 7, 168o. Cf. 
"The Portrait of a Greek Gentleman," Greece and Rome, 2 (1933) 
101 f. 

100 If we can trust Lucian, Peregrinus too used to smear his face with 
mud (Peregr. 17), though perhaps from other motives. Lucian 
explained everything in Peregrinus' strange career as due to a 
craving for notoriety. And there may be an element of truth in his 
diagnosis: P.'s exhibitionism a la Diogenes (i!Jid.), ifit is not simply 
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a trait conventionally ascribed to extreme Cynics, seems to con
firm it better than Lucian could know. Yet it is difficult to read 
Lucian's angry narrative without feeling that the man was a good 
deal more than a vulgar charlatan. Neurotic he certainly was, 
possibly to a point not far removed at times from actual insanity; 
yet many, both Christian and pagan, had seen in him a (Je'ios IJ.vf,p, 
even a second Socrates (i!Jid., 4 f., 11 f.), and he enjoyed a post
mortem cult (Athenagoras, Leg. pro Christ. 26). A psychologist 
might be disposed to find the leitmotiv of his life in an inner 
need to defy authority (cf. K. v. Fritz in P.-W., s.v.). And he 
might go on to conjecture that this need was rooted in a family 
situation, remembering the sinister rumour that Peregrinus was 1 

parricide, and remembering also those unexpected last words 
before he leapt upon the pyre-aalpoves p:r'JT~l Kat 1f'4Tp~Ol, 
81~CIC781 p.E ebp.eve'is (Peregr. 36). 

,., Cf. Wilamowitz, "Der Rhetor Aristides," Berl. Sitz/;. 1925,333 tr.; 
Campbell Bonner, "Some Phases of Religious Feeling in Later 
Paganism," Haro. Thtol. Rev. 30 (1937) 124 tr.; and above, chap. 
iv, p. 116. 

102 Cf. Cumont, dfter Life, lecture vii. Plutarch's 8elcrwalp.c.~v pic
tures "the deep gates of Hell opening," rivers of fire, the shrieks 
of the damned, etc. (de supers/. 4, 167A)-quite in the style of 
the Apocalypse of Peter, which may have been written in Plu
tarch's lifetime. 

JO] On amulets, see the important paper by Camp bell Bonner in 
Haro. Thtol. Rev. 39 (1946) 25 tr. He points out that from the 
first century A.D. onwards there was apparently a great increase 
in the magical use of engraved gems (with which his paper is 
primarily concerned). The compilation known as Kyranides, 
whose older parts may go back to that century, abounds in recipes 
for amulets against demons, phantasms, night fears, etc. How 
far the fear of demons had gone in late antiquity, even in the edu
cated class, may be seen from Porphyry's opinion that every house 
and every animal body was full of them (de philosophia ex oraculis 
haurimda, pp. 147 f. Wolff), and from the assertion of Tertullian 
nullum punt hominem carere daemonio (de anima 57). It is true 
that as late as the third and fourth ·centuries A.o. there were 
rational men who protested against these beliefs (cf. Plot. Enn. 
2.9.14; Philostorgius, Hist. Ecd. 8. 10; and other examples quoted 
by Edelstein, "Greek Medicine in Its Relation to Religion and 
Magic," Bull. Hist. Med. 5 [1937] 216 tr.). But they were a dimin
ishing band. For Christians, the view that the pagan gods were 
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truly existent evil spirits greatly added to the burden of fear. 
Nock goes so far as to say that "for the Apologists as a group 
and for Tertullian in his apologetic work the redemptive operation 

. of Christ lay in deliverance from demons rather than in deliver
ance from sin" (Conuersion, 222). 

,.. PGM viii.33 ff. (cf. P. Christ. 3); 6.PTL8Eos 7r>.CUiooalpc.w, vii.635; 
Klx,, 6.Kiq,a>.os, P. Christ. 15B. 

Jos PGM vii.JII ff.; x.26 ff.; P. Christ. 10. The fear of terrifying 
dreams is also prominent in Plutarch's picture of the 8Elcrwalpc.~P 
(de supers/. 3, 165E ff.). 

Jo6 I believe that there are elements in our situation to-day which 
make it essentially different from any earlier human situation, and 
thus invalidate such cyclic hypotheses as Spengler's. The point 
has been well put by Lippmann, d Prejaee to Morals, 232 ff. 

107 A. Malraux, Psychologie de l'arl (Paris, 1949). Cf. Auden's ob
servation that "the failure of the human race to acquire the habits 
that an open society demands if it is to function properly, is lead
ing an increasing number of people to the conclusion that an 
open society is impossible, and that, therefore, the only escape 
from economic and spiritual disaster is to return as quickly as pos
sible to a closed type of society" (loc. cit. supra, n. 2). Yet it is'less 
than thirty years since Edwyn Bevan could write that "the idea 
of some cause going forward is so bred in the bone of modern men 
that we can hardly imagine a world in which the hope of im
provement and advance is absent" (The Hellenistic dge, 101). 

101 The late R. G. Collingwood held that "irrational elements •.• the 
blind forces and activities in us, which are part of human life ••. 
are not parts of the historical process." This agrees with the prac
tice of nearly all historians, past and present. My own conviction, 
which these chapters attempt to illustrate, is that our chance of 
understanding the historical process depends very largely on re
moving this quite arbitrary restriction upon our notion of it. The 
same point was repeatedly stressed by Cornford in relation to the 
history of thought: see especially The Unwritten Philosophy, 32 ff. 
As to the general position, I should accept L. C. Knights' con
clusion in his Explorations: "what we need is not to abandon 
reason, but simply to recognise that reason in the last three cen
turies has worked within a field which is not the whole of experi
ence, that it has mistaken the part for the whole, and imposed 
arbitrary limits on its own working" (p. 111). 



Appendix I 
Maenadism 

"IN AJlT, as well as in poetry, the representation of 
these wild states of enthusiasm was apparently due to the imagination 
alone, for in prose literature we have very little evidence, in historic 
times, of women actually holding revels' in the open air. Such a 
practice would have been alien to the spirit of seclusion which per
vaded the life of womankind in Greece ..•• The festivals of the 
Thyiads were mainly confined to Parnassus." Thus Sandys in the 
introduction to his justly admired edition of the Bacduze. Diodorus, on 
the other hand, tells us (4.3) that "in many Greek states congrega
tions (fla.Kxeia.) of women assemble every second year, and the un
married girls are allowed to carry the thyrsus and share the trans
ports of the elders (0'111'EP6oucnatew)." And since Sandys's day in
scriptional evidence from various parts of the Greek world has con
firmed Diodorus' statement. We know now that such biennial festi
vals (TP'E"lpt8Es) existed at Thebes, Opus, Melos, Pergamum, Priene, 
Rhodes; and they are attested for Alea in Arcadia by Pausanias, 
for Mitylene by Aelian, for Crete by Firmicus Maternus.' Their 
character may have varied a good deal from place to place, but we can 
hardly doubt that they normally included women's 6nla. of the 
ecstatic or quasi-ecstatic type described by Diodorus, and that 
these often, if not always, involved nocturnal opel(la.CTla. or mountain 
dancing. This strange rite, described in the Bacduze and practised 
by women's societies at the Delphic TP«"lPls down to Plutarch's 
time, was certainly practised elsewhere also: at Miletus the priestess 
of Dionysus still "led the women to the mountain" in late Hellenistic 
times;J at Erythrae the title Mlp.a.PTofla"lS points to an opel(la.CTla. 
on Mount Mimas.• Dionysus himself is 6pews (Festus, p. 182), opelp.4-

These pages originally formed part of an article published in the HtmJtlT'tl TMo
lopttl/ Rtl1itfl1, Vol. 33 (1940). They are reprinted here with a few corrections and 
additions. I am indebted to Professor A. D. Nock, Dr. Rudolf Pfeilfer, and others for 
valuable criticisms. 

• For numbered notes to Appendix I see pages 278--280 below. 
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J111S (Tryph. 370), bplnws, OUpEfiU/Iol:rfiS (dnth. Pal. 9.524); and Strabo 
in discussing Dionysiac and other related mystery-cults speaks quite 
generally of Tcis opEl(la.flla.s TWII 'lr'Ept TO (JEiop fl'lroOOO.tbvTWII (10.3.23)· 
The oldest literary allusion is in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 386: 
~i~, '/)0TE pO.lllciS 6pos KO.Tci 8atTKlOII ~lJS• 

The opEl(la.flla. took place at night in midwinter, and must have 
invo£ved great discomfort and some risk: Pausaniass says that at 
Delphi the women went to the very summit of Parnassus (which is 
over 8,ooo feet high), and Plutarch6 describes an occasion, apparently 
in his own lifetime, when they were cut off by a snowstorm and a 
rescue party had to be sent out-when they returned, their clothes 
were frozen as stiff as boards. What was the object of this practice? 
Many people dance to make their crops grow, by sympathetic magic. 
But such dances elsewhere are annual like the crops, no·t biennial 
like the opElfla.t~la.; their season is spring, not midwinter; and their 
scene is the cornland, not the barren mountaintops. Late Greek 
writers thought of the dances at Delphi as commemorative: they 
dance, says Diodorus (4.3), "in imitation of the maenads who are said 
to have been associated with the god in the old days." Probably he is 
right, as regards his own time; but ritual is usually older than the 
myth by which people explain it, and has deeper psychological roots. 
There must have been a time when the maenads or thyiads or fl6.Kxa.l 
really became for a few hours or days what their name implies-wild 
women whose human personality has been temporarily replaced by 
another. Whether this might still be so in Euripides' day we have no 
sure means offtnowing; a Delphic tradition recorded by Plutarch7 sug
gests that the rite sometimes produced a true disturbance of per
sonality as late as the fourth century, but the evidence is very slender, 
nor is the nature of the change at all clear. There are, however, paral
lel phenomena in other cultures which may help us to understand the 
1r6.po8os of the Bacchae and the punishment of Agave. 

In many societies, perhaps in all societies, there are people for 
whom, as Mr. Aldous Huxley puts it, "ritual dances provide a re
ligious experience that seems more satisfying and convincing than 
any other •••• It is with their muscles that they most easily obtain 
knowledge of the divine.''1 Mr. Huxley thinks that Christianity made 
a mistake when it allowed the dance to become completely secu
larised,9 since, in the words of a Mohammedan sage, "he that knows 
the Power of the Dance dwells in God.'' But the Power of the Dance 
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is a dangerous power. Like other forms of self-surrender, it is easier 
to begin than to stop. In the extraordinary dancing madness which 
periodically invaded Europe from the fourteenth to the seventeenth 
century, people danced until they dropped-like the dancer at BaccluJe 
136 or the dancer on a Berlin vase, no. 2471'0-and lay unconscious, 
trodden underfoot by their fellows." Also the thing is highly infectious. 
As Pentheus observes at Bacchae 778, it spreads like wildfire. The will 
to dance takes possession of people without the consent of the con
scious mind: e.g., at Liege in 1374, after certain possessed folk had 
come dancing half-naked into the town with garlands on their heads, 
dancing in the name of St. John, we are told that "many persons 
seemingly sound in mind and body were suddenly possessed by the 
devils and joined the dancers"; these persons left house and home, 
like the Theban women in the play; even young girls cut themselves 
off from their family and friends and wandered away with the danc
ers.'" Against a similar mania in seventeenth-century Italy "neither 
youth nor age," it is said, "afforded any protection; so that even old 
men of ninety threw aside their crutches at the sound of the tarantella, 
and as if some magic potion, restorative of youth and vigour, flowed 
through their veins, they joined the most extravagant dancers. "'l 
The Cadmus-Teiresias scene of the Bacchae was thus, it would appear, 
frequently reenacted, justifying the poet's remark (206 ff.) that 
Dionysus imposes no age limit. Even sceptics were sometimes, like 
Agave, infected with the mania against their will, and contrary to their 
professed belief.•• In Alsace it was held in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries that the dancing madness could be imposed on a victim by 
cursing him with it.•s In some cases the compulsive obsession reap
peared at regular intervals, growing in intensity until St. John's or 
St. Vitus' day, when an outbreak occurred and was followed by a 
return to normality;'' while in Italy the periodic "cure" of afflicted 
patients by music and ecstatic dancing seems to have developed into 
an annual festival.' 7 

This last fact suggests the way in which in Greece the ritual 
oreibasia at a fixed date may originally have developed out of spon
taneous attacks of mass hysteria. By canalising such hysteria in an 
organised rite once in two years, the Dionysiac cult kept it within 
bounds and gave it a relatively harmless outlet. What the 1rap00os of 
the Bacchat depicts is hysteria subdued to the service of religion; 
what happened on Mount Cithaeron was hysteria in the raw, the 
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dangerous Bacchism'1 which descends as a punishment on the too re
spectable and sweeps them away against their will. Dionysus is pres
ent in both: like St. John or St. Vitus, he is the cause of madness and 
the liberator from madness, BaKXos and AlxTI.os.'' We must keep this 
ambivalence in mind if we are rightly to understand the play. To re
sist Dionysus is to repress the elemental in one's own nature; the 
punishment is the sudden complete collapse of the inward dykes 
when the elemental breaks through perforce and civilisation vanishes. 

There are, further, certain resemblances in points of detail between 
the orgiastic religion of the Bacchae and orgiastic religion elsewhere, 
which are worth noticing because they tend to establish that the 
"maenad" is a real, not a conventional figure, and one that has 
existed under different names at widely different times and places. 
The first concerns the flutes and tympana or kettledrums which ac
company the maenad dance in the Bacchae and on Greek vases."0 

To the Greeks these were the "orgiastic" instruments par excellence:•• 
they were used in all the great dancing cults, those of the Asiatic 
Cybele and the Cretan Rhea as well as that of Dionysus. They could 
cause madness, and in homoeopathic doses they could also cure it.22 

And 2,000 years later, in the year ISI8, when the crazy dancers of St. 
Vitus were dancing through Alsace, a similar music-the music of 
drum and pipe-was used again for the same ambiguous purpose, to 
provoke the madness and to cure it: we still have the minute of the 
Strassburg Town Council on the subject."l That is certainly not tradi
tion, probably not coincidence: it looks like the rediscovery of a real 
causal connection, of which to-day only the War Office and the 
Salvation Army retain some faint awareness. 

A second point is the carriage of the head in Dionysiac ecstasy. 
This is repeatedly stressed in the Bacchae: ISO, "flinging his long hair 
to the sky"; 2,p, "I will stop you tossing back your hair"; 930, 
"tossing my head forwards and backwards like a bacchanal"; simi
larly elsewhere the possessed Cassandra "flings her golden locks when 
there blows from God the compelling wind of second-sight" (/.d. 
7S8). The same trait appears in Aristophanes, Lysist. 1312, Tat 8E 
Kop.al rnlovlr ~:trep flaKxiv, and is constant, though less vividly de
scribed, in later writers: the maenads still "toss their heads" in 
Catullus, in Ovid, in Tacitus.•• And we see this back-flung head and 
upturned throat in ancient works of art, e.g., the gems figured by 
Sandys, pages sS and 73, or the maenad on the bas-relief in the 
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British Museum (Marbles II, pl. xiii, Sandys, p. 8 s).•s But the gesture 
is not simply a convention of Greek poetry and art; at all times and 
everywhere it characterizes this particular type of religious hysteria. 
I take three independent modern descriptions: "the continual jerking 
their heads back, causing their long black hair to twist about, added 
much to their savage appearance" ;16 "their long hair was tossed about 
by the rapid to-and-fro movements of the head" ;•7 "the head was 
tossed from side to side or thrown far back above a swollen and 
bulging throat.''•• The first phrase is from a missionary's account of a 
cannibal dance in British Columbia which led up to the tearing 
asunder and eating of a human body; the second describes a sacral 
dance of goat-eaters in Morocco; the third is from a clinical descriP
tion of possessive hysteria by a French doctor. 

Nor is this the only analogy which links these scattered types. 
The ecstatic dancers in Euripides "carried fire on their heads and it 
did not burn them" (757)."9 So does the ecstatic dancer elsewhere. 
In British Columbia he dances with glowing coals held in his hands, 
plays with them recklessly, and even puts them in his mouth;J• so he 
does in South Africa;3' and so also in Sumatra.J• In Siamu and in 
Siberial4 he claims to be invulnerable so long as the god remains 
within him-just as the dancers on Cithaeron were invulnerable 
(Ba. 761). And our European doctors have found an explanation or 
half-explanation in their hospitals; during his attacks the hysterical 
patient is often in fact analgesic-all sensitiveness to pain is re
pressed.ss 

An interesting account of the use, both spontaneous and curative: 
of ecstatic dancing and ecstatic music (trumpet, drum, and fife) in 
Abyssinia at the beginning of the nineteenth century is to be found 
in The Life and Adventures of Nathanitl Pearce, written !Jy himself 
during a Residence in d!Jyssinia from the years r8ro to r8r9, l.290 ff. 
It has several points in common with Euripides' description. At the 
culminating moment of the dance the patient "made a start with such 
swiftness that the fastest runner could not come up with her [cf. 
Bacch. 748, 1090], and when at a distance of about 200 yards she 
dropped on a sudden as if shot" (cf. Bacch. 136 and n. 11 below). 
Pearce's native wife, who caught the mania, danced and jumped 
"more like a deer than a human being" (cf. Bacch. 866 ff., 166 ff.). 
Again, "I have seen them in these fits dance with a bruly, or bottle of 
maize, upon their heads without spilling the liquor, or letting the 
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bottle fall, although they have put themselves into the most extrava
gant postures" (cf. Bacch. 775 f., Nonnus, 45.294 ff.). 

The whole description of the maenads' raid on the The ban villages 
(Bacch. 748-764) corresponds to the known behaviour of comparable 
groups elsewhere. Among many peoples persons in abnormal states, 
whether natural or induced, are privileged to plunder the community: 
to interfere with their acts would be dangerous, since they are for the 
time being in contact with the supernatural. Thus in Liberia the 
novices who are undergoing initiation in the forest are licensed to 
raid and plunder neighbouring villages, carrying off everything they 
want; so also the members of secret societies in Senegal, the Bismarck 
Archipelago, etc., during the period when their rites have set them 
apart from the community . .J6 This state of affairs belongs no doubt 
to a stage of social organisation which fifth-century Greece had long 
outgrown; but legend or ritual may have preserved the memory of it, 
and Euripides may have encountered the actuality in Macedonia. An 
attenuated ritual survival is perhaps to be seen even tlKlay in the 
behaviour of the Viza mummers: "in general," says Dawkins, "any
thing lying about may be seized as a pledge to be redeemed, and the 
Koritzia [girls] especially carry off babies with this object.,J7 Are 
these girls the direct descendants of the baby-stealing maenads of 
Bacc~. 754 (who appear also in Nonnus and on vases)?J1 

Another obviously primitive element is the snake-handling (Bacch. 
101 ff., 698, 768). Euripides has not understood it, although he knows 
that Dionysus can appear as a snake (1017 f.). It is shown on vases, 
and after Euripides it becomes part of the conventional literary por
trait of the maenad;lt but it would seem thatonlyin the more primitive 
cult of Sabazius, 4o and perhaps in Macedonian Bacchism, 4' was the 
living snake, as vehicle of the god, actually handled in ritual in classi
cal times.42 That such handling, even without any underlying belief 
in the snake's divinity, may be a powerful factor in producing religious 
excitement is shown by a curious recent account,4l with photographs, 
of the rattlesnake ritual practised in the Holiness Church in remote 
mining villages in Leslie and Perry counties, Kentucky. According to 
this report the snake-handling (which is ostensibly based on Mark 
16:18, "They shall take up serpents") forms part of a religious service, 
and is preceded and accompanied by ecstatic dancing and followed by 
exhaustion. The snakes are taken from boxes and passed from hand to 
hand (apparently by both sexes); photographs show them held high 
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above the worshipper's head (cf. Demos. de cor. 259 VrEp riit KEf/la.}..ls 
a.lc.lpi3v) or close to the face. "One man thrust one inside his shirt and 
caught it as it wriggled out before it could fall to the ftoor"-an 
oddly exact parallel to the ritual act of the Sabaziasts d~scribed by 
Clement and Arnobius,•• and one which may lead us to hesitate 
before agreeing with Dieterichu that the act in question "can signify 
absolutely nothing else than the sexual union of the god with the 
initiate"! 

It remains to say something of the culminating act of the Dionysiac 
winter dance, which was also the culminating act of the Columbian 
and Moroccan dances mentioned above-the tearing to pieces, and 
swallowing raw, of an animal body, tr'lf'a.pa.'Yp./Js and 61}'0(/>a.'Yla.. The 
gloating descriptions of this act in certain Christian Fathers may well 
be discounted, and it is hard to know how much weight to attach to 
the anonymous evidence of scholiasts and lexicographers on the sub
ject;•' but that it still had some place in the Greek orgiastic ritual in 
classical times is attested not only by the respectable authority of 
Plutarch, 47 but by the regulations of the Dionysiac cult at Miletus in 
276 B.c., •• where we read p..q IEeiva.l &,JI.OII>6.'YwP lp.fla.).e'iv p..,,evt 'lf'pOn
pov ~ .q llpela. inrEp Tijs 'lf'o).ews lp.fl6.).71. The phrase &lp.Of/>a'Yw" lp.fla.).e'Lv 
has puzzled scholars. I do not think that it means"to throw a sacrificial 
animal into a pit" (Wiegand, ad loc.) or "to throw a joint of beef into 
a sacred place" (Haussoulier, R.E.G. 32.266). A bloodier but more 
convincing picture is suggested by Ernest Thesiger's account of an 
annual rite which he witnessed in Tangier in 1907:•' "A hill-tribe 
descends upon the town in a state of semi-starvation and drugged 
delirium. After the usual beating of tom-toms, screaming of the pipes 
and monotonous dancing, a sheep is thrown into the middle of the 
square, upon which all the devotees come to life and tear the animal 
limb from limb and eat it raw." The writer adds a story that "one 
year a Tangier Moor, who was watching the proceedings, got in
fected with the general frenzy of the crowd and threw his baby into 
the middle of them." Whether the last is true or not, the passage 
gives a clue to the meaning of lp.fla.).eiv,and also illustrates the possible 
dangers of unregulated &lp.Of/>a.'Yla.. The administration at Miletus 
was engaged in the ever-recurrent task of putting Dionysus in a strait 
waistcoat. 

In the Bacchae, tr'lf'a.pa.'Yp.hs is practised first on the Theban catde 
and then on Pentheus; in both cases it is described with a gusto which 
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the modern reader has difficulty in sharing. A detailed description of 
the &p,ot/Ja:yla. would perhaps have been too much for the stomachs 
even of an Athenian audience; Euripides speaks of it twice, Baechae 
139 and Cretans fragm. 472, but in each place he passes over it swiftly 
and discreetly. It is hard to guess at the psychological state that he 
describes in the two words &p,ot/J6:yov xapw; but it is noteworthy that 
the days appointed for &,pocf>a'Yla. were "unlucky and black days,"so 
and in fact those who practise such a rite in our time seem to experi
ence in it a mixture of supreme exaltation and supreme repulsion: it 
is at once holy and horrible, fulfilment and uncleanness, a sacrament 
and a pollution-the same violent conflict of emotional attitudes that 
runs all through the Bacchae and lies at the root of all religion of the 
Dionysiac type.s• 

Late Greek writers explained the &Jl.Ot/Ja.'Yla. as they did the dancing, 
and as some would explain the Christian communion: it was merely a 
commemorative rite, in memory of the day when the infant Dionysus 
was himself torn to pieces and devoured.52 But the practice seems to 
rest in fact on a very simple piece of savage logic. The homoeopathic 
effects of a flesh diet are known all over the world. If you want to be 
lion-hearted, you must eat lion; if you want to be subtle, you must eat 
snake; those who eat chickens and hares will be cowards, those who 
eat pork will get little piggy eyes.u By parity of reasoning, if you 
want to be like god you must eat god (or at any rate something which 
is 8E'iov). And you must eat him quick and raw, before the blood has 
oozed from him: only so can you add his life to yours, for "the blood is 
the life." God is not always there to be eaten, nor indeed would it be 
safe to eat him at common times and without due preparation for the 
reception of the sacrament. But once in two years he is present among 
his mountain dancers: "the Boeotians," says Diodorus (4.3), "and 
the other Greeks and Thracians believe that at this time he has his 
epiphany among men"-just as he has in the Bacchae. He may appear 
in many forms, vegetable, bestial, human; and he is eaten in many 
forms. In Plutarch's day it was the ivy that was torn to pieces and 
chewed:s• that may be primitive, or it may be a surrogate for some
thing bloodier. In Euripides bulls are torn,ss the goat torn and eaten;s' 
we hear elsewhere of &Jl.Ot/Ja.'Yla. of fawnsn and rending of vipers.s• 
Since in all these we may with greater or less probability recognise 
embodiments of the god, I incline to accept Gruppe's views' that the 
&Jl.Ot/Ja.'Yla. was a sacrament in whlch God was present in his beast-
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vehicle and was torn and eaten in that shape by his people. And 
I have argued elsewhere'0 that there once existed a more potent, be
cause more dreadful, form of this sacrament, viz., the rending, and 
perhaps the eating, of God in the shape of man; and that the story of 
Pentheus is in part a reflection of that act-in opposition to the fash
ionable euhemerism which sees in it only the reflection of a his
torical conflict between Dionysiac missionaries and their opponents. 

To sum up: I have tried to show that Euripides' description of 
maenadism is not to be accounted for in terms of "the imagination 
alone"; that inscriptional evidence (incomplete as it is) reveals a 
closer relationship with actual cult than Victorian scholars realised; 
and that the maenad, however mythical certain of her acts, is not in 
essence a mythological character'' but an observed and still observ
able human type. Dionysus has still his votaries or victims, though we 
call them by other names; and Pentheus was confronted by a problem 
which other civil authorities have had to face in real life. 

NOTES TO APPENDIX I 

'This traditional rendering of fla./C}(EuEw has unfortunate associa
tions. fla.ICXEWlll is not to have a good time, but to· share in a 
particular religious rite and (or) have a particular religious eK
perience-the experience of communion with a god which trans
formed a human being into a fl6.1CX.os or a flaKXJI. 

• Fouilles de De/plies, III.i.195; IG IX.282, XII.iii.1089; Fraenkcl, 
In. Perg. 248 (cf. Suidas, s.v. Tpu.,.,pls); Hiller v. Gartringen, In. 
Prime 113, I. 79; IG XII.i.155, 730; Paus. 8.23.1; Ael. Par. Hilt. 
13.2; Firm. Mat. Err. proj. rei. 6.5. Also TplE"lpl6Es among the 
half-Hellenised Budini in Thrace, Hdt. 4.108. 

J Wiegand, Milet, IV.547 els 6pos 1}-ye: cf. Bacch. 116, 165, 977, which 
suggest that Els 6pos may have been a ritual cry. 

4 Waddington, Exp/ic. des Inscr. d' dsie Mineur, p. 27, no. 51· That 
the title is Dionysiac is not certain. But there is literary evidence 
of Dionysiac bpufla.t~la. on Tmolus, the eastern -part of the same 
mountain range: Nonnus 40.273: els fi'KO'Incis Tp&,>.ow 6ebflfiiJTOS 

~lE fl6.KXJ1, H. Orph. 49.6: Tp&,'Ms . .. Ka.~" Au6oifll 6ba.t~p.a. (hence 
lepa11 Tp.C;,>.o,, Eur. Bacch. 65). 

s IO.J2·S· The statement has naturally been doubted. 
6 de primojrigido 18,9530. 
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7 mu/. oirt. 13, 2.49E. 
1 Ends and Means, 232, 235· 
t Dancing as a form of worship long survived in certain of the Ameri

can sects. Ray Strachey, Group Mooements of the Past, 93, quotes 
the exhortation of the Shaker elder a hundred years ago: "Go 
forth, old men, young men and maidens, and worship God with all 
your might in the dance." And it appears that the sacral dance is 
still practised by members of the Holiness Church in Kentucky 
(Picture Post, December 31, 1938), as it is by the Jewish Hasidim 
(L. H. Feldman, Haro. Theol. Reo. 42 [1949] 65 ff.). 

10 Beazley, .dRP724.1; Pfuhl, Malerei u. Ztichnung, fig. s6o; Lawler, 
Memoirs of the American dcademy at Rome, 6 (1927) pi. 21, no. 1. 

11 Chronicle of Lim!Jurg (1374), quoted by A. Martin, "Gesch. der 
Tanzkrankheit in Deutschland," Zeitschrift d. P ereins f. Polks
lcunde, 2.4 (1914). Similarly the Ghost Dance, for which North 
American Indians developed a passion in the 1890's, went on 
"till the dancers, one after another, fell rigid, prostrate on the 
ground" (Benedict, Patterns of Culture, 92). 

12 Quoted by Martin, loc. cit., from various contemporary docu
ments. His account supplements, and in some points corrects, the 
classic work of J. F. K. Hecker, Die Tanzwuth (1832: I quote from 
the Eng. trans. by Babington, Cassell's Library, 1888). 

•J Hecker, op. cit., 152 f. So Brunei says of certain Arab dances that 
"the contagious madness infects everybody" (Essai sur la confrlrie 
religieuse des dissdoba au Maroc, 119). The dancing madness in 
Thuringia in 1921 was similarly infectious (see my edition of the 
Bacchae, p. xiii, n. 1). 

14 Hecker, 156. 
zs Martin, 120 f. 
•6 Hecker, 128 ff.; Martin, 125 ff. 
•7 Hecker, 143 f., 150. Martin, 129 ff., finds a formal and regulated 

survival of the Rhenish compulsive-curative dances in the an
nual dancing procession of Esternach, which is still believed to 
be a cure for epilepsy and similar psychopathic complaints. 

11 Perhaps expressed in Laconia by the term 11bap.ruPa.l (the title of a 
tragedy by Pratinas, Nauck, TGP., p. 726). Failure to distinguish 
the "black" maenadism described by the Messengers from the 
"white" maenadism described by the Chorus has been responsible 
for much misunderstanding of the Bacchae. 

•t Cf. Rohde, Psyche, ix, n. 21; Famell, Cults, V.120. Others explain 
Abaws and Aua.ios as the liberator from convention (Wilamowitz) 
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or the liberator of the imprisoned (Weinreich, Tii!Jinger Beitrage, 
V [1930] 285 f., comparing Bacch. 498). 

•o In vase 'paintings of maenads Lawler, loc. cit., 107 f., finds 38 oc
currences of the flute and 26 of the tympanum, also 38 of crotala 
or castanets (cf. Eur. Cycl. 204 f.). She notes that "tranquil scenes 
never show the use of the tympanum." 

•• For the flute cf. Ar. Pol. 1341" 21: OUK ~CTTW 0 IWMs ~tllKIJv a>.>.a 
pi>.>.ov bp'YULCTTlKov, Eur. Her. 871, 879, and chap. iii, n. 95, above. 
For the TUI''If'O.I'OI' in orgiastic cults at Athens, Aristoph. Lys. 1-3, 
388. 

•• See chap. iii, pp. 78-So. 
•J Martin, 121 f. So too the Turkish drum and shepherd's pipe were 

used in Italy (Hecker, 151). 
•• Cat. dttis 23; Ovid, Metam. 3.726; Tac. dnn. 11.31. 
•s Further examples may be seen in Furtw:ingler, Die antilce Gem

men, pi. 10, no. 49; pi. 36, nos. 35-37; pi. 41, no. 29; pi. 66, no. 1· 
Lawler, loc. cit., 101, finds a "strong backward bend" of the head 
in 28 figures of maenads on vases. 

26 Quoted in Frazer, Golden Bough, V.i.19. Similarly in voodoo 
dances "their heads are thrown weirdly back as if their necks were 
broken" (W. B. Seabrook, The Magic Island, 47). 

•7 Frazer, i!Jid., V.i.21. 
•• P. Richer, Etudes cliniques sur la grande hystlrie, 441. Cf. S. 

Bazdechi, "Das Psychopathische Substrat der Bacchae," drch. 
Gesch. Med. 25 (1932) 288. 

•t For other ancient evidence on this point see Rohde, Psyche, viii, 
n. 43· 

JO Benedict, Patterns of Culture, 176. 
J• 0. Dapper, Beschrei!Jung von djrilca, quoted in T. K. Oesterreich, 

Possession, 264 (Eng. trans.). Lane watched the Mohammedan 
dervishes do the same thing (Manners and Customs of the Modern 
Egyptians, 467 f., Everyman's Library edition). See also Brund, 
op. cit., 109, 158. 

l2 J. Warneck, Religion der Batalc, quoted by Oesterreich, i!Jid., 2']0. 
u A. Bastian, Pollcer des Oestlichen dsiens, 111.282 f.: "When the 

Chao (demon lord) is obliged by the conjurations to descend into 
the body of the Khon Song (a person dressed as the demon lord), 
the latter remains invulnerable so long as he is there, and cannot 
be touched by any kind of weapon" (quoted i!Jid., 353). 

J4 Czaplicka, d!Joriginal Si!Jma, 176. 
ss Binswanger, Die Hystme, 756. 
J6 A. van Gennep, Lts Rites de passage, 161 f. 



Maenadism 

l7JHS 26 (1!}06) 197; cf. Wace, BSd 16 (I9Q!r19Io) 237. 
Jl Nonnus, 45.294 ff. Cf. the maenad on a British Museum pyxis by 

the Meidias Painter (Beazley, dRY 8JJ.I4; Curtius, Penthtus, 
fig. 15) which is closely contemporary with the Bacchae. The child 
she carries is hardly her own, since it is brutally slung by the leg 
over her shoulder. 

Jt Cf. Beazley, dRY 247.14; Horace, Odes 2.19.19. 
4o Demos. de cor. 259. 
4' Plut. dlex. 2; Lucian, dlex. 7· 
42 Cf. Rapp, Rh. Mus. 27 (1872) IJ. Even Sabazius, if we may be

lieve Arnobius, eventually spared his worshippers' nerves by allow
ing them to use a metal snake (see n. 44). The snakes in the DiO
nysiac procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus at Alexandria (Athen. 
5.28) were doubtless sham ones (like the imitation ivy.and grapes 
described in the same passage) since the ladies were lt~TEf/Ja.Pwp.ba.l 
~EfiW: a wreath of live snakes, however tame, would come undone 
and spoil the effect. 

4l Picture Post, December JI, 1938. I am indebted to Professor R. P. 
Winnington-Ingram for calling my attention to this article. I am 
informed that the ritual has resulted in deaths from snakebite, 
and has therefore now been prohibited by law. Snake-handling is 
also practised at Cocullo in the Abruzzi as the central feature of a 
religious festival; see Marian C. Harrison, Folic/ore, 18 (1907) 
187 ff., and T. Ashby, Some Italian Scenes and Festioals, 115 ff. 

44 Protrtpl. 2.16: 8pa1CWP 81 ifiTW Wren (se. l':a.flatlcn) 8lE).KOp.EIIOf 

Toil Kh).1rou TWP TEMUp.l""'"' Arnob. 5.21: aureus colubet in sinum 
demittitur consecratis et eximitur rursus ab inferioribus partibus 
atque imis. Cf. also Firmicus Maternus, Err. proj. re/. 10. 

45 Mithrasliturgie", 124. The unconscious motive may of course be 
sexual in both cases. 

46 Collected in Farnell, Cults, V. 302 f., nn. 8cr84. 
47 Dej. orae. 14, 417C! iJp.lpa.s 6.1f'oq,pq.8a.s Ka.l tiiCU8prn6.s, lP a.ts wp.cxPa.

'YlO.l Ka.t 8lO.fl1f'a.fi/A()l. 

41 Mi/et, VI.22. 
4t Kindly communicated to me by Miss N. C. Jolliffe. The Arab rite 

is also described by Brunei, op. cit. (n. IJ above), 110 ff., 177 ff. He 
adds the significant points that the animal is thrown from a roof 
or platform, where it is kept until the proper moment, lest the croflld 
should tear it to pieces too soon; and that the fragments of the 
creatures (bull, calf, sheep, goat, or hen) are preserved for use as 
amulets. 

so Seen. 47· 
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s• Cf. Benedict, Palterns of Culture, 179: "The very repugnance 
which the Kwakiutl (Indians of Vancouver Island) felt towards 
the act of eating human flesh made it for them a fitting expression 
of the Dionysian virtue that lies in the terrible and the forbidden." 

s• S~hol. Oem. Alex. 92 P. (Vol. I, p. 318, Stahlin); Photius, s.v. 
peflpltew; Firm. Mat. Err. proj. rei. 6.5. 

sJ Frazer, Golden Bough, V.ii, chap. 12. 
54 Plut. ~· Rom. 112, 291A. 
ss Baech. 743 ff., cf. Schol. Aristoph. Ranae 36o. 
s6 Baech. 138, cf. Arnob. ado. Nal. 5.19. 
s7 Photius, s.v. PE(lpltElll. Cf. the art type of the maenad PE(lpcx/1/JIIOS 

most recently discussed by H. Philippart, Iconographie des "Bat
chantes," 41 ff. 

s• Galen, de anti'dot. 1.6.14 (in a spring festival, probably ofSabazius}. 
st Griech. Myth. u. Re/. 732. 
60 See my introduction to the Bacchae, xvi f., xxiii ff. 
61 As argued by Rapp, Rh. Mus. 27.1 ff., 562 ff., and accepted, e.g., 

by Marbach in P.-W., s.v., and Voigt in Roscher, s.v. "Dionysos." 



Appendix 11 
Theurgy 

THE LAST half-century has seen a remarkable advance 
in our knowledge of the magical beliefs and practices of later an
tiquity. But in comparison with this general progress the special 
branch of magic known as theurgy has been relatively neglected and 
is still imperfectly understood. The first step towards understanding it 
was taken more than fifty years ago by Wilhelm Kroll, when he col
lected and discussed the fragments of the Chaldaean Oracles.' Since 
then the late Professor Joseph Bidez has disinterred and explained• 
a number of interesting Byzantine texts, mainly from Psellus, which 
appear to derive from Proclus' lost commentary on the Chaldaean 
Oracles, perhaps through the work of Proclus' Christian opponent, 
Procopius of Gaza; and HopfnerJ and Eitrem• have made valuable 
contributions, especially in calling attention to the many common 
features linking theurgy with the Grec0-Egyptian magic of the 
papyri.s But much is still obscure, and is likely to re.main so until 
the scattered texts bearing on theurgy have been collected and studied 
as a whole6 (a task which Bidez seems to have contemplated, but left 
unaccomplished at his death). The present paper does not aim at 
completeness, still less at finality, but only at (i) clarifying the rela
tionship between Neoplatonism and theurgy in their historical de
velopment, and (ii) examining the actual modus operandi in what 
seem to have been the two main branches of theurgy. 

I. THE FoUNDER. OF THEUR.OY 

So far as we know, the earliest person to be described as IJEOupybs 
was one Julianus,7 who lived under Marcus Aurelius.1 Probably, as 
Bidez suggested,• he invented the designation, to distinguish himself 
from mere IJEO)./yyot.: the 6EO)./yyol talked about the gods, he "acted 

These pages are reprinted with a few minor changes from the Joumtl/ of Rom1111 
Stllliits, Vol. 37 (1947). I must express my gratitude to Professors M. P. Nilsson and 
A. D. Noclt, who read the paper in manuscript and contributed valuable suggestions. 

1 For numbered notes to Appendix 11 see pages 3oo-311 below. 
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upon" them, or even, perhaps, "created" them.10 Of this personage we 
know regrettably little. Suidas tells us that he was the son of a 
"Chaldaean philosopher" of the same name,11 author of a work on 
daemons in four books, and that he himself wrote eEOup'YlKa, TEMcr
TlKa, Alryla 8l' brCJv. That these "hexameter oracles" were (as 
Lobeck conjectured) none other than the Oracula Chaldaica on which 
Proclus wrote a vast commentary (Marinus, vit. Procli 26) is put 
beyond reasonable doubt by the reference of a scholiast on Lucian12 

to Tci TE>.EcrTlKci 'lou>.lavoii a. ITp6K>.cn ~OJJJiflp.aTltel, ots o ITpoKbraos 
avTu/i}eyyETal, and Psellus' statement that Proclus "fell in love with 
the ~1111, called A/rrla by their admirers, in which Julianus set forth 
the Chaldaean doctrines."•J By his own account, Julianus received 
these oracles from the gods: they were 6eo-rapa8oTa.Z• Where he in 
fact got them we do not know. As Kroll pointed out, their manner 
and content suit the age of the Antonines better than any earlier 
period.•s Julianus may of course have forged them; but their diction 
is so bizarre and bombastic, their thought so obscure and incoherent, 
as to suggest rather the trance utterances of modern "spirit guides" 
than the deliberate efforts of a forger.lt seems indeed not impossible, 
in view of what we know about later theurgy, that they had their 
origin in the "revelations" of some visionary or trance medium, and 
that Julianus' part consisted, as Psellus (or his source Proclus) 
asserts,•6 in putting them into verse. This would be in accordance with 
the established practice of official oracles;•7 and the transposition 
into hexameters would give an opportunity of introducing some sem
blance of philosophical meaning and system into the rigmarole. But 
the pious reader would still stand badly in need of some prose ex
planation or commentary, and this also Julianus seems to have sup
plied; for it is certainly he whom Proclus quotes (in Tim. III.I2.4.J2) 
as o 6EOUP'Y/n lv TO'is ixlrtJ"f11TlKO'is. Marinus is probably referring to 
the same commentary when he speaks of. Tci A/ryla Kat Tci crUCTTOlXa 
TWP Xa>.8ak.w CT1Y'f'Ypap.p.aTa (vit. Prodi 26), and Damascius (11.2oJ.27) 
when he cites ol thot Kat aln-Os o thounbs. Whether it was identical with 
the 9EOUP'YlKa mentioned by Suidas we do not know. Proclus once 
(in Tim. 111.27.10) quotesJulianus lv i{3Mp.f1 Tc;, ZwvCJv, which sounds 
like a section of the eEOUP'YlKa dealing in seven chapters with the 
seven planetary spheres through which the soul descends and reascends 
(cf. in Remp. 11.220.11 ff.). On the probable content of the Te>.ECTTliCa, 
see below, section IV. 
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Be the origin of the Chaldaean Oracles what it may, they certainly 
included not only prescriptions for a fire and sun cult11 but prescrip
tions for the magical evocation of gods (see below, p. 298). And later 
tradition repres~nts the Juliani as potent magicians. According to 
Psellus,•t the elder Julianus "introduced" (uvPia111tTE) his son to the 
ghost of Plato; and it seems that they claimed to possess a spell 
(4'Y'*"Y~) for producing an apparition of the god Xp/>PM.20 They could 
also cause men's souls to leave and reenter the body.•• Nor was their 
fame confined to Neoplatonic circles. The timely thunderstorm which 
saved the Roman army during Marcus' campaign against the Quadi 
in 173 A.o. was attributed by some to the magic arts of the younger 
Julianus;"" in Psellus' version of the story Julianus makes a human 
mask of clay which discharges "unendurable thunderbolts" at the 
enemy.•J Sozomen has heard of his splitting a stone by magic (Hist. 
Eccl. 1 .18); and a picturesque Christian legend shows him competing 
in a display of magical powers with Apollonius and Apuleius: Rome 
being stricken with a plague, each magician is assigned the medical 
superintendence of one sector of the city; Apuleius undertakes to 
stop the plague in fifteen days, Apollonius in ten, but Julianus stops 
it instantly by a mere word of command.•• 

11. THEUR.OY IN TtfE NEOPLATONIC SCHOOL 

The creator of theurgy was a magician, not a Neoplatonist. And the 
creator of Neoplatonism was neither a magician nor-pace certain 
modern writers-a theurgist."S Plotinus is never described by his 
successors as a fJEOVnos, nor does he use the term fJEOVnla or its 
cognates in his writings. There is in fact no evidence"6 that he had 
ever heard of Julianus and his Chaldaean Oracles. Had he known 
them he would presumably have subjected them to the same critical 
treatment as the revelations "of Zoroaster and Zostrianus and NikO
theos and Allogenes and Mesos and others of the sort," which were 
analysed and exposed in his seminar."7 For in his great defence of the 
Greek rationalist tradition, the essay dgainstlht Gnoslics (Enn. 2.9), 
he makes very clear both his distaste for all such megalomaniac 
"special revelations"•• and his contempt for To'is 'll"o>.>.ois, ot Tcis 'l!"apci 
To'is pa'Yo&S 8uvapus 6aupatou,, (c. 14, I.20J.J2 Volkmann). Not that 
he denied the efficacy of magic (could any man of the third century 
deny it?). But it did not interest him. He saw in it merely an applica
tion to mean personal ends of "the true magic which is the sum of 
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love and hatred in the universe," the mysterious and truly admirable 
uvp:tr6.6ela. which makes the cosmos one; men marvel at human 
'Y07JTEla. more than at the magic of nature only because it is less 
familiar."' 

Despite all this, the article "Theurgie" which appeared in a recent 
volume of Pauly-Wissowa calls Plotinus a theurgist, and Eitrem has 
lately spoken of "Plotin, dont sans doute derive la theurgie.''Jo 
The main grounds for this opinion seem to be (1) his allegedll Egyp.. 
tian birth and the fact that he studied at Alexandria under Ammonius 
Saccas; (2) his allegedly profoundP knowledge of Egyptian religion; 
(3) his experience of unio mystica (Porph. oil. Plot. 23); and (4) the 
affair at the lseum in Rome (i!Jid., 10, quoted and discussed in section 
111 below, p. 289). Of these considerations only the last seems to me 
to be really relevant. On the first point it must suffice here to say 
that Plotinus' name is Roman, that his manner of thought and speech 
is characteristically Greek, and that in the little we know of Ammonius 
Saccas there is nothing which warrants calling him a theurgist. As to 
the acquaintance with Egyptian religion displayed in the Enneads, 
I cannot see that it amounts to more than a few casual references to 
matters of common knowledge: Porphyry learned as much or more 
by reading Chaeremon.u And as to the Plotinian unio myslica, it must 
surelybecleartoanycareful readerofpassageslikeEnn. 1.6.9.or6.7·Jh 
that it is attained, not by any ritual of evocation or performance of 
prescribed acts, but by an inward discipline of the mind which in
volves no compulsive element and has nothing whatever to do with 
magic.l4 There remains the affair of the lseum. That is theurgy, or 
something like it. It rests, however, only on school gossip (see below). 
And in any case one visit to a seance does not make a man a spiritual
ist, especially if, like Plotinus, he goes there on someone else's initia
tive. 

Plotinus is a man who, as Wilhelm Kroll put it, "raised himself by 
a strong intellectual and moral effort above the fog-ridden atmosphere 
which surrounded him." While he lived, he lifted his pupils with him. 
But with his death the fog began to close in again, and later Neo
platonism is in many respects a retrogression to the spineless syn
cretism from which he had tried to escape. The conflict between 
Plotinus' personal influence and the superstitions of the time appears 
very plainly in the wavering attitude of his pupil PorphyryJS-an 
honest, learned, and lovable man, but no consistent or creative 
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thinker. Deeply religious by temperament, he had an incurable 
weakness for oracles. Before he met Plotinus.J6 he had already pub
lished a collection under the title ITept rijs IK }.cryk,v q,i>.of10f/lla.s.J7 
Some of these refer to mediums, and are themselves clearly what we 
should call "seance-room" products (see below, section v). But there 
is no trace of his having quoted the Cha/Jaean Oracles (or used the term 
theurgy) in this work; probably he was still unaware of their existence 
when he wrote it. Later, when Plotinus has taught him to ask ques
tions, he addresses a series of decidedly searching and often ironic
sounding inquiries on demonology and occultism to the Egyptian 
Anebo,J1 and points out, among other things, the folly of attempting 
to put magical constraint on gods.u It was probably later still,•• 
after the death of Plotinus, that he disinterred the Chaldaean Oracles 
from the obscurity in which they had survived (as such books do) for 
more than a century, wrote a commentary on them,•• and "made con
tinual mention of them" in his de regressu animae.42 In the latter work 
he held that theurgic TQETa.l could purify the 111'EUpa.TlK'I} 1/tuxT, and 
make it "aptam susceptioni spirituum et angelorum et ad videndos 
deos"; but he warned his readers that the practice was perilous and 
capable of evil as well as good uses, and denied that it could achieve, 
or was a necessary ancillary to, the soul's return to god.u He was, in 
fact, still a Plotinian at heart. •• But he had made a dangerous con
cession to the opposing school. 

The answer of that school came in Iamblichus' commentary on the 
Cha/Jaean Orades•s and in the extant treatise de mysteriis.•6 The de 
mystmis is a manifesto of irrationalism, an assertion that the road to 
salvation is found not in reason but in ritual. "It is not thought that 
links the theurgists with the gods: else what should hinder theoretical 
philosophers from enjoying theurgic union with them? The case is 
not so. Theurgic union is attained only by the efficacy of the un
speakable acts performed in the appropriate manner, acts which are 
beyond all comprehension, and by the potency of the unutterable 
symbols which are comprehended only by the gods •.•. Without 
intellectual effort on our part the tokens (0'11JI8r,pa.Ta.) by their own 
virtue accomplish their proper work" (de mysl. 9l).IJ Parthey). To 
the discouraged minds of fourth-century pagans such a message 
offered a seductive comfort. The "theoretical philosophers" had now 
been arguing for some nine centuries, and what had come of it? Only 
a visibly declining culture, and the creeping growth of that Christian 
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6.6EI>771s which was too plainly sucking the lifeblood of Hellenism. 
As vulgar magic is commonly the last resort of the personally desper
ate, of those whom man and God have alike failed, so theurgy became 
the refuge of a despairing intelligentsia which already felt la fascina
tion de l'abtme. 

Nevertheless it would seem that even in the generation after 
Iamblichus theurgy was not yet fully accepted in the Neoplatonic 
school. Eunapius in an instructive passage (oil. soph. 474 f. Boi~ 
sonade) shows us Eusebius of Myndus, a pupil of Iamblichus' pup;( 
Aedesius, maintaining in his lectures that magic was an affair of 
"crazed persons who make a perverted study of certain powers de
rived from matter," and warning the future emperor Julian against 
"that stagy miracle-worker" the theurgist Maximus: he concludes; in 
words which recall Plotinus, flU 8E TO{m,, p.7J8E11 6a.up.6.f111s, i:Jtnrep 
ob8E I'Yw, 1"1}11 8ui Toii M-you K6.6a.pt~lP p.l-ya. Tl XPijp.a. inro}l.a.p.(J6.""'"· 
To which the prince replied: "You can stick to your books: I know 
now where to go"-and betook himself to Maximus. Shortly after
wards we find the young J ulian asking his friend Priscus to get him 1 

good copy of Iamblichus' commentary on his namesake Gulianus the 
theurgist); for, says he, "I am greedy for Iamblichus in philosophy 
and my namesake in theosophy [6EOfiOf/>la., i.e. theurgy], and think 
nothing of the rest in comparison."47 

Julian's patronage made theurgy temporarily fashionable. When as 
emperor he set about reforming the pagan clergy, the theurgist 
Chrysanthius found himself 6.pxupebs of Lydia; while Maximus as 
theurgic consultaht to the imperial court became a wealthy and in
ftuentiallminence grise, since inrEi) TWP 'lf'O.pOPTWP l'lf't TOUs 6eoils li'lf'a.Pn 
ub/JEpoP (Eunap. p. 477 Boiss.; cf. Amm. Marc. 22.7.3 and 25·4·17). 
But Maximus paid for this in the subsequent Christian reaction, 
when he was fined, tortured, and eventually in 371 executed on a 
charge of conspiracy against the Emperors (Eunap. p. 478; Amm. 
Marc. 29.1.42; Zosimus 4·15). For some time after this event theurgists 
deemed it prudent to lie low;•• but the tradition of their art was quietly 
handed down in certain families.•• In the fifth century it was again 
openly taught and practised by the Athenian Neoplatonists: Proclus 
not only composed a ITept 6.'Y""Yijs and a further commentary on the 
Chaldaean Oracles, but also enjoyed personal visions (a.w011Toup.ivcns) 
of luminous "Hecatic" phantasms and was, like the founder of the 
cult, great at rainmaking.so After Justinian theurgy went under-
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ground again, but did not wholly die. Psellus has described a 6Ea'Y'*"Yla 
conducted by an archbishop on the lines of pagan theurgy (Tois Xa>.
~alwP M'Yols i7rop.EPos), which he asserts took place at Byzantium 
in the eleventh century;SI and Proclus' commentary on the Oracles 
was still known, directly or indirectly, to Nicephoros Gregoras in the 
fourteen th.s• 

Ill. A SEANCE IN THE lsEUM 

Porphyry, oita Plotini 10 (16.12 ff. Volk.): Al'Y{nmos 'Y6.P TlS lEpeils 
apE).Dwp Els Tl)p 'Pwp.1JP Kat 8liJ. TWOS cpl}.ou a{m~ (se. ITM.wll'ctJ) 'YI'WPUT
fiEts fJD.c.Jp TE Tijs iaUToii crocplas a7r08E~lP 8oiil'al ~~lwcrE TOP ITM.w'iPOP l'lrt 
6lap acplKicrfJal TOU CTUPOPTOS a{m~ olKEWU 8alp.o~~os Ka>.oup.bou. ToU 8E 
iTolp.ws iJ'traKOVcrai'TOS 'YlPETal p.o b T~ 'JcrEktl 'I) K}.ijcrw P,WOP 'Yd.p 
bcEwoP TOP TO'tr'OP Ka6aplw cpacrlP EUpEiP lP TV 'P&!p.n TOP Al'Yll'tr'TWP. 
K>.,flbTa 8E Els awo.pE.ap TOP 8alp.opa flec}p I).DE'iP Kat p.'l) ToU 8al,.,0PWP 
ElPal 'YI110us· MEP TOP Al'Yli71"TWP El7rE'iP· p.a~<aplOS El fleap ~xwP TOP 
8alp.oPa Kat ob TOii iJc/>Elp.bou 'YIPOus TOP CTUPWTa. p.~TE 8E lplcrfJal Tl 
IK-y&lcrfJal p.~TE l7rl7r }.lop l8EiP 'traplwTa, Toii CTUP6ECJJpoWTOS cpl>.o11 Tcis 
3pPElS, lls KaTElXE cpu}.aqs ~EKa, 'lrl'l~aPTOS dTE 8lci cf>(JoPOP EfTE Kat 
8lci cpo{Jop TWa. 

This curious passage has been discussed by Hopfner, OZ 11.125, 
and more fully by Eitrem, Sym!J. Oslo. 22.62 ff. We should not attach 
too high a historical value to it. Porphyry's use of cpacrlpSJ shows that 
his source was neither Plotinus himself nor any of the actual "sitters"; 
and since he says that the affair prompted the composition ofPlotinus' 
essay, ITEpt Toii El}.1JXOTOS 'l)p.is 8alp.oPos (Enn. 3·4). it must have 
taken place, like the composition of that essay, before Porphyry's own 
arrival in Rome, and at least thirty-five years before the publication 
of the oita. The testimony on which his story rests is thus neither first
hand nor (probably) close in time to the event. It cannot, as Eitrem 
rightly says, "avoir la valeur d'une attestation authentique.''s• 
Nevertheless, it affords an interesting if tantalizing glimpse of high
class magical procedure in the third century. 

Neither the purpose nor the place of the seance need much surprise 
us. The belief in an indwelling 8alp.wP is very old and widespread, and 
was accepted and rationalised, in their respective fashions, by Plato 
and by the Stoics.ss That it may have played some part in GrecO
Egyptian magic is suggested by PGM vii.sos ff., where a recipe, un
fortunately incomplete, is headed l':ucrTacrls l8tou 8alp.opos.s6 (It should 
not, however, be confused with the much commoner evocation of a 
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1f'apt8pos or "familiar," whose connection with the mag1c1an is 
created for the first time by the magical procedure.) For the 8alJ.UIII' 
turning out to be a god, cf., besides Plot. Enn. 3·4·6 (l.265.4 Volk.) 
8alpc.~v Tolm, (JEIJS (quoted by Eitrem), Olympiodorus in Ale. p. 20 Cr., 
where, after distinguishing 6eiol 8alpoves from those of lower rank, 
he tells us that ol KaT, obcrlav ialJT&w ftwwTES Kat ws 'lf'E,PuKatrl T~P 
6eiov 8alpo~~a lxoutrw el>.11x6TC1 •.• KaT, obcrlav 81 ltrTl tiiv TO 'lf'pOv
t;CJpov al.peiq(}Cll ftlov Tjj trElP' U,p, ~~~ O.va'YETal, olov trTpaTUI)TWP 
p.b, u,, inro ~~~ apeltcfJI', KT>.. As to the choice of place, it is suffi
ciently explained by the well-known requirement of a Tlnros KafJapbs 
for magical operations,57 together with Chaeremon' s statement tha.t 
Egyptian temples were accessible at ordinary times only to those who 
had purified themselves and undergone severe fasts.s8 

But what puzzles Eitrem, as it has puzzled me, is the part played 
by the birds, lls KaTEixe ,Pu>.aKijs lveKa, i.e., to protect the operators 
from attack by evilly disposed spirits (not, surely, to keep the birds 
themselves from flying away, as MacKenna, Brehier, and Harder 
unanimously mistranslate: for then their presence would be whoHy 
unexplained). Protective measures are sometimes prescribed in the 
papyri.st But how did the birds act as a ,Pu}.aK1J? And why did their 
death banish the apparition? Hopfner says that the impurity of death 
drove the god away: they were brought there so that their killing 
should act as an a'lf'o>.utrn in case of need,6• but it was done prema
turely and needlessly. Eitrem, on the other hand, comparing PGM 
xii.15 ff., where the strangling of birds is part of the ritual for ani
mating a wax figure of Eros, thinks that the real intention must have 
been sacrifice and that Porphyry or his informant misunderstood what 
happened: he finds the motives attributed to the ,Pl}.os "invraisem
blables." In support of this view he might have quoted Porphyry's 
own statement in the Letter to Ane6o6' that 8ld. I'EKpi;,l' r~~~ Td. 'lf'O>.Ad. 
al tha'Y'*"Ylal l'lf'lTE>.oiivTal, which seems to put Hopfner's explana
tion out of court. There is, however, another passage of Porphyry 
which appears to imply that in killing !Jirds on this occasion the ,PI.Ms 
was breaking a rule of the theurgic p.utrTirpwv: at de a!Jst. 4.16 (255.7 
N.) he says, IStrTlS 8e ,Patrp.aTWI' ,Pbtrll' tfTTOPfltT&, ol8EI' Ka6, a, M,ov 
a. 1f'lxetr6al X,PT, 'If' aPT"'" 6pvl6""', Kal p.aMtrTa ISTav tr'lf'EOOQ TU IK T~" 
x601'lwl' a'lf'a>.>.a'YiiPal Kat 'lf'pOs TOUs obpavlous fJEOils l8puv(Jijval. This 
fits the occasion at the Iseurri so aptly (for a7rlxetr6al can surely cover 
abstention from killing as well as from eating) that it is difficult not 
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to feel that Porphyry had it in mind. We may perhaps compare also 
the Pythagorean rule which specifically forbade the sacrifice of cocks 
(lamb. uit. Pyth. 147, Protrept. 21). 

But if so, why were the birds there? Possibly because their presence 
was in itself a ,Pu}l.a«fJ. 3pPJhs without qualifying description are 
usually domestic fowl, KaTa&KUwl 3ppJJes (cf. L.-S.t, s.v.). And the 
domestic fowl, as Cumont has pointed out,62 brought with it from its 
original home in Persia the name of being a holy bird, a banisher of 
darkness and therefore of demons:6J Plutarch, for example, knows 
that KVPES Kat 3pPJhs belong to Oromazes (Ormuzd).6• Is it not likely 
that in this matter, as in its fire-cult, the theurgic tradition pre
served traces of Iranian religious ideas, and that Porphyry at least, 
if not the Egyptian priest, thought of the birds' function as apotropaic 
and of their death as an outrage to the heavenly phantasm? There is, 
in fact, later evidence to support the guess: for we learn from Prod us 
not only that cocks are solar creatures, JJE'T~XOIITES Kat aln-ot TOii 
thlou KaTd. ~~~ iauTwP TaEt,, but that ~M, TWci TWP 'J)}I.laK&i" 8a'ph""'" 
}I.EQIIT01f'p/xTW7rOII ,Pali'Op.EIIOII, a}I.EKTPVoiiOS 8ElX(JIPTOS, atf>a.Pij 'YEII~rial 
,Paflw inrOfiTE}I.}I.bp.EIIOII Td. TWII KPElTTOvWII fiUp(JIJp.aTa. 6S 

IV. THE Moous OPERANDI: TE}I.EfiT~ 

Proclus grandiloquently delines theurgy as "a power higher than 
all human wisdom, embracing the blessings of divination, the purifying 
powers of initiation, and in a word all the operations of divine pos
session" (Thtol. Pial. p. 63). It may be described more simply as 
magic applied to a religious purpose and resting on a supposed revela
tion of a religious character. Whereas vulgar magic used names and 
formulae of religious origin to profane ends, theurgy used the pro
cedures of vulgar magic primarily to a religious end: its TAOf was 
1) 'lf'pOs TO P07ITOP rip livo6os (de myst. 179.8), which enabled its votaries 
to escape etp.app.~Pfl (ob 'Yap ixp, etp.a.p~ll a'YAflll 7f'l7f'T0Ufll 6EOUP'YOl, 
Or. chald. p. 59 Kr.; cf. de myst. 269.19 tr.), and ensured ~s tfuxijs 
a1f'a.6aPaTlflpDs (Prod. in Remp. I.IS2.10).66 But it had also a more 
immediate utility: Book Ill of the de mystmis is devoted entirely 
to techniques of divination, and Proclus claims to have received from 
the 8aLp.oPES many J:evelations about the past and future (in Remp. 
J.86.IJ). 

So far as we can judge, the procedures of theurgy were broadly 
similar to those of vulgar magic. We can distinguish two main types: 
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(i) those which depended exclusively on the use of triJp.fjo}l.a or uvll8fr 
p.aTa; and (ii) those which involved the employment of an entranced 
"medium.'' 

Of these two branches of theurgy, the first appears to have been 
known as TE}I.EcrTllClj, and ·~ have :.c:en concerned mainly with the 
consecrating (TE}I.eiv, Prod. io: l'im. 111.6.IJ) and animating of magic 
statues in order too btain oracles from them: Prod us in Tim. Ill .I 55 .IS, 
T'l)p TE}I.ECTTlK'J)I' Kat XPTJCTritpla Kat a'Ya}l.p.aTa (JEC,p Upiicr8al brt 'Yifs Kat 
8la Twc.w crup.fJO)I.c.w l'll'lrir8ela 'II'OlEiv Td. IK p.epucfis li}I.TJs 'YEPop.eva Kat 
t/i}a.prijs els TO p.ET~XEtl' fJEOii Kat Kw'eicr6al 'll'a.p, awoii Kat 'll'po}l.ryew 
TO p.A}I.ov: Theol. Pial. l.28, p. 70, 1) TE}I.ECTTllClj 8laKafH,pa.cra Kal TWO.S 
xapaKrijpas Kat CTUp.{jo}l.a 'II'EplTlfJEicra TcfJ a'Ya'N£aTl lp.I/IUXOI' awo 
l'll'olfJcrE: to the same effect in Tim. 1.51.25, 111.6.I2 ff.; in Cral. 
I9.I2.67 We may suppose that a part at least of this lore goes back to 
the Te}l.ecrTlKa of J ulianus; certainly the triJp.fjo}l.a go back to the Cha/.. 
daean Oracles. 61 

What were these crup.fJo)l.a, and how were they used? The clearest 
answer is given in a letter of Psellus:6t IKEll'f'J 'Yd.P (se. 1) TE}I.ECTTlKq 
l'll'writp.TJ) Td. KOTha TWI' a'Ya}l.p.aTWI' li}I.TJS lp.'ll'l'II'}I.CJcra olKElas Tais 
b/>fCTTTJICUlalS 8uvap.Ecrl, rc;,c.,v, tPUTWI', }I.((Jwp, fJOTai'WI', /lltCJv, cr,Ppa'YlawP, 
I'Y'Ypap.p.aTWI', lvloTE 8~ Kat apwp.aTWI' UVp.'ll'aiJwv, fTV'YKaiJwpboucra & 
TOWOlS Kat Kparijpa.s Kat CT'II'ol'8eia Kal 6up.laTfrpla, lp.'!l'l'oa 'll'oui Td. ef&l}l.et 
Kat Tfj a'!l'oppfJTCf' 8uvap.u KWEi. This is genuine theurgic doctrine, 
doubtless derived from Prod us' commentary on the Chaldaean Oracles. 
The animals, herbs, stones, and scents figure in the de myst. (2JJ.IO ff.: 
cf. Aug. Cio. D. Io.n), and Proclus gives a list of magical herbs, 
stones, etc., good for various purposes.70 Each god has his "sympa
thetic" representative in the animal, the vegetable, and the mineral 
world, which is, or contains, a crup.fJo)l.ov of its divine cause and is thus 
en rapport with the latter.7• These crbp.fJo)l.a were concealed inside 
the statue,7• so that they were known only to the TE}I.ecrTfrs (Prod. in 
Tim. I.27J-II). The cr,Ppa'Yi6es (engraved gems) and I'Y'YPap.p.an 
(written formulae) correspond to the xa.paKrijpes Kat bvbp.aTa tWTlKi.· 
of Prod. in Tim. 111.6.IJ. The xapaKrijpes (which include such things 
as the seven vowels symbolic of the seven planetary gods)n might be 
either written down (6~crn) or uttered (iK~I'TJCTts).74 The correct 
manner of uttering them was a professional secret orally transmitted. ;s 

The god's attributes might 'also be named with magical effect in an 
oral invocation.76 The "life-giving names" further included certain 
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secret appellations which the gods themselves revealed to the Juliani, 
thus enabling them to obtain answers to their prayers.77 These would 
be among the bvbp.a.Ta. fJO.pfJa.pa. which according to the Chaldaean 
Oracles lose their efficacy if translated into Greek.78 Some of them have 
indeed been explained to us by the gods;u as to the rest, if a xa.pa.terlJp 
is meaningless to us a.wo TOiiTo it~TlP a.woii TO fiEp.IIOTa.Tov (de myst. 
254·'4 ff.). 

In all this the theurgic TEMfiTuc.q was far from original. The ancient 
herbals and lapidaries are full of the "astrological botany" and "astro
logical mineralogy" which assigned particular plants and gems to 
particular planetary gods, and whose beginnings go back at least 
to Bolus of Mendes (about 200 B.c.).8• These flup.fJo}l.a. were already 
utilized in the invocations of Greco-Egyptian magic; thus Hermes 
is evoked by naming his plant and his tree, the moon-goddess by recit
ing a list of animals, etc., ending dpf1Ka t~ou Td. flfJp.Eta. Kat Td. t~bp.fJo)l.a. 

Toii biiOp.a.TCn. 8' xa.pa.KTf;pes, lists of attributes, bvbp.a.Ta. fJO.pfJa.pa., be
long to the standard Greco-Egyptian materia magica; the use of the 
last was familiar to Lucian (Mmipp. 9 fin.), and Celsus, and the 
theory of their untranslatable efficacy was stoutly maintained by 
Origen against the latter (c. Cels. 1.24 f.). For a god revealing his true 
name in the course of a magical operation, cf. PGM i.161 ff.; for the 
importance of correct IK~PfJfllS, PGM v.24, etc. 

Nor was the manufacture of magical statuettes of gods a new in
dustry or a monopoly of the theurgists.82 It rested ultimately upon the 
primitive and widespread belief in a natural fi'Up.7ra6ela. linking image 
with original,8J the same belief which underlies the magical use of 
images of human beings for purposes of moobtemmt. Its centre of 
diffusion was evidently Egypt, where it was rooted in native religious 
ideas.8• The late Hermetic dialogue Asdepius knows of "statuas 
animatas sensu et spiritu plenas" which foretell the future "sorte, 
vate, somniis, multisque aliis rebus," and both cause and cure dis
ease: the art of producing such statues, by imprisoning in consecrated 
images, with the help of herbs, gems, and odours, the souls of daemons 
or of angels, was discovered by the ancient Egyptians: "sic deorum 
fictor est homo."8s The magical papyri offer recipes for constructing 
such images and animating them (tw'lr'Upeiv, xii.JI8), e.g., iv.1841 ff., 
where the image is to be hollow, like Psellus' statues, and is to en
close a magic name inscribed on gold leaf; 236o ff., a hollow Hermes 
enclosing a magic formula, consecrated by a garland and the sacrifice 
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of a cock. From the first century A.o." onwards we begin to hear of the 
private87 manufacture and magical use of comparable images outside 
Egypt. Nero had one, the gift of "plebeius quidam et ignotus," which 
warned him of conspiracies (Suet. Nero 56); Apuleius was accused, 
probably with justice, of possessing one.88 Lucian in his Philopseudts 
satirized the belief in them;" Philostratus mentions their use as 
amulets.•• In the third century Porphyry quoted a Hecate-oraclet• 
giving instructions for the confection of an image which will procure 
the worshipper a vision of the goddess in sleep.'" But the real vogue 
of the art came later, and appears to be due to Iamblichus, who doubt
less saw in it the most effective defence of the traditional cult of images 
against the sneers of Christian critics. Whereas Porphyry's llept 
a'Ya>.pchwv seems to have advanced no claim that the gods were in any 
sense present in the images which symbolised them,u lamblichus in 
his like-named work set out to prove "that idols are divine and filled 
with the divine presence," and supported his case by narrating 'll'o>.M. 
a'll'l8ava.•• His disciples habitually sought omens from the statues, 
and were not slow to contribute a'll'l8ava of their own: Maxim us makes 
a statue of Hecate laugh and causes the torches in her hands to light 
up automatically;" Heraiscus has so sensitive an intuition that' he 
can at once distinguish the "animate" from the "inanimate" statue by 
the sensations it gives him.t6 

The art of fabricating oracular images passed from the dying pagan 
world into the repertoire of mediaeval magicians, where it had a long 
life, though it was never so common as the use of images for enoobtt
ment. Thus a bull of Pope John XXII, dated 1326 or 1327, denounces 
persons who by magic imprison demons in images or other objects, 
interrogate them, and obtain answers.n And two further questions 
suggest themselves in connection with the theurgic TE>.EcrTllClj, though 
they cannot be pursued here. First, did it contribute something to the 
belief, familiar alike to mediaeval Italy and mediaeval Byzantium, in 
TE>.IcrpaTa (talismans) or "statuae averruncae"-enchanted images 
whose presence, concealed or visible, had power to avert natural dis
aster or military defeat?t8 Were some of these TE>.IcrpaTa (usually 
attributed to anonymous or legendary magicians) in fact the work of 
theurgists? We are told by Zosimus (.p8) that the theurgist Nestorius 
saved Athens from an earthquake in 375 A.o. by dedicating such a 
Tl>.ecrpa (a statue of Achilles) in the Parthenon, in accordance with in
structions received in a dream. Theurgic also, it would seem, was the 
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statue of Zeus Philios dedicated parYaveuus Tlcrt Kat 'Y071TEUUS at 
Antioch by a contemporary of lamblichus, the fanatical pagan 
Theoteknos, who practised TE>.ETal, pvl,crels, and KaiJap/U)l in connec
tion with it (Eus. Hist. Ecd. 9·3; 9.1t). A like origin may be guessed 
for that statue of Jupiter, armed with golden thunderbolts, which in 
394 was "consecrated with certain rites" to assist the pagan pretender 
Eugenius against the troops of Theodosius (Aug. Civ. Dei 5.26): we 
may see here the hand of Flavianus, Eugenius' leading supporter and 
a man known for his dabbling in pagan occultism. Again, the li'Ya>.pa 
TETEMcrpiiiOP which protected Rhegium both from the fires of Etna 
and from invasion by sea seems to have been furnished with CTTOlXEia 
in a way that recalls the crbpfJo>.a of theurgy and the papyri: lv 'Yd.p T~ 
M 1root rip 6.Kolpf1TOI' IT{J-yxave, Kat lv T~ blfKf' ~wp 6.6l/J.qJ8opov.tt 

Secondly, did the theurgic TE>.ecrTmj suggest to mediaeval alche
mists the attempt to create artificial human beings ("homunculi") in 
which they were constantly engaged? Here the connection of ideas is 
less obvious, but curious evidence of some historical linkage has re
cently been brought forward by the Arabist Paul Kraus,100 whose 
premature death is a serious loss. He points out that the great corpus 
of alchemy attributed to Jabir b. I:Iayyan (Gebir) not only refers in 
this connection to a (spurious?) work of Porphyry entitled The Boolt 
of Generation,'"' but makes use of Neoplatonic speculations about 
images in a way which suggests some knowledge of genuine works of 
Porphyry, including perhaps the letter to Anebo.' 02 

V. THE Moous OPERANDI: MEDIUMISTIC TRANCE 

While TE>.eCTTmj sought to induce the presence of a god in an inani
mate "receptacle" (lnro8ox1,), another branch of theurgy aimed at in
carnating him temporarily (elCTKplvew) in a human being (KaToxos or, 
a more specific technical term, ooxe6s).10J As the former art rested on 
the wider notion of a natural and spontaneous crvp7r6.8Ela between 
image and original, so did the latter on the widespread belief that 
spontaneous alterations of personality were due to possession by a 
god, daemon, or deceased human being.10

4 That a technique for 
producing such alterations goes back to the Juliani may be inferred 
from Proclus' statement that the ability of the soul to leave the body 
and return to it is confirmed by IScra To is l1rt MapKOu 6eoup'Yois IIWIOO
Tal· Kat 'Yd.P IKEWOI. a,a. a;, TWOS TE>.eri}s TO awo 8p&,crll' els NI' 
TEMup&ov.10s And that such techniques were practised also by others 
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is shown by the oracle quoted from Porphyry's collection by Firmicus 
Maternus (err. proj. rei. 14) which begins, "Serapis vocatus et intra 
corpus hominis collocatus talia respondit." A number of Porphyry's 
oracles appear to be founded, as Frederic Myers saw,•o6 on the utter
ances of mediums who had been thrown into trance for the purpose, 
not in official shrines but in private circles. To this class belong the 
directions for terminating the trance (ch·o>.ucns), professedly given 
by the god through the entranced medium,'"7 which have their ana
logues in the papyri but could hardly form part of an official oracular 
response. Of the same type is the "oracle" quoted (from Porphyry?) 
by Prod us in Remp. 1.111.28, "ob tPEPEl p.E TOU ooxi}cn 1) Ta>.awa Kap8lo," 
fj)f1trl TlS (Ja;,,, Such private dt~KpUTlS differed from official oracles in 
that the god was thought to enter the medium's body not as a spon
taneous act of grace but in response to the appeal, even the compul
sion,'"' of the operator (K>.'9Twp). 

This branch of theurgy is esjlecially interesting because of the evi
dent analogy with modern spiritualism: if we were better informed 
about it, we might hope by a comparison to throw light on the psycho
logical and physiological basis of both superstitions. But our informa
tion is tantalisingly incomplete. We know from Proclus that before 
the "sitting" both operator and medium were purified with fire and 
water'"' (in Cral. 100.21), and that they were dressed in spec:al 
chitons with special girdles appropriate to the deity to be invoked 
(in Remp. 11.246.23); this seems to correspond to the Nel>.alfl 08bn, 
or fllP&:IP of the Porphyrian oracle (Praep. Eo. 5.9), whose removal 
was evidently an essential part of the a7ro>.ut~n (cf. PGM iv.S§, 
flliiOOvlQfiCIS KaTci KEf/xl>.fjs JUXPl 1ro&i11 'YVIJ."OII ••• 'lrawa, the "Jintea in
dumenta" of the magicians in Amm. Marc. 29.1.29, and the ''purum 
pallium" of Apul. Apol. 44). The medium also wore a garland, which 
had magical efficacy,"" and carried, or wore on his dress, elKOPlflp.ara 
TWP KEK>.flp.bwP (JECJpm or other appropriate flbp.{!Jo>.a."" What else was 
done to induce trance is uncertain. Porphyry knows of persons who 
try to procure possession (ElfiKPWElll) by "standing upon xapaKriifJfS" 
(as medheval magicians did), but Iamblichus thinks poorly of this 
procedure (de myst. 129.13; 131.3 ff.). Iamblichus recognises the use 
of aTp.ol and l'lrlKMfi'ElS (i!Jid., 157·9 ff.), but denies that they have 
any effect on the medium's mind; Apuleius, on the other hand (ApiJI. 
43), speaks of the medium being put to sleep "seu carminum avoca
mento sive odorum delenimento." Proclus knows of the practice of 
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smearing the eyes with strychnine and other drugs in order to procure 
visions,"1 but does not attribute it to the theurgists. Probably the 
effective agencies in the theurgic operation, as in spiritualism, were in 
fact psychological, not physiological. Iamblichus says that not every
body is a potential medium; the most suitable are "young and rather 
simple persons.""4 Herein he agrees with the general ancient opin
ion;"s and modern experience tends on the whole to support him, at 
least as regards the second part of his requirement. 

The behaviour and psychological condition of the medium are de
scribed at some length, though obscurely, by Iamblichus (de myst. 
3-4-7), and in clearer terms by Psellus (oral. 27, Scripta Minora l.248. 
1 ff., based on Proclus: cf. also CMAG VI.2o9.15 ff., and Op. Daem. 
xiv, PG 122, 851). Psellus distinguishes cases where the medium's 
personality is completely in abeyance, so that it is absolutely neces
sary to have a normal person present to look after him, from those 
where consciousness (7ra.pa.KoMVlh,fllS) persists 6a.up.a.fiToP Twa. Tp(nrov, 
so that the medium knows Tlva. TE bepyei Ka.l Tl t/iJey'YETa.l Ka.l 
rb8ev 8ei 6.-,ro}..bew TO KlPOW. Both these types of trance occur to
day."' The symptoms of trance are said by Iamblichus to vary widely 
with different "communicators" and on different occasions (111,3 ff.); 
there may be anaesthesia, including insensibility to fire (110.4 ff.); 
there may be bodily movement or complete immobility (111.17); there 
may be changes of voice (112.5 ff.). Psellus mentions the risk of 
l)).ucd. 7rPEbp.a.Ta. causing convulsive movement (KW1Jflw p.ETa TWOS 
ftla.s 'YEPOp.b,v) which weaker mediums are unable to bear;"7 else
where he speaks of KaToxm biting their lips and muttering between 
their teeth (CMAG VI.164.I8). Most of these symptoms can be illus
trated from the classic study of Mrs. Piper's trance phenomena by 
Mrs. Henry Sidgwick.118 1t is, I think, reasonable to conclude that the 
states described by the ancient and the modern observers are, if not 
identical, at least analogous. (One may add the significant observa
tion quoted by Porphyry, ap. Eus. Praep. Eo. 5.8, from Pythagoras. 
of Rhodes, that "the gods" come at first reluctantly, but more easily 
when they have formed a habit-i.e., when a trance personality has 
been established.) 

We do not hear that these "gods" furnished any proofs of identity; 
and it would seem that their identity was often in fact disputed. 
Porphyry wished to know how the presence of a god was to be 
distinguished from that of an angel, archangel, 8a.lp.c.JP, lpxwv, or 
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human soul (de myst. 70·9>· lamblichus admits that impure or ill
expert operators sometimes get the wrong god or, worse still, one 
of those evil spirits who are called avTl8ecx"' (i!Jid., 177·7 ff.). He 
himself is said to have unmasked an alleged Apollo who was in reality 
only the ghost of a gladiator (Eunap. oil. soph. 473). False answers are 
attributed by Synesius, de insomn. 142A, to such intrusive spirits, 
which ''jump in and occupy the place prepared for a higher being"; his 
commentator, Nicephoros Gregoras (PG 149, 540A), ascribes this 
view to the XaMaiot. Gulianus?), and quotes (from the Chaldaefm 
Oracles?) a prescription for dealing with such situations. Others 
account for false answers by "bad conditions"••o (7rOJ111pd. KaTacrra~ns 
Toii 7rEpl~XOI'Tos, Porph. ap. Eus. Praep. Eo. 6.5 = Philop. de munii 
creat. 4.20), or lack of l7rl'T'IJ6E&hnrs;••• others again, by the medium's 
disturbed state of mind or the inopportune intervention of his normal 
self (de myst. 115.10). All these ways of excusing failure recur in the 
literature of spiritualism. 

Besides revealing past or future through the medium's lips, the 
gods vouchsafed visible (or occasionally audible)••• signs of their pres
ence. The medium's person might be visibly elongated or dilated,'"J 
or even levitated (de myst. ii2.J).'"4 But the manifestations usually 
took the form of luminous apparitions: indeed, in the absence of 
these "blessed visions,, lam blichus considers that the operators can
not be sure what they are doing (de myst. 112.18). It seems that Pro
cl us distinguished two types of seance: the "autoptic," where the 
6ea~s witnessed the phenomena for himself; and the "epoptic," where 
he had to be content with having them described to him by the 
K}l.fyrwp (o ~~~ TEM~I' 8laTlti~J.W'OS).•as In the latter case the visions were, 
of course, exposed to the suspicion of being purely subjective, and 
Porphyry seems to have suggested as much; for Iamblichus ener
getically repudiates the notion that IJI6otHTlaflphs or p.aPTucf, may be of 
subjective origin (de myst. 114.16; 166.13), and apparently refers to 
objective traces of their visit which the "gods" leave behind.•26 Later 
writers are at pains to explairl why only certain persons, thanks to a 
natural gift or to tepaTliClj 8fwap.ls, can enjoy such visions (Prod. 
in Remp. 11.167.12; Hermeias in Phatdr. 69.7 Couvreur). 

The luminous apparitions go back to the Chaldaean Oracles, which 
promised that by pronouncing certain spells the operator should see 
"fire shaped like a boy," or "an unshaped (arlnrcn011) fire with a voice 
proceeding from it," or various other things.••1 Compare the '1111pal1')ij 
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,PO.trp.a.Ta. which the "Chaldaeans" are said to have exhibited to the 
Emperor J ulian;••8 the ,pQ.trp.a.Ta. 'EKa.TlKd. t/Jw'rotwij which Proclus 
claimed to have seen (Marin. oil. Procl. 28); and Hippolytus' recipe 
for simulating a fiery apparition of Hecate by natural if somewhat 
dangerous means (Ref. Haer. 4.36). At de myst 3.6 (112.10 ff.) these 
phenomena are clearly associated with mediumship: the spirit may be 
seen as a fiery or luminous form entering (eltr~epwop.EVOP) or leaving 
the medium's body, by the operator (Tiji 6ea.'Y(I)')'OWTl), by the medium 
(Tcf1 8exop.~11Cf1), and sometimes by all present: the last (Proclus' 
a.lm11/lla.) is, we are told, the most satisfactory. The apparent analogy 
with the so-called "ectoplasm" or "teleplasm," which modern ob
servers claim to have seen emerge from and return to the bodies of 
certain mediums, has been noted by Hopfner••t and others. Like "ecto
plasm," the appearances might be shapeless (O.Tlnrc..)Ta., 6.p./Jpt/161Ta.) 
or formed (TET111rwp.~Pa., p.ep.opt/161p.~11a.): one of Porphyry's oracles 
(Praep. Eo. 5.8) speaks of "the pure fire being compressed into sacred 
forms (Tlnrm)"; but according to Psellus (PG 122, 1136c) the shape
less appearances are the most trustworthy, and Proclus (in Crat. 34.28) 
gives the reason-lii'W 'Yd,p ap./JptpwTO'l o1itra. 8ld. T'I)P 'lf'pOOOOII rybETO 
p.ep.opt/K.Jp.bf,. The luminous character which is regularly attributed 
to them is doubtless connected with the "Chaldaean" (Iranian) 
fire-cult; but it also recalls the t/Jw'ra.'YCAJ'Yla.l of the papyri'1" as well as 
the "lights" of the modern seance-room. Proclus seems to have spoken 
of the shaping process as taking place "in a light" :'1' this suggests 
a >.uxvop.a.PTEla., like that prescribed at PGM vii.540 ff., where the 
magician says (S61),lp.ft.,th a.woii (se. TOU 7f'4l86s) els -njp 1/tux~,, wa. 
TU'If'cllcnzTa.l T'I)P 6.66.Pa.TOP IMJPtP'I)" 1, t/x.?Tt Kpa.Ta.~ Kat 6.tPf}apTCf1. Eitrem•J• 
would translate Tl11f'WC17JTO.l here as "perceive" (a sense not elsewhere 
attested); but in view of the passages just referred to I think we should 
render "give shape to" ("abbilden," Preisendanz) and suppose that 
a materialization is in question. The "strong immortal light" replaces 
the mortal light of the lamp, just as at PGM iv.1103 ff. the watcher 
sees the ligh of the lamp become "vault-shaped," then finds it re
placed by "a very great light within a void," and beholds the god. 
But whether a lamp was ever used in theurgy we do not know. Cer
tainly some types of t/Jw'ra.'YCAJ'Yla. were conducted in darkness, m others 
out of doors,•J4 while lychnomancy does not figure among the varieties 
of t/Jw'r/n a'Y~ listed at de myst. 3.14. The similarity of language 
remains, however, striking. 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX 11 
1 W. Kroll, de Oraculis Chaldaicis (Breslauer Philologische Abhand

lungen, VII.i, 1894). 
• Catalogue des manuscrits alchimiques grecs (abbrev. CMAG), Vol. 

VI; Mllanges Cumont, 95 ff. Cf. his "Note sur les mysteres neo.. 
platoniciens" in Reo. Beige de Phi/. et d'Hist. 7 (1928)' 1477 ff., 
and his PiedefEmp. Julim, 73 ff. On ProcopiusofGaza asPsellus' 
proximate source see L. G. Westerink in Mnemosyne, 10 (1942) 
275 ff. 

1 Griechisch-Aegyptische Offm!Jarungszaulm· (quoted as OZ); and in 
the introduction and commentary to his translation of the it 
mysteriis. Cf. also his articles "Mageia" and "Theurgie" in Pauly
Wissowa, and below, n. 115. 

4 Especially "Die t~bcrra.rm und der Lichtzauber in der Magie," 
Sym!J. Oslo. 8 (1929) 49 ff.; and "La Theurgie chez les Neo-Pla
toniciens et dans les papyrus magiques," i!Jid., 22 (1942) 49 fF. 
W. Theiler's essay, Die chaldaischtn Ora/eel und die Hymnm des 
Synesios (Halle, 1942), deals learnedJy with the doctrinal influence 
of the Oracles on later Neoplatonism, a topic which I have not 
attempted to discuss. 

5 Papyri Graecae Magicae, ed. Preisendanz (abbrev. PGM). 
6 Cf. Bidez....Cumont, us Mages helllnisls, l.163. 
7 Toii K)..,,IPTM fJEOUP"fOU 'Iou).la.Poil, Suidas, s.v. 
8 Suidas, s.v., cf. Proclus in Cra/. 72.10 Pasq., in l?.emp. 11.123.12, 
etc. Psellus in one place (confusing him with his father?) puts him 
in Trajan's time (Scripta Minora I, p. 241.29 Kurtz-Drexl). 

' Pie de Julim, 369, n. 8. 
10 See Eitrem, Sym!J. Oslo. 22-49. Psellus seems to have understood 

the word in the latter sense, PG 122, 7210: 6EOm TOVs 6.P6pbrol1S 
lnatfTa.l. Cf. also the Hermetic "deorum fictor est homo," quoted 
on p. 293· 

"Proclus, expression ol hl M6.pKOU6EOUP"fol (in Crat. 72.10, in Remp. 
11.123.12) perhaps refers to father and son jointly. 

'"ad Philops. 12 (IV.224 Jacobitz). On this scholion see Westerink, 
op. cit., 276. 

IJ Script. Min. 1.241.25 ff., cf. CMAG VI.163.19 ff. As Westerink 
points out, the source of these statements seems to be Procopius. 

14 Marinus, oit. Prod. 26; cf. Prod. in Cral. c. 122. On such claims of 
divine origin, which are frequent in Hellenistic occult literature, 
see Festugiere, L'Astrologie, 309 ff. 

1s Bousset, Arch.j. Re/. 18 (1915) 144, argued for an earlier date on 
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the ground of coincidences in doctrine with Cornelius Labeo. But 
Labeo's own date is far from certain; and the coincidences may 
mean merely that the Juliani moved in Neopythagorean circles, 
which we know to have been interested in magic. 

1' Script. Min. 1.241.29; cf. CMAG VI.16J.20. On doctrinal oracles 
received in vision see Festugiere, op. cit., 59 f. 

17 See chap. iii, n. 70. 
1 ' Kroll, op. cit., 53 ff. The passages about the divine fire recall the 

"recipe for immortality" in PGM iv.475 ff., which is in many 
ways the closest analogue to the Chaldaean Oracles. Julian, Or. V, 
1720, attributes to o XaMaicn (i.e., Julianus) a cult of TOP ~7l'T6.K
TLJia 6EoP. This solar title has been disguised by corruption in 
two passages of Psellus: Script. Min. 1.262.19: 'EPWTbxfJP ~ Kacr0-
6Cll1 ;j "E7l'TC1KlS (read 'E7l'TQKTlS), ~ Ef TlS li~os 8alpwP Q7l'C1TfJ'MS, 
i!Jid., 1.446.26: TOP "E7l'aKTOP ('E7l'TaKTLJI, Bidez) o 'A7l'ou>.l,r.os 
6pKOlS KCITCIPCI'YKQCTCIS p.q 11'pocr0pl>.fjcral T~ eEOUP'Y~ (se. Juliano). Cf. 
also Procl. in Tim. I.J4.20: 'H>.U.,, 11'ap' ~ ••• o '&rT4KTlS KaTci 
TOVs 6EO>.b'YOUS. 

19 IIEpl riis XPufriis ci>.VcrEws, Ann. Assoc. Et. Gr. 1875, 216.24 ff . 
•• Proclus, in Tim. 111.120.22: ol 6EOUnol ••• a'YwnP aln'oii 7l'Cl~-

8ocraP .qp'iP 8l' ~s ds aln'oq,aPuaP KWE'iP aln'oP 8waToP: cf. Simpl. in 
Phys. 795·4• and Damasc. Princ. II.2J5.22. Both crbcrTacru and 
a'Yw-yl, are "terms of art," familiar to us from the magical papyri. 

11 Proclus, in Remp. 11.123.9 ff. 
""Suidas, s.v. 'lou>.laPos. The ascription of the credit to Julianus is 

perhaps implied also in Claudian, de PI cons. Honorii, 348 f., who 
speaks of "Chaldaean" magic. For other versions of the tale, and 
a summary of the lengthy modern discussions, see A. B. Cook, 
Ztus, 111.324 ff. The attribution to Julianus may have been sug
gested by a confusion with the J ulianus who commanded against 
the Dacians under Domitian (Dio Cass. 67.10). 

•1 Script. Min. 1.446.28. 
•4 S. Anastasius of Sinai, !luaestiones (PG 89, col. 525A). For Juli

anus' supposed rivalry with Apuleius see also Psellus quoted above, 
n. 18. 

os Cf. Olympiodorus in Phaed. 123.3 Norvin: ol p~P ~P fj)l>.ocroq,laP 
71' ponp&xrw, ws Ilopfj)upr.os Kal Il">.wriPOS Kalli>.Ml 7l'oUol f/H,'McrcxPol· 
ol & ~P lEpaTl«ljP (i.e., theurgy), C.:,S 'lap{t).lxos Kal l:uplCIPcn Kal 
IIpbK>.os Kal ollEpaTlKOl 7l'aPTES. 

"'The prose injunction, p~ ~~a&Js fpa p.q ~lll ~xoucra n, which he 
quotes at Enn. 1.9 init., is called "Chaldaean" by Psellus (&pos. 
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or. Chald. 1125c ff.) and in a late scholion ad loc., but cannot come 
from a hexameter poem. The doctrine is Pythagorean. 

1 7 Porph. oil. Plot. 16. Cf. Kroll, Rh. Mus. 71 (1916) 350; Puech in 
Mllanges Cumont, 935 ff. In a similar list of bogus prophets, Ar
nob. ado. gentes 1. 52, J ulianus and Zoroaster figure side by side. 

18 Cf. esp. c. 9, 1.197·8 ff. Volk.: ro'is 8' li>.>.on (8Ei) PopltEw dPal 
x6Jpa.P 'l(a.pd. T~ 6E~ Ka.l p.q a.woP ,.W,oP pET' IKE'iPOP Ta~Ta. i:Jtnrtp 

oPElpa.cn 7(ETEria.l • • • TO 8~ lrdp POW ~87, lcrrlP ~ Jloil 7(ECTElP. 
1

' Enn. 4·4·37, 40. Observe that throughout this discussion he uses 
the contemptuous word 'YOfiTEla. and introduces none of the theur
gic terms of art. On the Stoic and N eoplatonic conception of crvp'l(d.
(Jua. see K. Reinhardt, Kosmos und Sympathie, and my remarks in 
Greek Poetry and Life, 373 f. To theurgists such explanations ap
peared entirely inadequate (de myst. 164.5 ff. Parthey). 

J 0 Sym!J. Oslo. 22.50. As Eitrem himself nptes, Lobeck and Wila
mowitz thought otherwise; and he might have added the names 
ofWilhelm Kroll (Rh. Mus. 71 [1916) 313) and Joseph Bidez (Pie 
de Julim, 67; CAH XII.635 ff.). 

Jl See on this c~ 22 (1928) 129, n. 2. 
Jl J. Cochez, Rev. NIO-Scolastique, 18 (1911) 328 ff., and Mllanges CA. 

Moeller, 1.85 ff.; Cumont, Mon. Piot, 25.77 ff. 
n dea!Jst. 4.6, cf. de myst. 265.16,277-4- See further E. Peterson's con

vincing reply to Cumont, Thtol. Literaturzeitung, so (1925) 485 IF. 
I would add that the allusion in Enn. S·S·II to people who are 
excluded from certain lEpa because of theit 'YO.CTTplpa.nla. prob
ably refers to Eleusis, not Egypt: 'l(a.pa.'Y'Yf>-MTO.l 'Yd.P Ka.l 'E>.Eucrirl 
Q'I(EXEriO.l KO.TOW8ic.IP oppt&.Jp KO.l lxtJVwp KO.l ICUQjMAJP /Jof,as TE Kol 
pf,>.CAJP, Porph. de a!Jst. 4.16. 

14 Cf. C~ 22 (1928) 141 f., and E. Peterson, Philol. 88 (1933) JO ff. 
Conversely, as Eitrem has rightly pointed out (Sym!J. Oslo. 8.50), 
the magical and theurgic term crucrTa.crls has nothing to do with 
unio mystica. 

JS See Bidez's sympathetic, elegant, and scholarly study, lA Pie du 
Nloplatonicim Porphyre. A like infection of mysticism by magic 
t.as occurred in other cultures. "Instead of the popular religion 
being spiritualised by the contemplative ideal, there is a tendency 
for the highest religion to be invaded and contaminated by the 
subrational forces of the pagan underworld, as in Tantric Bud
dhism and in some forms of sectarian Hinduism" (Christopher 
Dawson, Religion and Culture, 192 f.). 

J6 PEen 8~ CJp tcrws Ta.iiTa. l-"(p~EP, C:,S bKEP, Eun. oit. soph. 457 Bois
sonade; Bidez, op. cit., chap. iii. 
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n The fragments were edited by W. WoHf, Porphyrii de Philosophia 

ex Oraculis Haurienda (1856). On the general character of this col
lection see A. D. Nock, "Oracles th~logiques," REA 30 (1928) 
280 ff. 

J 8 The fragments as reconstructed (not very scientifically) by Gale 
are reprinted in Parthey's edition of the de mystmis. On the date 
see Bidez, op. cit., 86. 

39 apud Eus. Praep. Eo. s.Io, 199A (=fr. 4 Gale): IJ.ATO.Wl a.l (JE(;,p 
K}.t;crus ~CTOPTO.l , • , Ka.l &l p.fi}.}.op a.l }.E'YOIJ.EPO.l ciJ'a'YKO.l (JE(;,p • 

aKt7>.11ToP 'YaP Ka.l aflla.crToP Ka.l aKa.Ta.Pa'YKa.crToP To a1ra.6h. 
4° It is probabie that the letter to Anebo did not quote Julianus or 

the Chaldaean Oracles, since Iamblichus' reply is silent about them. 
Whether the "theurgy" of the de mystmis is in fact independent 
of the Julianic tradition remains to be investigated. The writer 
certainly claims to be acquainted with the "Chaldaean" (p. 4.11) 

or "Assyrian" (p. 5.8) doctrines as well as the Egyptian, and says 
he will present both. 

4' Marinus, oil. Procli 26; Lydus, mens. 4·SJ; Suidas,s.v. IloJXf>bpws. 
42 Aug. Cio. Dei 10.32 =de regressu fr. 1 Bidez (Pie de Porphyre, 

App. 11). 
4J I!Jid., 10.9 = fr. 2 Bidez. On the function of the 7rPEup.a.Tm} 1/!uxfl 

in theurgy see my edition of Proclus' Elements of Theology, p. 319. 
44 Cf. Olympiodorus' judgement, above, n. 25. 
u Julian, Epist. 12 Bidez; Marinus, oil. Procli 26; Damasc. 1.86.J ff. 
46 The de mystmis, though issued under the name of "Abammon," 

was attributed to lamblichus by Proclus and Damascius; and 
since the publication ofRasche's dissertation in 1911 most schol
ars have accepted the ascription. Cf. Bidez in Mllanges Desrous
uaux, 11 ff. 

47 Epist. 12 Bidez = 71 Hertlein = 2 Wright. The Loeb editor is 
clearly wrong in maintaining against Bidez that TOP o~PUIJ.OP in 
this passage means lamblichus the younger: Td. 'la.p.fl}.lxou ds TOP 
opi.JPup.oP cannot mean "the writings of Iamblichus to his name
sake"; nor was the younger Iamblichus 6Ebcro4Jos. 

48 Cf. what Eunapius says of one Antoninus, who died shortly before 
391 : nf&lKPUTO OiJ&P fhOUP'YOP Ka.l 7ra.pa}.o-yOP U njp fj)a.lJ10P,hn,P 
a.fcrfJr,CTlP, Td.S (la.CTlMKd.S fows opp.d.s ix/KJ~p.EPOS erlfXJJCTE t/Jfpobcra.s 
(p. 471). 

49 Thus Prod us learned from Asclepigeneia the fhounm} 4'Yc.rri of 
"the great Nestorius," of which she was, through her father Plu
tarchus, the sole inheritress (Marinus, oil. Procli 28). On this 
family transmission of magical secrets see Dieterich, Abraxas, 
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16o tr.; Festugiere, L'Astrologie, 332 tr. Diodorus calls it a Chal
daean practice, 2.29.4· 

so Marinus, oil. Procli 26, 28. The IIEpl a'Yc.ryils is listed by Suidas, 
s.v. Ilp6K).os. 

s• Script. Min. 1.237 f. 
52 Migne, PG 149, S38B tr., S99B; cf. Bidez, CMAG Vl.1o4 f., Wes

terink, op. cit., 28o. 
u Nauck's correction for fj)fJtrlP, which has no possible subject. 
54 Among later writers, Proclus (in Ale. p. 73·4 Creuzer) and Ammia

nus Marcellinus (2I.I4·S) refer to the incident. But Proclus, who 
says 0 Al'Yb11'Tr.os TOP Il">.wrwoP ma.bp.a.fiEP Ws (JE'lop ~xona. TOll 8a.!
p.oPa., is clearly dependent on Porphyry; and so, presumably, is 
Ammianus, whether directly or through a doxographic source. 

ss See chap. ii, pp. 42 f. Ammianus, /oc. cit., says that while each man 
has his "genius," such beings are "admodum paucissimis visa." 

s6 Since the surviving part of the recipe is an invocation to the sun, 
Preisendanz and Hopfner think that l8lou is a mistake for 7}>.l011. 
But loss of the remainder of the recipe (Eitrem) seems an equally 
possible explanation. On such losses see Nock, J. Eg. Arch. IS 
(1929) 221. The Ur.os 8a.lp.wP seems to have played a part in al
chemy also; cf. Zosimus, Comm. in w 2 (Scott, Hermetica, IV.1o4). 

s7 E.g., PGM iv.1927. Similarly iv.28 requires a spot recently bared 
by the Nile Aood and still untrodden, and ii.147, a Tlnros ci')Ws bo 
Ta.PTcn p.ut~a.pou. So Thessalus, CCAG 8(3).136.26 (otKos Ka.8a.pbs). 

sa apud Porph. de aim. 4.6 (236.21 Nauck). He goes on to speak of 
a'YJIEunlpla. TOlS p.7} Ka.8a.PEboUfiW !UUTO. Ka.l 7tpcn 1EpouP'Y(a.s li'YC4 
(237·13). On magical practices in Egyptian temples see Cumont, 
L'Egyptt des Astrologues, 163 tr. 

st E.g., PGM iv.814 tr. For fj)u)l.a.K1J cf. Proclus in CMAG VI, 151.6: 
a'lf'bXPfl 'Yd.p 1rp0s. , • fj)u}l.a.qp 84fj)Pf1, pap.Pos, fiKb}l.)l.a., KT }I.; and for 
spirits turning nasty at seances, Pythagoras of Rhodes in Eus. 
Praep. Eo. s.8, 193B; Psellus, Op. Daem. 22, 8~B. 

6o Aspersion with blood of a dove occurs in an cid}l.ufln, PGM ii.178. 
6' Fr. 29 =de mysl. 241.4 = Eus. Praep. Eo. S·Io, 198A. 
6a CRA/ 1942, 284 tr. Doubt may be felt about the late date which 

Cumont assigns to the introduction of domestic fowl into Greece; 
but this does not affect the present argument. 

6J "The cock has been created to combat demons and sorcerers along 
with the dog," Darmesteter (quoted by Cumont, loc. cit.). The 
belief in its apotropaic virtues survives to this day in many 
countries. On this belief among the Greeks see Orth in P.-W., s.T. 
''Huhn," 2S32 f. 
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6•ls. et Os. 46, 369F. 
"CMAG VI.Iso.I ff., 15 ff. (partly based on the traditional antip. 

athy of lion and cock, Pliny, N.H. 8.52, etc.). Cf. Bolus, ~ucci 
fr. 9 Wellmann (A!Jh. Berl. A/cad., phil.-hist. Kl., 1928, Nr. 7, 
p. 20). 

66 Very similar ideas appear in the "recipe for immortality," PGM 
iv.47 5 ff., e.g. 511: lva 6aup.6.trw TO lEpOP "rip, and 648: he T()(fWrWJI 
p.upt.ci&JP lurafJCIJiaTlmiEls lP Ta6rg Tj I:Jpf.. It, too, culminates in 
luminous visions (634 ff., 694 ff.). But the theurgic a:tra6aJICITUTp./Js 
may have been connected with a ritual of burial and rebirth, Procl. 
Theol. Plat. 4·9• p. 193: TWP fJEOUP"fWP 6cirTEW TO ,C,p.a KE>.EV6nwP 
'11"}.7}, riis Kff/>aMis b Tj ,.WfiTUCWTATQ TWP TE>.E-TwP (cf. Dieterich, Eine 
Mithrasliturgie, 163). 

67 Psellus, though he too connects TE>.Ecrr~ with statues, explains 
the term otherwise: TE>.Et~Tuc!} 8~ l7twrlJp.TJ lt~TW 7} oto, TEMVfla (so 
MSS) T!}p 1/!ux!}P a,a• Tiis .,c,, h!TaOO' iJ}.CJp 8uPcip.EWS (Expos. or. 
Cha/J. 11290, in PG, Vol. 122). Hierocles, who representS a dif
ferent tradition, makes TE>.EfiTunJ the art of purifying the pneuma 
(in aur. carm. 482A Mullach). 

68 Psellus says that "the Chaldaeans" 8la#/*S G>.an ciP8PELu>.a 'lf'>.ch
TOPTES Q'lf'OTp/)1rCllCI 11011f'Jp.aTWJI lnatOPTCll (Script, Min. 1.#7•8), 
For trlJp.fJo>.a cf. the line quoted by Prod us, in. Crat. 21.1: triJp.{Jo}.a 
-yd.p 'lf'ClTpuWs J10os ~IT'If'ElpfP KCITd. KOfiJ.WI'. 

"Epist. 187 Sathas (Bi!Jiiothtca Graeca Medii Aeui, V.474). 
7o CMAGVI.Ip.6; cf. also in Tim. l.111.9 ff. 
7• Cf. Proclus in CMAG Vl.148 ff., with Bidez's introduction, and 

Hopfner, OZ 1.382 ff. 
7• An identical practice is found in modern Tibet, where statues are 

consecrated by inserting in their hollow interiors written spells 
and other magically potent objects (Hastings, Encycl. of Religion 
and Ethics, VII.I44,16o). 

n Cf. R. Wiinsch, Stthianischt Per/luchungstafeln, 98 f.; A. Audol
lent, Defixionum Ta!Jellae, p. lxxiii; Dornseiff, Das Alpha/Jet in 
Mystilc u. Magie, 35 ff. 

74 Proclus, in Tim. 11.247.25; cf. in Crat. 31.27. Porphyry, too, in
cluded in his list of theurgic materia magica both "figurationes" and 
"soni certi quidam ac voces" (Aug. Cio. Dei IO,II). 

75 Marinus, uit. Prod. 28; Suidas, s.v. Xa.Ma'Ucois l7tl'TTJHilp.atll. Cf. 
Psellus, Epist. 187, where we learn that certain formulae are in
operative d ~~-~ TlS TCIVTCI I(JEi inroi/IA'Ni Tj -y}.C:Wf1711} erlpws Ws st 
TIXPTJ 8laTQTTETCll, 

76 Psellus, in CMAG VI. 62.4, tells us that Prod us advised invoking 
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Artemis ( = Hecate) asWfJ~pos, fl1l'ElpOOpa.ICCWTotwvos, >.EOnoiixor, 
Tplp.otx/KJ$• TOVrOlS -yd.p a.bnlP t/nlfll TOlS oiiOpa.fiW rN!Efllla.l Ka.l ofa, 
~~a.'lra.Tiifllla.l Ka.l 'YOfJTEUEfllla.l. 

77 Proclus, in Cral. 72.8. Cf. the divine name which "the prophet 
Bitys" found carved in hieroglyphs in a temple at Sais and re
vealed to "King Ammon," de myst. 267.14. 

78 Psellus, expos. or. chald. 1132c; Nicephoros Gregoras, in Synes. de 
insomn. 541A. Cf. Corp. Herm._xvi.2. 

79 Cf. the Greek translations of such magical names given by Clem. 
Alex. Strom. 5·242, and Hesych. s.v. 'Ec[Mflla. -ypappa.Ta.. 

80 See Wellmann, A!Jh. Berl. A/cad., phil.-hist. Kl., 1928, Nr. 7; 
Pfister, Byz. ZlschT. 37 (1937) 381 ff.; K. W. Wirbelauer, Antiltt 
Lapidarien (Diss. Berl., 1937); Bidez-Cumont, us M ages hti
llnisls 1.194; Festugiere, L'Astrologie, 137 ff., 195 ff. 

8• PGM viii.13; vii.781. Cf. vii.s6o: ~d pol To 7111Eiipa. TO aEporETis, 
Ka.>.oupEPOP t~upfJo>.ols Ka.l oPopa.fllP O.t/i}ryKTon, and iv.2300 ff.; 
Hopfner, P.-W., s.v. "Mageia," 311 ff. 

12 Cf. J. Kroll, Lthnn des Hermes Trismegistos, 91 ff., 409; C. Clerc, 
Les Thlories relalioes au cultt des images cha les auteurs grecs duI I• 
sitcleapres J.-C.; J. Geffcken, Arch.f. Rei. 19 (1919) 286 ff.; Hopf
ner, P.-W., s.v. "Mageia," 347 ff., and OZ l.8o8-812; E. Bevan, 
Holy Images. 

83 Cf. Plot. Enn. 4·3·11 (II.23.21 Volk.): 7rpoiT1fa.86 & TO 01l'Wfloiil' 
plpf1fJW, ifHT7l'Ep KQTO'IrT/)011 d.p71'afla.l dabs Tl 8uPapEPOP, where 
o7l'wfloiW seems to involve denying any specific virtue to magical 
rites of consecration. 

84 Erman, Die agyptischt Religion, 55; A. Moret, Ann. Musle Guimet, 
14 (1902) 93 f.; Gadd, Dioine Rule, 23. Eusebiusseems to know this: 
he lists ~6.""'" lapbt~ElS among the religious and magical practices 
borrowed by the Greeks from Egypt (Praep. Eo. 10.4•4). A simple 
ritual of dedication by offering xhpa.l was in use in classical 
Greece (texts in G. Hock, Griech. Weihege!Jriiuche, 59 ff.); but there 
is no suggestion that this was thought to induce magical animation. 

Is Asclep. III.24•, 37"-38" (Corp. Herm. i.338, 358 Scott). Cf. also 
Preisigke, Sammei!Juch, no. 4127, ~O."CfJ (so Nock for a.oAPw) Tt 

fl~ Ka.l pa.~ ~IJ7l'POla.P -ra.plxw, KAl 8lwa.pw pry6.}.f1"• of Mandulis
Helios; and Numenius apudOrig. c. Cels. 5.38. 

16 This is also the period when gems incised with magical figures or 
formulae begin to appear in large numbers (C. Bonner, "Magical 
Amulets," Haro. Thtol. ~eo. 39 [1946) 30 ff.). The coincidence is 
not fortuitous: magic is becoming fashionable. 

87 Legends about the miraculous behaviour of public cult-statues 
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were, of course, as common in the Hellenistic world as in the me
diaeval: Pausanias and Dio Cassius are full of them; Plutarch, 
Camillus 6, is a locus classicus. But such behaviour was ordinarily 
viewed as a spontaneous act of divine grace, not as the result of a 
magical Upuau or KaTaK).1Jals. On the classical Greek attitude see 
Nilsson, Gtsch. der Griech. Rei. l.71 ff.; down to Alexander's time, 
rationalism seems to have been in general strong enough to hold in 
check (at least in the educated class) the tendency to attribute 
divine powers to images whether public or private. In later days 
the belief in their animation may sometimes have been sustained 
by the use of fraudulent contrivances; see F. Poulsen, "Talking, 
Weeping and Bleeding Sculptures," Acta Archaeologica, 16 (1945) 
178 ff. 

sa Apul. Apol. 63. Cf. P. Vallette, L'Apologie d' Apulle, 310 ff.; Abt, 
Die Apologie des A. u. die anti/et Zau!Jerei, 302. Such statuettes, 
which were permanent possessions, are, of course, somewhat dif
ferent from the image constructed ad hoc for use in a particu
lar 'lrp~ls. 

a, Philops. 42: IK 1nJMU 'Ep&moP Tl ava71'Maas, "A71'r.lh, l4n/, Kalli'YE 
XpuaUa. Cf. i!Jid. 47, and PGM iv.296 ff., 1840 ff. 

to oit. Apoll. 5.20. 
ts Animated statues may have played a part in the classical Greek 

Hecate-magic; see the C~,~rious notices in Suidas, s.vv. eEa'YIJ171S 
and 'EKaTEWP, and cf. Diodorus 4.51, where Medea makes a hol
low statue of Artemis (Hecate) containing ,Papp.aKa, quite in 
the Egyptian manner. 

9" Eus. Praep. Eo. 5.12 =de phi/. ex orae., pp. 129 f. Wolff. So the 
maker of the image at PGM iv.1841 asks it to send him dreams. 
This explains the reference to "somnia" in the Asclepius passage. 

tJ See the fragments in Bidez, Pie de Porphyre, App. I. 
94 Photius, Bi!JI. 215. The report is second-hand, but may be ac

cepted as showing the main drift of lamblichus' argument. Cf. 
Julian, epist. 89b Bidez, 293AB. 

"Eunap. oit. soph. 415· Cf. PGM xii.12. The rip ab-rbp.aToP is an 
old piece of Iranian magic (Paus. 5.27.5 f.), of which Julianus 
may have preserved the tradition. But it was also known to profane 
conjurers (Athen. 19E; Hipp. Ref. Haer. 4·33; Julius Africanus, 
KEaTol, p. 62 Vieillefond). It reappears in mediaeval hagiology, 
e.g., Caesarius of Heisterbach, Dialogue on Miracles, 7-46. 

t6 Suidas, s.v. His "psychic" gifts were further shown by the fact 
that the mere physical neighbourhood of an impure woman al
ways gave him a headache. 
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t7 Th. de Cauzons, La Magie et la sorcel/me en France, II.JJ8 (d. 
also 331, 408). 

''Cf. Woltr's App. Ill to his edition of Porphyry's de phi/. ex orae.; 
H. Diels, Elementum, SS f.; Burckhardt, Civilisation of the Renais
sance in Italy, 282 f. (Eng. ed.); Weinreich, Anti lee HeilungswundtT, 
162 ff.; C. Blum, Eranos, 44 (1946) JIS ff. Malalas attributed to a 
TE}I.Etrp.a.Tororos the virtues even of the Trojan palladium (Dob
schiitz, Christus!Jilder, 8o* f.). 

"Olympiodorus of Thebes in MUller's FHG IV.6o.1 s ( = Photius, 
Bill/. s8.22 Bekker). The fire and water were doubtless symbolized 
by xa.pa.Kri;pEs. It may be a coincidence that they are the two ele
ments used in theurgic purifications (Proclus, in Crat. 100.21). 

100 Jd!Jir et/a science grecgue ( = Mlm. de flnst. d'Egypte, 4S, 1942). 
I am indebted to Dr. Richard Walzer for my knowledge of ~is 
interesting book. 

101 Porphyry figures as an alchemist in Berthelot, Alch.im. grecs, 2S, 
as well as in the Arabic tradition (Kraus, op. cit., 122, n. J). But 
no genuine works of his on alchemy are known to have existed. 
Olympiodorus, however, and other late Neoplatonists dabbled ia 
alchemy. 

102 References to the ad Ane!J. in Arabic literature are quoted by 
Kraus, op. cit., 128, n. S· 

10ll do not know on what ground Hopfner (OZ ll.7o ff.) excludes 
both these types of operation from his definition of "theurgic 
divination proper." In defining a term like theurgy we should 
be guided, it seems to me, by the ancient evidence and not by 
a priori theory. 

104 See chap. iii, p. 6o. For secondary personalities professing to be 
pagan gods and accepted as such by Christian exorcists, cf. Min. 
Felix, Oct. 27.6 f.; SulpichJs Severus, Dial. 2.6 (PL 20, 21Sc), etc. 

•os in Remp. II.12J.8 ff. To judge from the context, the aim of this 
T'E}I.~ was probably, like that of the imaginary experiment 
with the 1/tuxou>..xln p&pfxn which Proclus quotes at 122.22 ff. 
from Clearchus, to procure a "psychic excursion" rather than pos
session; but it must in any case have involved the induction of 
some sort of trance. 

' 16 "Greek Oracles," in Abbott's Hellenica, 478 ff. 
107 Lines 216 ff. Wolff ( = Eus. Praep. Eo. S·9>· G. Hock, Griech. 

Weih.tge!Jriiuch.e, 68, takes the directions as referring to withdrawal 
of the divine presence frvm a statue. But such phrases as fJpoTM 
(Jfdp OiJKIT'l XWPEi, fJpoToP a.lKltEtr6E, ciJia'lrO.UE 8E q,6JT0. 1 }I.IUroP ft 

ooxija., lipO.T'E q,&JT'a. 'YI.,0EP cba.tr~tTO.PT'ES era.ipol, can refer only to 
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a human medium. ("Controls" at modern seances regularly speak 
of the medium in this way, in the third person.) 

JoB This is stated in several of Porphyry's oracles, e.g., 1. 190, 6E..00lz,_ 
pols 'EKch,, p.E 6E~" IK6.}..Eflfla.s ba'YKa.n, and by Pythagoras of 
Rhodes whom Porph. quotes in this connection (Praep. Eo. 5.8). 
Compulsion is denied in the de myst. (3.18, 145·4 ff.), which also 
denies that "the Chaldaeans" use threats towards the gods, while 
admitting that the Egyptians do (6.5-7). On the whole subject cf. 
B. Olsson in .6PArMA Nilsson, 374 ff. 

Jot In CMAG Vl.1p.1o ff. he mentions purification by brimstone 
and sea water, both of which come from classical Greek tradition: 
for brimstone cf. Horn. Od. 22.481, Theocr. 24.96, and Eitrem, 
Opjerritus, 247 ff.; for sea water, Dittenberger, Syll.l 1218.15, 
Eur. IT. 1193, Theophr. Char. 16.12. What is new is the purpose
to prepare the "anima spiritalis" for the reception of a higher be
ing (Porph. de regressu fr. 2). Cf. Hopfner, P.-W., s.v. "Mageia," 
359 ff. 

uo Cf. Mt~a.TI pol fiT~Pous in the Porphyrian oJ.lCle (Praep. Eo. 5.9), 
and the boy Aedesius who "had only to put on the garland and 
look at the sun, when he immediately produced reliable oracles in 
the best inspirational style" (Eun. oit. soph. 504). 

m Porphyry, lot. cit. 
112 Proclus in CMAG VI. I p.6: a'II'OXP7} 'Yd.P 'll'pOs p.Ev a.frroq,a,ElO.P 1'0 

KPWpoP. 
11 l in Remp. 11.117.3; cf. 186.12. Psellus rightly calls it an Egyptian 

practice (Ep. 187, p, 474 Sathas): cf. PGM v•, and the Demotic 
Magical Papyrus of London and Leiden, verso col. 22.2. 

11 4 de myst. 157·14. Olympiodorus, in Ale. p. 8 Cr., says that children 
and country people are more prone to bilout~la.fl,hs owing to their 
lack of imagination (!). 

us Cf. Hopfner's interesting paper, "Die Kindermedien in den Gr.
Aeg. Zauberpapyri," Fmschrift N. P. Kondalcoo, 65 ff. The reason 
usually alleged for preferring children is their sexual purity, but 
the real cause of their superior effectiveness was doubtless their 
greater suggestibility (E. M. Butler, Ritual Magic, 126). The 
Pythia of Plutarch's day was a simple country girl (Plut. Pyth. 
Orae. 22, 405c). 

116 Cf. Lord Balfour in Proc. Soc.for Psychical Research, 43 (o1935) 6o: 
"Mrs. Piper and Mrs. Leonard when in trance seem to lose all 
sense of their personal identity, whereas, so far as the observer 
can judge, this is never the case with Mrs. WiUett. Her trance sit
tings abound with remarks describing her own experiences, and 
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occasionally she will make comments ••• on the messages she is 
asked to transmit." See also chap. iii. nn. 54, SS· 

u7 oil 9lpoutrw. This explains the line oil ~El J1.f ToV 3oxiios 1) Tci>.awa 
Kap8la quoted by Proclus tn Remp. 1.111.28. 

us Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, 28 (I9lS): changes of voice, convulsive 
movements, grinding the teeth, pp. 206 ff.; partial anaesthesia, 
pp. 16 f. Insensibility to fire was attributed to the medium D. D. 
Home, and is associated with abnormal psychological states in 
many parts of the world (Oesterreich, Possession, 264, 270, Eng. 
trans.; R. Benedict, Patterns of Culture, 176; Brunei, Aisst1ot2a, 
109, IS8). 

U9 Cf. PGM vii.634= 7rlp.t/loP Tlw Q.}.,,wlw • AtrK>.'II7f'WJ1 8lxa 7'lPcn anl
(Jiou 7f'>.avo8alp.oPcn, Arnob. ado. nat. 4.12: magi suis in acci
tionibus memorant antitheos saepius obrepere pro accitis, Heliod. 
4·7= 6.nl8Ebs TlS lolKEP lp.7rooltEw T'J)P 7rp~w, Porph. de a!Jsl. 
2.41 f., Psellus, Op. Dum. 22, 8~B. The source of the belief is 
thought to be Iranian (Cumont, Rei. Orient.4, 278 ff.; Bousset, 
Arch.j. Rei. 18 [191S] 13S ff.). 

120 Porphyry, loc. cit., quotes a "god's" request in such circumstances 
that the sitting be closed: >.iiE fll'll" K6.pTcn TE )Jyyw,· ~uMryopa }.1~. 
Just so will a modern "communicator" close the sitting with 
"I must stop now or I shall say something silly" (Proc. Soc. 
Psych. Research, 38 [1928] 76). 

12
' According to Proclus in Tim. 1.139.23, and in Remp. 1.40.18, this 
involves, besides the presence of the appropriate 'trlw(J-qp.a, a 
favourable position of the heavenly bodies (cf. de myst. 173.8), a 
favourable time and place (as often in papyri), and favourable 
climatic conditions. Cf. Hopfner, P.-W., s.v. "Mageia," 3S3 ff. 

In Proclus in Cral. 36.20 ff. offers a theoretical explanation of what 
spiritualists would call "the direct voice"; it follows Posidonian 
lines (cf. Greek Poetry and Life, 372 f.). Hippolytus knows how to 
fake this phenomenon (Ref. Haer. 4.28). 

UJ bralp/Jp.EIIOJ1 opiTal ~ 8urymiJp.EPOJ1. Cf. the alleged elongation of 
a sixteenth-century Italian nun, Veronica Laparelli (Jour. Soc. 
Psych. Research, 19.s1 ff.), and of the modern mediums Home and 
Peters (i!Jid., 10.104 ff., 238 ff.). 

124 This is a traditional mark of magicians or holy men. It is attributed 
to Simon Magus (ps.-Oem. Hom. 2.32); to Indian mystics (Phi
lost. oit. Apoll. 3·1S); to several Christian saints and Jewish 
rabbis; and to the medium Home. A magician in a romance lists 
it in his repertoire (PGM xxxiv.8), and Lucian satirizes such 
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claims (Philops. 13, Asin. 4). lamblichus' slaves bragged of their 
master's being levitated at his devotions (Eunap. uit. soph. 458). 

us See the passages from Psellus and Nicetas of Serrae collected by 
Bidez, Mllanges Cumont, 95 ff. Cf. also Ettrem, Sym!J. Oslo. 8 
(1929) 49 ff. 

106 de myst. 166.15, where TOUt Ka.}..ou,W,ous seems to be passive (se. 
fJEOUs), not (as Parthey and Hopfner) middle ( = TOUs KMTopa.s): 
it is the "gods," not the operators, who improve the character 
of the mediums (166.18, cf. 176.3). If so, the "stones and herbs" 
will be triJp.(Jo}..a. carried by the "gods" and left behind by them, 
like the "apports" of the spiritualists. Cf. chap. iv, n. 19. 

127 Prod. in Remp. 1.111,1; cf. in Crat. 34.28, and Psellus, PG 122, 
1136B. 

us Gregory of Nazianzus, oral. 4·55 (PG 35, 577c). 
12

' "Kindermedien," 73 f. 
JJo Cf. de myst. 3.14, on various types of t/KIJT/n 4'YC'orri· 
•J• Simpl. in phys. 613.5, quoting Proclus, who spoke of a light Td. 

O.WO'Ir7'UCd. fJEap.a.Ta. lP la.VTcfi TOlS a~loLs IK,Pa.iPOP' lP TO{mf) 'YaP 
7'4 aTlnrwTa. 'TII'IroUC16a.l ,,,, Ka.Td. 7'0 }.0-ywP. Simplicius, however, 
denies that the Oracles described the apparitions as arising lP Tcfi 
tPwT"l (616.18). 

'.P Greek Magical Papyri in the British Museum, 14. Reitzenstein, 
Hell. Myst.-Rel., 31, translated it "damit sie sich forme nach." 

Ill de myst. 133.12: 7'07'E P,EP tTKOTOS triJJIEp-yoP }..a.p.fJaPOUtTW ol tPwTO.'YW
'YOWTES, cf. Eus. Praep. Eo. 4.1. Conjurors pretend for their con
venience that darkness is necessary, Hipp. Ref. Haer. 4.28. 

•l4 de myst. 133.13: TOTE 8E 'J)Mou ,p;;,s ~ trEMP'IIS ~ c'S}..ws T'J)P inra.lfJpwP 
a.{l'y'I)P tTU}..).a.p.fJa.IIOp.oa. ~xoutrl 1rp/n T'J)P ~}..a.p.l/lw. Cf. Aedesius, 
supra n. no, Psellus, Expos. or. Chald. 1133B, and Eitrem, Sym!J, 
Oslo. 22.56 ff. 
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